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Abstract 

There was a major growth in self-employment in Britain during the 1980s, 
Currently well over three million people (or around 13 per cent of the work force) 
are self-employed in their main job, of whom around two thirds work on their 
own. Although there are difficulties with interpreting data on income from self- 
employment, there is evidence that a substantial proportion of self-employed 
households, particularly among the more recent entrants, have relatively low 
earnings. A considerable amount of research has been carried out on the start up 
or failure of new small businesses, but little has been known about the living 
standards sustained by low earnings or the household dynamics associated with 
this sector of employment. 

Self-employment can be expected to continue growing, along with other forms 
of 'atypical' employment, as a contributor to the new 'flexible workforce'. 
However, the self-employed are increasingly a problem area within social 
security. With the growth of the sector as a whole, including the more recent 
development of quasi-self employed subcontractual arrangements in a number of 
industries, has come some recognition that the self-employed, along with other 
'atypical' workers, may be wrongly excluded from certain kinds of protection or 
entitlements available to other employees. Lower paid self-employed people are 
entitled in some circumstances to claim various means-tested benefits, including 
family credit and housing benefit. Yet there has been a widespread view that 
declared earnings of self-employed people are frequently understated and do not 
represent a true picture of household living standards. 

This thesis examines how living standards relate to declared earnings in families 
where an adult is in self-employed work and receives the means-tested family 
credit. The empirical research is put in context by a wide-ranging review of the 
growth and contemporary nature of self-employment from the perspective of 
sociology, labour market studies, gender, and income distribution. The 
circumstances of self-employed family credit recipients are then compared to 
those of employees, using secondary analysis of administrative data. 

The empirical core of the thesis is a series of qualitative, in-depth interviews with 
a sample of 40 self-employed recipients of family credit and their domestic 
partners in the case of couples. The thesis examines qualitatively the ways in 
which people become self-employed, how particular living standards are 
produced and sustained in self-employed households, and the participation in the 
economic process by different household members. 

There was little evidence widespread inaccuracy or misrepresentation of earnings 
by self-employed recipients, even if incomes were occasionally boosted in some 
trades by small amounts of undeclared work. Yet the families were highly 
heterogeneous, and living standards varied considerably, even among families on 
similar income levels. 
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There were many reasons for particularly low earnings. Some people were just 
starting out in business, others were facing business failure and likely to return 
to unemployment or seek work elsewhere. Some had little control over their 
earnings or the amount of work available, or had personal or family 
circumstances which limited their time or effort. 

The relationship between current earnings and living standards often depended 
on how far previous earnings and expenditure still cushioned families from more 
recent drops in income. The longer people has been at their current earnings level, 
the more direct the relationship became, as household goods deteriorated and 
savings dwindled. However, the link was mediated by other factors, so that in 
some cases expenditure exceeded net income over specific periods. Help from 
extended families, the use of credit and the accumulation of debt all acted in 
different way to make the link more tenuous. 

The demands of self-employed work often tended to reinforce traditional 
divisions of labour between couples. However, where women were closely 
involved in the enterprises, particularly in dealing with the book-keeping or other 
finances, they were often in a stronger position to influence decision making 
about both business and household expenditure. This was an important factor in 
helping families to maintain living standards during periods of financial pressure. 

The thesis raises a number of questions about the role of social security in 
supporting what are often highly marginal enterprises, particularly where some 
self-employed people exhibit higher living standards than might be considered 
consonant with the receipt of a targeted and means benefit. However, it seems to 
make little policy sense to attempt to discriminate amongst recipients by 
employment status, as the boundaries between the groups are fluid and the 
overlap considerable. For many low-income self-employed families, for whom 
family credit was sometimes described as 'godsend', any alternative would 
probably result in a transfer from one kind of state support to another. In terms 
of the broader quality of their lives it might be a poor exchange. 

In many ways low-income self-employed people are living out what has been 
described as the 'plural economy'. In the absence of a return to traditional notions 
of full employment, justification for providing support through social security for 
these marginal forms of work is likely to rather expand rather than weaken. 
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PART ONE 

CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION AND OUTLINE OF THE THESIS 

Overview 

This chapter introduces the main issues covered in the 

thesis and outlines its structure. The first section introduces 

the argument of the thesis. The second section describes 

the research and the policy context in which it took place, 

while the third part of the chapter explains the choice of 

methods. The final section summarises the structure of the 

rest of the thesis. 



Chapter One 

Introduction and Outline of the Thesis 

1.1 The Argument 

The decade of the 1980s in Britain and elsewhere in Europe was marked by profound changes 

in the nature of work and the labour market. The pace and intensity of change has differed across 

countries, but trends common to all the industrialised economies have included greater 

participation in paid work by women, a shift from manufacturing to service industries, and 

growth in part-time, temporary and other forms of'atypical' work (Blackwell, 1994). Some of 
these are long-term trends, but in the UK one of the most striking features of rapid change during 

the 1980s was the growth in work described as self-employment. Between 1979 and 1990 the 

number of people recorded as self-employed rose by 95 per cent, to more than 3.4 million 
(Department of Employment, 1993). It fell back slightly in the recession of the early 1990s, but 

since 1992 it has risen again to around 3.3 million, or about one in eight of all those active in the 

labour market. The signs are that with the partial economic recovery, the upward trend in self- 

employment has resumed, albeit at a considerably slower rate than in the 1980s. 

The activities embraced by self-employment range from those of the liberal professions or 

lucrative and technologically-advanced small enterprises to the most marginal and insecure forms 

of work. Growth has taken place at both ends of this continuum, leading to a wider dispersion 

of incomes within the self-employed sector itself and contributing significantly to the patterns 

of growing inequality which have characterised the last 15 years in the UK (Goodman and Webb, 

1994; Jenkins, 1995). Rapid increases in the service sector have also masked long-term 

stagnation or decline in some traditional areas of self-employment, such as agriculture and 

fishing. 

This thesis is concerned with the lives of people working in various forms of low-income self- 

employment, which have received relatively little research attention compared to that devoted 

to waged employment. There is still a widespread and persistent idea of self-employed people 
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as an affluent and self-sufficient petite bourgeoisie - not least because difficulties in measuring 

self-employed earnings in ways that provide figures comparable with the wages of employees 

have given rise to assumptions of widespread, and sometimes purposeful, under-reporting of 

income. The thesis argues that there is a substantial and growing section of the population, 

amongst whom families with children are over-represented, who spend part or all of their 

working lives in forms of independent or semi-independent work which often bring very low 

financial rewards. Among this group are people who responded to calls to embrace the 'culture 

of enterprise' but found it difficult to compete in an overcrowded service sector. It includes others 

whose sources of employed work dwindled in the industrial restructuring of the 1980s, or who 
have found that the only work available has been redesignated as self-employment in the name 

of'flexibility'. There are also traditional forms of self-employment, such as farming and fishing, 

where incomes are highly dependent on external economic or environmental forces, or on policy 
decisions taken at a European level. Finally, the low-income self-employed increasingly include 

women, some of whom have found in the flexibility offered by working for themselves a way of 

combining work and caring responsibilities. 

There have always been people working for themselves and some of them have always had low 

earnings. This was recognised as long ago as 1942 in the Beveridge Report: 

Many independent workers - small shopkeepers, crofters, fishermen, hawkers, 
outworkers - are poorer than many of those employed under contract of service 
and are much dependent on good health for their earnings. 
(Beveridge, 1942, para. 118) 

It is argued here, however, that a shift in the pattern of work on the scale that has taken place 

since the beginning of the 1980s has potentially profound consequences which are only now 
being assessed. The growth of self-employment has taken place in parallel with, and partly linked 

to, an expansion in other forms of'non-standard' employment, including part-time, temporary and 

subcontracted work. One defining characteristic of this non-standard or atypical work is that it 

tends to provide less security and legal protection than conventional full-time employment and 
brings more limited access to employment-related social security benefits (Hakim, 1987a). Many 

of these 'atypical' work patterns are actually normal and traditional for women and the growth of 

non-standard work is partly a consequence of more women entering the labour market. What is 
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atypical, and apparently more controversial, is men being faced with similar flexibility of 

employment. This is one way in which self-employment perhaps differs from other atypical work 

forms. Although the biggest proportionate increases in the 1980s were among women, the self- 

employed sector is still predominantly a male arena, though one in which women play an 

essential but often invisible role. 

There is no one simple explanation for the exceptionally strong resurgence of self-employment 

in Britain, but the main contributory factors appear to have been industrial restructuring and 

changes in contractual employment relationships. The link with unemployment is contentious, 
but political efforts to establish a 'culture of enterprise' also have to be seen as part of the 

equation. In practical terms the ideology of enterprise has been underpinned by schemes like the 

Enterprise Allowance (subsequently renamed Business Start-up), which have encouraged people 
to move from unemployment into small business ventures, and by other initiatives to reduce 
fiscal or bureaucratic burdens on small business. Yet little has been known about the nature of 

the work of the new self-employed, the organisation of home life and household activity which 

derives from it, or about the long-term financial consequences for the individuals and families 

involved. 

Brown (1992) has suggested that self-employed people have been particularly disadvantaged in 

their exclusion from key social security provision such as unemployment benefit and the state 

earnings-related pension (SERPS), and from access to industrial injuries compensation. The 

question of retirement incomes is especially important. The exclusion of self-employed people 

from SERPS is premised on their ability to make private provision for themselves, and tax 

concessions have been made available to encourage private protection. However, there is 

growing evidence that amongst the lower earning self-employed at least, such a policy may be 

ineffective, as both national insurance contributions and private pension premiums are payments 

which attract low priority in times of financial difficulty. In a recent study of income distribution 

among the self-employed, Meager et al. (1994) found that retired people who had experienced 

spells of self-employment tended to have both lower savings and poorer pension entitlements 

than ex-employees. In general, Brown (1992) has argued that a'policy vacuum' has existed in 

relation to the self-employed, based on perceptions which are no longer valid. Partly these 
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perceptions stem from a lack of understanding of the work and living circumstances of many self- 

employed people. Until its resurgence in the 1980s, self-employment as a form of labour market 

activity had been largely stagnant if not in long-term decline. Sociologists of work and the labour 

process were preoccupied mainly with the firm and the Fordist production process, and self- 

employment provoked little research interest. This began to change in the mid-1980s and there 

is now a growing body of work from legal, sociological, gender and labour market perspectives, 

as well as, more recently, a new focus on the financial circumstances of the self-employed. Yet 

there is still relatively little research which specifically links the working and family lives of self- 

employed people in a way that illuminates the connections between them. There has also been 

little attention given to the role of social security in the lives of self-employed people - not least 

because of the notions of self-reliance and independence which attach to this work status and the 

assumptions made about earnings derived from it. The other major gap in knowledge has been 
in detailed empirical investigation of the living standards of families supported by earnings from 

self-employment. 

The thesis attempts to address some of these gaps in knowledge, through a discussion of the 
findings from a programme of research on self-employed people claiming family credit - the 

means-tested benefit for people with children where one or both parents are in work. 

1.2 The Research 

The study was based on a programme of research commissioned by the Department of Social 

Security and carried out between 1991 and 1993 at the Social Policy Research Unit (SPRU) at 
the University of York. The research developed from earlier work on family credit (Corden and 
Craig, 1991), in which it was noted that applications for benefit by self-employed people 

appeared to cause special problems both for claimants and for the administration. At a policy 
level, there were several concerns. The number of self-employed families receiving family credit 
(and its predecessor family income supplement) had been growing steadily since the mid-1980s 

and self-employed families consistently received higher average payments than families with 

employed earners. This raised questions as to whether the assessment of earnings by the Family 
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Credit Unit was representing accurately the 'true' incomes and living standards of these families 

because of inconsistencies in the assessment process and potential under-reporting of income by 

self-employed people. 

The rising number of claims from self-employed people was also a focus of administrative 
interest. Staff difficulties in reaching consistent interpretations of the financial information 

supplied by self-employed claimants were matched by the problems claimants faced in trying to 

provide the information in the form required. In spite of the growing number of claims, it was 
thought that take-up amongst the self-employed could still be lower than for employees. 
Meanwhile there was a build up of representations from accountants, MPs and organisations 
acting on behalf of self-employed people, highlighting anomalies in the treatment of some 
groups. These concerns were coming to the attention of the Department at a time when the 
Government was placing increasing emphasis on maintaining work incentives in the benefit 

system and on smoothing the transition to work. 

The research was designed to illuminate the nature of low-income self-employment, the living 

standards generated and sustained with the help of family credit, the role of in-work benefits in 

providing incentives to work, and the process of applying for and establishing eligibility for 

benefit. It also focused specifically on the assessment of self-employed earnings, evaluating DSS 

regulations and procedures from an accountancy perspective. To achieve these goals the study 
included five main components: 

"a review of research on self-employment and social security 

" secondary analysis of administrative data on family credit recipients 

"a conceptual study of the assessment of self-employed earnings for family credit 

"a qualitative study of self-employed recipients of family credit and their occupations 

"a qualitative study of the household living standards of self-employed recipients of family 
credit. 

This thesis draws particularly on the first two and last components of the research programme. 
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1.3 Research Methods 

A preliminary review of the literature was required since so little was known about either low- 

income self-employment in general or the use of social security benefits by the self-employed in 

particular. The aim was to locate the research within the existing body of knowledge about self- 

employment and to identify avenues of enquiry needing to be addressed in the empirical studies. 

It was also clear that considerable information on both employed and self-employed family credit 

recipients was held on the administrative database at the Family Credit Unit in North Fylde. This 

had previously received little analysis beyond the basic tabulations, drawn from a five per cent 

sample of claims in payment on a particular day each month, produced for the Department of 
Social Security's annual statistical report. Secondary analysis of these data was designed to 

explore the differences and similarities between families with different employment statuses, and 

to pursue the question of why self-employed recipients consistently received higher levels of 
benefit. Monthly extracts were re-analysed, comparing information on employed and self- 

employed recipients between 1989 and 1991. More detail of the processes involved is given in 

Chapter Five. 

The analysis of administrative data provided a quantitative framework for the other empirical 

elements of the research. For several reasons, the emphasis was on qualitative techniques. As 

was mentioned earlier, research on self-employment as a whole was relatively underdeveloped 

and the use of social security benefits by self-employed people in particular was a new area 

requiring initial exploration. The nature of the research questions required an understanding of 

self-employed people's experiences, their motivations for work and attitudes towards the social 

security system, and their understanding of the family credit assessment process and the rules of 

eligibility. All these aspects of the research - exploratory, diagnostic and evaluative - are prime 

territory for in-depth, qualitative techniques (Miles and Huberman, 1994). 

The use of qualitative interviews to examine living standards is perhaps more unusual and 

requires some explanation. Conventionally, living standards are measured quantitatively by 

means of large-scale, representative surveys, since the purpose is generally to establish a 
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statistical picture of the prevalence of different levels of living, either in the population as a 

whole or in particular sub-groups. There are a few exceptions to this norm, such as the study by 

Ritchie (1990) on living standards in unemployment, but this too was linked to a quantitative 

survey. For the present study it was decided that the complexity of the issues relating to self- 

employment required a different approach. In order to explain why in-depth, qualitative methods 

were felt to be most appropriate, it may be useful to review briefly the debate on the 

measurement of poverty and living standards. 

Measuring living standards 
One of the key arguments has been whether living standards can be measured 'objectively'. Early 

pioneers of poverty research such as Rowntree (1901,1937) attempted to assess the extent of 

poverty by measuring income and resources against an absolute minimum standard. Although 

there has been some debate about how Rowntree viewed the purpose of the subsistence minimum 
(see, for example, Veit Wilson, 1986), 'absolute' measures of living standards set by experts 

tended to hold sway until the late 1960s when this approach began to be challenged by the 

concept of'relative deprivation'. Townsend (1979), one of the most influential proponents of this 

approach, argued that the living standards of individual people or families have to be seen in the 

context of the wider life of the community. A body of social expectations exists which is defined 

by particular societies to which people belong. These expectations change over time and create 

a set of norms by which people's ability to participate in society may be measured. Townsend's 

early attempts to turn the concept of relative deprivation into a measurable phenomenon met with 

some criticisms. Piachaud (1981), for example, argued that Townsend's choice of indicators 

suggested an unrealistic consensus around people's lifestyles and cultural expectations. 

Consequently some of the observed disparities in living standards could be seen as reflecting 

choices as much as financially-imposed constraints. A subsequent strand of work has attempted 

to meet this criticism by incorporating measures of public consensus around the importance or 

necessity of goods and participatory activities (Mack and Lansley, 1985; Brownlee and 
MacDonald, 1991). 

Another aspect of the debate concerns the scope and breadth of the indicators which should be 

used to measure living standards. There has been a general acceptance of the relativist position 
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that measures of deprivation should be broadened to include social and environmental factors 

such as participation in social activities and access to services. There has been less agreement on 

the use of more 'subjective' criteria such as personal well-being, stress, or individual self- 

evaluation of living standards. It has been argued that subjective feelings of unhappiness or 
frustration may carry little weight in policy terms compared to demonstrable deprivation of 
decent housing or adequate food (Sen, 1987). Other critics have doubted the value of attempting 

to measure the'subjective domain' (Ringen, 1988), which it is suggested may not properly be the 

responsibility of the state. Against this position, others such as Townsend (1987) and Donnison 

(1988) have argued that the interconnection of the public and private spheres legitimates the 
inclusion of aspects of life beyond just those which are directly amenable to state intervention. 

More recently attention has returned to the need for objective measures of living standards which 
incorporate aspects of both the relativist and the consensual approaches. Sen, for example, has 

argued that such measures are essential if the question of adequacy of state benefits is to be 

addressed (Sen, 1987). This is a point taken up by Bradshaw and Morgan (1987) in arguing the 

case for budget standards research, whereby experts compile household budgets for model family 

types using survey data on items considered essential or desirable by the general public. The 

budgets can be set at a minimum level or at any higher level required for particular policy 

purposes. In the UK the most developed application of this approach has been in the work of the 
Family Budget Unit (see, for example, Bradshaw and Ernst, 1990; Yu, 1992; Oldfield and Yu, 

1993). Budget standards have been used in a number of other countries to aid decisions on 
benefit levels and are central to recent proposals for a new set of poverty lines for the USA (Citro 

and Michael, 1995). Indicative budget standards are also in the process of being developed for 

Australia as part of a Department of Social Security project on the adequacy of income support 
payments (Social Policy Research Centre, 1995). 

A different direction was taken in recent work by Townsend which suggested that there were 
levels of income for different types of households where falling resources resulted in a sharp and 

measurable increase in deprivation and a withdrawal from social participation (Townsend and 
Gordon, 1989). 
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Both the consensual and the budget standards approaches have attempted in different ways to 

deal with problems such as the influence of taste and preference on living standards and the 

establishment of objective measurement criteria. Difficulties still remain, however, with both the 

use of expenditure patterns as a proxy for consumption, and with the use of possession of 

consumption items as indicators of living standards. These problems cross all household types, 

but for reasons outlined below they may be particularly salient among families engaged in self- 

employment. 

One problem lies in taking account of the periods of time during which people experience 

different levels of household income. The OPCS survey of living standards in unemployment 
found that levels of expenditure and consumption tended to be higher during unemployment 

among households where the head had been in full-time employment for most of the previous 

year than among those who had experienced interrupted work (Heady and Smyth, 1989). Patterns 

of consumption of a range of items were thus associated with pre-unemployment patterns of 

income, and subsequent rises in consumption following a return to work were also linked with 

factors such as pre-unemployment credit-worthiness. 

Similar patterns of expenditure and consumption can be observed among people working in self- 

employment. For example, consumption may be inconsistent with current incomes where 

families have recently moved into self-employment from the relative security of higher paid 

employment, or where business fortunes have improved or declined. It is also not uncommon for 

self-employed people to experience earnings which fluctuate substantially over time. The value 

of housing property (and the size of mortgages) may also bear little relation to current earnings, 

since they may be the result of inheritance or of investments made in more comfortable times. 

Moreover, there can often be a time lag between the period during which particular levels of 

expenditure or consumption are observed and the out-turn of actual business profit for this 

period. Such fluctuations and time lags may in practice be absorbed by the rundown of capital 

and savings, by the use of credit, or by a build-up of other debts. Whether self-employed people 

have access to means of credit or other borrowing may depend on the nature of their enterprise, 

on previous income or on housing tenure, but the use of overdraft facilities are a common feature 

of financial management in small enterprises. Borrowing may be used to provide finance for 
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household expenditure or to reduce drawings in order to help the business to ride out periods of 

market fluctuation. Such borrowing may not be regarded as problematic until there is clear 

evidence of a decline in business turnover or a change of policy by lenders, and the level of 

expenditure and consumption it allows may bear little resemblance to the pattern of profits 

actually made through the business over a period of observation. 

A similar problem exists with the use of household goods or domestic capital as indicators of 

living standards. It is simple enough to ask whether households possess certain consumer 

durables, and a degree of consensus has arisen in recent years over the inclusion of a core of 

common items (see, for example, Table 6.7 in Social Trends (OPCS, 1994)). It is less obvious 

that meaningful conclusions can be drawn from such indicators. Possession of domestic capital 

may be suggestive of certain standards of living. However, even if adequate adjustments can be 

made to account for family size, need and individual choices or priorities, the value, age, 

condition and circumstances of acquisition of some consumption items could be seen as more 

pertinent criteria than simple possession, particularly where the items concerned are present in 

the vast majority of households and are widely regarded as virtual necessities'. In many cases the 

ability to repair or replace important items in the event of breakdown or deterioration may be the 

crucial test, 'a point which a number of studies have tried to incorporate (see, for example, 

Bradshaw and Holmes, 1989). 

For the self-employed, it may be that ownership of certain consumption items is intrinsically 

linked into the nature of working for oneself. Access to some form of vehicle, for example, is 

vital in certain kinds of work, and this is recognised as an allowable expense in both taxation and 
in the assessment of income for means-tested benefits. Telephones too are often essential for 

people providing services to the public. Home computers are rapidly becoming a virtual necessity 
for anyone running a small enterprise from home. Home ownership is closely associated with 
being self-employed, one reason for which may be the possibility of using housing as security 
for loans. There are also certain types of traditional self-employment, such as farming and 
fishing, where assets in the form of land, housing or equipment is handed down between families 

` Recent experimental work in Australia on drawing up non-income deprivation indicators for social 
security benefit recipients found that indicators on possession of a number of items which are owned by the majority 
of households was poorly correlated with other indicators of deprivation (Travers, 1996) 
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and where it is commonplace for parents and grandparents to continue their involvement in the 

development of new businesses. More generally, the achievement of a suitable home from which 

to work, a certain level of living standards and a secure stock of household goods may for some 

people be a prerequisite for entering the insecure arena of self-employment, rather than 

necessarily a product of the enterprise itself. 

This brings us to a final feature of self-employment, which is the potential for overlap between 

'business' and 'household' monies, both in income and expenditure. The ambiguity of different 

flows of money may be especially evident in the kind of modest, sole-trader or home-based 

enterprises common in the lower income self-employed sector. There is little known about how 

people separate these in practice, how much leakage there is between them, or how the allocation 

of money to different forms of expenditure may affect living standards. Earlier work on family 

credit has shown that among employees there are distinct gender dimensions in the claiming and 

use of benefit (Corden and Craig, 1991). We need to understand whether there are any special 
features of self-employment which affect the allocation of household resources between partners 

and how this might affect the use of family credit among these families. 

The way that living standards are conceptualised in this thesis is not, therefore, solely based on 

measures of income, expenditure and possession of consumer goods, although some information 

of this kind is included. It relies additionally on respondents' own accounts of how their present 

material standards came about. How was this process linked with work decisions or experiences 

in the past? How much were present standards maintained by current incomes, or were they a 

residue from more affluent times? What difficulties, if any, did families have in managing on 

their present low incomes and how were their living standards changing? What choices were they 

making about future financial security in old age or ill health? By pursuing these questions the 

study attempts to identify the expectations, choices and constraints facing different families, the 

strategies of managing on low earnings, and the degrees of insecurity or satisfaction felt about 

respondents' present circumstances. 
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1.4 Thesis Outline 

The thesis is organised as follows. Chapter Two sets out the wider context for the study, looking 

at the legal and sociological approaches to defining and categorising different forms of self- 

employment, and reviewing the evidence on the rapid upsurge of self-employment in Britain 

during the 1980s. The chapter discusses the causes of this resurgence and examines the 

characteristics of the 'new' self-employed. One point which emerges clearly is that there has been 

growth in both forms of professional and higher paid self-employment and in marginal 

enterprises which are likely to be insecure and poorly rewarded. Chapter Three takes up this issue 

in a discussion of the financial circumstances of the self-employed and the problems involved 

in conceptualising and measuring the resources available to them. These two chapters are based 

on a review of literature and research data on self-employment, plus some original secondary 

analysis of household survey data. The next chapter reviews the evolution of social security 

policy (or the lack of it) towards the self-employed and looks at their access to and use of 
different benefits. The chapter also introduces some material on policies towards the self- 

employed in other European countries. Chapter Five focuses on lower-income self-employed 
families with children, drawing on the analysis of family credit administrative data and providing 

a quantitative comparison between the circumstances of employed and self-employed recipients, 
in search of explanations for why the latter tend consistently to receive higher payments. The 

methodology of the analysis is outlined within the chapter. 

The second part of the thesis is based on the qualitative, in-depth studies of the circumstances 

of family credit recipients. Chapter Six explains the methodology of these studies and provides 

a profile of the families involved. Chapter Seven is about the working lives of families in self- 

employment. It examines what people do and how their work is organised, their routes into self- 

employment and their motivations, the role of other family members and the special role self- 

employed work can play in the lives of lone parents, disabled people and those with special 

caring responsibilities. This is followed by a detailed examination of the earnings and resources 

available to the participants, tracing the links between previous work and family circumstances 

and current income. Subsequent chapters focus on housing tenure and conditions, the acquisition 

and ownership of household possessions, patterns of managing and budgeting on low incomes, 
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and respondents' perceptions of the quality of their lives. The thesis concludes, in Chapter 

Thirteen, with a summary of how living standards are constructed and maintained in low-income 

self-employed families, and with a discussion of risk and insecurity in cultures of enterprise and 

survival, finishing with an assessment of the implications for social security policy. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

THE RESURGENCE OF SELF-EMPLOYMENT IN THE 1980s 

Overview 

This chapter provides a contextual background for the 

qualitative study of low-income families. It presents and 

discusses data on the growth of self-employment, 

reviews the debate over the explanation for this 

resurgence and examines the characteristics of people 

working in the sector. 
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Chapter Two 

The Resurgence of Self-employment in the 1980s 

2.1 Introduction 

The working lives of low-income families supported by self-employment in the early 1990s have 

to be understood against the background of the remarkable upsurge in work of this kind which 

took place during the 1980s. This chapter provides a contextual background for the qualitative 

study of low-income families by examining the statistical evidence on the growth of self- 

employment both in Britain and elsewhere. It also discusses the characteristics of people entering 

self-employment since the beginning of the 1980s in the light of recent sociological research. As 

was suggested in Chapter One, self-employment was somewhat neglected as a research issue 

until the mid-1980s. Hakim (1988, p. 421), for example, has described it as'one of the Cinderellas 

of labour market research, only recently invited to the ball'. Since then, however, a substantial 
body of work has emerged, particularly from the labour market and business studies disciplines. 

Meanwhile, debates on social policy and 'atypical' work patterns within the European Union, and 

more widely within the member countries of the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD), have stimulated new comparative analyses of self-employment, both as 

a form of labour market participation and as an issue of social protection. 

First, however, it is necessary to face the problem of defining self-employment. The difference 

between being employed and self-employed may appear self-evident, but definitions can vary 

according to the purposes for which a distinction is being drawn. This question is of more than 

academic interest because it represents the central dichotomy of employment status which 
determines treatment in labour law, income tax, national insurance and social security. It also 

affects both the measurement of change in the labour force, the evaluation of data on earnings 

and income distribution and estimations of take-up of social security benefits. 
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2.2 What is Self-employment? 

Conceptual problems 

The limited attention previously given to self-employment as an area for study has been ascribed 

to the dominance of sociological interest in the industrial processes of mass production and the 

firm (Curran, 1990). This focus was in turn influenced by Marxist sociological theories on class 

and the relations of production (Bogenhold and Staber, 199 1). Within the Marxist paradigm, self- 

employment was generally regarded as an anachronistic work form which was destined for an 
inevitable historical decline, while the self-employed themselves tended to be seen as a unitary 

petit bourgeois grouping. The traditional sociological approach to self-employment has depended 

on the idea that working'on one's own account' is linked intrinsically with ownership, autonomy 
and control over production - thus distinguishing craftspeople, independent professionals and 
small business proprietors from waged workers. Evidence on the changing nature of self- 
employment in the last decade suggests that such a clear distinction is no longer tenable. In fact 

one could argue that it never was: concern has existed since at least the end of the last century 

about the conditions of 'lump' workers, outworkers and other forms of sweated labour whose 
employment status was ambiguous (Harris, 1972). 

What appears to have happened more recently is a marked increase in the number of people 
whose legal and contractual status is that of self-employment, but whose actual work situation 
may be far from that of the petit bourgeois small business owner (Dale, 1986). This 'quasi-self- 

employment' includes people engaged in homeworking, franchising and various forms of 

outworking, freelancing and casual agency work for which self-employment status has become 

widespread, as well as labour-only subcontracting in construction and agriculture (Creigh et al., 
1986; Casey and Creigh, 1988; Hakim, 1988; Felstead, 1991; Rainbird, 1991). Similar 

developments have been noted in a number of other industrialised economies, including the 
United States (Belous, 1989), Italy (Bettio and Villa, 1989) and Australia (VandenHeuvel and 
Wooden, 1994). Linden (1992), in the US, has gone so far as to call for the term 'self-employed' 

to be abandoned altogether, describing it as a'socioeconomic and legal solipsism'. The impact 

of sub-contracting on national tax revenues can be substantial: in 1992 the US Inland Revenue 
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Service estimated that around US$2 billion of tax was lost as a result of misclassification of 

workers (Hulen et al., 1993). 

For many engaged in these forms of activity the working environment may be markedly different 

from that of the 'autonomous' small trader, and the level of individual control over work may be 

less than held by many employees (Cragg and Dawson, 1981; Hakim, 1985; Steinmetz and 

Wright, 1989). On the other hand, research suggests that some notionally self-employed workers 

see freedom from control by an employer as a more conclusive test of their status than that 

derived from their formal tax or national insurance position (Hakim, 1987a). Certainly the 

conventional definition based on tax and national insurance status does not always correspond 

either with the real world of work or with people's perceptions of their own status. 

Legal definitions 

Legislation defines self-employment in a number of ways. For taxation purposes, for example, 

the Inland Revenue classes those 'in business on their own account' as self-employed and the rest 

as'dependent employees'. For national insurance purposes, the Social Security Contributions and 
Benefits Act 1992, like its predecessor the 1975 Social Security Act, defines self-employed 

people negatively as being employed 'otherwise than in employed earner's employment' 
(s. 2(1)(b)). 'Employment which is not employed earner's employment' is further defined 'in 

somewhat circular terms' (Luckhaus, 1991, p. 10) by reference to another legal construct, the 

'contract of service'. The contract is also a determining factor under the -1978 Employment 

Protection (Consolidation) Act (EPCA), which defines a dependent employee as having a 
'contract of service' and a self-employed person as having 'contracts for services' or 'contracts of 

their own kind'. Neither the Social Security Act nor the EPCA offer a precise definition of these 

contracts and it has been left to the courts to decide on a case-by-case basis (Casey and Creigh, 

1988). 

Although the courts have regularly had to adjudicate on the employed/self-employed distinction 

in order to determine employment rights, rates of social security contributions and entitlements, 

and protection under health and safety regulations, no clear or settled definition has emerged 

(McCarthy, 1993). Leighton (1986) argued that the courts had failed to provide adequate 
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guidance and that self-employed workers consequently remained marginalised from the 

mainstream of legal protection. The marginalisation of the self-employed in labour law is 

reinforced by associations of self-employment with the 'informal' or'irregular' economy. It is also 

maintained by the courts' continued view of commercial contract law as the appropriate arena for 

determining relations between apparently self-employed workers and other employers or 

contracting bodies. Although a form of legal checklist has emerged for determining employment 

status, covering factors such as how workers are paid, how tax is paid, how supervision is 

maintained and whether more than one employer is involved, Leighton (1983) argued that the 

courts have nevertheless continued to privilege the contractual 'label'. Many of the checklist 
factors are themselves legally uncertain and the failure of the courts to resolve problems of the 

exclusion of some workers from protection has led some commentators to argue that the 
distinction should be abandoned altogether (Hepple, 1986). This argument has also been put 
forward in Australia, where the same legal dichotomy exists between contracts of and for services 

and where the courts have developed similar, inconclusive decision-making criteria (Brooks, 

1988,1991). 

Another particular problem lies in the status of company directors. Owners of incorporated 

businesses should be classified as employees, but often think of themselves as self-employed. 
Each year the Inland Revenue reclassifies a substantial number of directors who attempt to enrol 
in the Schedule D taxation scheme or to pay Class 2 or 4 National Insurance Contributions. This 

suggests a continuing area of uncertainty or ambiguity in the status of small business owners. The 

same difficulty arises in the definitions of self-employment used in national surveys. 

Defining self-employment in surveys 

Although both the courts and individual workers may see control over work as an important 

element in the employment/self-employment dichotomy, such a test is not specifically applied 
in surveys. The main source of national employment data, the Labour Force Survey (LFS), bases 

its classification of respondents primarily on self-definition and then by reference to tax or 

national insurance status if the respondent is in doubt. This has two main effects: first it includes 

within the ranks of self-employment large numbers of labour-only subcontractors whose 

employment status could be seen as ambiguous; secondly, it attempts to exclude directors of 
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incorporated businesses, whose tax and insurance status is officially that of employees, but who 

are arguably much closer to the traditional image of the petit bourgeois small business owner. 

In the LFS, those who say they are self-employed but subsequently describe themselves as 

company directors are reclassified as employees. This approach is consistent with both taxation 

and social security practice, but it is not unproblematic. For the purposes of assessing eligibility 
for means-tested benefits it is an issue of some importance, because claimants who differ little 

in practice from many other self-employed people, except in having registered their business as 

a limited liability company, have to be assessed as employees of their company. The problem 

with the LFS classification is that an unknown number of company directors may describe their 

occupation in other terms more closely related to the activity of their particular business and will 
thus not be reclassified. Some idea of the difference this issue can make to statistics of the self- 
employed can be found from a checking exercise carried out on the 1981 Census. This resulted 
in a reclassification of some 300,000 company directors who had assessed themselves as self- 

employed, reducing the census figures for self-employment by 13 per cent (OPCS, 1984). It is 

not known how many company directors correctly assess their legal status in either the census 
or in the LFS, but as Hakim (1988) has pointed out, those who do are more likely to be found in 
larger enterprises. This is one of the reasons why surveys show that most self-employed people 
have no, or very few, employees. 

Household surveys, such as the Family Expenditure Survey (FES), recognise that it is insufficient 
just to ask people whether they are employed or self-employed. Instructions to interviewers are 
therefore designed to allow employment status to emerge, according to subsequent answers. 
There are also some predetermined rules for categorising specific occupations or ways of 
working. There are early instructions to FES interviewers to treat company directors as 
employees and other questions later in the schedule are designed to re-route people who have 
identified themselves incorrectly as self-employed. However, even if all company directors are 
identified correctly and dealt with as employees, the question remains whether this really is the 

appropriate categorisation, particularly for analysis of income data. Thus it has been argued that 
directors' control of their companies allows them access to financial resources which places them 
in a situation analogous to that of a self-employed person, and that their treatment as employees 
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for social security purposes may place them in a relatively privileged financial position (Boden 

and Corden, 1994; Hallam, 1994). 

There are a number of other areas of uncertainty or ambiguity in defining people as self- 

employed in household surveys. In the FES, for example, as little as one hour per week of self- 

employed work qualifies as conferring self-employed status. But there is currently an 

administrative bench-mark of 16 hours work per week for social security purposes, which 

separates the conditions for claiming out-of-work benefits (income support) from those entitling 

people to in-work benefits (family credit, disability working allowance). Uncertainty about work 

status can often be found among people in transitional situations between unemployment or 
inactivity and self-employment. People trying to start a small business and to move out of 

unemployment sometimes find it hard to know on which side of an apparent line they stand, 

especially if the process has been gradual. 

People working below the level of earnings at which they become liable for national insurance 

contributions and income tax may receive few official 'prompts' as to their employment status. 
Many of these are women, whose work status can be particularly ambiguous. In the FES, people 

earning small amounts from occasional work as babysitters or catalogue mail order agents are 

classified as unoccupied: the 1980 Women and Work Survey found 13 per cent of'non-working' 

women between the ages of 16 and 59 were engaged in such work, earning an average of £4.10 

per week for about five hours work. In the General Household Survey (GHS), by contrast, mail 

order agents are included in the self-employed category. Discrepancies between datasets, or 

reclassifications, can have important implications. When, in 1982, self-employed people with no 

other employment and small earnings of £3.50 per week or less were reclassified for FES as 
'unoccupied', the self-employment rate fell sharply from over 11 per cent in 1981 to eight per cent 
in 1982 (Hakim, 1989a). 

While labour-only subcontracting and other forms of quasi-self-employment are known to have 

grown, precise figures have been hard to obtain. It is possible, however, to make a broad estimate 
drawing on LFS data for the period when self-employment growth was at its peak. Since 1989 

the LFS has included a question asking whether people defining themselves as self-employed 
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were the owner or manager of the business in which they worked. This has been taken as an 

approximate indicator of a distinction between 'true' self-employment and labour-only 

subcontractors. In 1989, some 690,000 people said they did not own or manage their business, 

or 20 per cent of all the self-employed (and more than a quarter of self-employed women) (Daly, 

1991 a). This question was not asked in earlier years, so the expansion of this group over time 

cannot accurately be gauged. One hypothesis is that people may have been switching from 

employment to self-employment while continuing to carry out the same work, often under 

pressure from employers aiming to take advantage of their more limited liabilities towards the 

self-employed. There is in fact little evidence to suggest that this has been happening on a large 

scale, at least in the early 1980s. LFS data show that only nine per cent of those moving from 

employment to self-employment in the course of 1984, when self-employment was increasing 

particularly rapidly, remained in both the same occupation and attached to the same firm (Creigh 

et al., 1986). 

There are some other data available on specific industries or occupational groups. The legal 

position of labour-only subcontractors in the construction industry, for example, has long been 

an area of concern (Ministry of Labour, 1966; Austrin, 1980) and an increasing casualisation of 
labour was noted in the mid-1980s (Bresnen et al., 1985). Construction was one of the areas of 

particular growth in self-employment during the 1980s. Even at the beginning of this period it 

was clear that a high proportion of building workers were nominally self-employed while 

providing only their labour to other contractors. A survey of male labour mobility in the 

construction industry (Marsh et al., 1981) found that 20 per cent of the hireable work force were 

self-employed for the purposes of tax and national insurance, but two-fifths of these worked only 
for other contractors. Forty per cent of building workers provided their own labour only, and of 

these over four-fifths worked directly for other contractors. Similar trends have also been noted 
in a number of manufacturing industries, including steel (Fevre, 1987). In agriculture and fishing, 

the overall numbers of people in work have declined, but the proportion who are self-employed 
had risen to well over half by the summer of 1994 (Department of Employment, 1994). It is likely 

that many are subcontractors. 
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One result of these ambiguities in employment status is that social security and Inland Revenue 

statistics consistently record fewer self-employed people than the Labour Force Survey. Casey 

and Creigh (1988) have suggested a number of explanations for this: first, the LFS may pick up 

some of those working in the informal economy who do not pay tax and insurance; secondly, the 

publicity accorded in the 1980s to the idea of the'enterprise culture' may have encouraged those 

on the margins between employment and self-employment status to emphasise the latter; thirdly, 

some married women in self-employment may still be opting out of national insurance 

contributions, as is permitted if they chose to do so before 1977. Finally, many self-employed 

people have earnings below tax and national insurance thresholds and might not be recorded (this 

question is discussed further in Chapter Three). Although people earning below the national 
insurance threshold are meant to apply for formal exemption from contributions, there is 

evidence that many self-employed people are unaware of this or do not apply for other reasons 
(Brown, 1992). Given that part-time self-employment is not uncommon, particularly for women, 
this may well account for much of the discrepancy. Hakim (1989b) has also argued that failure 

to recognise this group of low earners is one cause of widespread over-estimation of the size of 

the informal economy. 

The examples given of problems in defining work status illustrate the difficulty of discussing the 

representativeness of survey data as applied to self-employed people. It is the analysts' definitions 

of self-employment, especially at lower 'earnings levels, which determine who is included or 

excluded, and the rules can differ from one survey to another. This is likely to be especially 

important in considering the composition of the lower-income deciles and in setting income 

survey data into wider contexts such as labour market behaviour or take-up of benefits. 

2.3 The Rise in Aggregate Self-employment 

Even allowing for ambiguities in the classification of employment status, it is clear that the UK 

experienced an exceptional boom in self-employment during the 1980s. Labour Force Surveys 

for Great Britain show that between 1979 and 1990 the total number of people recorded as self- 

2 LFS figures are for Great Britain only and exclude Northern Ireland 
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employed (in their main or second jobs) rose by 95 per cent, to 3.47 million in the first quarter 

of 1990, or 13.4 per cent of all those in work (Department of Employment, 1993). This increase 

followed a long period in which self-employment was virtually static in numbers and declining 

as a proportion of the employed work force. The Institute for Employment Research (1987) has 

estimated that over the 30 year period from 1949 the number of people self-employed fluctuated 

only between 1.8 and 2.0 million. This picture does, however, conceal shorter periods of growth 

such as in the late 1960s, when self-employment increased from 1.7 million, or 6.4 per cent of 

the work force, to just over two million, or 8.4 per cent, between 1965 and 1971. During the 

1970s the self-employment rate also fluctuated, but finally declined again to 1.8 million, or 7.3 

per cent of the work force, in 1979. 

Another way of measuring the increase in self-employment is to look at Value Added Tax (VAT) 

registrations by small businesses. The threshold of business turnover above which small 
businesses have to pay VAT (£35,000 in 1991/2) excludes many businesses from liability. Thus 

the level of registrations is always lower than the figures recorded for self-employment from 

other surveys. Nevertheless, VAT registrations during the 1980s followed the same upward trend 

as found in the LFS (Daly, 1990). 

Table 2.1 shows the total number of people recorded as self-employed in their main job in the 

Labour Force Surveys between 1979 and 1994, and the percentage they made up of all those in 

paid work (the self-employment rate). The table illustrates two main points. First, it is clear that 

while the increase evident since 1979 was halted in the recession of 1990-1992 (reaching a low 

point of 3.05 million in the winter of 1992), the upward trend has now resumed. The fact that the 

self-employment rate has not increased significantly is due to the parallel increase in the number 

of employees since the recession ended. Secondly, the table shows that rate of growth in the 

1980s varied considerably. Year-to-year changes tend to be prone to sizeable fluctuations, partly 

caused by sampling errors, but it is evident that the most rapid rises occurred in the early 1980s. 

There was an increase of 442,000, or more than 20 per cent, between mid-1981 and mid-1984, 

of which around 315,000 occurred in 1983/4 alone (Daly, 1991a). In the later years of the 1980s 

the numbers of self-employed people continued to grow, but at a much slower average rate of 

around two per cent per year. 
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Table 2.1 
Trends in Aggregate Self-employment, Great Britain, 1979-1994 

Self-employed Self- 
(thousands) employment 

rate 
(O) 

Spring 1979 1,778 7.3 
1981 2,201 9.3 

1983 2,301 10.2 

1984 2,618 11.4 

1985 2,714 11.6 
1986 2,727 11.6 

1987 2,997 12.6 

1988 3,143 12.8 

1989 3,426 13.4 

1990 3,472 13.5 
1991 3,318 13.2 

1992 3,131 12.8 

1993 3,103 12.7 

1994 3,208 13.1 

Summer 1994 3,216 13.0 

1UNIVERSITY 
OF YORK 
L 

Note: Figures are not seasonally adjusted 

Sources: Labour Force Survey Historical Supplement, April (Department of Employment, 1993) 

Labour Force Survey Quarterly Bulletin, No. 10, December (Department of 
Employment, 1994a) 

The pace of change in self-employment during the last three decades is illustrated in Table 2.2, 

which shows the number of people self-employed in their main job between 1961 and 1991, 

together with the percentage changes between decades. While there was a gradual net increase 

in self-employment between 1961 and 1981, the upsurge began at the beginning of the 1980s. 
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Table 2.2 

Self-employment 1961 to 1991: Numbers and Percentage 
Increases over Decades 

1961 1971 1981 

%+ 

1991 

%+ %+ 

Men 1,338 1,556 16 1,745 12 2,512 44 

Women 327 398 22 455 14 806 77 

Total 1,665 1,954 17 2,201 13 3,318 51 

Note: Before 1981 self-employment figures were calculated on a different basis. See Employment Gazette, 
Department of Employment, February 1983, pp. 55-56 for an explanation of the pre-1981 figures. 

Sources: Labour Force Surveys, Department of Employment 
Census 1981 (OPCS, 1984) 

The involvement of women in self-employment is discussed in more detail later, but it is worth 

noting here that the large percentage increase among women, while significant, was partly a 

reflection of their greater overall labour market participation. The self-employment rate for 

women increased from just under five per cent in 1981 to just over seven per cent in 1991, but 

the sector remains predominantly a male arena. Labour Force Survey estimates put the total 

number of self-employed people in the second quarter of 1994 at 3,216,000 (not seasonally 

adjusted), of whom 25.4 per cent were women. In addition, some 342,000 people held second 
jobs in self-employment, of whom two-fifths were women (Department of Employment, 1994). 

Finally there were an estimated 144,000 'unpaid family workers', mainly involved in small self- 

employed businesses, of whom two-thirds were women. 

The increase in self-employment in Britain is all the more remarkable when the experience of 

other comparable countries is taken into account. Although some other countries also 

experienced increases during the 1980s, the UK's rapid and sustained growth was unique. There 

are some difficulties with international comparisons of self-employment because of different 

definitions and variations in the inclusion or exclusion of people such as homeworkers and 

company directors. There are wide variations between countries, for example, in the proportion 

of people working in incorporated and unincorporated businesses (OECD, 1986). Even the 

Community Labour Force Survey, which aims to collect a core of information on a common 
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basis, is not immune from problems of definition (Glover, 1995). Some comparison is, 

nevertheless instructive, and Table 2.3 gives the rates of self-employment in 1988 in the then 12 

member countries of the European Union, along with the percentage changes in the level of self- 

employment since 1979. Denmark and Luxembourg experienced a drop in self-employment over 

the decade, while for others the rate of growth varied considerably. Britain still had a rate of self- 

employment in 1988 which was below the EU average in spite of the rapid growth after 1979. 

Table 2.3 

Self-employment Rates in 1988 and Percentage Changes 
1979-88 in the European Union 

1988 rate Percentage change 
1979-88 

Belgium 13 +13 
Denmark 6 -24 
France 11 +2 
Germany (West) 8 +5 
Greece 27 +1 
Ireland 13 +13 
Italy 22 +28 
Luxembourg 8 -7 
Netherlands 8 +2 
Portugal 17 +10 
Spain 18 +22 

UK 11 +68 

Unweighted average 14 +11 

Source: Daly (1991 a), based on national labour force surveys 

A better comparison can perhaps be made by excluding agricultural self-employment, since 

this sector has demonstrated a steady secular decline in most European countries (Table 2.4). 
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Table 2.4 

Non-agricultural Self-employment as a Percentage of All Civilian Employment, OECD 
Countries, 1973-1990 

1973 1979 1990 

Australia' 9.5 12.4 12.4 

Austria 11.7 8.9 6.4 

Belgium 11.2 11.2 12.9 

Canada' 6.2 6.7 7.4 

Denmark 9.3 9.2 7.2 

Finland 6.4 6.1 8.8 

France 11.4 10.6 10.3 

Germany 9.1 8.2 7.7 

Greece 32.0 27.2° 

Ireland 10.1 10.4 13.3 

Italy 23.1 18.9 22.3 

Japan' 14.1 14.0 11.5 

Luxembourg 11.1 9.4 7.1 

Netherlands .. 8.8 7.8 

New Zealand .. 9.5 14.6 

Norway' 7.8 6.6 6.1 

Portugal 12.7 12.1 18.5 

Spain 16.3 15.7 17.1 

Sweden 4.8 4.5 7.0 

Turkey .. "" 
27.6 

United Kingdom' 7.3 6.6 6.1 

United States' 6.7 7.1 7.6 

Unweighted mean3 12.4 

Notes: 1. Excluding owner-managers of incorporated businesses 
2. Excluding some owner-managers of incorporated businesses 
3. Only for countries for which data are shown 
4.1989 

Source: derived from OECD Employment Outlook, July 1992, Tables 4.1 and 4.2. 
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Table 2.4 gives the self-employment rates outside agriculture in the OECD countries over the 

period 1973 to 1990. In the 1970s, most countries saw a continuation of the long-term trend away 

from self-employment, whereas Australia, and to a lesser extent the USA, were exceptional in 

experiencing real growth between 1973 and 1979. In the more recent economic cycle, from 1979- 

1990, it is evident that the magnitude of change in the UK was unique, though substantial 

increases were recorded in some other countries, such as Portugal and Sweden and Ireland, while 

nearly half the countries experienced a drop in the self-employment rate. 

Another way of judging the importance of self-employment in different countries is to look at 

the proportion of average income derived from it, compared to the share derived from wages and 

other income sources. Table 2.5 provides data on the composition of average incomes for 

selected countries, using the Luxembourg Income Studies. 

Table 2.5 

Percentage of Average Incomes Derived from Wages, Self-employment 
and Other Sources in Selected Luxembourg Income Study 

Countries, 1981/2 and mid-1980s 

Wages and Self-employed Other sources' 
salaries earn ings 

1981/2 mid- 1981/2 mid- 1981/2 mid- 
1980s 1980s 1980s 

UKb 72 65.2 4.5 6.9 23.5 27.8 
Germany° 63.1 70.1 16.7 8.3 20.2 20.5 
Sweden 64.5 65.1 3.7 2.7 31.8 32.2 

Australia` 69.9 72.1 13.5 8.7 16.6 19.2 

USAd, 75.8 75.1 6.7 6.4 17.5 18.4 
Canadad 75.7 75.4 5.4 5.8 18.9 18.8 

` Includes property income, social security benefits, private and occupational pensions and other transfers 
6 1986 

1984/5 
1987 
1985/6 

Sources: Saunders et al. (1989) Table 9; Smeeding et al. (1990) Table 2.1; Whiteford and Kennedy (1994) Table 
5.1 
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These data have to be regarded with some caution, both in the light of comparability problems 
discovered in the early LIS datasets and the difficulties involved in assessing incomes from self- 

employment which are discussed in the next chapter. The table does, nevertheless, give a further 

illustration of the relatively low base from which the 1980s growth in the UK was starting. In 

1981/82 the UK derived an average of only 4.5 per cent of income from self-employment. Of all 

the countries in the first LIS wave, only Sweden derived less from self-employment, with 3.7 per 

cent of total incomes. By the mid-1980s, however, the share of incomes derived from self- 

employment had fallen for all of the other countries except Canada. 

2.4 Explanations for the Upsurge in Self-employment in Britain 

The particularly strong growth in self-employment in Britain requires some explanation, 
especially since it so clearly diverges from trends elsewhere in Europe. Various attempts have 

been made to construct a robust macro-economic relationship between self-employment and the 
business cycle in different economies over time which would allow some accurate prediction of 
future trends, but these have had only limited success. 

Broadly speaking, the argument is that the expansion of self-employment and small enterprise 

generally is a counter-cyclical response to recession, closely related to unemployment levels, and 
that a period of economic growth may be expected to be accompanied by a slowdown or decline 

in self-employment. This has happened before in the UK with the slump of the 1930s followed 

by the post-war economic revival. The relationship between unemployment and self-employment 
has also been hypothesised in terms of market 'disequilibrium' by Covick (1984) in an analysis 

of reasons for self-employment growth in Australia up to the 1980s. He suggested that if the 
disequilibrium theory is correct some at least of those choosing self-employment are analogous 
to 'discouraged workers' in terms of participation in the employee labour market. 

Using time-series data mainly from the USA, Steinmetz and Wright (1989) found evidence to 

support this theory, but also found that the relationship between self-employment and 

unemployment appeared to have declined over time. They speculated that the widening earnings 
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distribution in many OECD countries meant that self-employment was not just a consequence 

of an absolute lack of wage employment opportunities, but was also a structural response to 

declining opportunities for good, well-paid jobs. More recently Bogenhold and Staber (1991) 

carried out a similar analysis for eight OECD countries with data from 1957 to 1987 and found 

a strong positive correlation between unemployment and self-employment for all countries except 

Belgium and Sweden, where the correlations were positive but weaker. 

Meager (1992a, 1992b, eta!., 1994), however, has criticised these approaches to the question and 

argues that no single factor can explain the varying trends across countries, particularly because 

the heterogeneity of the self-employed makes it unlikely that their activities can be captured 

within one theoretical model. 

The national aggregate statistics on which such analyses are based are not sufficiently detailed 

or accurate to account for movements in and out of self-employment at a micro level. Such 

changes are inevitably more closely related to particular features of national labour market, 

government policies and other localised developments. Nevertheless, such studies do suggest that 

at a macro level self-employment tends to increase at times of high unemployment, supporting 

the idea of a countercyclical response (Curran, 1990). Hakim (1988), however, has suggested that 

the counter-cyclical effects demonstrated in the OECD countries have been insufficient to 

account for the growth of self-employment in Britain. 

Daly (1991b) too is sceptical about the explanatory power of economic modelling in this area. 

He pointed out that there is recent evidence that self-employment may also respond positively 

to a decrease in unemployment (as has happened in the UK since 1992). Both these apparently 

conflicting theories may have some elements of truth, because recession brings both 

opportunities and dangers for self-employment and small businesses. Similarly, an upturn in the 

economy may encourage some people to risk starting a business, whereas others may take the 

safer option of a better chance of waged employment. Thus both economic cycles can foster 

certain kinds of self-employment if other conditions are favourable. Either way, it appears to be 

the balance of particular national conditions interacting with the economic cycle which influences 

the flows into and out of self-employment in any given period. 
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The most important factors appear to be the level and direction of structural change in the 

economy, and shifts in employers' contractual arrangements. The restructuring of industry away 

from manufacturing and towards services, which has taken place in most of the OECD countries, 

tends to favour the growth of self-employment, since the service sector offers the greatest 

opportunities for individuals to try working on their own. The general shift towards services in 

the UK has been widely noted (see, for example, Poliert, 1988), and more specifically the 

Institute for Employment Research (1987) also highlighted the growing demand for services in 

competitive markets which favour small enterprises. Some of these services are in areas which 

were previously provided by the public sector, but have been contracted out as a result of public 

spending constraints. In terms of changing contractual arrangements, it has already been argued 

that employers have specifically encouraged the substitution of employee jobs with 'flexible' 

work arrangements through subcontracting, franchising and other forms of self-employment 
(Atkinson, 1985; Fevre, 1987,1991; Hakim, 1985,1988; Wood and Smith, 1989), though Pollert 

(1991) and others have disputed whether such practices represent a significantly new 
development. 

While these arguments are persuasive, they do not fully account for the exceptional increase in 

self-employment in Britain, since similar shifts towards services have taken place in many other 

EU member countries within a broadly similar macro-economic environment. Two other 

influences have been suggested as contributing to the UK trends. The first relates to changes in 

the country's demographic structure. The argument is that since different population groups are 

more or less likely to enter or stay in self-employment, changes such as women's growing labour 

market participation, the ageing of the population and growth in the minority ethnic population 

of working age might have tended to swell the ranks of the self-employed. However, as Meager 

et al. (1994) point out, such tendencies as there are act in opposite directions and cancel each 

other out. In any case the changes have not taken place at a scale or pace which would account 
for the trend in the UK. 

The second factor, which is perhaps more contentious, is the promotion by government of an 

'enterprise culture'. Curran (1990) and Curran and Burrows (1991), among others, have queried 

the validity of this concept, arguing that its suggestion of bold entrepreneurialism misrepresents 
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the nature of much small-scale self-employment, which they characterise as cautious and 

conservative. Meager et al. (1994) are also dismissive of this notion, citing surveys such as that 

of Blanchflower and Oswald (1990), which find little evidence of an attitudinal sea-change on 

the part of the British public. The concept of the enterprise culture was, nevertheless, an integral 

part of the ideological currency of the 1980s in the UK. As such it was persuasive in the 

construction of a favourable political discourse on job creation during a period of high 

unemployment and business failure. In practical terms it led to the creation of financial incentives 

to take up self-employment, such as the Enterprise Allowance Scheme (renamed Business Start- 

up from 1991), and other grants and concessions for small businesses. Rhetoric as much of the 
discourse around enterprise may have been, it also had practical consequences in the easing of 
an already relatively loose framework of regulation around business start-up and access to 
financial capital, which was cited by Meager et al. (1992c) as one of the environmental 
differences between Britain and Germany. 

The influence of such factors on self-employment at the micro level can be better understood by 
looking at the 'flow' data, which records the numbers and characteristics of people moving into 

or out of self-employment in any one year. The next section examines these data and looks at 
other research evidence which sheds light on the changing nature of self-employment. 

2.5 Flows into and out of Self-employment 

The total number of people recorded as self-employed in any one year represents the net 
difference between those joining and those leaving self-employment. The flow of people into and 
out of self-employment is measured in the Labour Force Survey by asking respondents what they 

were doing at the same time the previous year. Problems with accuracy of recall, proxy 
information and multiple changes of activity during the year suggest substantial margins of error. 
Consequently there are discrepancies between the figures for the change in the 'stock' of self- 
employed people derived from year-on-year comparisons and those measured by the difference 

between gross inflows and outflows. Daly (1991a) and Campbell and Daly (1992) attempted to 
deal with these problems by scaling the gross flow data to correspond with the net stock change 
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levels. In another analysis, comparing flow changes across countries, Meager et al. (1994) 

preferred to work with the unadjusted data on the grounds that there was no clear methodological 

basis for the scaling process. There are, thus, some differences in the estimates derived from the 

two methods, but the data still provide important insights into the dynamics of self-employment 

and the changing composition of the self-employed work force. 

Labour Force Surveys over the decade paint a broadly similar picture, with fluctuations in the net 

change from year to year caused more by variations in entries than in exits. This is not surprising 
because people may have more choice about deciding whether or when to enter self-employment, 
based on their perceptions of economic opportunities and personal changes in their lives, than 

in leaving it, which is more likely to be involuntary. Both entry and exit rates over the period 

were higher for women than for men and for the 16-24 age group. Meager et al. 's (1994) 

comparative analysis shows that the UK flows have been particularly dynamic, with relatively 
high levels of both entry and exit. This suggests that more people in the UK than in other 

countries will have experienced a period of self-employment at some time in their working lives. 

Of particular interest is the previous employment history of people coming into self-employment 

and of those leaving it. The 1989 LFS showed that just over half of those entering self- 

employment during the previous year had switched from an employed job, 19 per cent had 

previously been unemployed and 23 per cent were economically inactive. For women, double this 

percentage had been economically inactive and correspondingly fewer had come from 

unemployment or another job. Much the same picture was observed from the 1987 LFS (Hakim, 

1989a). 

This means that in 1988/89 some 113,000 people entered self-employment from unemployment, 

of whom 16,000 were women. The figures do not tell us how long these entrants had been 

unemployed, but given that over 95,000 people took part in the Enterprise Allowance Scheme 

(EAS) in the course of 1988 (Unemployment Unit, 1991a), they highlight the importance of this 

scheme as a route to self-employment. 
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A somewhat different picture of the importance of self-employment as a route out of 

unemployment comes from a national survey carried out for the Department of Employment in 

1987 (Bevan et al., 1989). They interviewed 472 people who were currently self-employed, had 

recently left self-employment or were planning to start a new business. Forty per cent of all those 

who had started self-employment in the previous two years had been unemployed before they 

started, and 54 per cent of the 'potential' self-employed were currently not working. 

A number of smaller scale or qualitative studies have concentrated on redundancy as a spur to 

self-employment (for example, Johnson and Rodger, 1983; Lee, 1985; Leece, 1990). These 

studies tend to support an impression of the redundancy 'window' as used mostly by men in the 
30-40 age bracket, with somewhat higher levels of redundancy payment than the average, more 

skills and often some previous direct or indirect experience in self-employment. The businesses 

created were mostly in the service sector, tended to remain one-person enterprises and often 
brought less in financial rewards to the founders, at least in the early years, than they had 

previously received in wages. The studies also shed light on the motivations and attitudes of 
those starting businesses: these are discussed in more detail below, but it is interesting to note 
that although they often expressed aspirations towards independence, many of these new 

entrepreneurs felt they had little choice and that self-employment was the only alternative to 

unemployment. 

Evidence on the wider impact of redundancy on self-employment is inconclusive. The LFS 

suggests that such situations are actually quite rare. Since the mid-1980s a question about 

redundancy has been asked of all those in self-employment, or in employment in a new job, for 

less than three months. In 1989, only a tiny proportion of the self-employed in this position had 

been made redundant and even less had ̀ received any redundancy payment (Daly, 1991a). 

However, a national survey of self-employed people working from home found that 10 per cent 

gave redundancy from their last job as a reason for entering self-employment (Hakim, 1987a). 

The relatively small proportion of people starting businesses from unemployment suggests that 

the role of self-employment in the 1980s as a route out of unemployment may have been 

somewhat exaggerated in the discourse around the enterprise culture. Nevertheless, given the 
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difference in the overall numbers of people employed and unemployed, the proportion entering 
from unemployment was significantly larger than that of people switching from an employed job. 

Comparison with other European countries also shows that the probability of transferring from 

unemployment to self-employment was not only significantly greater in the UK than elsewhere, 

but also increased over the decade (Meager et al., 1994). 

A similar picture emerges of exits from self-employment, but one that emphasizes the high 

turnover among women. Some 314,000 people stopped being self-employed in 1988/9, of whom 
41 per cent were women. Over the period between 1981 and 1989 the average exit rate was 14 

per cent for women and nine per cent for men, but the group with by far the highest exit rate was 

women aged 16-24, for whom the average was 30 per cent. Data from 1987/88 show that the 
destination of those leaving self-employment was distributed in a very similar way to the origins 
of those entering it, with around half moving back into employed jobs and the rest becoming 

unemployed or leaving the labour force in approximately equal numbers (Hakim, 1989a). It is 

worth noting that one route from self-employment in an unincorporated enterprise could be the 
incorporation of the business and shift to company director status, but there are no data available 
to indicate how common this is. Overall, the pattern of origins and destinations did not change 
significantly during the decade and the growth in self-employment resulted from new recruits 
consistently outnumbering those giving up. 

It is not easy to identify the causes of people leaving self-employment, though it seems 

reasonable to suppose that a high proportion of exits into unemployment must result from 

business failures. The National Audit Office (1993) carried out research which highlighted 

difficulties faced by some former self-employed people who have to claim income support 
following the failure of their business. The fact that large numbers of people may only stay self- 

employed for a short time and then return to unemployment has also raised questions about the 

exclusion of the self-employed from unemployment benefit. 
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2.6 Women in Self-employment 

One of the significant features of the growth of self-employment in the 1980s was its 

comparatively rapid expansion among women. Between the first quarters of 1979 and 1990, net 

female self-employment rose by 151 per cent, as against 82 per cent for men (Department of 

Employment, 1993). Having said that, self-employment remains a predominantly male arena. In 

the second quarter of 1994 there were still only just over 808,000 self-employed women, 

compared with just over 2.4 million men. Less than 30 per cent of the overall increase between 

1979 and 1990 was among women, and at the peak they still made up less than a quarter of all 

the self-employed. In 1989 seven per cent of women of working age were self-employed, as 

against 17 per cent of men (Department of Employment, 1990a). The particularly rapid growth 

of self-employment among women also levelled out in the mid-1980s, after which the net rate 

of increase was similar to that of men. This is partly, as we have seen, because their rate of exit 
from self-employment was particularly high in the latter half of the decade, even though their 

high rate of entry was sustained. 

One hypothesis is that newly self-employed women had difficulty surviving in self-employment, 

either because of having less access than men to financial and human capital or because they 

tended to enter sectors with poorer business prospects (Meager, 1993). Certainly, since 1987, the 

net increase in self-employment among women can be ascribed largely to changes in overall 

work force participation, whereas among men self-employment has continued to grow as a 

proportion of all employment. 

However, it may be misleading to rely too heavily on official statistics of women's self- 

employment. Women are often informally involved in small enterprises with husbands and 

partners, though their contributions may not always be acknowledged. Also, as Arber and Gilbert 

(1992) have pointed out, certain forms of self-employment, including child-minding, outworking 

and home production, lie on a continuum of economic activity between waged work and unpaid 

domestic labour, which can blur women's relationship with the formal labour market. The 

invisibility of this work is one reason why the involvement of women in self-employment may 

tend to be underestimated (Allen and Truman, 1992). Self-employment for women should also 
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be seen as significantly different from that of men, because women are much more likely to be 

working part-time. Between 1981 and 1984, when self-employment grew most rapidly for 

women, four-fifths of the increase was among women working 16 hours or less per week (Casey 

and Creigh, 1988). 

2.7 The Attitudes and Motivations of Self-employed People 

Another way of addressing the question of why self-employment has become so much more 
important in the UK is to consider what motivates people to become self-employed and whether 

there is anything special about the attitudes and views of those who do. This is a question of 

particular interest in view of Government policies to encourage enterprise. It is also important 

as an aid to understanding how self-employed people may view their entitlement to, or 
disallowance from, social security benefits. 

Curran (1990) has suggested that notions of entrepreneurialism have been rooted in sociological 

views of the entrepreneur as economic non-conformist - Schumpeter's (1934) 'prime economic 

mover' - or as the 'outsider', driven by exclusion or marginality to innovate. He argued that this 

approach misunderstands the nature of small business, much of which is conservative and 

traditional rather than revolutionary. Thus pragmatism is more common than innovation and the 

ethos might more accurately be described as a 'culture of survival' rather than a politically 

significant 'enterprise culture'. Similarly, Hakim (1988) and Blanchflower and Oswald (1990) 

noted a distinct similarity of views and attitudes on a wide range of issues between the self- 

employed and employees. Hakim did, however, detect some distinctive attitudes among owner- 

managers: these included a desire for autonomy and independence, a commitment to 

individualism rather than collectivity and an antipathy to large organisations, particularly the state 

and trade unions, but also big business. 

In a study of self-employment among redundant steel workers, Lee (1985) also found differences 

in political attitudes between those he identified as'aspirant' self-employed and those who were 

'involuntary'. Although redundant workers who had become self-employed were more likely than 
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others previously to have been Conservative voters, 'aspirants' were more likely to maintain these 

views and the 'involuntarily' self-employed were more likely to shift in favour of the centre 

parties or Labour. Overall, support for Labour remained strong among the group and Lee 

concluded that Conservative voting cannot be assumed among those who become self-employed 

where this represents occupational rather than social mobility. 

A number of other studies have also identified the desire for independence as a motivation 

closely associated with the self-employed generally (Goldthorpe, 1980; Goffee and Scase, 1985; 

Bevan et al., 1989) and among women in particular (Carter and Cannon, 1988a, 1988b), but these 

aspirations are not always clear cut or unambiguous. Hakim (1988) suggested that claims of 
independence and autonomy may sometimes mimic dominant stereotypes of enterprise and may 
be used 'to give moral value to, and rationalise a work situation which could otherwise be 

intolerable' (p. 434). Lee (1985) also argued that aspirations towards independence may partly be 

a form of compensation for or a response to the constraints produced by redundancy. Thus, while 

a majority of his sample cited independence as a motivating force, a third also said they had no 

choice but to attempt self-employment. 

This suggests that attitudes and motives may be closely linked to the route by which people enter 

self-employment and the actual level of autonomy available in the kind of work in which they 

are engaged. Bogenhold and Staber (1991) thus proposed an heuristic model of opposing 'logics' 

or recruitment channels. At one end of this spectrum lies 'autonomy', associated with those 

already occupying positions offering high earnings and job security, whose choice of self- 

employment is motivated by self-direction - the 'opportunistic entrepreneur'. At the other end is 

'economic necessity', taking in people with limited chances to succeed as wage employees, or 
driven by unemployment or redundancy. Here businesses tend to be founded in industries with 
low financial barriers to entry (Allen and Hunn, 1985), such as small crafts and repair services, 
but also with intense competition, low profit margins and high failure rates. 

Another version of this continuum was proposed by MacDonald and Coffield (1991) in a study 

of business start-up by young people. They were sceptical of some of the claims of what they 

categorised as the 'enterprise movement', particularly as they applied to young people in an 
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economically depressed area without a strong entrepreneurial tradition. In attempting to test 

whether their respondents could be seen as either 'aspirant' or'involuntary' self-employed in Lee's 

terms, they found that motivations fell along a line between unemployment, with its negative 

connotations, and self-employment with the positive connotations of independence and control. 

'Becoming your own boss' was a reason cited by many for starting their own businesses. 

However, for most it was a combination of the'push' effect of unemployment and the'pull' effect 

of the idea of independence which led them to self-employment. Few seemed to have started in 

order to put a particular business idea into practice. Other motivations included the 'stop-gap' 

development of hobbies, for example before going to college, the ability to fit in with domestic 

and childrearing work for young women, and racial discrimination experienced by some young 

people of south Asian origin which excluded them from the local employee labour market. 

Not all self-employment, of course, is directly affected by 'push' and Pull' factors. Some types 

of work can virtually only be performed as self-employment and individuals choosing these 

careers may be making very specific choices based on their special interests, without being 

significantly influenced either by job insecurity or by notions of independence. 

Where different individuals fit on the continua of motivation and channels of recruitment to self- 

employment is also likely to be influenced by their family, class and educational backgrounds. 

Self-employment is often assumed to be a means of upward social mobility as well as an 

opportunity for the expression of individual creativity. General Household Survey data in fact 

show that people self-employed in the mid-1980s were, overall, more likely than employees to 

come from non-manual backgrounds (Curran and Burrows, 1989). Only among self-employed 

men with no employees were their fathers more likely to have been manual workers than their 

employed counterparts, suggesting that it may be easier for many people to enter self- 

employment from a more privileged social background. There were also gender differences: self- 

employed women, particularly those without employees, were more likely than self-employed 

men to come from non-manual or professional backgrounds. This difference has been ascribed 

to the difficulties and barriers often faced by women starting businesses on their own, which may 

be offset by the advantages accruing from a more privileged background (Carter and Cannon, 

1988a). Among women, the rate of self-employment is also highest among those qualified to 
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degree or equivalent level (Daly, 1991 a). For men, the highest rates are for those with A-level 

equivalents or those with no qualifications at all, although the overall proportion of self- 

employed people with no qualifications dropped during the 1980s from nearly two-fifths to under 

a quarter. 

Another important factor identified by many studies as increasing the propensity towards self- 

employment is having parents or relatives already engaged in some form of small business 

(Goldthorpe, 1980; Hakim, 1988). A study of young self-employed workers (Payne, 1984) found 

that they were over twice as likely as an equivalent employee group to have fathers who were 

'own account' workers. Carter and Cannon (1988a) found a similar inheritance effect among 

women in their study of female entrepreneurs, though their sample was skewed towards those 

with higher qualifications. More than three-quarters had some previous family connections with 

self-employment and two-fifths had husbands or partners who were also self-employed. 
Macdonald and Coffield (1991), on the other hand, found the inheritance effect largely absent 
from their study of young entrepreneurs on Tyneside, less than ten per cent of whom had a self- 

employed parent. In their view young people's economic behaviour was structured more by the 

contingencies of local labour markets than by their parents' occupations. 

Unfortunately, none of the otherwise useful and detailed studies of transitions to self-employment 

among redundant workers, female entrepreneurs and young people addressed the role of social 

security and welfare benefits in decision making. Lee (1985) makes a passing reference to the 

concept of an'income maintenance strategy', involving the use of benefits, but no survey data 

were collected on this topic. 

The differing characteristics of people working in or entering self-employment during the 1980s 

are now explored in more detail. 
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2.8 Characteristics of the Self-employed 

The self-employed as employers 

Nearly 70 per cent of all self-employed people have no employees, and these 'sole traders' 

constituted four-fifths of the total growth during the 1980s. However, as was noted above, this 

figure is artificially boosted to some extent by the exclusion of owners of incorporated 

businesses. Thus as some businesses grow and take on employees, they may become incorporated 

and their owners cease to be counted by the official surveys as self-employed. Nevertheless, 

analysis of the 1983 and 1984 General Household Surveys by Curran and Burrows (1989) shows 

that self-employment with and without employees should be seen as two distinct types of 
business activity. Although some self-employed people may take on employees later, most 

remain one-person businesses or partnerships for as long as they continue in operation. Some of 

the disproportionate growth in sole trading during the 1980s is also likely, as we have seen, to 

be associated with the growth of labour-only subcontracting, franchising and other quasi-self- 

employment. The high level of sole tradership among the self-employed is a feature common to 

many other countries, though the proportions vary considerably: in West Germany, for example, 

only 46 per cent worked on their own in the mid-1980s, as against 80 per cent in the USA 

(Bogenhold and Staber, 199 1). Australia, in 1991/92, had a similar profile to that of the UK, with 

67 per cent of people'working in own business' having no employees (Castles, 1993). 

In the UK there is little difference in the proportion of self-employed men and women with 

employees, although many fewer women than men employ more than a handful of other people. 
Overall, it has been estimated that only about ten per cent of self-employed people have more 

than five employees (Hakim, 1989a). Bevan et al. (1989) also found that four-fifths of businesses 

identified were home-based and only a fifth had separate business premises. Women mostly 

worked at home, while men were more likely to use the home as a base but to work away from 

it. 
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Working hours 

Another important distinction within the self-employed is in whether they work full- or part-time, 

though the picture of change is complicated. Overall, self-employed people tend to work longer 

hours on average than employees, leading to an identification sometimes made between self- 

employment and self-exploitation (Rubery, 1988). Self-employed men who employ others work 

the longest hours of all. Part-time self-employment has increased significantly, although the vast 

majority still work full-time. However, as we have seen, part-time work is particularly important 

for women and, as in employment generally, the rise in part-time work has accompanied the 

increasing labour participation by women. 

Interestingly, however, since self-employment started to expand, it is the proportion of self- 

employed men working part-time which has actually increased and that of women has remained 

the same. LFS data show that between 1983 (the earliest year a comparable full-time/part-time 

split was recorded) and 1992 the proportion of self-employed men working part-time (defined 

as less than 30 hours per week) rose from five per cent to more than eight per cent, while that of 

women stayed at around 48 per cent. The numbers of women working part-time nevertheless rose 

because of the overall increase in self-employment among women. The biggest proportionate 

growth was among people working 12 hours per week or less, though these were still only seven 

per cent of the total in 1989. Nevertheless, 21 per cent of self-employed women worked these 

hours as opposed to only three per cent of men. 

GHS data for 1983/4 showed a significant difference for women depending on whether they had 

employees or not (Curran and Burrows, 1989). More than 60 per cent of women without 

employees worked less than 30 hours per week, and on average this group worked fewer hours 

than women employees. However, excluding those who worked less than 30 hours, self- 

employed women as a whole worked longer hours than employees generally and about the same 

as self-employed men without employees. 

A further aspect of working hours is the way they are distributed by industry. Curran and 

Burrows' analysis showed that the working of longer hours in self-employment by both men and 

women was most common in agriculture and the services and least common in construction. 
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Over 30 per cent of women self-employed in the construction industry worked less than 12 hours 

per week, and construction has been one of the areas of biggest proportionate growth among 

women, albeit from a very small base. All these figures are of course averages and do not account 

for seasonal variation, which can itself be an important factor for some self-employed people. 

One reason for the disproportionate concentration of short working hours among self-employed 

women may be their need to combine work and childcare responsibilities (Goffee and Scase, 

1985) or to be available for the informal care of other relatives (Twigg and Atkin, 1994). 

Age 

Overall, the age profile of the self-employed is older than that of the working population 

generally. Self-employment is less common than being an employee among those under 25 and 

more common among those over retirement age, although there are some differences between 

men and women in this respect. The peak ages for male self-employment in 1989 were between 

the years 45-49 and for women between 30 and 45, while around 10 per cent overall were under 

25 and five per cent 65 or older (Daly, 1991 a). 

Looking only at those self-employed at one point in time, however, gives a somewhat misleading 

picture. The age profile of entrants to self-employment during the 1980s was rather different to 

that of the total self-employed population. Thus taking the average for 1981-1989,30 per cent 

of male entrants and 42 per cent of female entrants were under 25. Overall, twice as many new 

entrants were under 25 as the proportion among all self-employed people. For those over 

retirement age the difference was even greater: three times as many entrants were aged 65 or 

over. Curran and Burrows (1989) suggested that the higher proportion of self-employed people 

over retirement age may reflect their relative lack of access to pensions - both occupational and 

private - and is a consequence of postponing retirement. The high number of new entrants over 

retirement age, however, suggests a flow from employed work into self-employment (Daly, 

1991a). 

Meager et al. (1994) have also noted that the age profile of the self-employed in the UK is 

younger than of France and Germany, and that it also became progressively younger during the 
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1980s, as would be expected from the profile of the new entrants. However, we have seen that 

the high level of entry by younger people was almost matched by their exit levels, which is why 

the age distribution has not shifted even further towards the younger groups. 

Family structures 

Since this thesis is concerned with the working lives of self-employed families, the household 

characteristics of the self-employed are of particular interest. One feature frequently highlighted 

is the greater concentration of self-employment among people who are married. Thus in 1989, 

79 per cent of both men and women in self-employment were married (or cohabiting), as opposed 

to 68 per cent of employees (Department of Employment, 1990a). However, much of this 

difference can be explained by the older age profile of the self-employed, which brings with it 

increasing likelihood of marriage. If the age distribution of the two groups were the same, the 

difference between self-employment among married and non-married people as a proportion of 

all employment would diminish from six to two per cent (Daly, 1991 a). 

More important than marriage itself are two main factors associated with it - the presence of 

children and the economic activity of partners. In 1989,95 per cent of the husbands or partners 

of self-employed married or cohabiting women were also working, and this rose to 97 per cent 

of those with a dependent child under 16 (Department of Employment, 1990b). These data do 

not tell us the extent of husbands' employment, or who was the main earner, though there was 

little difference in the rate of husbands' employment where women were in part-time self- 

employment. It does, however, offer a perspective on the spread of part-time self-employed work 

among women and it indicates that this is often a secondary source of family earnings. 

Another way of looking at this relationship is to compare self-employment rates by spouse 

activity (Table 2.6). This shows that for both sexes, having a self-employed spouse increases 

significantly their likelihood of being self-employed themselves -a point which is explored later 

in the thesis in a discussion of the effect of self-employment on women's labour market 

participation. 
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Table 2.6 

Self-employment Rates by Activity of Spouse, 1989, 
(married or cohabiting people in employment only) 

Self-employment as a percentage 
Economic status of all employment 
of spouse Male Female 

Employee 14.7 5.1 

Self-employed 48.5 24.1 

Unemployed 14.9 4.9 

'Inactive' 19.5 5.8 

All 17.6 8.6 

Source: Daly, 1991a 

A similar pattern, but with an even greater association between the economic statuses of spouses, 
has been found in Australia, based on analysis of the Australian Bureau of Statistics' 1990 

Income and Housing Survey (Eardley and Bradbury, 1996). 

Some previous small-scale studies have found a relatively high proportion of separated and 
divorced women among those self-employed and have suggested that self-employment offers 

special opportunities for independence for women (Goffee and Scase, 1985). Quantitative data 

do not, however, support the association between divorce and self-employment. As we have seen, 

the propensity for marriage is greater among self-employed women than employees (as the age 
distribution would suggest) and although self-employed women are more likely to be divorced 

or separated than their male counterparts, the proportion is similar to that among employed 

women (Curran and Burrows, 1989). Survey data on the working patterns of lone parents also 

suggests that self-employment is rare amongst this group: 40 per cent of Bradshaw and Millar's 

(1991) sample of lone parents were in full- or part-time work, but only one per cent were self- 

employed. This finding is consistent with my own analysis of family credit administrative data, 

which showed that while 37 per cent of recipients of family credit in April 1991 were lone 

mothers, only six per cent of them were self-employed. Lone fathers receiving family credit 
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showed a much higher propensity to be self-employed (26 per cent), but there were relatively few 

of them (see Chapter Five). 

Self-employment among minority ethnic groups 

The importance of self-employment for some minority ethnic communities in the UK is well 

known, though there are wide variations in the rate of self-employment among different 

populations. Much of the research in this area has concentrated on small-scale studies of business 

development in local areas, but LFS and GHS data also provide a national picture. 

Using data from the 1981-84 GHS, Curran and Burrows (1989) found that a relatively high 

proportion of people with origins in the Indian sub-continent (India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri 

Lanka and East Africa) were self-employed - 14 per cent compared to eight per cent of white 
British people. The group with the highest rate of self-employment, however, was that of people 
from the Mediterranean Commonwealth (Cyprus, Malta and Gibraltar), of whom 29 per cent 

were self-employed. At the other extreme, the rate was only three per cent for Afro-Caribbeans. 

The very high rate of self-employment among people from the Mediterranean Commonwealth 

is of particular interest. It is not clear, for example, whether this is a propensity they have brought 

with them from their countries of origin - their Mediterranean neighbour countries in the EU all 
have high rates of self-employment too (see Table 2.3) - or whether it is a response to their 

position in Britain as small minorities facing difficulties in the labour market. 

Since the early 1980s the number of people from minority ethnic groups who were self-employed 
increased rapidly, and the difference between their self-employment rates and those of the white 
British population has widened. Nevertheless, the overall profile of the different communities 

remains similar, except that self-employment among people whose origins are in the Indian sub- 

continent has overtaken that of the Mediterranean Commonwealth groups. Around one-fifth of 
the increase can be explained by the expansion of the ethnic minority population as a whole over 

this period, particularly for those of Pakistani and Bangladeshi origin. The different age structure 

of the ethnic minority groups from that of the white British population is also likely to have an 
impact on the numbers self-employed, because of the way self-employment varies with age. 
However, the only group significantly affected are those of Indian origin and the pattern of self- 
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employment as a whole is not changed (Daly, 1991 a). People of Indian origin make up the largest 

of the non-white groups in the LFS and at around 800,000 people they comprise 1.4 per cent of 

the whole population (Haskey, 1990). In 1987-1989, some 27 per cent of Indian men were self- 

employed. Table 2.7 shows the proportions of people who were self-employed in the various 

different ethnic groups, as defined in the LFS, taking the averages for the years 1979-83 and 

1987-89. 

Table 2.7 

Proportion of the Population Self-employed, by Ethnic Origin 

1979-83 1987-89 

White 9 12 

All minorities: 10 16 

West Indian/Guyanese 37 

Indian 14 21 

Pakistani/Bangladeshi 17 22 

All other origins 11 16 

Note: Under the classification used in the LFS, people with origins in the Mediterranean Commonwealth 
are included as White 

Sources: Daly, 1991 a; Department of Employment, 1991 a 

Both GHS and LFS data also show that self-employed people from the Indian sub-continent and 

those from the Mediterranean Commonwealth are more likely than their white British 

counterparts to have employees, though the differences declined somewhat during the 1980s. A 

fuller picture of the entrepreneurial experience for minority groups can be found in smaller scale, 

qualitative studies such as that by Wilson and Stanworth (1988), who studied 25 small businesses 

owned by south Asian and Afro-Caribbean entrepreneurs. Features common to most of these 
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businesses included a reliance on financial assistance, support unpaid work from families and 

other members of their communities. These family ties were particularly important for the Asian 

self-employed people: although two-fifths had no previous experience in the industry they had 

entered, nearly all had family members in other self-employed businesses. There was also little 

use of either public sector financial support for setting up the businesses or of borrowing from 

banks. There was also evidence, again particularly among in the Asian businesses, of privileged 

access to supplies, credit terms and premises through family or community connections. 

Although it is clear that self-employment is a particularly important feature of economic activity 
in minority ethnic communities, the position of such activity in the economy as a whole should 

not be exaggerated. Ethnic minorities make up under five per cent of the population of working 

age and the proportion of the self-employed they represent is only slightly higher than this. 

Nevertheless, some groups may be of greater significance within family credit. Administrative 

statistics do not record the ethnic origin of claimants, but analysis of family credit administrative 

statistics shows that self-employed family credit recipients are concentrated in relatively high 

proportions in some areas such as the North West, which also have high ethnic minority 

populations. A trawl of self-employed recipients in the North West, carried out in order to 

construct a qualitative interview sample for this study, produced a high percentage of claimants 

with Asian surnames. This raises interesting questions, since other research evidence suggests 

that take-up of social security benefits is likely to be relatively low among such communities 
(Tarpey, 1984; NACAB, 1991a; Law, 1994). 

Industrial and occupational distribution 

One familiar feature of self-employment is that it is concentrated in certain industries and 

occupations -a concentration which is sharply gender-differentiated. We have suggested that the 

growth of self-employment in the 1980s resulted in some changes in the characteristics of the 

people involved and that at least part of the increase was among the more marginal forms of 

quasi-self-employment. It is of interest, therefore, to look at the kind of work the newer self- 

employed people went into and how far they differed from people already self-employed at the 

beginning of the 1980s. 
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Table 2.8 shows that between 1979 and 1990 there were substantial increases in all sectors except 

agriculture and fishing, but the two areas exhibiting the most powerful growth were the main 

service sectors of banking, finance and insurance, and'other services'. The latter includes a wide 

range of personal and small-scale service enterprises, as well as a number of occupations in the 

public spheres of health and education. Some of the increases were due to the changing sectoral 

composition of employment in Britain, but the main cause appears to have been changes in the 

propensity within sectors for people to become self-employed (Meager, 1993). Between 1990 and 

1993 -a period covering the recession-linked drop in self-employment - all sectors except 

manufacturing saw a net fall, of which the largest'proportionately was in construction. 

The distribution of self-employment among sectors, however, is sharply differentiated by sex. 
In June 1993 just over 28 per cent of self-employed men worked in construction, as opposed to 

only two per cent of women, although the number of self-employed women in construction 
increased by over 150 per cent during the 1980s. Women were concentrated in'other services' 
(35 per cent) and distribution and catering (32 per cent), where men were also well represented 
(21 per cent). However, in terms of the share self-employment takes of all employment in 

particular sectors, agriculture remain the largest at around 56 per cent, followed by construction 
(45 per cent). Another important cleavage in the industrial distribution is between those with and 

without employees. For those with employees - both men and women -'distribution, hotels and 

repairs' is the most important sector. 
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Table 2.8 

Self-employment Trends, by Industrial Sector, 
Great Britain, June 1979-1993 

Number of self-employed by sector 
(seasonally adjusted) 

(Thousands) 
Industrial 

1979 1990 %change 1993 % change 
sector (June) (June) 1979- (June) 1990- 

1990 1993 

Agriculture and 
fishing 283 282 -0.4 250 -11.3 
Manufacturing 168 335 99.4 344 2.7 

Construction 391 819 109.5 654 -20.0 
Distribution, 
hotels, catering 
and repairs 645 826 28.1 727 -12.0 
Transport and 
communication 92 183 98.9 178 - 2.7 

Banking, 
finance, 151 434 187.4 412 -5.1 
insurance 

Other services 225 577 156.4 530 - 8.4 

Source: Department of Employment (1994b) 

Regional variations 
Numerically, self-employment is concentrated most heavily in the South East of England, 

followed by the South West and the North West. The North, East Anglia and Wales have the 

lowest concentrations. Looked at in terms of the share of total employment and the relative 

growth during the 1980s, a slightly different picture emerges. Figure 2.1 shows the regional 
distribution of self-employment as a proportion of all employment in summer 1994, along with 

the percentage change in the number of self-employed people between 1983 and 1990 (the peak 

of the increase). The area with the highest rate in 1994 was the South West, with Wales, the 

South East and East Anglia all a little above the national average. There is a something of a 
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North/South divide in self-employment, with above average growth in the Southern regions and 

Wales, and smaller increases in the Northern regions and Scotland. Yorkshire and Humberside 

was an exception in terms of numerical growth, but still had a relatively low self-employment 

rate. 

9.9 
X30.1) 

8.5 
(26.4) 

10.6 
(50.9) 

1l 2 
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I1 
(40.8) 
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13.9 (54.3) 
(46.0) 

13.6 
(33.3) 

163 14.0 

(47.9) 163.0) 
Q 

Figure 2.1 The regional distribution of self-employment in Great Britain 

Note: In each region the figures given represent the percentage share of self-employment in total employment in 
Summer 1994, followed by (in brackets) the percentage increase in the numbers of self-employed between 
June 1983 and June 1990. 

Source: Labour Force Surveys 
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One final issue to be explored in this chapter is how far people's choices to become self- 

employed are linked to health, disability or caring responsibilities. 

2.9 Disability, Health and Caring Responsibilities 

It was suggested earlier that one of the attractions for women of part-time self-employment was 

the possibility of combining paid work with caring responsibilities. Work of this kind can also 

offer opportunities for people who are disabled or who have health problems which make it 

difficult for them to pursue work for an employer. Estimates of the number of economically 

active people with disabilities vary depending on the measures used, but the Employment and 
Handicap Survey carried out for the Government in 1989 put the total at between one million and 
1.2 million people (Prescott-Clarke, 1990). Disabled people face a range of difficulties in the 

employment market which make them almost four times more likely than the population in 

general to be unemployed (Department of Employment, 1990b). It might be expected that 

disability would also inhibit opportunities for self-employment, but what limited evidence there 

is suggests that this type of work is actually very important for disabled people. The Employment 

and Handicap Survey found that disabled people in work were actually slightly more likely to be 

self-employed than the general working population. This finding is supported by LFS data, which 

also found marginally higher rates of self-employment among respondents with health or 
disability problems which limited their opportunities for paid work (Daly, 1991 a). 

Rates of self-employment in themselves reveal little about the kind of work disabled people do 

or the hours they work, and the small numbers in general national surveys do not permit detailed 

analysis. It is likely that self-employment is of value to disabled people precisely because it 

allows them the flexibility to work from home and to structure their working hours around the 

nature of the particular occupational difficulties they face. Prescott-Clarke (1990) found that of 

the small percentage who were already in self-employment at the onset of their health or 
disability problem, three-fifths had managed to continue in the same work. Most of the rest had 

been obliged to give up work for health reasons. Just over two-thirds of those who were 

employees at onset had stayed in their jobs, eight per cent had switched to self-employment and 
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the remaining quarter had become unemployed. Those who switched to self-employment 

accounted for more than half of the total self-employed, so about half of all those self-employed 

at the time of interview claimed that choice of work was influenced by their health problem. 

Respondents in this survey were also assessed by Disability Registration Officers, who found 

little difference in the levels of occupational handicap between the two groups of employed and 

self-employed people. Similar results were also found using the OPCS disability scales. 

However, the levels of self-reported occupational difficulties were twice as high for the self- 

employed group as for the employees. The self-employed group also included many people 

whose condition was intermittent or variable, making it more difficult to work for an outside 

employer. Although the average hours worked by self-employed disabled people were greater 

than those of their employed counterparts, in line with the picture for the working population as 

a whole, a much higher proportion of the self-employed reported that they could not always work 
full hours. Self-employment thus afforded them the flexibility to take time off when they needed 
it. 

A Government consultative document on employment and training for people with disabilities, 

issued in 1990, emphasized the importance of the flexibility offered by self-employment and the 

opportunities to develop a sense of independence (Department of Employment, 1990b). The 

document outlined the various schemes available through the Employment Service to help 

disabled people to enter or remain in self-employment. These included the Special Aids, 

Adaptations, Fares to Work, and Reader Services Schemes; the Business on Own Account 

Scheme, which provided set-up grants for people with severe disabilities; and the Blind 

Homeworkers Scheme, which provided grants and income guarantee subsidies through local 

authorities. Most of these schemes, however, have had low coverage and declining levels of take- 

up, suggesting that they are no longer well suited to the needs of disabled people in the current 

labour market, and some are in the process of being wound up. 

The Enterprise Allowance Scheme was always open to people with disabilities, and the 

consultative document estimated that between three and eight per cent of participants in the years 

up to 1990 were disabled people. In 1989/90, there were some 5,500 new participants with 
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disabilities. There were some doubts as to whether the Business Start-up Scheme, which took 

over from the EAS in 1991, would continue to provide this level of help to disabled people 

because of its greater orientation towards business viability (Unemployment Unit (1991b). The 

evidence is not conclusive, but a follow-up study of participants carried out 18 months after they 

started their businesses did suggest that fewer disabled people were entering the scheme. The 

survey found that although seven per cent of participants said they had a long-term health 

problem or disability which affected the type of work they could do, less than one per cent overall 

were actually registered as disabled people (Tremlett, 1993). Since the early days of Business 

Start-up, responsibility for encouraging local enterprise has been further devolved to the private- 

sector Training and Enterprise Councils (TECs), which have much wider discretion in how they 

allocate their funds. It is not clear on a national level whether disability has continued to be a 
factor taken into account in distributing new business support. 

An important development was the introduction of the disability working allowance in April 

1992. This new benefit, modelled on family credit, aims to help disabled people enter or stay in 

lower paid work, and from the beginning the Department of Social Security has expected there 

to be substantial take-up by people taking on self-employed work. Disability working allowance 

is discussed at greater length in Chapter Four, but it should be noted here that while take-up of 

the benefit has so far proved disappointing, early findings from an evaluation of the benefit 

showed that some 25 per cent of recipients surveyed were self-employed (Rowlingson and 

Berthoud, 1994). 

Overall, it is clear that self-employment is of considerable potential value to disabled people, but 

its importance should also be recognised for people with extra caring responsibilities towards 

others. There is a considerable body of work which has documented the range of costs falling on 

people providing informal care to disabled or infirm adults and children (see for example 

Baldwin, 1985; Equal Opportunities Commission, 1980; Joshi, 1987; Parker, 1990). The 

consequences of caring include the opportunity costs of paid employment given up in order to 

meet caring responsibilities. There is also evidence of the stress caused to carers who continue 

to work outside the home (Opportunities for Women, 1990). 
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Research on informal care has given little specific attention to self-employment as a way of 

reconciling the need for economic activity with caring responsibilities, but it appears from several 

small-scale qualitative studies that this is an option a number of respondents have pursued 

(Glendinning, 1989; Parker, 1989; Twigg and Atkin, 1994). Twigg and Atkin in particular found 

that although around a third of the carers they interviewed were in employment, most worked 

part-time or in work which allowed them control over their work circumstances - usually self- 

employment. Several had moved out of secure, employed positions into forms of relatively 

insecure self-employment, with considerably reduced earnings and career prospects. The 

flexibility which self-employment can offer to lone parents caring for children, and to disabled 

people, may also, therefore, be increasingly attractive to people trying to juggle work with caring 
for elderly or disabled persons. However, the move to self-employment can be at some potential 

economic cost. 

2.10 Summary 

This chapter has reviewed the evidence on the growth of self-employment since the beginning 

of the 1980s and on the changing characteristics of the participants. One of the main features 

identified has been increasing differentiation within self-employment, by gender, hours of work, 

stability and type of activity. Although, in the past, there has been a tendency for people starting 

self-employment to have some family connections with small business, the growing numbers of 

younger people, women and unemployed people becoming self-employed may be beginning to 

erode this pattern. This raises some questions about whether new entrants will be as successful 
in business as those previously involved -a doubt supported by the high rates of exit from self- 

employment over the decade. The high inflow and outflow levels also indicate that an increasing 

proportion of the work force is experiencing short spells of self-employment at some time during 

their working lives. We have seen that the two main service sectors have had the fastest growth 

rates, but we might expect banking and finance to be considerably better rewarded financially 

than many of the marginal personal service enterprises. In general, the developments in self- 

employment are likely to have consequences both for people's earning potential in self-employed 

work and for their income security in retirement - issues explored in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

THE FINANCIAL CIRCUMSTANCES OF SELF-EMPLOYED PEOPLE 

Overview 

This chapter reviews the available data on the financial 

circumstances of people working for themselves. It begins 

by considering the problems involved in measuring 

earnings from self-employment, including under-reporting 

and conceptual difficulties with the assessment of business 

profits. It then discusses the results from a number of 
income surveys. 

4 
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Chapter Three 

The Financial Circumstances of Self-employed People 

3.1 Introduction 

It is likely, as was concluded in the previous chapter, that the growth of self-employment has had 

an impact on the distribution of incomes in Britain. In particular, the greater numbers of young 

people and women becoming self-employed, the prevalence of shorter spells of self-employment, 

and the marked expansion of the small-scale service sector, along with that of banking and 
finance, might all be expected to have increased the dispersion of self-employed incomes. 

Understanding the financial circumstances of self-employed people, however, requires grappling 

with a number of problems which have tended until recently to be avoided by researchers and 

analysts. Self-employed people appear in national income surveys only in small numbers and are 
known to have a lower response rate than other groups. Earnings data are often incomplete and 
incomes are thought to be under-reported. Thus, since self-employment has been regarded as less 

important than other forms of work, those involved have often been excluded from survey 

analyses because of their problematic characteristics. For similar reasons the self-employed have 

also consistently been excluded from official estimates of benefit take-up, including that for 

family credit (Department of Health and Social Security, 1989; Department of Social Security, 

1995), as well as from studies by independent researchers (see, for example, Hancock, 1988; 

Dorsett and Heady, 1991; Fry and Stark, 1992). 

A change in this approach and a new focus on the problem of self-employed earnings are due in 

large part to recent evidence on the impact of the new self-employment on income distribution 

amongst the population as a whole. This evidence, which emerged from analyses of the 

Department of Social Security's Households Below Average Income series, suggests that 

households headed by a self-employed person are making up a growing proportion of the lowest 

income deciles, with many reporting zero or negative earnings (Department of Social Security, 

1992,1993a). While striking - and not inconsistent with the picture drawn of the changing face 
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of self-employment - these findings actually highlight some of the difficulties with measuring 

the incomes of the self-employed which have led researchers to shy away from them in the past. 

This chapter critically assesses the evidence on the incomes and resources of self-employed 

people and discusses the problems involved in reaching a clear understanding of their 

circumstances. It begins by reviewing the practical and conceptual difficulties which surround 

the interpretation of data on the self-employed in income surveys. 

3.2 Problems in Measuring Earnings from Self-employment 

Whilst all survey data on earnings have some limitations, estimates of the incomes of employees 
or people outside the labour force are generally regarded as sufficiently reliable for detailed 

analysis, both at an aggregate level and by age, gender, family type, industry, region and so on. 
Earnings from self-employment, however, present a number of difficulties, including: 

" the definition of self-employment 

" under-reporting of income 

" differential response rates 

" time-lags between survey dates and earnings periods 
" the concept of earnings and the measurement of profits 

" the treatment of income tax. 

The boundary problems in defining self-employment were discussed in the previous chapter. 
Clearly any anomalies in the establishment of respondents' employment status will flow over into 

the analysis of their earnings - company directors being a prime example. Yet at the income 

analysis stage of research such anomalies are rarely regarded as problematic. Much more widely 
discussed is the problem of under-reporting. 

Under-reporting of income 

The assumption that self-employed people understate their incomes, both in tax returns and 
household surveys, is so widespread that it has been institutionally incorporated into national 

estimates of gross domestic product. Thus in Britain the national accounts are adjusted upwards 
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by around 15 per cent of reported self-employed income to account for tax evasion, suggesting 

a discrepancy of around 1.5 per cent of GDP (Pissarides and Weber, 1989). Similar adjustments 

are made in a number of other countries (Hakim, 1989b). 

One of the responses to this assumption amongst researchers is to disregard the income data on 

the self-employed derived from household surveys. Curran and Burrows (1989), for example, in 

an update of an earlier analysis of General Household Survey information on self-employment, 
decided to ignore the income data in favour of other indicators of living standards such as 
household possessions. Another response is to exclude the self-employed, or specific groups of 

self-employed people, from analyses. Rees and Shah (1986), for example, excluded all those in 

the agricultural sector from their empirical examination of determinants of self-employment on 
the basis that reported earnings of self-employed farmers 'are well-known to be notoriously 
inaccurate' (p. 101). 

While some under-reporting is put down to problems of recall or the lack of requisite 
information, much of it is commonly regarded as deliberate. It is associated with activity in the 
informal economy, within which it is often assumed that self-employed people are the main 

actors. The size of the informal economy is, not surprisingly, hard to assess and estimates have 

varied between one and 40 per cent of a country's GDP (Smith, 1981). More recent estimates put 
Britain's 'irregular' economy as between one and 35 per cent of GDP, with an average estimate 

of just under seven per cent (Dallago, 1991; Commission of the European Communities, 1990a). 

These estimates are mostly based on indirect evidence, referred to by Thomas (1988, p. 169) as 
the'statistical fingerprints of the black economy'. They attempt to measure discrepancies between 

reported income and expenditure, either at a macro-economic level, by reference to national 
accounts, or at an individual/household level using microdata. Such discrepancies are assumed 
to represent unreported economic activity. MacAffee (1980), for example, using the first method, 
estimated the informal economy in the 1970s as reaching a peak of around four per cent of GDP 
in 1974. 

Several estimates of informal economic activity have been attempted using micro-data (for 

example, Dilnot and Morris, 1981; Atkinson et al., 1986; Smith, 1986; Smith and Wied- 
Nebberling, 1986; Pissarides and Weber, 1989; Baker, 1993). Although there are technical 
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differences, the general approach is similar in that estimates are based on discrepancies between 

households' reported income and their expenditure. Using data from the Family Expenditure 

Survey, Dilnot and Morris, for example, put the extent of the informal economy in 1977 at an 

upper bound estimate of three per cent of GDP, involving some 15 per cent of FES respondents. 

As part of the process of constructing a tax/benefit model, Atkinson et al. made upward 

adjustments of 19.5 per cent of declared self-employed income in FES, based on estimates of 

unreported work derived from the Inland Revenue Survey of Personal Incomes. 

The studies carried out by Pissarides and Weber, and by Baker, are of particular interest since 

they concentrate on the self-employed. This concentration is such, however, that they appear to 

ascribe all unreported taxable economic activity to self-employed people. Their estimates are 

based on expenditure on food, which they take to be the most accurately recorded item in the 

FES. Pissarides and Weber conclude that on average'true' self-employed income was 1.55 times 

that of reported income, implying that the size of the informal economy was 5.5 per cent of GDP 

in 1982. Using a time-series analysis of data from the late 1970s through to 1990, Baker 

estimates under-reporting by the self-employed as between one-sixth and a third of 'true' income, 

though he found little evidence of a steady trend in the level of under-reporting over the decade. 

A similar exercise was carried out in Australia by Bradbury et al. (1988) using the 1981/82 

Income and Housing Surveys, in which they attempted to estimate the under-recording of self- 

employed income on the basis of housing expenditure. Their assumptions were that spending on 

commodities was more likely than declared earnings to reflect 'true' or permanent incomes, and 

that self-employed people were likely to have consumption tastes for housing that were identical 

to those of the non self-employed. They also disaggregated their results by industry. Their 

analysis suggested substantial under-recording of incomes across most industries, though with 

considerable variations. The only group of self-employed people who appeared to spend 

significantly less than predicted on their housing were small business owners in the construction 

industry, which is interesting given that this is an area where informal economic activity is 

generally regarded as widespread. The authors speculated that this discrepancy might reflect 

receipt of income in kind, such as access to construction materials for personal consumption. 
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Several criticisms have been made of both the general approach to the estimation of under- 

reported income and of specific studies. Commenting on studies such as that by MacAffee 

(1980), both Brown (1988) and Hakim (1989b) have pointed out that between 1978 and 1980, 

and later in the mid-1980s, income estimates from the national accounts exceeded those of 

expenditure, apparently indicating that the hidden economy had entered a negative phase. The 

residual error in the accounts appears to be the net effect of many factors, including 

undercounting of legitimate earnings below tax and insurance thresholds, and cannot be ascribed 

to one particular source. 

Thomas (1988) has argued that the use of such indirect indicators cannot usefully say anything 

about the people involved or their patterns of behaviour. Hakim (1989b) has also pointed to the 

absence of any detailed empirical data to link this econometric work to people's everyday lives. 

This, she argues, encourages an unhealthy reliance on unreliable anecdotal evidence or surveys 
based on proxy information from people who'know about' other people working'cash in hand'. 

Hakim also points to the warnings in the FES handbook about comparisons between income and 

expenditure data: the handbook highlights limitations to analysis of this sort, particularly with 

regard to the absence of information about the accumulation or rundown of savings and the time 

discrepancies between income and expenditure data (especially relevant in a period of inflation). 

A further problem stems from trying to relate the behaviour of the head of household who 

supplied income data to patterns of household expenditure which may incorporate financial 

contributions from other earners. 

The studies by Pissarides and Weber (1989) and by Baker (1993) rest on two assumptions: first 

that it is only the self-employed who under-report their income and secondly that the reporting 

of expenditure on food by all groups is accurate. It is conceivable that both assumptions are true, 

but there is no independent evidence to confirm them. The concentration on food expenditure 

appears to be based largely on food being the main item which fitted the researchers' assumptions 

of the scale of under-reporting by the self-employed (Pissarides and Weber, footnote 3). 

Pissarides and Weber draw on Smith's (1986) review to point to a concentration of informal 

economic activity among small family businesses, but their analysis does not permit a 
disaggregation which might indicate where under-reporting of income might be concentrated, 

apart from a simple blue collar/white collar distinction. 
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The study by Bradbury et al. (1988) based on housing consumption, is more sensitive to this 

question and also recognises some of the inevitable methodological limitations. First, housing 

expenditures, particularly those of owner-occupiers, are likely to be fixed in relation to the level 

of income prevailing when a house was purchased. The fact that a self-employed person is 

spending more than predicted on housing may simply reflect a recent drop in income. They tried 

to take account of this by creating a permanent income model based on national accounts figures 

for operating surpluses of unincorporated businesses in different industries. However, even when 
disaggregated by industry their results only give an average level of unmeasured income. As they 

point out, the actual level will vary considerably between individuals -a variation which is 

critical for understanding the distribution of incomes. 

In another, more recent examination of the incomes and living standards of self-employed people 
in Australia, Eardley and Bradbury (1996) used two datasets from 198 8-89 and 1990 to compare 
income and non-income indicators of living standards among wage and salary earners and the 

self-employed. At face value, this comparison suggested that self-employed incomes should be 

adjusted upwards by around 30 per cent in order to reach a relationship with expenditure which 
is comparable to that of wage and salary earners. However, most (but not all) of this adjustment 

simply reflects the fact that self-employed incomes were collected for a prior period, since which 
there was a rapid growth in self-employment incomes. Examining the distribution of 

expenditures directly, it appears that the proportion of household with very low expenditure is 

similar in self-employed and wage earner households. This result should be considered tentative, 
however, as these low expenditures may simply be due to households with infrequent shopping 

patterns. 

Patterns of housing consumption and wealth among families receiving Family Allowance 

Supplement (a means-tested benefit similar in purpose to family credit) were also examined in 

this study. The main conclusion is that self-employed recipients had a higher level of housing 

wealth, mainly because they were more likely to own their home than to be renters. They also 
tended to have somewhat better housing on a range of other indicators. On the other hand, the 

self-employed also worked much longer hours than wage earning FAS recipient families. 
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The main limitation of all these studies lies in the relationship between current earnings and 

levels of consumption in self-employed families, which often depend on how far previous 

earnings and expenditure still cushion them from more recent falls in income. This question is 

explored in more detail later in the thesis. Hakim (1989b) has called for the 'destigmatisation' of 

self-employed people in analyses of income and expenditure data. She concluded that although 

estimates of unrecorded work and income derived from FES appear reasonable 'they rely on 

strong assumptions about behaviour patterns that may well prove unfounded, especially where 

they involve assumptions about where black economy work is most common' (p. 16). The state 

of methodology currently allows us neither to pinpoint with any accuracy the reasons for 

underestimation of earnings nor to allocate proportions of global estimates to particular 

occupations or income levels, much less to individuals. Meager et al. (1994) suggest that higher 

earning self-employed people are generally likely to have more incentive to under-report their 

incomes than those at lower income levels. This argument receives some support from 

comparative research on the spatial distribution of informal economic activity, which finds that 

the most extensive activity takes place in more affluent regions with relatively high levels of 

employment (Windebank and Williams, 1994). The picture, according to this research, is similar 

across Europe to that in the USA, where Waldinger and Lapp (1993) concluded: 

Informal activities are not in fact principally associated with low-income, low 
status groups. Rather, the distribution of opportunities for underground income 
generation reflects the unequal distribution of opportunities for income generation 
of all types. 

p. 7) 

If this is true of self-employment in the UK, even average levels of under-reporting of the 

magnitude estimated by Pissarides and Weber would have the effect of widening further the 

dispersal of incomes already noted among the self-employed, without shifting significantly the 

position of lower income self-employed people in the overall income distribution. Clearly under- 

reporting of income by self-employed people does take place and should not be ignored, but if 

earnings data from a variety of sources tend to produce a consistent pattern then the trends 

observed need not be discounted for this reason alone. Nevertheless, doubts about the accuracy 

of reported incomes are reinforced by other problems in the collection of data, including the 

relatively low rate of response recorded by self-employed people in household surveys. 
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Differential response rates 

Non-response by self-employed people has been recognised as an important deficiency of 

household datasets since the 1970s (Stark, 1978; Atkinson and Micklewright, 1983). Special 

exercises to test response rates by comparison with census data have shown marked variations 

according to a number of characteristics including age, sex, household type, educational 

qualifications and country of birth, but one of the largest variations is by employment type. In a 
1971 census check, for example, the response rate in the Family Expenditure Survey among self- 

employed people with employees was estimated as 56 per cent, and among self-employed people 

working on their own as 63 per cent, compared with around 72 per cent for employees (Kemsley 

et al., 1980). Redpath (1986) reported a similar matching exercise using 1981 census data, which 

again showed a significantly higher degree of non-response among households headed by a self- 
employed person. There are no published reports of more recent response rate estimates in FES, 
but there seems little reason to expect that the pattern has changed. In a recent and 
comprehensive analysis of self-employed earnings, using the first wave of the British Household 

Panel Study, Meager et al. (1994) found that 44 per cent of self-employed respondents failed to 

supply information on their incomes, compared with 13 per cent of employees. 

Differential response rates give rise to a number of problems. First, it is common practice to 

gross up survey data to population estimates by using a set of weightings which are adjusted for 

different types of household according to their representation in the survey. This is done in the 
Households Below Average Income Series (HBAI), based on the FES, by allocating different 

weights for different types of benefit unit. Within each category non-respondents are in effect 

allocated the mean characteristics of those who did respond. The self-employed have a 

comparatively low response rate and they are also highly heterogeneous, so weights based on 

average household characteristics could perhaps give rise to greater margins of error for this 

group than for others. 

The relatively high level of non-response by self-employed people also tends to support the 

assumption that they are inclined to conceal information about their finances. However, what is 

called non-response may not always be simply an indication of non-cooperation. It can also 

reflect inability to provide income data in the form prescribed by the research questionnaire, as 
well as problems of disentangling personal and business expenditure. This can be illustrated with 
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reference to the General Household Survey (GHS), which unlike FES, treats failure to complete 

any component of the income schedule as a total non-response. The GHS has 50 questions 

concerning income, providing many opportunities for'non-response'. By inserting test questions 

into the first quarter of the 1990-91 GHS, Foster and Lound (1993) found that the response rate 

for self-employed people increased from 76 per cent to 93 per cent (closer to that of employees) 

if they were asked to estimate their gross income as a broad weekly and annual amount. They 

also checked to what extent this information was consistent with figures generated by the normal 

GHS question schedule. Half the estimates were of the same order as the more systematic data, 

one-third were higher and the rest produced a lower figure. The authors attributed most of the 

differences to the greater variability of self-employed earnings over short periods and the 

different time parameters set by the two sets of questions, especially where respondents had 

recently undergone a change of circumstances. 

For FES, partly completed schedules are acceptable. The main question in FES on which 

estimation of self-employed earnings is based asks for the net business profit or loss in the last 

12 months for which information is available. People unable to answer this are then asked about 

sums of money drawn from the business to provide some estimate of earnings (the use of 
drawings as a proxy for profits is discussed below). 

An examination of the answers to these questions (Kemsley et al., 1980) showed that in 1978 a 

substantial proportion of self-employed people were unable to answer them. Nineteen per cent 

could not supply a profit figure, 15 per cent had to supply an estimate and 20 per cent apparently 
did not know the date of their relevant business year. Respondents were often willing to have 

interviewers approach their accountants for figures, but this was not always possible. A similar 

picture emerges from Meager et al. 's BHPS analysis (1994). Almost two-thirds of those not 

responding said they did not know how much they earned. Although some may have been, in 

effect, refusing to answer, it is not clear why they should have done so when the option of direct 

refusal was also available. 

It may be that some of the general level of non-response to surveys is linked to this so-called 
'item non-response' and thus the response rate by self-employed people might improve if survey 

questions on income were made easier. This could, as the GHS experiment indicates, be at the 
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expense of precision, though it is arguable that current survey data on self-employed incomes are 

hardly that precise. 

Time lags 

Earnings figures from self-employed people in FES are acceptable from any business year ending 

during the 12 months prior to interview. This introduces substantial time lags into the data, which 

might vary for different types of occupation. People with established businesses, for example, 

who are used to waiting for professionally-produced annual accounts would be particularly likely 

to present data relating to prior periods. Newer businesses may not yet have generated data for 

a 12-month period, and income covering less than a year is acceptable if a business is newly 

established. Income from self-employment can be highly variable across short periods, however. 

Trade or business cycles, for example the agricultural year, can generate quite different cash 
flows according to the stage reached, and data from a short period can be an unreliable indicator 

of business income (Boden and Corden, 1994). 

This means that the periods of time to which self-employed income data in FES refer vary 

considerably. The longer these time lags, the more uncertain it becomes that the profit figures 

provide an accurate picture of the current financial situation of the business. Since the detailed 

questions about earnings asked of employees in FES refer to the period of time covered by the 

most recent or usual payment of wages or salary, time lags are rarely an issue and the data are 
likely to offer a more reliable indication of the current household situation. 

The way in which analysts deal with time lags depends on the purpose of analysis. In producing 

the published FES reports the Central Statistical Office (CSO) does not update self-employed 

earnings but presents them as reported. For the purposes of taxibenefit modelling, Atkinson et 

al. (1986) updated reported self-employed incomes using national accounts data for the calendar 

year corresponding to the income survey. They created a monthly index of self-employment 
income per head by dividing the national accounts figure for self-employed income by the 

estimated number of self-employed people and interpolating a monthly value. For each 

observation, the factor used to update corresponded to the mid-point of the period to which the 

recorded self-employment income related. The accuracy of this method clearly depends on the 

extent to which the national accounts figures themselves are correct. It also requires all self- 
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employed respondents to be ascribed an earnings-updating factor corresponding to the average - 

an assumption which may be necessary but which is in practice rather unrealistic. 

For the Households Below Average Income series (HBAI), DSS statisticians use a different 

method of updating, based on the movements in average earnings figures collated from industry 

surveys. Before 1986, self-employed people were ascribed the average earnings change in the 

industry in which they worked, but because FES no longer codes the information on industry 

types the data are now averaged across all industries. 

Clearly some method of updating self-employed earnings is essential and both of the above 

methods have their merits. In aggregate we might expect to see self-employed earnings rise 

roughly in line with those of employees over a given stage of the business cycle. However, in the 

case of individuals or small groups there seems little reason to expect great accuracy from either 

of these approaches. In the HBAI method, for example, people recording business losses for a 

period ending four years before they are interviewed will be assumed to have had losses rising 

in line with the rise in average earnings over this period. This is logically consistent within the 

overall approach, but in practice some of those making losses might be expected to have 

recovered during a period when earnings are rising faster and vice versa. For individuals, changes 

in earnings from year to year will depend on a range of factors including inflation, interest rates 

and the market for products or services in their particular occupations. 

In order to assess the extent to which time lags might be distorting estimated incomes for the self- 

employed, an analysis was carried out, for this study, of FES data for 1990/1991. The two years 

were combined to provide greater numbers of self-employed respondents and to reduce sampling 

errors. The sample included 2,285 people with some self-employed earnings, of whom 1,898 

were self-employed in their main job. In all, 52 per cent of respondents who were self-employed 
in their main job reported an end date for the accounting year applying to their earnings in the 

same calendar year as the survey. For a further 39 per cent this end date fell in the year before. 

Nine per cent gave a date falling two or more years before the survey. In all, 14 per cent of the 

sample reported earnings for a period of less than one full year. This analysis suggests that 

updating may not in fact present so great a problem. If we look at those reporting losses (193 or 
10.2 per cent of the two year sample), we find that a slightly higher percentage (11 per cent) were 
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reporting earnings from earlier years, and most of those reporting earnings from two or more 

years earlier also had losses in the higher ranges. The analysis does not reveal why more of those 

recording losses should be reporting on accounting periods before the year of the survey, and the 

numbers involved at this level of analysis are too small to draw reliable conclusions. Some 

speculative pointers come from other qualitative evidence. In the interviews discussed in more 
detail later in the thesis it was found that some people whose businesses were making a loss were 

reluctant to pursue their accountants for figures. One reason was that they were hoping to 

postpone payment of the accountants' fees, which they felt they could not afford. Secondly, they 

were sometimes reluctant to let accountants, banks or other official bodies realise the extent of 
their financial problems, since keeping businesses going often depended on the continuing 

support and confidence of these other parties. 

It may be that those recording losses would have continued to lose money in subsequent years, 
but if not, the effect of the updating process would have been to exaggerate the level of recorded 
losses. People recording nil profits (just over five per cent of people self-employed in their main 
job) would continue, in the updating process, to show nil profits. Even these figures may be 

uncertain, however, because of the way earnings of self-employed people are constructed in 

surveys such as FES. 

The concept of earnings and the measurement of profit 
Measuring earnings from self-employment is essentially an accounting exercise. Accounting 

methods are, however, socially constructed and reflect the context in which they are to be used. 
Within the UK a wide diversity of measures of earnings is in use, reflecting the different needs 
of, for example, business and commerce, fiscal policy and practice and social security 
requirements (Boden and Corden, 1994). What is measured in a survey questionnaire reflects 
merely the nature of the information requested and the technical rules constructed by analysts to 
deal with the information. While measures of earnings for employees are also subject to some 
conventions which have changed over time, they present relatively few problems compared to 

those of the self-employed. 

The approach taken in the FES is, in principle, close to that adopted by the Inland Revenue. This 

looks primarily for net profit (or loss) after deducting expenses and wages but before deducting 
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income tax, national insurance contributions or personal drawings. Some respondents will rely 

on figures from profit and loss accounts drawn up using traditional commercial accountancy 

measures. However, accounts vary in how they present such information. Items of income and 

expenditure may be treated differently according to different accountancy practices, or by the type 

of trade or business, and figures emerging as net profits in business accounts may reflect different 

computations. Without careful examination by people with accountancy skills, and incorporation 

of other relevant sources of information such as balance sheets, neither the interviewer nor the 

analyst is likely to achieve consistent, comparable income measures across a range of self- 

employed businesses. 

In any case, tax assessment methodology has developed to provide an historical measure of what 
has happened in a business and may not capture a contemporary measure of income. Those 

respondents who have just started in business, or those with incomes below tax thresholds may 
not yet have needed to engage with concepts of annual net profit, and may find it hard, or 
impossible, to supply information in the form required. FES accepts data about earnings from 

people self-employed for less than a year at the time of the interview, as we have seen, but doubts 
have arisen about the reliability of declared income from those self-employed for short periods 
(Department of Social Security, 1991b). Examination of FES data since 1986 for the HBAI 

consultative group showed a relatively high proportion of people self-employed for three months 
or less reporting incomes which if projected for a full year would be over £20,000. This is not 
surprising, since people starting new businesses may well be over-optimistic, or may have felt 
the need to organise their finances so as to generate business confidence and secure loan 
investments. As these projections were felt to be unrealistic, households where a member has 
been self-employed for less than two months are now excluded from HBAI estimates 
(Department of Social Security, 1993a). Exclusion of these short-term self-employed had the 

effect of increasing real income growth of the bottom decile of the income distribution by about 
half of one per cent. 

The use of drawings as a proxy for profits 
The approach adopted for FES by the Central Statistical Office (CSO) in the case of respondents 
who report nil profit or losses, or cannot provide a profit figure, is to ask about personal drawings 

from the business. These are then used as a proxy for profit. If there is no figure for drawings at 
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this stage, they are automatically imputed, using household expenditure minus income from other 

sources. Until the mid-1980s, respondents unable to answer questions about either profit, loss 

or drawings from the business were then asked for an annual turnover figure - turnover in this 

context being the gross cash inflow into a business from its trading activities. From the turnover 

figure notional profit was imputed, using gross annual household expenditure along with standard 

Inland Revenue 'profit margin' estimates for different kinds of business. There are no longer 

questions about turnover in the FES, however. 

The argument for the use of drawings is that if people are taking money from a business to live 

on which will show up as consumption elsewhere in the survey, the amount taken may be a better 

representation of their current living standards than a loss figure which may merely represent a 
technical accounting exercise. To some extent the qualitative research reported later tends to 

support this argument. In small enterprises people tend to draw out what they feel they need to 
live on, but the amounts are frequently determined by their access to overdraft finance. Where 

businesses are secured against substantial property or where it is traditional for long-term income 

fluctuation to be supported by overdraft and debt finance, such as in farming businesses, people 
may be able to rely on higher drawings than in small unsecured enterprises. This can be true even 
where the secured businesses are running losses much greater than the unsecured enterprises. 
However, there are also loss-making situations in which drawings essential to meet household 

needs may be adding to a burden of debt which becomes insupportable. 

The FES does not ask questions about money owed or borrowed, or about the run down of 
previous savings. A few items of information are collected which may provide some clues about 
indebtedness, such as payment made to service loans, but these data are generally regarded as 

unreliable. Without more systematic information it is impossible to distinguish between the 

routine use of debt finance and that which may be associated with a crisis - where taking the 
drawings to represent ongoing income may produce a highly distorted picture of household 

circumstances. 

Also, using drawings as a proxy for profit has meant that people reporting small losses can be 

assigned larger incomes than those reporting a small pre-tax profit. This question was examined 
in the DSS 'stocktaking' exercise on HBAI (Department of Social Security, 1991b). The 
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consultative group recommended a change of approach and loss figures are now accepted in 

HBAI in order to produce a more consistent income measure. The number of people reporting 
losses in FES has risen substantially during the 1980s, so this change is partly responsible for the 

reported shift in the proportion of people in the bottom deciles in households headed by a self- 

employed person. Overall, government statisticians estimated that the effect of accepting losses 

has been to reduce estimates of income growth between 1979 and 1989/90 by an average of one 

percentage point before housing costs for the whole population and two percentage points for the 

bottom income decile (Department of Social Security, 1992). 

Taking losses as the measure of earnings does not, however, remove the problem of establishing 

an income figure from the gross profit or loss submitted by respondents. Some of these 

difficulties were highlighted in Boden and Corden's (1994) conceptual study of earnings 

assessment procedures, and they are discussed briefly here. 

The derivation of profit by accountancy techniques 

Estimates of earnings by self-employed people are most commonly taken from profit and loss 

accounts. In the first wave of the British Household Panel Study, for example, just over 70 per 

cent of self-employed respondents said they drew up such accounts (Taylor, 1992). Annual profit 

and loss figures quoted by interviewees are generally drawn up according to traditional rules of 

accruals-based commercial accountancy. What is represented by this technique is an historic 

picture of the profitability of the business, usually drawn up to meet the requirements of the 

Inland Revenue. Accountants take different approaches according to the information available 
to them, the resources of the business, the nature of the trade or occupation, and the level of 

remuneration expected for professional services. If an interviewer takes the final profit or loss 
figure from business accounts offered by respondents, then the analyst has to accept a range of 
different measures resulting from a variety of treatments. 

For example, documents prepared by accountants for established farmers in our study had been 
based on account books detailing sales and income, drawn up on a weekly basis. The 

documentation was substantial, itemising stock sales, receipt of government subsidies, and 

payments for feed, veterinary bills, equipment repairs and casual wages. By contrast, the profit 
and loss account prepared by one small retailer's accountant had been based solely on the 
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invoices for goods purchased for resale. The accountant simply applied a reasonable mark-up rate 
to derive a takings figure, then estimated expenses. 

Items to be allowed as expenses in estimating profit may be a matter of judgement, based on the 

accountant's professional experience. There were several examples in the interviews for this 

study of people successfully claiming items as an expense against tax which were not allowed 

as business expenses in an application for family credit. Which of these procedures should we 

regard as leading to a better measure of income? 

A survey researcher cannot interrogate business accounts to ensure consistency in situations like 

this. Interviewers are not accountants and many would find it hard to understand the figures. This 
is especially likely to be the case where profits have been ploughed back into in the business and 
earnings data would have to be extracted from a balance sheet. What is offered is the figure 

constructed by accountants whose own professional specialism is measurement of income. 

However, in accepting their figures it should not be supposed that they necessarily provide a 

single, 'true' picture of profit. 

This problem is compounded if we take in estimates of earnings which are not based on 
professionally-produced profit and loss accounts. Few of the established business people 
interviewed for this study attempted to produce accounts to satisfy Inland Revenue without the 

advice of an accountant or book-keeper, but people who had only recently started in business, or 
whose finances appeared straightforward, had often got by without accountancy help. When 

applying for family credit, most attempted to supply cash flow information since they were 
unable to offer a profit and loss account. This was acceptable for social security purposes, but in 
fact the measures of income produced by cash flow accounting and accruals-based accounting 

can produce quite different results. This is especially the case where there are marked seasonal 

patterns or trade cycles. 

FES accepts profit figures covering less than a year if the business is newly established. Such 
figures may well reflect cash flows, rather than accruals-based profit or loss figures, and there 
are no further questions in the schedule to assess the representativeness of the months submitted. 
Using accruals-based measures alongside cash-flow measures can lead to major inconsistencies 
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(Boden and Corden, 1994). It has already been shown that a proportion of earnings figures in the 

FES from newly established businesses appeared to be over-estimated. The reverse can also be 

true, with cash flow for the first months producing a depressed earnings measure. Analysis of 

FES data shows that just over ten per cent of all the individual self-employed earnings periods 

in FES for 1990/1991 were for six months or less. If this is true of the self-employed population 

as a whole, some 300,000 people could be affected. 

These simple illustrations from interviews with family credit applicants show some of the 

conceptual problems in accepting a variety of indicators of self-employed earnings in a household 

survey. While it may be possible to include more self-employed people within the survey by 

allowing information to be provided in a number of ways, response rates are likely to be 

increased at the expense of comparability and consistency of data. The difficulties in assessing 

a figure for gross profits are further compounded, where a net income figure is required, by the 

treatment of income tax. 

The treatment of income tax 

The collection and treatment of information on tax payments in household surveys are subject 
to a number of technical problems. They stem mostly from mismatches between the time periods 

covered by the profit reported and the payments made to Inland Revenue. This is most likely to 

affect businesses with variable profitability from year to year, and those where business is 

building up or in decline. 

There are arguments for using tax liability imputed from the profits declared rather than tax 

payments actually made. This is the approach currently used for assessing self-employed incomes 

for means-tested social security benefits. The HBAI stocktaking report examined this problem 

too and concluded that imputation would simply substitute one set of anomalies for another. It 

was decided that the case for imputing tax for the self-employed was not strong enough to justify 

the additional complexity this would introduce to the analysis (Department of Social Security, 

1991b). What is important to remember is that under the present system of collecting information 

for FES, situations arise where people report having paid no tax, but have self-employment 

profits above the tax threshold: conversely, others report substantial tax payments, apparently on 

the basis of low pre-tax profits. This can be perfectly legitimate, but it is yet another element in 
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the confusing picture of self-employed earnings derived from household surveys, and one which 

contributes to assumptions of substantial under-reporting of income. 

To summarise, income data on self-employment derived from household surveys are subject to 

a complex set of technical difficulties. Making use of these data requires adjustments and 

assumptions, with margins of error which are likely to be many times greater than those applying 

to earnings of employees or people not in the workforce. This is not to say that the data are 

worthless and cannot be used. Rather, we would argue that they should be used in a critical way 

which recognises the limitations and seeks to improve the methodology of collection and 

analysis. Indeed it is only by the use of such sources of data and discussion of improvements in 

methodology that self-employed people can be brought back 'in from the cold' where until 

recently they have languished. In this light, the next section reviews the evidence which does 

exist on the incomes of self-employed people to see how far it supports the picture developed in 

earlier chapters. 

3.3 The Incomes of Self-employed People 

Information on self-employed incomes has been derived from a number of sources, including the 
General Household Survey (GHS), the Social Change and Economic Life Survey (SCELI), the 
Inland Revenue's Survey of Personal Incomes (SPI), the Family Expenditure Survey (FES) and, 
most recently, the British Household Panel Study (BHPS). This section summarises and 
discusses the results of recent research using these sources. 

The first study, by Curran et al. (1987), was based on the 1980 GHS. It thus provides a useful 
benchmark for measuring the trend over the decade. They found, not surprisingly, that men 
tended to earn more than women whether they were employees, self-employed sole traders or 
people with small businesses employing others. The latter category also tended to be better off 
than those without employees. The distributional picture, however, was different for those with 
or without employees. Both groups were over-represented in the bottom category of people with 

gross earnings of less than £50 per week, with over three-fifths of sole traders and nearly half of 

employers falling into this group as opposed to only one in six of employees. However, while 
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very few of the sole traders fell into the top bracket of those earning £200 per week or more, the 

proportion of employers in this category was twice as high as for employees. This suggests that 

even before the expansion of self-employment in the 1980s, the incomes of self-employed people 

were widely dispersed, with a disproportionate representation in the upper tail of the income 

distribution number of people (mainly men) with employees. 

A similar picture comes from the Social Change and Economic Life study, which surveyed 6,000 

households in six local labour markets in 1986 (Rubery et al., 1993). Unlike the GHS study, 

which was based on gross individual incomes, this study used household income, so the 

differences between men and women are less marked. Nevertheless, the same pattern can be 

observed of wide dispersion of self-employed incomes, with the small business proprietors with 

employees over-represented in the highest income group. 

Data from the Inland Revenue's Survey of Personal Incomes (SPI), based on individual tax 

returns, indicate that some 36 per cent of all gross personal incomes from self-employment in 

1991 were assessed at less than £5,000 (Board of Inland Revenue, 1994). A further 28 per cent 
were between £5,000 and £10,000. Considering that the SPI is based on tax returns, one might 
expect under-reporting to be a particular problem. Even taking this into account, however, the 
results are striking. While people with self-employed earnings often have other sources of 
income, some of which are substantial, their mean total gross market income was still only just 

over £9,000, including other employment earnings, investment income and pensions. Further up 
the income scale the proportion of income derived from self-employed earnings increases. At the 
top end, six per cent of individuals (211,000) had an estimated mean income of nearly £55,000 
from self-employment, which made up an average of 86 per cent of their total taxable market 
incomes. 

Perhaps the key source of data on household incomes and income distribution in Great Britain 

up to now has been the Family Expenditure Survey, which covers around 7,000 households 

annually and has also been the main source of information on the financial circumstances of the 

self-employed. It is also, however, the survey in which the problems with self-employment 
income have been most apparent. 
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One analysis of FES data which highlighted the apparently low incomes of self-employed people 

was by Hakim (1989b). She found that self-employed people as a whole were more than twice 

as likely as employees to have reported earnings below the thresholds at which income tax and 

national insurance contributions are payable. This was true for both men and women, and for 

full- and part-time workers. Since there is a substantial overlap between part-time and female 

self-employment, the percentage of self-employed women with earnings below the threshold was 

particularly high, at 48.8 per cent in 1985/6 (two years' data merged) compared to 12.1 per cent 

of women employees. Another analysis for 1986/7, using somewhat different parameters, 

produced broadly the same results. Analysis of the 1990/91 FES shows that the picture had not 

changed substantially except that, if anything, even more self-employed people had earnings 

below the thresholds (Table 3.1). Just under a quarter of all respondents who were self-employed 

in their main job had total gross self-employed earnings below the personal tax threshold and just 

over a fifth were below the threshold for Class 2 contributions. Over half of all self-employed 

women fell below both the thresholds. 

Table 3.1 
Self-employed People with Earnings Below the Tax and 
National Insurance Thresholds, Great Britain, 1990-91 

Below tax Below National 
threshold Insurance 

threshold 

Men 15.0 12.7 

Women 54.7 50.1 

All self-employed 24.6 21.8 
(Base: 1,895) 

Note: The analysis differs slightly from that of Hakim's estimates for 1985/6, in that the Class 2 NI 
threshold is used rather than whether respondents were recorded as having zero contributions. 
Also the measure of income used is that of gross main income from self-employment plus any 
secondary earnings from other self-employed work. Hakim's analysis included income from any 
other subsidiary work, which in some cases where self-employed people have additional work as 
employees, might bring some above the thresholds. We follow Hakim's earlier analysis, however, 
in using only the lower, personal tax threshold and not attempting to incorporate the married man's 
or additional tax allowances (see the note to Hakim, 1989b, Table 3). The income tax thresholds 
were as follows: 1990 - £57.79 per week, 1991 - £63.37 per week. Class 2 NI thresholds were: 
1990 - £50.00 per week, 1991- £55.77 per week. 
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The Family Expenditure Survey is also, as we have seen, the basis for the main official source 

of information on income distribution in the UK - the Households Below Average Income series 

published by the Department of Social Security. The HBAI provides a cross-sectional analysis 

of the patterns of disposable incomes of individuals, who are assigned the equivalised total 

income of the household to which they belong. Recent reports in the series have highlighted the 

growing numbers of self-employed people falling into the lowest deciles of the income 

distribution. This often results from zero or negative incomes, but, as the report covering the 

period 1979-1990/91 stated: 

... the average expenditure of individuals from households reporting zero or negative incomes 

was higher than the population as a whole. This finding lends further weight to previous 
concerns about the extent to which income information from the self-employed gives a fair 
indication of their actual standard of living. 
(Department of Social Security, 1993a, p. 26) 

However, although the numbers may have grown (reflecting the general increase in self- 

employment) the proportionate shift is less than dramatic. In 1979, the self-employed made up 

six per cent of the total population and ten per cent of those in the bottom decile, both before and 

after housing costs. By 1990/1991 the self-employed made up ten per cent of the population and 

15 per cent of the bottom decile of incomes before housing costs. Thus the ratio of over- 

representation actually dropped slightly, from 1.67 to 1.5 over the decade. It was only after 

allowing for housing costs, as a result of which they made up 18 per cent of the lowest decile, 

that the over-representation of the self-employed in the bottom decile increased to 1.8. Perhaps 

more significantly the self-employed were the only group with working status who continued to 

be over-represented in the bottom decile. Most households at this income level were headed by 

an unemployed person. There was also an apparent shift down the income distribution on the part 

of the self-employed, with the percentage with incomes below 40 per cent of the average after 

housing costs doubling between 1979 and 1990/91 from seven to 14 per cent. Since 1991, the 

number of self-employed people in the very lowest income groups has continued to grow 

(Department of Social Security, 1995) 

It is the group in the lowest deciles reporting zero or negative incomes which has attracted the 

most attention. As we have seen, many of the households with nil or negative incomes in the 

bottom deciles also report equivalised expenditures above the average for the population as a 
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whole, and although the HBAI reports are properly cautious about the interpretation of such 

findings they tend to be cited as evidence of under-reporting of earnings by the self-employed. 

FES data have also been used in three recent detailed analyses of income inequality trends, by 

Jenkins (1994,1995) and Goodman and Webb (1994). Jenkins' studies are particularly important 

in their assessment of the factors contributing to the growing inequality of incomes over the 

period from 1971 to 1990/91. Jenkins follows the same approach to FES data as the DSS in the 

HBAI series, but uses 'shift share' and 'decomposition' analyses to relate the aggregate changes 

to movements within population and employment groups. He shows that between 1981 and 1986 

(when self-employment growth was at its fastest) widening dispersion of self-employment 

incomes was an important force contributing to the general pattern of growing inequality. In 

relation to the distribution of self-employed earnings, Jenkins notes: 

... inspection reveals significant shifts in concentration towards both tails of the 
distribution: in 1999/91 there were relatively more people with either very low (or zero) 
recorded income, or with very high incomes. 
(1994, p. 23) 

He also observes: 

... preliminary explorations suggest that the growth in inequality of self-employment 
income between 1981 and 1986 is a combination of inequality growth amongst those in 
traditional self-employment, for whom inequality is relatively low, and increases in 
inequality amongst those in newer areas such as banking, finance and insurance, a group 
smaller in size but growing, and which has relatively high inequality. 
(1995, p. 21) 

Jenkins' analyses are further reinforced by that of Goodman and Webb (1994), who built up a 

time series of the components of income distribution from 1961 to 1991, using FES data. They 

show that the proportion of families with self-employed earners in the bottom decile income 

group has grown steadily, with the sharpest increase since 1980. In 1980 these families 

represented 5.7 per cent of the lowest income group and by 1991 they made up just over 13 per 

cent. At the other end of the spectrum, the self-employed also increased their representation in 

the highest income group, but to a lesser extent. The fall-back in self-employment in the recent 

recession also seems to have had a detectable impact on this group. Broadly the same pattern is 

found for individuals as for family units. Goodman and Webb also note an increase in the 
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numbers of self-employed people reporting nil profits or losses, while echoing the caveat already 

made in the HBAI reports that many of these families reported expenditure levels at or above the 

average. They conclude: 

... whilst the number of people with self-employment income has risen sharply, 
total self-employment income has not risen nearly so rapidly. This suggests that 
the nature of self-employment may itself be changing with the 'new' self- 
employment covering many lower income activities. 
(p. 56) 

One group of low-income self-employed people Goodman and Webb point to as an example are 

those who started work with help from the Enterprise Allowance Scheme. Between 1983 and 

1988 around 300,000 people started small enterprises with the help of EAS payments (NAO, 

1988). An evaluation of the scheme two years after its national launch (Allen and Hunn, 1985) 

found that among the 61 per cent of businesses surviving, median pre-tax profits were only about 

£100 per week. There was only slight growth in profits compared with those recorded in earlier 

surveys. Also, the most common reason given by those who had closed down their businesses 

was insufficient profit. Participants in the EAS were all coming out of periods of unemployment 

and were likely to be among those with relatively low incomes from their businesses, at least in 

the early years. Nevertheless, these findings add to the broad picture of a substantial sector within 

self-employment where rewards are likely to be very modest. 

The most detailed study focusing specifically on the incomes of the self-employed is that of 
Meager et al. (1994), using the British Household Panel Study (BHPS), and their findings are 

worth summarising. The study was based on interviews with 10,000 individuals conducted in 

autumn 1991, in which employment status was based on respondents' own classification of their 

work. As was mentioned earlier, 44 per cent of self-employed respondents failed to provide 
details of their incomes. Frequency tables produced in the survey handbook indicate that those 

with profit and loss accounts found it more difficult to provide this information than those 

without. Only 51 per cent of those with accounts gave an earnings figure, as opposed to 71 per 

cent of the other group (Taylor, 1992). However, there appeared to be few significant differences 

between those providing income figures and those not, except for some variation by industrial 

sector. 
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The results support the picture which has been built up from the previous studies. First, the 

distribution of labour income is more dispersed for the self-employed as a whole than for 

employees. Secondly, the level of income is lower than for employees at the bottom end of the 

income distribution and higher at the upper end. In the bottom decile, for example, mean self- 

employed earnings are only 70 per cent of those of employees, while in the top decile they are 

a third higher. Income profiles differ substantially, however, by gender. Self-employed women 

are much more likely than men in either employment status or employee women to have very low 

incomes and less likely to have very high incomes. This can partly be explained by women's 

greater propensity to carry out part-time self-employment (which was discussed in the last 

chapter), but it is also a function of relative hourly earnings. Analysis of hourly earnings also 

reveals that there is a group of the self-employed, both men and women, on particularly low 

incomes which cannot be explained by short working hours. As we saw in the previous chapter, 

self-employed people as whole tend to work longer hours than their employed counterparts. In 

later chapters we show how these indications of low hourly earnings identified by Meager et al. 

(1994) are supported by analysis of the family credit administrative data and by our qualitative 
interviews. 

Meager et al. also carried out a multivariate analysis using logistic regression to identify the 

extent to which self-employment per se influences an individual's likelihood of occupying a 

particular location in the income distribution, as opposed to other factors such as age, gender, 
hours of work, occupation and qualification levels. They concluded: 

Multivariate analysis shows that self-employed people have more than three times 
the odds of appearing in the lowest income decile than an equivalent employee. 
Even once an estimate for under-reporting of self-employed incomes is included, 
the odds of a self-employed person falling into the lowest decile group remains 
higher than those of their employee counterparts. 
(p. 63) 

The study goes on to compare the level and source of non-labour income of employees and self- 

employed people. Here the self-employed are better off than employees on average, with the 

main differential sources of non-labour income for self-employed men being income from 

pensions and investments and for women from benefits and investments. Receipt of higher levels 

of pension and investment income can partly be attributed to the older age profile of the self- 
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employed. Sample sizes are small at this level of analysis, but the findings suggest that self- 

employed women are more likely to be receiving benefit income because of their relatively low 

earnings. However, while the inclusion of non-labour income acts to reduce the income gap 
between the self-employed and employees, it does not change the overall pattern of income 

dispersal. 

A final analysis of the BHPS data looks at the income distribution among those recently entering 

self-employment, including the overlapping groups of younger people, women, people previously 

unemployed, those without family backgrounds in small business, subcontractors and people 

working in the service sector. Small sample sizes make this element of the analysis less 

conclusive, but the indications are that other things being equal, the effect of the growth of the 

'new' self-employment during the 1980s has been to increase income inequality, both within self- 

employment itself and in the wider population. 

3.4 Conclusions 

The evidence discussed in this chapter points to two perhaps somewhat contradictory 
conclusions. First, that we have to be cautious about the interpretation of income data on the self- 
employed derived from surveys because of a range of technical and substantive difficulties or 
inconsistencies in how they are collected and processed. This also means that we should not 

accept uncritically some of the widespread assumptions about the levels of under-reporting of 
income by self-employed people. Secondly, in spite of the problems outlined, the consistency of 
the patterns identified in the survey evidence we have discussed suggests that as well as a group 

of high earners among those with small businesses, there is also a substantial group among the 

self-employed with particularly low incomes. Over the period since self-employment began to 

grow, this group has expanded, widening the already dispersed income distribution among self- 

employed people and contributing to general income inequality. Some uncertainty remains, 
however, about the living standards enjoyed by some of the households in the lowest income 

deciles as their expenditure levels are suggestive of greater affluence. 
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It is among this lower-income group that the self-employed family credit population can be found 

and the thesis later focuses on this population. First, the next chapter discusses the development 

of social security policy towards the self-employed and looks at their access to and use of a range 

of benefits. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

SELF-EMPLOYMENT AND SOCIAL SECURITY 

Overview 

This chapter outlines the position of self-employed people 

in the UK social security system and makes some 

comparisons with policy in other European countries. It 

then reviews the evidence on access to and use of social 

security benefits, especially means-tested benefits, by the 

self-employed. 
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Chapter Four 

Self-employment and Social Security 

4.1 Introduction 

As has already been observed, research on self-employment has rarely addressed the issue of 

social security, and it is only comparatively recently that social security research has begun to pay 

attention to the self-employed. The relationship between self-employment and claiming benefits 

raises interesting conceptual issues, and implementing social security arrangements for self- 

employed people is by no means unproblematic, despite the little attention it has attracted. This 

chapter outlines the position of self-employed people in the British social security system and 

makes some comparisons with policy in other European countries. It describes the main ways in 

which the self-employed may be entitled to benefits and considers the differential treatment they 

receive in respect of contributory and contingency benefits, in comparison with employees. The 

comparison also makes it clear that means-tested benefits can be important for self-employed in 

spite of their notional independence and their use of these benefits is examined in some detail. 

4.2 Social Insurance Benefits and Self-employment 

Social protection against the financial consequences of unemployment, invalidity, injury, old age 

and death in Britain developed in an incremental and piecemeal way out of the late nineteenth 

century patchwork of private, co-operative, employer, charitable, trade union and friendly society 

provision (Gilbert, 1966; Dilnot et al., 1984). These schemes offered only limited protection to 

the mass of the population, and a combination of public concern, industrial unrest and interest 

in the Bismarckian reforms in Germany led to the gradual adoption of the principle of generalised 

insurance. This was enshrined in the National Insurance Act of 1911, which introduced the first 

compulsory insurance against sickness and unemployment. In itself this was a modest change, 

but it established the principle of social insurance which was to become the central theme of the 

Beveridge Report. 
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It has been argued that self-employed people were regarded as relatively wealthy and capable of 

private provision, and as a result they were not covered by pre-World War II social insurance 

laws (Forde, 1979). Beveridge, however, did not automatically exclude self-employed people 

from all protection: one of his key principles was, after all, comprehensiveness: 

The fifth fundamental principle is that social insurance should be comprehensive, in respect 
of both the persons covered and of their needs. It should not leave either to national assistance 
or to voluntary insurance any risk so general or so uniform that social insurance can be 
justified (Beveridge, 1942, para. 308). 

Forde suggests that the inclusion of the self-employed in the basic insurance system lay not only 
in Beveridge's principle of comprehensiveness, but also in a relative deterioration in the 

economic circumstances experienced by many self-employed people during the 1930s. Brown 

(1992) records that the Trades Union Congress was among those organisations whose evidence 
to the Beveridge inquiry recommended the inclusion of the self-employed in the post-war 
insurance plan. According to Brown, Beveridge had a good understanding of the range of 
incomes of the self-employed, and the occupations and work patterns of those in the lower 
income groups. Another argument for establishing a single, comprehensive scheme was that 

people frequently, in practice, moved between the statuses of self-employment and wage-earning, 
or carried on both forms of work at the same time. 

Nevertheless, Beveridge saw a clear distinction between employees, who would be covered for 

unemployment benefit, and the self-employed, who would not (paras. 314 - 315) -a distinction 

which has persisted to the present day. He recognised that this distinction was problematic for 

some special groups, including labour-only subcontractors and share fishermen (para. 314) - the 
latter being a group which still occupies a special place in the social security system. 

Overall, however, the self-employed received relatively little detailed attention in the debate and 
legislation following the Beveridge Report. The traditional image of the self-employed as affluent 
and self-provisioning has persisted, leading to differential treatment in important areas of both 

contributory and non-contributory benefits. 
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4.3 Contributory and Contingency Benefits in the United Kingdom 

Since Beveridge, self-employed people have remained within the same contributory insurance 

scheme as the employed, but the structure now provides for different contributions and different 

entitlements. Self-employed people pay flat-rate Class 2 contributions and additional Class 4 

profit-related contributions on a band of income above and below specified thresholds. They are 

covered for flat-rate age pensions, survivors' benefits and the lower rated sickness and maternity 

benefits, but have had restricted access to invalidity benefit and the newer incapacity benefit. 

They continue to be excluded altogether from unemployment benefit (apart from share fishermen 

and volunteer development workers), and from the insurance-based element of Job Seekers 

Allowance, which replaces UB from October 1996, both of which require Class I contributions. 

They are also excluded from the earnings-related pensions scheme (SERPS), which again 

requires Class 1 contributions. SERPS was introduced in 1978 and was probably the most 

significant change to social insurance since Beveridge. Among non-contributory contingency 

benefits, self-employed people are not entitled to industrial injury benefit, nor to the employment- 

based schemes for statutory sick pay and maternity pay. 

In recent years the partial exclusion of the self-employed from some of the most generous social 

security benefits has attracted criticism which has grown alongside the increasing recognition of 

their diverse circumstances. The exclusion from SERPS in particular has been seen as a major 

disadvantage (Lynes, 1989; Brown, 1990,1992). Since self-employed people by definition have 

no employers, they can only have access to occupational pensions if they have acquired 

entitlement through earlier periods of employment. Tax concessions are available on premiums 

paid into private pension schemes, but these have a number of disadvantages compared to 

SERPS and occupational pensions. First, given the relatively low earnings of a substantial 

proportion of self-employed people, many may be unable to devote towards private premiums 

the large part of their income required. Secondly, individual pensions carry higher administrative 

costs than either SERPS or occupational schemes. Thirdly, private pension payments are not set 

by reference to final earnings but are 'money purchase' schemes dependent on the fluctuations 

of the investment markets and are generally not inflation proofed. 
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There is evidence that coverage of private pension provision has been relatively low among the 

self-employed over the period of major expansion in the sector. An insurance company survey 

conducted in 1984 found that half were not in private pension plans (Legal and General, 1985). 

Similarly, evidence submitted by the DHSS to the parliamentary Social Services Committee 

suggested that only 30 per cent of even those self-employed with earnings sufficient for them to 

pay national insurance contributions were claiming tax relief on retirement annuities (House of 

Commons, 1982). More recent analysis by Brown (1992), based on tabulations provided by the 

Inland Revenue concerning retirement annuity tax relief, suggested that by 1987-88 the broad 

picture was that around 36 per cent of all self-employed people were contributing to a second 

pension, with slightly lower proportions of women covered than men. There was less likelihood 

of contributing to a private pension at lower income levels. Further special tabulations from the 

Survey of Personal Incomes, prepared for this author by the Inland Revenue Statistics and 
Economic Office, indicated that the proportion of self-employed people making contributions 

was increasing, but only slowly. In 1989-90, some 38.5 per cent of self-employed people were 

allowed retirement annuity relief or claimed tax relief for gross contributions to a personal 
pension. More recent data from the General Household Survey indicate that by 1994/95 two- 
thirds of men who were in full-time self-employed work had private pensions, but only 31 per 
cent of those in part-time work (Central Statistical Office, 1996). The figures for women were 
lower, at 46 per cent and 27 per cent. 

Analysis of administrative statistics from the family credit population in 1991 (discussed in more 
detail in the next chapter) showed that despite the general gradual increase in private retirement 
investment among the self-employed, it was unusual for low-income families with children to 
be making contributions. Only 17 per cent of those families claiming family credit whose main 
earnings came from self-employment were making payments towards private pensions. Average 

weekly contributions among those who did pay were only £3.66. 

This low level of private pension contribution should be seen in the context of the eligibility of 
this group of low earners for tax relief on pensions premiums. Only 31 per cent of self-employed 
family credit recipients had some notional income tax deducted from gross earnings, and thus 

would have been eligible for any tax relief for pension investment. 
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Brown (1990,1992) suggests that some of the failure to take out additional pensions or insurance 

may be temporary. Younger people, for example, are often not immediately concerned with their 

retirement. As employees they are obliged to make pensions contributions, but as self-employed 

people they can choose which priorities to meet. However, for the self-employed late decisions 

can lead to higher premiums or reduced payments, or both. Another possibility is that. self- 

employed people may prefer to plough back any surplus funds into their businesses, hoping to 

use the eventual proceeds of sale to provide for their old age, or to pass on the business to their 

children and be supported by them. Either way, these may be risky strategies. 

Lynes (1989) has also criticised the exclusion of the self-employed from earnings-related 

pensions. He opposed the approach taken by the Labour Party, which has proposed that self- 

employed people should be able to join the earnings-related scheme voluntarily (Labour Party, 

1990). This, Lynes argued, would be open to abuse, particularly if based on the best 20 years 

earnings, and would benefit most those among the self-employed who are already better off. 

Instead, he proposed an additional flat-rate pension based on the number of years people have 

been self-employed: this would benefit lower earners, would not require complex contracting-out 

and would be an appropriate return for a flat-rate contribution. 

The Class 4 earnings-related contribution paid by the self-employed is often seen as particularly 

unfair, since payments are not related directly to entitlements to benefits. Self-employed people 

were excluded from the Graduated Pension scheme established in 1959, but have been required 

since 1975 to pay earnings-related contributions, which are collected by the Inland Revenue and 

paid en masse to the social security fund without any personal identification of the contributors. 

The total contributions have to be set against the total of employees' and employers' 

contributions, and thus are set at a level which reflects the exclusion of self-employed people 

from both SERPS and other benefits (DHSS, 1980a). 

The feeling among self-employed people that they are making contributions for little visible 

return may contribute to a certain resistance on their part to make the payments. The possibility 

of significant under-collection of Class 2 contributions from self-employed people operating 

outside the known economy was suggested by the findings from two Departmental reviews of 
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national insurance contributions work in local offices in 1987 and 1989 (reported in NAO, 

1991b). 

According to a newspaper report (The Guardian, 1990), a leaked Department report on the 

collection of contributions and debts indicated that only around 57 per cent of the estimated total 

of national insurance contributions owed by self-employed people was currently being collected, 

and that the shortfall was around £250m per year. Examination of the Department's procedures 

for collecting and processing national insurance contributions (National Audit Office, 1991b) 

pointed to administrative shortcomings as a possible reason for under-collection, in addition to 

the non-compliance and deliberate evasion that was assumed. 

Later chapters of the thesis look at how self-employed family credit recipients experienced the 

conflicting priorities of managing current cash flows and planning future security, but the 

interviews threw some light on how they perceived and dealt with national insurance 

contributions. Non-payment did appear to be common, but there were a variety of reasons. These 

included lack of information, disputed assessments, delays caused by budgeting and cash flow 

problems, and competing priorities for family expenditure. 

There is, of course, a significant number of self-employed people who are not required to pay 

national insurance contributions because their earnings fall below the lower limit on which 

contributions are due. As was shown in Chapter Three, analysis by Hakim (1989b) of the 1985 

Family Expenditure Survey (FES) estimated that seven per cent of full-time, and 52 per cent of 

part-time, self-employed people had earnings below the national insurance contribution threshold 

for Class 2 contributions. Similarly, new analysis carried out for this study showed that just over 

one-fifth of all respondents who were self-employed in their main job had total gross self- 

employed earnings below the threshold in 1990/91. Analysis of family credit administrative 

statistics showed that, in April 1991,37 per cent of self-employed recipients were estimated as 

not liable for national insurance contributions because earnings were below the threshold, then 

set at £55.77 per week. 

Such people are expected to apply for a certificate for Small Earnings Exception, and can elect 

to pay voluntary Class 3 contributions to count towards retirement pension or widow's benefits. 
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However, levels of understanding of the links between contributions and pension rights among 

the families taking part in this study were often low. For some parents who should have been 

paying contributions, the reduction of accumulated arrears seemed less urgent when people were 

hazy about the implications of non-payment. 

In general, governments have resisted the extension of benefits to the self-employed on grounds 

of cost and administrative practicality (Luckhaus, 1991). For SERPS, the problem is said to lie 

in the difficulty of bringing together two different methods of levying and recording 

contributions. For unemployment benefit the objections are based more on the absence of 

methods of control and surveillance of self-employed people in order to make sure they are not 

working (Brown, 1992). 

Similar problems have been identified as reasons for not including self-employed people within 

the industrial injuries scheme. The 1980 DHSS Discussion Document on Industrial Injuries 

Compensation concluded, first, that the necessity to exclude some categories of part-time self- 

employed work would create anomalies; secondly, the adjudication of claims would be difficult 

without verification that injuries took place in the course of work (DHSS, 1980b). In 1991 the 
Industrial Injuries Advisory Council believed that the recent growth in self-employment and the 

changing nature of self-employment were reasons for reconsidering the position of people who 

suffered disabling injuries at work. A consultation paper (DSS, 1991c) was issued, drawing 

widely on research conducted by Joan Brown. The paper considered possible ways of bringing 

self-employed people into the industrial injuries scheme, and suggested that a step-by-step 

approach might begin by including those who were self-employed in construction and 

agricultural industries. 

In both these industries, it was suggested, self-employed people often work alongside and under 

the same safety conditions as employees. For example, subcontracted construction workers on 

building sites may work alongside employees of the building firm, doing the same work under 

the same conditions. Both these industries have a high proportion of the workforce working as 

self-employed - 45 per cent of construction workers in 1993, and 56 per cent of the agricultural 

workforce (see p. 43). A further characteristic of both industries is a substantial incidence of 
industrial injury incurred by self-employed people. Sixty-five per cent of all major non-fatal 
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injuries to self-employed people in Great Britain in 1988-89 were reported to be incurred by 

construction workers, and 11 per cent by agricultural workers (DSS, 1991c). 

By including self-employed workers in construction and agriculture in the industrial injuries 

scheme, the paper argued, three-quarters of those with eligible injuries would be drawn in, 

representing some 29 per cent of all self-employed people, or nearly one million people. The 

paper went on to discuss procedural problems of implementing this first stage in a step-by-step 

approach. Additional costs, it was suggested, would be fairly modest. The Government later 

decided, however, not to accept this advice. 

The exclusion of the self-employed from statutory sick pay and statutory maternity pay appears 
to have resulted largely from the Government's decision in the early 1980s to save money in these 

areas by transferring their administration to employers, some of whom were already operating 
their own occupational schemes. Self-employed people are entitled to the lower-rated 

contributory sickness and maternity benefits, but as I, uckhaus (1991) points out, it is not clear 
why the employment status of individuals should in itself determine the level of protection 
available in cases of short-term sickness and pregnancy. 

Brown (1992) has also discussed the apparently lower usage of the contributory short-term 
sickness benefit, and invalidity benefit by people who are self-employed. Data on take-up of 
these benefits by self-employed people are not easily accessible, but information from the 
Department of Social Security suggested that less than three per cent of spells of incapacity for 

which sickness benefit was claimed were by self-employed people in 1988-89, although 12-13 

per cent of the labour force were self-employed. Reasons suggested included not understanding 
entitlement to sickness benefit, as well as reluctance to take time off work. 

If there is generally lower usage of the short-term contributory sickness benefit among self- 
employed people, this should be reflected in lower proportions of people claiming invalidity 
benefit, a long-term benefit for incapacity for work which depends, among other eligibility 
criteria, on 28 weeks receipt of sickness benefit. Brown (1992) presented results from special 
tabulations provided by DSS which show that for years 1984-85,1985-86 and 1988-89 between 

5.6 and 6.9 per cent of intake of recipients were self-employed in their last job. During the same 
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years 10-13 per cent of the overall labour force in Great Britain were self-employed. The DSS 

1992 cross-sectional survey of invalidity benefit recipients confirmed that use of this benefit by 

people incapacitated for work during self-employment was still low. A few men (eight per cent) 

but hardly any women (two per cent) had been self-employed in their last job (Lonsdale et al., 

1993). 

There is much still to learn about the apparent low use of short-term sickness benefit and long- 

term incapacity benefit by self-employed people. It might be argued that those with poor health 

are unlikely to remain in self-employment for long, such that the self-employed population was 

generally healthier, with less need for financial support during periods of ill health. On the other 

hand, however, we know that those disabled people who do work are slightly more likely to be 

self-employed than the general working population (Prescott-Clarke, 1990). Other recent work 

has shown that people with ill health or disability may see particular advantages in working in 

a home environment and/or on their own account (Thomas, 1992). 

Other possible explanations for the apparently lower use of sickness and incapacity benefit 

include insufficient contributions records, as already described, or factors recognised from 

previous research on non-take-up of benefits (Corden, 1995) such as non-recognition of 

eligibility and problems with application procedures or demonstration of incapacity for work. 
Another possibility is that some people may prefer to continue to try to keep things'ticking over' 
despite ill health, in order not to lose business opportunities or contacts. The interviews carried 

out for this study provided illustrations of many such situations. In general, people were 

dismissive about the possibilities of claiming benefits while sick. A common view among those 

who were usually fairly healthy was that managing short periods of illness was part of being self- 

employed. 'You can't afford to be ill' and'you have to soldier on' were typical expressions used. 

Indeed, being self-employed was itself a strong motivation to get better: 

You live on what you might have already, or you struggle. It concentrates the mind on whether 
you're really ill. 

People whose health was not so good described a similar process of 'struggling through'. If 

spouses worked together, there was somebody who could keep business at least 'ticking over' 

until the sick partner felt better. Those who found short periods of ill health most difficult were 
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people who worked on their own and depended on weekly cash earnings. The possibility of 

claiming sickness benefit was rarely mentioned as an option for periods of ill health, as many 

knew they would not be eligible as a result of their contribution record. 

Even those who had paid regular contributions were reluctant formally to take time off work. It 

seemed better to try to carry out even the smallest task, like answering the telephone or dealing 

with correspondence, in order to stay in touch with work. A formal declaration of illness in order 

to claim benefits might ensure a week's minimal income but could increase problems in the 

longer term. Those who had at some time during self-employment applied for benefits when sick 

usually recalled the process as a problematic or frustrating experience. Fishermen, builders and 

farmers remembered arguments about their contributions records, or in demonstrating that they 

were not working. Some had eventually gained some income support for a period of sickness, 

but recalled problems with the assessment of their income. 

It seems unlikely that the apparently low use of sickness and incapacity benefit means that self- 

employed people depend more on private insurance when sick. Various forms of private 
insurance policies have been developed to cater for the illness or accident protection needs of 

self-employed people, but these can be expensive, can reduce the amount of money available for 

pension premiums and can be vulnerable to fluctuations in net income in self-employment 
(Gaselee, 1983). In addition, some schemes identify high risk occupation groups among self- 

employed people, who are then charged extra premiums or excluded altogether (Brown, 1992). 

Among the self-employed people interviewed, hardly any were currently making payments for 

private health insurance. A fisherman and builder who had taken out private insurance both 

subsequently found that they were not covered for injuries they sustained, in spite of having paid 

substantial premiums. 

To summarise, the self-employed continue to be excluded from a number of important areas of 

contributory and contingency benefits, partly on historical grounds of costs and administrative 

practicality. The potential disadvantages created by their exclusion from earnings-related pension 

provision have been pointed out (Lynes, 1989; Brown, 1990,1992). Until recently little has been 

known about the impact of this differential treatment on the day-to-day lives of self-employed 

people with lower earnings. In the absence of entitlement to some insurance and contingency 
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benefits self-employed people may at times have to rely on one or more of the means-tested 

benefits, to all of which they are in principle entitled, subject to the same qualifying tests applied 

to all claimants. However, although they are subject to the same tests of income and capital, these 

tests are not necessarily applied in the same way. The use of means-tested benefits by the self- 

employed is discussed below, but first it is worth comparing the position of self-employed people 

in social security policy in the UK with that in other member countries of the European Union. 

4.4 Social Protection of the Self-employed in the European Union 

The level of social protection available to the self-employed is not an issue of debate only in the 

UK. In Chapter Two we saw how self-employment had increased in a number of other European 

countries during the 1980s, though not to the same extent as in Britain. There have, nevertheless, 

been some of the same concerns about the levels of social protection available to the self- 

employed - partly because, as in Britain, it is increasingly being recognised that there are 

substantial groups of self-employed people who are financially vulnerable. In the European 

Union, the parameters of the debate have been framed by two independent but linked 

developments. One is the growth in all countries of the proportion of the work force engaged in 

atypical or non-standard work (Cordova, 1986; Hinrichs, 1989; Konle-Seidl et al., 1990). There 

is evidence that in many countries the growth or resurgence of the more insecure and less 

rewarding forms of self-employment have similar origins to those of the parallel growths in part- 

time and temporary work. 

Self-employment has also grown over a period when many countries have seen increases in long- 

term unemployment and when governments have promoted self-employment as an alternative 

method of job creation (Commission of the European Communities, 1988). Many of those 

involved may find themselves in the same lower bracket of the dual labour market, with 

consequent expectations of lower earnings and less legal and social security protection. 

The second, associated development has been the political and economic drive towards the single 
European market. It has been argued that the single market is likely to sharpen further the trend 

towards flexible work patterns, but if the result is a growing proportion of workers without 
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adequate social protection, markets may be distorted by the unevenness of the protection which 

exists in the different member countries. Thus the debate on social policy and comparative levels 

of social protection in Europe has focused to a large extent on the possible phenomenon of'social 

dumping', whereby the competitive edge may be given to regimes with lower social and legal 

standards of protection. As a result, countries with higher standards may be forced to lower them 

to a common denominator (Bercusson, 1991; Ditch and Pickles, 1991). Many commentators have 

been unconvinced that such a scenario will be realised to any serious extent (for example, 

Bergman, 1991). Nevertheless, some of the sectors of work in which social dumping is more 

likely are those such as construction, where self-employment is prevalent but levels of legal and 

social protection relatively low. Whether justified or not, fears of the distorting effects of social 

dumping have arguably been as important in the development of the social dimension of the 

single market as concerns about poverty and inequality in Europe (Keithley, 1991). 

Alongside the fear of social dumping has been the concern to facilitate free movement of workers 
in the Community. There has been considerable emphasis, for example, on developing mutual 

recognition of qualifications and on the cross-national market for skills in computing and new 
technology (Commission of the European Communities, 1990b). The possibilities of mobility 
in these professional areas in particular have highlighted some of the discrepancies which exist 
between countries in social insurance protection and which might act as an obstacle to free 

movement. 

The question of self-employment has been addressed more directly in the development of 

Community law through Council Regulations. These regulations, enacted by virtue of Article 51 

of the Treaty of Rome, are binding on the member countries and thus create a level of supra- 

national law. They do not, however, attempt to create an independent system of European social 

security. Instead, 'their objective is to secure the co-operation of national social security systems 
in situations with trans-national implications through co-ordination, all in the interests of an 

effective guarantee of the right to free movement' (Borchadt, 1989 p. 59). With the growth of self- 

employment and the gradual, but uneven, assimilation of groups of self-employed people into 

national social security schemes, the entitlements of self-employed people migrating within the 

Community have assumed increasing importance. Case law on these regulations has gradually 

extended the concept of'worker' in Article 51 to include self-employed people and other workers 
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who may be 'assimilated' into the various national social security schemes (Forde, 1979; Lasok, 

1982), though Lasok argued that even the broader definition still did not offer comprehensive 

coverage. Since then, further amendments have been put forward to consolidate the equal 

treatment of self-employed people and their families moving within the Community (Borchadt, 

1989). 

The most comprehensive recent examination of social security protection for the self-employed 

at a European level came in a conference organised by the European Commission in 

October 1993 (see Bercusson, 1993). While adding considerably to comparative knowledge about 

the subject, the contributions also showed, as a summary paper illustrates (Brown, 1994b), how 

diverse still are the approaches to social security for self-employed people in the different 

countries. They vary, for example, in whether self-employed people are covered by the same 

basic schemes as for employees or have their own, often sectorally-based schemes; in whether 

membership of such schemes is voluntary or compulsory; in whether the same levels of 

contributions and benefits apply to the self-employed as to employees; in whether they are 

included in particular schemes such as occupational injury protection; and in whether they have 

access to social assistance or other means-tested benefits. In general, the areas where the self- 

employed have the least protection across the member countries are for unemployment, where 

only two countries (Denmark and Luxembourg) include them in insurance schemes (and even 

here the definitions of unemployment are more limited than for ex-employees), short-term 

sickness and occupational injury. Broadly speaking, self-employed or ex-self-employed people 

have rather greater access to means-tested benefits, although the familiar problems exist in 

assessing their earnings. Also, a number of countries apart from the UK, including France, 

Ireland and the Netherlands, have schemes to assist low earners in the course of self-employment 

with the aim of avoiding business failure and consequent unemployment, though several of these 

schemes are aimed mainly at farmers. 

Few other countries have a means-tested benefit like family credit, specifically aimed at families 

in work but with low incomes, which also covers the self-employed. Family Income Supplement 

in Ireland is the closest equivalent, but it is not at present available to self-employed (although 

there has been discussion about extending it to them). Some other EU countries, including 

France, Germany, Greece, Italy and Portugal, have means-tested family allowances or 
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supplements which do not specifically exclude the self-employed. Self-employed people with 

very low income sometimes also have access to national or municipal social assistance schemes, 

but access to these is often discretionary and generally depends on establishing that trading has 

ceased (Eardley et al., 1996a, 1996b). 

The diversity of approaches observed in the member countries of the EU reflects not only their 

different historical traditions, but also the heterogeneity of the self-employed populations, which 

in itself represents one of the obstacles to extending social security provision. In this respect, the 

UK is fairly unusual in providing basic insurance-based and contingency entitlement for all self- 

employed people within the same national scheme as for employees. 

Some indication of the complexity of arrangements for the self-employed can be gained by 

looking just at one country. Boechen (1991) has described the current position of self-employed 

people in Germany. As part of a reform of health insurance in 1989, self-employed teachers, 

midwives, nurses, and persons carrying on a trade at home were excluded from the general 

statutory health insurance, leaving only farmers, artists and publicists within the scheme. 
Statutory personal accident insurance covers some self-employed but not others, and insurance 

against invalidity, old age and death is obligatory mainly for the traditional self-employed'middle 
class' - professionals, farmers and craftspeople. The obligatory insurance schemes themselves 
have historically grown up independently of each other, so that trades and crafts people are 
incorporated into the general statutory pensions scheme, while farmers and professionals such 

as doctors, lawyers, architects and pharmacists have their own respective schemes, which are 

regulated by law. 3 The result, Boechen argues, is a'one-sided social protection' where most 

employees enjoy comprehensive social insurance, but increasingly large numbers of the self- 

employed are outside compulsory schemes. 

There are differing views on the feasibility of progressing further towards comprehensive 
inclusion of the self-employed within national social security schemes. Also, even where this 
inclusion is seen as desirable there are different approaches to how it could be done. Luckhaus 

3 It is interesting in this context to note the way different groups of self-employed people have acquired a special 
relationship with the social security system in different countries, the obvious examples in the UK being share 
fishermen and childminders. 
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(1991), for example, has been sceptical about how far UK governments are likely to go in this 

direction. She argues that exclusion of the self-employed is likely to continue not only because 

of the financial and administrative costs involved and the lack of control mechanisms for limiting 

fraud. More fundamentally, she suggests that the appeal to'equal treatment', on which arguments 

to end the partial exclusion of the self-employed are frequently built, is an'imperfect conceptual 

and rhetorical tool for waging battle on behalf of the "self-employed"' (p14). This is mainly 

because appeals to equal treatment tend to rely on substantive ideas of community and solidarity, 

with which the self-employed are not generally associated. Luckhaus also suggests that one 

reason for the continued exclusion of the self-employed has been their failure to agree a set of 

common demands on social security. 

Boechen (1991) on the other hand has taken a different view of the German context, where 

groups of the professional self-employed have often strongly opposed being included in 

compulsory social insurance. He suggests that a distinction has to be drawn between the nature 

of self-employment as individual self-reliance and the need to make provision for the future. 

Insurance against social risks should not be seen as a specific individual responsibility simply 
because someone is self-employed. This is the case particularly where, as in some forms of 'new` 

self-employment, this status has been exchanged with employee status without any fundamental 

change in the work involved. Boechen concludes that there are no principled objections in law 

to including the currently uninsured self-employed in social insurance. He argues that, on 
balance, the best way would be to extend the coverage of general national employee schemes, 

rather than attempt to create a new independent scheme to cover all the variety of newer forms 

of self-employment. 

Hinrichs (1989) has also considered how best to extend social protection to the growing numbers 

outside the 'standard employment relationship', including the 'false' self-employed engaged in 

franchising and subcontract work, those pursuing 'alternative' ways of working and the new 
technological outworkers. He argues that the insurance basis of protection is no longer adequate 
in the light of the inevitable and continued decline of the standard employment relationship both 

as an empirical reality and as a normative focus. Instead he suggests that the solution lies in the 

development of forms of guaranteed minimum or'basic' income. 
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4.5 Self-employment and Means-tested Benefits in the UK 

Contrary to Beveridge's vision, a combination of policy and demographic change has led to a rise 

in the relative importance of means-tested benefits within the UK social security system. 

Treasury figures analysed by Barr and Coulter (1990) show that expenditure on means-tested 

benefits rose by 171 per cent in real terms between 1979 and 1989, compared with a 14 per cent 

rise for contributory and other non-contributory benefits combined. 

Consequently, while much of the development in social security since Beveridge has passed self- 

employed people by, one of the few areas where there has been expansion in provision has been 

in the field of means-tested benefits. The Beveridge scheme included self-employed people 

within national assistance and they have continued to be entitled to subsequent schemes - 

supplementary benefit and income support. They were also covered by the major innovations in 

means-testing of the 1970-74 Conservative government, including rent and rate rebates, and 

family income supplement. Since then self-employed people have continued to be eligible for 

the in-work benefits - family credit, housing benefit and community charge benefit - which 

replaced their predecessors following the 1988 social security reforms. The most recent extension 
to the range of in-work means-tested benefits was the disability working allowance, introduced 

in April 1992, in which self-employment was anticipated by the Government as a likely growth 

area. 

Whatever view is taken on the extension of means-testing in general, it might be expected that 

these benefits could be particularly helpful to low income self-employed people. As well as being 

low, incomes often fluctuate widely with the seasons, the agricultural cycle, or the vicissitudes 

of market forces - changes in demand, prices, competition and production cycles. Whereas some 

self-employed people may need preliminary financial security while struggling to start up a 
business, others need support through business decline. Means-tested benefits would seem to fill 

a useful role in maintaining minimum income levels as well as an increasing numbers whole self- 

employed status is determined by employers and contractors. Possibilities of combining paid 

work with caring responsibilities might be increased by availability of financial support for 

`flexible' or `home' working, usually self-employment. With evidence showing large numbers 
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of self-employed people with apparently very modest incomes, we might also expect a 

concomitant increase in the numbers using these benefits. 

Until recently, access to and use of means-tested benefits by people who are or have been self- 

employed has attracted little attention, partly because official statistics do not always categorise 

people separately by their sources of earnings. Indeed, access to these benefits by the self- 

employed has sometimes been assumed to be unproblematic. Luckhaus, for example, in 

discussing disadvantages faced by self-employed people in the social security system, has 

suggested that they have 'ready access to all the means-tested benefits' (1991, p. 3). As we have 

seen, however, applying mean tests to self-employed income and delivering benefits to this group 
is hardly unproblematic. 

It is not easy to collate comparable quantitative data about the use of means-tested benefits by 

self-employed people, but Table 4.1 brings together such information as is available. 

Table 4.1 

Receipt of Means-tested Benefits by Self-employed People in Great Britain 

Numbers of self-employed recipients 
Income supporta 250,000 formerly or currently self-employed 

(April 1992) includes approx. 8,000 currently self- 
employed in part-time work (May 1992) 

Housing benefit' 14,000 tenants not in receipt of income support 
(May 1992) 

Community charge benefit' 35,000 tenants and owner-occupiers not in receipt 
of income support 

Family credit' 68,200 (January 1993) 

represents 14.5 per cent all recipients 
Disability working allowance' approx. 796 (May 1993) 

represents approx. 25 per cent all recipients 

Sources: a. NAO (1993) 

b. DSS (1993b) 

c. Hansard (1994) col. 786,30 March, combined with data from Rowlingson and Berthoud (1994) 
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Income support 
People working part-time and earning very little could be entitled to income support if self- 

employment provides their main household income. The numbers involved appear to be small 
but they have increased substantially in the last few years. In May 1989, around 130,000 of all 
income support claimants received income from their own earnings in addition to their benefits 

and some 32,000 had a wife or dependant with earned income (DSS, 1993b, Table A2.23). 

However, according to figures supplied by the Department, only some 1,200 income support 

claimants had earnings from self-employment. This suggests that most of those working in part- 

time self-employment either had earnings above the income support levels or additional sources 

of income in the household, although there may have been some non-take-up of income support. 

By May 1992, about 8,000 income support claimants were recorded as self-employed and 

undertaking part-time work for less than 16 hours weekly (NAO, 1993). This increase, both in 

absolute numbers and apparently as a proportion of part-time earners claiming income support, 

may reflect new entries into part-time self-employment. The increase is specially interesting 

because effects of changes in the benefit regulations in April 1992 might have been expected to 

reduce numbers of part-time, self-employed, income support claimants. At that point, the hours 

requirement for eligibility for family credit was reduced from 24 to 16 hours work weekly, and 
income support was no longer available to anybody working more than 16 hours per week. We 

would expect some self-employed parents working between 16 and 24 hours to have been'floated 

off income support at this stage, onto family credit. Some people might have reduced hours of 
self-employed work in order to remain within the income support safety net. Establishing 

entitlement to income support under such circumstances might be problematic, however. In 

addition, apart from lone parents and people over 60 years of age, a formerly self-employed 
person has to be willing and available to accept a job as an employee. It may not be easy to try 
to keep a business going while claiming income support, in the hope of upturn in the trade. 

In addition to the use made of income support by a relatively small number of people continuing 
to work in self-employment on a part-time basis, the benefit can be important for those whose 

self-employment is intermittent, whose business fails or who leave self-employment for some 

other reason, such as ill health. As explained earlier, people who have not paid Class 1 

contributions as an employee in relevant previous years have no entitlement to unemployment 
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benefit, and gaps in contributions records may mean that income support is the only means of 

support available in periods of sickness. According to an enquiry by the National Audit Office 

(1993) approximately 13 per cent of income support recipients classified as unemployed in May 

1992 were formerly self-employed. 

It has not always been easy for those who have left self-employment to establish entitlement to 

income support. Demonstrating that trading has definitely ended, or that they are actively seeking 

employed work, may both be hard for some in the transitional period when people are winding 

up their affairs and facing a number of problems. Residual capital from the enterprise may take 

them over the capital limit for income support. Business assets can be disregarded for a period 

of time to allow for their sale, but the length of time taken for administrative decisions to be 

made about such matters may create problems for those who have no other source of income. 

Brown (1992) describes a variety of circumstances in which self-employed people had 

experienced problems and delays in establishing eligibility for income support, drawing on case 

records from Citizens Advice Bureaux. 

Prior to Brown's analysis of problems reported by Citizens Advice Bureaux, little attention had 

been paid to the experience of people applying for income support when they were currently or 
formerly self-employed. The media spotlight occasionally focused on the situation of people 

whose self-employed activities provided no income but who had difficulty in establishing 

entitlement to benefit (for example, The Guardian, 1992). In the case reported (CIS\270\91), the 

Social Security Commissioners reinstated eligibility to income support for a writer who had 

earned nothing during an 18-month period. Although she had been spending more than 24 hours 

weekly at this work she had applied for numerous other jobs and was ready to take work if a 

suitable opportunity arose. 

With continuing promotion of entrepreneurial activity, and expansion of subcontracting, 

franchising and other forms of quasi-self-employment, we might expect income support to 

continue to be an important source of support for some currently or formerly self-employed 

people. 
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Enquiry by the National Audit Office (NAO, 1993) into the quality of service provided by the 

Benefits Agency to this group of people showed a concentration of use of income support in 

Southern England. Fifty-seven per cent of self-employed and formerly self-employed income 

support recipients lived in London and South East, and South West regions, compared with 37 

per cent of all those receiving income support. (Self-employment is generally more common in 

these parts of the country, as was shown in Chapter Two. ) 

A survey of around 1,000 self-employed and formerly self-employed people receiving income 

support was included in the NAO enquiry (MORI, 1993). Around 22 per cent expressed overall 

dissatisfaction with the claim process. The main problems had been delay in processing 

applications and the attitude of staff. Criticisms of staff included their lack of understanding of 

the relevant rules, and having insufficient time to spend in discussion and negotiation. About 

one-fifth of claimants felt they had not been believed. 

The NAO enquiry pointed to a widespread belief amongst self-employed people that they would 
have no entitlement to any financial support from social security if they stopped working, based 

on their disqualification from unemployment benefit. The availability of income support and the 

rules governing claims from self-employed people were not well understood. Among those who 
had claimed, delays were attributed to job search, expectations of changes in circumstances and 

misconceptions about the rules. Documentary evidence required in support of claims placed extra 
demands on some people. For example, in the survey for the NAO enquiry, half the professional 

people asked to provide annual accounts or company accounts found this hard, either because 

they did not have such evidence or payment was needed to obtain it (MORI, 1993). Such findings 

suggest that there is likely to be considerable non-take-up of income support among the self- 

employed population. 

The Benefits Agency responded quickly to recommendations from the National Audit Office for 

improvements in quality of service to self-employed people. A handbook for income support staff 
dealing with self-employed and business cases (Benefits Agency, 1993) recommended training 

and procedural improvement in local offices, and improved liaison with the Contributions 

Agency. A number of initiatives led to improvements in the information and advice available 
both to the general public, and to staff dealing with claims from self-employed people. 
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It is difficult to monitor what is happening as a result of these efforts to improve the service. 

Official estimates of take-up of income support have always excluded the self-employed on the 

basis of lack of sufficiently detailed information available on income in the Family Expenditure 

Survey (Department of Social Security, 1994). Published government social security statistics 

do not identify separately income support claimants who were previously self-employed, or those 

with current earnings from self-employment. 

Assessment of income from self-employment is a problem common to all means-tested benefits. 

What is a technical difficulty for policy makers who write the rules determining eligibility is also 

an administrative problem for those who assess entitlement, as well as a factor contributing to 

delay and non-take-up at the client level, and applications from ineligible people (Corden, 1995). 

Housing and council tax benefits 

Housing benefit and council tax benefit are both available to people on low incomes, irrespective 

of whether there are dependent children. In this respect, eligibility criteria differ from those of 

family credit, the other main in-work means-tested benefit available to self-employed people. 
However, housing benefit is only available to meet rental costs, and a large majority of the self- 

employed are owner-occupiers. Another factor tending to reduce numbers of people entitled to 

housing benefit and council tax benefit is the inclusion of family credit and disability working 

allowance in the assessable income. 

Nevertheless, DSS statistics show that considerable numbers of people depend on the means- 

tested benefits available to help people meet the costs of rented housing and local taxes. 

However, changes in the housing benefit rules in recent years, and successive replacement of 

domestic rates by community charge and then council tax, mean that it is hard to follow trends. 

By May 1989, some 17,700 claimants were receiving housing benefit (including rate rebates) in 

Great Britain, on the basis of self-employed earnings (DSS, 1991 a). This figure did not include 

owner-occupiers in Scotland, where the community charge had just replaced domestic rates. 

Almost 37 per cent of the 17,700 were local authority tenants, and the rest were more or less 

equally divided among private tenants and owner-occupiers. Almost seven per cent were entitled 

to the lone parent premium in their housing benefit. A survey conducted for the National Audit 
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Office (NOP, 1990) found that almost a third of self-employed family credit recipients also 

received housing benefit (including those in Scotland). Around 46,000 families received family 

credit on the basis of self-employed earnings in 1990, which meant that over 15,000 would also 

be receiving housing benefit. This suggested that the number of self-employed people without 

dependent children receiving housing benefit was relatively small, despite the fact that at that 

time the capital limit was set at £16,000, rather than £8,000, as for income support and family 

credit. 

Domestic rates were replaced by the community charge in Scotland in 1989, and in England and 

Wales in 1990. Community charge benefit followed closely the previous arrangements for 

rebating rates in housing benefit, although there were no non-dependent deductions, and since 

1991, no minimum benefit rule. People receiving income support were entitled to 80 per cent of 

their community charge liability. Those not in receipt of income support had their benefit 

assessed in a similar way to housing benefit. However, the maximum available was reduced by 

15 per cent of any net income above the applicable amount. 

The increased number of people liable to pay the community charge meant that community 

charge benefit had a larger potentially eligible population than housing benefit. By May 1992, 

35,000 people not in receipt of income support and claiming community charge benefit had net 
income from self-employment. Our interviews with self-employed family credit recipients were 

carried out under the community charge regime, before its replacement by council tax. 

As with all income-related benefits, take-up of housing benefit is incomplete. Self-employed 

people are excluded from official take-up estimates of housing benefit because information on 
incomes recorded in FES and used to calculate take-up is not in the right form to model eligibility 

of self-employed people. The latest government expenditure-based estimate of take-up by 

employees was in the range 91 - 95 per cent, in 1992 (Department of Social Security, 1995a). 

Unlike those for income support and family credit, applications for housing benefit and council 
tax benefit are dealt with at a local authority level. The current system for assessing self- 

employed incomes for housing and council tax benefits are based on similar principles as for 

family credit. There are some differences in what is to be included as income. For example, child 
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benefit and one parent benefit are taken fully into account for housing benefit and council tax 

benefit but ignored for family credit, where the level of child credits is already set to take these 

benefits fully into account. 

In terms of how housing benefit is administered, the tone of the housing benefit manual is less 

categorical and lays more emphasis on the importance of discretionary decision-making about 

self-employed income than does the guidance issued to family credit officers. The latter tends to 

focus more on obtaining information that can be dealt with in a more standardised way. Self- 

employment has not had a high profile as a problem area in housing benefit, unlike in family 

credit. This may be because individual housing benefit officers generally meet relatively few 

claimants in this category, or because the many other problems associated with the introduction 

and administration of housing benefit have received more attention. Also, the position of self- 

employed family credit recipients has excited interest partly because of the disparities in average 

awards received when compared with employees. With housing benefit, community charge 
benefit and now council tax benefit, it is not as easy to compare the value of awards, because rent 
levels differ between properties, community charges differed between local authorities, and 

council tax varies both by local authority area and the value of property. 

In discussions with housing benefit officers prior to the 1988 changes to the scheme, Walker et 

al. (1987) found that local authorities saw the assessment of self-employed incomes as a 

problematic area even though the number of cases was relatively small. There were widespread 

suspicions of dishonesty and officers saw the accounting figures provided as often misleading. 
Thus they had devised a range of ad hoc procedures in order to penetrate the information 

provided and would often engage in'bluff or'horsetrading' to arrive at an agreed figure. More 

recently, the Association of Metropolitan Authorities reported problems with self-employment 

and housing and community charge benefits. A document tabled at a meeting of the Housing 

Benefit Standing Committee (Newcastle City Council Housing Department, 1991) raised several 

questions on regulations which were seen as either disadvantaging self-employed claimants 

compared to others, acting against employment initiatives, or being at odds with conventional 

accounting practice. While administration of housing and community charge benefits for self- 

employed people could be problematic, those applying for these benefits could also meet 
difficulties. Early research on perceptions of family credit (Corden and Craig, 1991) showed that 
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self-employed people were among those who were confused about the interaction between family 

credit and housing benefit. 

In this study of self-employed recipients of family credit, nearly all the tenants had applied for 

housing benefit. There was little proper understanding of the interactions between family credit 

and housing benefit, however. Different claiming experiences and different outcomes from the 

two benefits meant it could be hard for people to understand that the assessment procedure is 

based on similar principles. For example, self-employed people whose Inland Revenue 

certificates had been accepted as evidence of earnings for housing benefit purposes, with few 

additional questions to answer, found it hard to understand why the family credit assessment 

could not also be made on that basis. As a result of experience of refusal of benefit, it was a 

common belief that families were entitled either to housing benefit or family credit but not both. 

Most of the self-employed people interviewed were currently making some community charge 

payments. Only a very small number had decided on principle not to pay, although many families 

were in arrears. Most of those paying the tax had applied for community charge benefit. As with 
housing benefit, those who had applied for community charge benefit reported a variety of 
experiences. Some remembered that things had gone smoothly; others reported a frustrating 

experience, with too much administration. A common misunderstanding was, again, that it was 
an 'either/or situation' - getting family credit meant people were not entitled to anything else. 

Only two people demonstrated that they understood exactly how family credit affected 

entitlement to housing benefit and community charge, both of whom were women. A lone mother 
had been angry to discover that when family credit was introduced, a higher award made her 

ineligible for housing and community charge benefits. She had preferred the previous situation 

when she claimed family income supplement -a lower weekly award but a higher housing benefit 

entitlement, which made her household budgeting easier to manage. The second woman had 

learned the hard way about the interaction. Not realising that receipt of a family credit award had 

to be declared as a change in circumstances for assessment of community charge benefit, she 
ended up having to pay back substantial arrears of community charge. This kind of experience 
had been reported earlier - people getting into financial difficulty when they accumulated rent 
arrears through overpayment of housing benefit (Corden and Craig, 1991). 
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The relative scarcity of research on the procedure for assessment of self-employed people at local 

authority level, and the accumulating evidence that self-employed applicants for housing benefit 

received variable treatment which could be problematic, led the researchers to conduct an 

exploratory discussion with a small group of housing benefit officers from three northern local 

authority areas. The methodology and findings have been reported fully elsewhere (Corden et al., 

1993). The findings demonstrated differing approaches to measuring self-employed income 

between housing benefit officers and family credit officers, and among housing benefit officers 

themselves. Although housing benefit officers saw themselves as working strictly within 

regulations, they felt they had considerable scope for deciding how to deal with individual self- 

employed people, acting on the basis of information provided. Local administration inevitably 

leads to differences in treatment between authorities. Although officers tried to work towards 

consistency within their own authority, they found that other authorities did things rather 

differently in some aspects of their work. The different socio-economic characteristics of their 

local areas also resulted in a differing range of expertise among staff, according to the types of 

self-employed occupations common in each area. 

The outcome for individual self-employed people is that their income is likely to be assessed 
differently for different means-tested benefits. It is hardly surprising that claimants interviewed 

had little understanding of the assessment of their earnings, and reported different requirements 

and procedures. Moreover, the interaction between family credit and housing benefit, and the 

different approaches to assessment, mean that there are likely to be complex individual 'better-off 

situations' for some self-employed applicants, involving the timing of applications and the way 
in which financial information is presented (Boden and Corden, 1994). It seems unlikely that 

claimants or advisers, or even researchers, can expect to make full assessments of possible 

entitlements in these cases. It follows that estimates of take-up of housing benefit by self- 

employed people, conducted by researchers without detailed understanding of local practice 

within individual housing benefit offices, must be approached carefully, and may not be 

especially useful. 
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Family credit 

One of the policy concerns which prompted this research was the growth in numbers of self- 

employed families receiving family credit and the relatively high proportion of these families 

who received the maximum levels of payment (see Chapter Five). 

In spite of the increase in self-employed recipients, it has been suggested that take-up of family 

credit among eligible self-employed families may be lower than that for the employed (Lynes, 

1988,1991). It is difficult to test this assumption since official take-up estimates deliberately 

exclude the self-employed because FES data on self-employed incomes is unsuitable for this 

purpose. Chapter Three explained the main problem areas in the collection of income data from 

self-employed people in household surveys. 

Problems recognised in collecting income data from self-employed people for purposes of 

research and analysis are reflected in problems experienced by some self-employed people who 

are required to provide evidence of earnings for purposes of means-tested benefits. Lynes (1988, 

1990) suggested a number of possible reasons why take-up among self-employed people might 
be low, including assumptions of non-eligibility by potential applicants, problems with the 

application process and inequities in the income assessment system. Previous work on 

unsuccessful applicants for family income supplement showed that some self-employed 

applicants had considerable difficulties with the presentation of their accounts for assessment 
(Corden, 1987). These problems could be critical for a business in decline which might fail 

before a benefit decision was reached, or where the business was running on very low profits. 

Early research on family credit suggested that failure to recognise eligibility might be a particular 

problem for self-employed people (Corden and Craig, 1991). 

Brown (1989) suggested that the point of transfer between income support and family credit 

could be particularly risky for lone parents if there were delays in the assessment process. 

Difficulties experienced by the Family Credit Unit in dealing with some self-employed 

applications did lead to considerable delays in the years immediately following the introduction 

of family credit (NAO, 1991). 
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The survey of family credit recipients conducted in 1990 by NOP for the National Audit Office 

included 73 self-employed people. Of these, nearly a quarter reported some problems in 

understanding the leaflet or application forms, and the same proportion found it difficult to work 

out household income. Requests from the DSS for further information had caused problems for 

nearly a half, and over a third remembered that the time taken to get a decision had been 

problematic. Getting hold of leaflets or forms in the initial stages, or getting entitlement to family 

credit after decisions had been made had not, however, usually been difficult. In 1993, a Family 

Credit Helpline was launched to provide telephone advice about family credit. Most of the 

research interviews for this study were conducted before the advice service became available. 

Disability working allowance 
The disability working allowance is an in-work benefit for people with disabilities, introduced 

in April 1992. It was modelled on family credit and is available to disabled people with low 

earnings from either employment or self-employment. Traditionally, social security for disabled 

people has been based largely on the premise that they do not work, and financial support was 

made available mainly through invalidity benefit (for those with appropriate contributions 

records), and severe disablement allowance and income support (for those without). Disabled 

people with children might be entitled to family credit if they worked for more than 24 hours a 

week (16 hours from April 1992). People with reduced earnings capacity through disability might 

retain entitlement to income support if they worked more than 24 hours weekly (the threshold 

for non-disabled people) but only the first £15 of weekly earnings was disregarded in the 

assessment for benefit. This structure of benefits meant that social security arrangements 

themselves could create disincentives for disabled people to try to enter work. First, there was 

little possibility of building on partial capacity for work via the benefit system. Secondly, 

disabled people were unable to experiment and test their capacity for work without losing 

entitlement to long-term incapacity benefits. 

The disability working allowance was aimed at reducing these problems. The objective was to 

help disabled people with some capacity for work to take up or remain in work. Disability 

working allowance aims to supplement low earnings, from paid work or self-employment, so that 

disabled people whose earning capacity is reduced are not worse off financially than they would 

be on long-term incapacity benefit. Disability working allowance supplements low earnings at 
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a higher rate than family credit, regardless of the presence of dependent children. Secondly, the 
benefit should help to remove one element of risk for people who would like to try working, but 

are unsure how they might manage or who expect that their capacity for work to fluctuate. 

The original Government estimate was that disability working allowance would benefit some 
50,000 people. This estimate was based on the OPCS disability surveys, and included those 

currently working who would become eligible (Hansard, 1991). There were no estimates of the 

number of disabled people likely to claim on the basis of self-employed earnings. However, 

given the importance of this type of work for people disadvantaged in the labour market it 

seemed reasonable to assume that their numbers would be substantial. 

Findings from an initial evaluation of disability working allowance (Rowlingson and Berthoud, 

1994) confirmed that this benefit was of special importance to self-employed people. One-quarter 

of the sample of workers receiving disability working allowance were found to be self-employed. 
Overall, however, preliminary findings about disability working allowance have been somewhat 
disappointing. One conclusion was that although disability working allowance has helped a 
significant number of people it has not persuaded many disabled people to move into work. 
Among those who are eligible, only a small proportion are receiving disability working 
allowance. By March 1994 there were only 3,680 recipients (Hansard, 1994), although numbers 
have since grown to around 9,000. Using the results of the evaluation survey, Rowlingson and 
Berthoud suggested that the level of take-up was almost certainly lower than a third, and likely 

to be between one-tenth and a quarter. They pointed to the problems in estimating take-up from 

the results of questions asked in an interview survey, problems that have been emphasised 

previously (Corden and Craig, 1991). In view of the proportions of self-employed people 
apparently within scope of this benefit, and the known problems of assessing earnings of self- 
employed people, there is likely to be room for considerable caution. 

Health and education benefits 

People receiving income support or family credit are exempt from NHS charges for prescriptions, 
optical and dental charges, and a number of other health-related costs. Others are exempt through 

pregnancy, or a range of medical conditions. Those who would otherwise have to pay but still 
have low incomes can apply for partial help with some costs under the Low Income Scheme, 
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administered by the Health Benefits Unit in Newcastle. The income assessment for entitlement 

for help with health charges is a modified version of that for income support. No systematic 

research has been carried out on this scheme and it is not known how many self-employed people 

apply, or whether there are problems with the way their incomes are assessed. A recent Citizens 

Advice Bureau report (NACAB, 1991b) suggested that there are considerable problems with the 

complexity of the scheme overall. Bureaux around the country receive around 200,000 enquiries 

each year on health issues, most of which are about these benefits. 

Another area where the assessment of incomes from self-employment might arise as an issue is 

in local authority educational welfare benefits, including free school meals, school clothing 

grants and educational maintenance grants. Corden's (1985) study of take-up of family income 

supplement among clients of the educational welfare department in Cumbria found a number of 

cases where the local authority assessed the incomes of self-employed clients quite differently 

from the Family Income Supplement Unit, causing the clients some confusion. This is not 

surprising given the different nature of the two organisations, but it shows again how maintaining 

a variety of different means-tests can cause problems and inequities, particularly where self- 

employed incomes are concerned. 

4.6 Enterprise Allowance/Business Start-Up Scheme 

The Enterprise Allowance Scheme (EAS), which was reformed and renamed Business Start-Up 

Scheme in 1991, has been a key element in the Government's promotion of job creation through 

individual enterprise. It aimed to smooth the transition from unemployment to self-employment 
by guaranteeing some basic income during the initial start-up phase. Although not actually a 

social security benefit, the EAS was linked to the benefit system by the requirement that 

participants must have previously been receiving a benefit for unemployment. 

The scheme was introduced in 1982 on a pilot basis and started nationally in 1983. Until April 

1991 it provided a standard £40 per week for one year to people previously unemployed who 

wanted to start a small enterprise and had £1,000 capital available for investment. People joining 

the scheme were also offered information and guidance sessions on running a small business. In 
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April 1991 responsibility for running the scheme passed to private sector Training and Enterprise 

Councils (TECs) which were given greater discretion about how to organise the programme. 
Participants might receive between £20 and £90 per week for a minimum of 26 and a maximum 

of 66 weeks. Similar initiatives have been pursued in a number of other countries. Demonstration 

projects in two States of the USA (Massachusetts and Washington) suggested that take-up was 
low, but most participants pursued their business for some time (OECD, 1993). However, the 

OECD review of studies in Australia, Iceland, United Kingdom and Denmark noted that it was 
difficult to estimate the net employment effects of such schemes. 

The job creation impact of the EAS has been evaluated at various stages through surveys of 

participants (Allen and Hunn, 1985; Department of Employment, 1986) and qualitative 
interviews (Gray and Stanworth, 1986). However, as with many specifically labour market- 
focused studies, little attention has been directed towards the role of any other social security 
benefits in helping to sustain the participant businesses. Corden and Craig's (1991) work on 

claimant perceptions of family credit found some evidence that the 'package' of enterprise 
allowance plus family credit had influenced respondents to move into self-employment, but only 
a very small number of those interviewed were self-employed. The way family credit 
administrative data is collected makes it difficult to identify how many recipients are also getting 
enterprise allowance/business start-up. Nor was it possible from any of the published data to tell 
how many EAS participants had dependent children and thus might also be eligible for family 

credit. 

The same problem exists with housing benefit: local authorities tend not to keep any separate 
record of claimants where enterprise allowance/business start-up is in payment. However, the 
local authority paper referred to above (Newcastle City Council Housing Department, 1991) 

suggested that most self-employed housing benefit claimants were just starting up in business or 
within their first two years of operation. The paper argued that taking enterprise allowance into 

account as gross income was a discouragement to enterprise and compared this regulation to 
those covering training premiums, bonuses and career loans under the Department of 
Employment's Adult Employment Training Scheme, which are disregarded as income. 
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Between 1982 and 1988 more than 300,000 people participated in the scheme (NAO, 1988). The 

evaluation surveys show that the participants have been predominantly male, with around half 

under 35 years of age. Half were also unemployed for six months or more before joining the 

scheme. Most businesses set up were in the service sector, but the biggest single area of work 

was in construction, mostly small repairs. There is also some anecdotal evidence that in some 

sectors the EAS has encouraged the growth of labour-only subcontracting (Gray, 1987). One 

survey found that 61 per cent of those who completed the twelve-month term of enterprise 

allowance were still in business two years after the enterprise allowance payments had finished; 

four per cent were self-employed in another business and 18 per cent employed elsewhere 
(Department of Employment, 1986). According to the NAO, the overall survival rate three years 
into the scheme was 57 per cent of those who completed the twelve-month term of enterprise 

allowance receipt. The most vulnerable period for business appeared to be just after the 

allowance stops: two-thirds of business closures happened at or near this time. There are a 

number of reasons why this might happen, but one factor for people receiving family credit can 
be the loss of income without any consequent upward adjustment of benefit. 

Survival rates appeared to be higher for men and those over 30, also for those with a part-time 
working partner, those who had been previously unemployed for only a short time and those who 
had larger sums to invest in the business at the start. The main reasons given for ceasing trading 

were too much local competition, a lack of demand for their product or service and cash-flow 

problems because of insufficient profits. Takings from the business were often low: after two 

years the median pre-tax weekly profit figure was under £100 and even this was skewed upwards 
by a small number of high earners. 

The EAS is often judged by its effectiveness in reducing unemployment and its net cost to the 
Exchequer. The first of these is difficult to measure precisely because of the uncertain parameters 

of the 'deadweight' and 'displacement' factors. 'Deadweight' refers to those people who would 
have started self-employment anyway without the EAS, and 'displacement' occurs where new 
EAS-supported businesses displace other existing jobs and businesses. By combining estimates 

of deadweight and displacement, the Department of Employment has estimated that for every 100 

people joining the scheme unemployment fell by 35 during the period of the allowance 
(Department of Employment, 1986). The NAO (1988) estimated the net cost to the Exchequer 
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in 1987-8, taking account of income support saved and tax revenue gains, as £2,300 per person 

no longer unemployed. 

The NAO also suggested that the Training Commission should consider greater checks on the 

viability of businesses established under the EAS. Gray and Stanworth (1986) identified two 

broad groupings within EAS participants - the 'serious' and the 'non-serious'. These 

categorisations roughly coincided with the different motivations detected for embarking on self- 

employment, so that those who had positively chosen to start a business were more likely to adapt 

to the demands of running it than those whose main motivation was simply to escape 

unemployment. This did not mean that some of the latter could not be successful, but most of 

those identified as 'non-serious' were clearly not suited to running their own businesses. Gray and 
Stanworth also identified a number of local and regional variations in the form and quality of 

support and decision making by Manpower Services Commission (MSC) staff which seemed to 

stem from a policy confusion over strategy for the scheme. This confusion centred on which of 
the two strategies should take precedence - direct unemployment reduction or longer term 

economic development. 

In establishing the new enterprise scheme the Government appeared to be placing more emphasis 
on longer term development than on reducing unemployment. The planning framework for TECs, 
issued in January 1991 (Department of Employment, 1991b) encouraged them to adopt longer 

term strategies and gave them greater powers to restrict entry criteria on the basis of business 

viability or local industrial and labour market conditions. The unemployment qualifying period 

was reduced from eight to six weeks, and even further for people with disabilities, victims of 
large-scale redundancies and 'returners' who had been out of the labour market for at least two 

years. 

There are not enough data yet available to indicate effects of these changes. It is not clear, for 

example, how people with businesses generating low profit margins will manage on enterprise 
allowance payments below the previous £40 level. Many of those on family credit will already 
be receiving maximum payments and will not qualify for increased awards. Similarly, self- 
employed families who receive the higher enterprise allowance over a shorter period may find 

that they lose much of the extra money by reductions in family credit and housing and 
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community charge benefits. A follow-up telephone survey (Tremlett, 1993) of all new starters 

on the scheme in May 1991 was conducted in November 1992,18 months after joining. 

However, most of the schemes from which participants received their payments were still 

operating the EAS system of £40 per week when they joined. There was some indication that 

there has been change in the types of businesses starting up using the scheme. Three industrial 

sectors covered two-thirds of all businesses started: distribution/catering and repairs (24 per 

cent), other services (22 per cent) and finance/business services (20 per cent). In terms of 

'survival rates', 73 per cent of the scheme participants were self-employed in the same business, 

18 months after starting on the scheme. The reason most frequently given by those who left their 

business was 'not making enough money' to survive. 

The Business Start-Up Scheme ceased to recruit in March 1995. Resources previously attached 

to the scheme are now within the Single Regeneration Budget (SRB). The SRB funds locally- 

designed, economic regeneration projects which include start-up support where this is seen as 

a local priority. The nature and extent of start-up support will therefore now vary considerably 

according to the locality. 

4.7 Summary 

Previous chapters have established that there is a substantial group of self-employed people with 

low and insecure earnings. This chapter has described and discussed the development of social 

security policy towards self-employed people and their access to the various insurance-based, 

contingency and means-tested benefits in the UK. An outline has also been given of the debate 

on social protection for this group in other EU countries. 

The discussion has pointed to many gaps that exist in knowledge about the use of social security 
by the self-employed, and problems that remain to be resolved in the collection of data and 

estimates of take-up. The thesis now moves on to focus specifically on recipients of family credit. 
The next chapter is based on an analysis of administrative data, comparing the characteristics and 

circumstances of self-employed and wage-earning families. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

WHO ARE THE LOW INCOME SELF-EMPLOYED? 

Overview 

This chapter discusses an analysis of administrative data 

on recipients of family credit, comparing families with 

employed and self-employed earners, and pursuing a 

number of hypotheses about why self-employed families 

consistently receive higher payments. The overall 

conclusion is that this difference is mainly caused by 

lower average earnings, as assessed in the family credit 

means test. 
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Chapter Five 

Who are the Low Income Self-employed? 

5.1 Introduction 

Although the conceptualisation and measurement of incomes from self-employment remains 

problematic, the general picture drawn in Chapter Three was one of an increasing number of self- 

employed people who are relatively poor, in comparison both with their employee counterparts, 

and with others working in self-employed occupations. They were being joined, throughout the 

1980s it seems, by a disproportionate section of those in the 'new' forms of self-employment, 

including women, people previously unemployed and young people. 

It was one of the aims of this study to explore the factors leading to this concentration of people 

working on their own account for apparently very low rewards. The focus of interest was families 

with children, people whom we might expect to be especially keen to maintain living standards 

and for whom very low incomes might lead fairly quickly to financial problems. The aim was 

to discover how people in one group of such families - those who claimed family credit - 
managed to combine business activities, or other forms of self-employed work which brought 

such a little in the way of financial return, with bringing up their children. 

One way of beginning to understand more about this group is to look at their characteristics. The 

administrative statistics collected by the Benefits Agency in order to decide claims and pay 
benefit provide a profile of the family credit population, with information on family type and 

size, regional and occupational distribution, hours of work, earnings and other sources of income, 

and continuity of claims. Secondary analysis of this dataset therefore provides an overview of the 

circumstances of self-employed families claiming family credit in comparison with employee 

recipients. The information on recipients' incomes also allows us to locate these groups of 
families within the earnings profiles discussed in the previous chapter and to begin to address the 

question raised earlier of why self-employed families receive so much more benefit on average 

than those with employed earners. 
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5.2 The Basis of the Statistical Analysis 

Tabulations of family credit statistics produced for publication in the Department's statistical 

returns are based on a five per cent sample of claims in payment on a particular day each month, 

extracted from the main database held by the Family Credit Unit at North Fylde. As a source of 

information, the sample has limitations. The data are collected primarily for the administration 

of benefit delivery, rather than for research. This means that they include information only on 

claims in payment and not on applications. There is also no information on tenure or housing 

costs. Some aspects of considerable interest, such as how gross profits have been calculated, 

cannot be pursued in these data. There are also a number of areas where information is 

incomplete or is known to be subject to errors. These gaps and uncertainties in the data normally 

relate to variables which are not strictly essential for the adjudication process, such as 

occupational classifications. The five per cent extracts go back to April 1988, when family credit 

was introduced to replace family income supplement (FIS), but some of the early information is 

incomplete and the sample data cannot be regarded as fully accurate before July 1989 

(Department of Social Security, 1990). 

The analysis reported here is based on both a cross-sectional 'snapshot' of claims in payment at 

a particular date, mainly March or April 1991, and a longitudinal examination of the duration of 

claims by different employment and household types. April 1991 was chosen as the main date 

for cross-sectional analysis because although data were available for some months after this, they 

would not yet have been corrected to take into account backdated awards resulting from reviews, 

appeals and other adjustments. Appendix One provides a full list of the variables used in the 

analysis. 

5.3 A Profile of the Family Credit Population 

In April 1991 there were approximately 341,000 families receiving benefit, of whom 53,000 

received their main market earnings from self-employment (Table 5.1). 
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Table 5.1 

Analysis of Family Credit Caseload and Numbers of Children per Family by 
Employment Status and Family Type, 30 April 1991 

All families Couples 

main earner: 
Male Female Total 

Single 

main earner: 
Male Female Total 

Employees 
Number of cases 
(thousands) 288 136 31 167 4 118 122 

Number of children 
(thousands) 603 345 63 408 7 189 196 

Average number of 
children per family 2.1 2.5 2.1 2.4 1.8 1.6 1.6 

Self-employed 
Number of cases 
(thousands) 53 40 4 44 1 8 9 

Number of children 
(thousands) 121 97 8 105 2 13 15 

Average number of 
children per family 2.3 2.5 2.1 2.4 1,5 1.7 1.6 

Total 
Number of cases 
(thousands) 341 176 35 211 5 126 131 

Number of children 
(thousands) 724 443 70 513 9 202 211 

Average number of 
children Der family 2.1 2.5 2.1 2.1 1.7 1.6 1.6 

Source: Analysis of Family Credit administrative sample 

Note: Figures are rounded to nearest thousand. 
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The majority of claimants in April 1991 were couples with the man as the main earner4, though 

a substantial proportion (37 per cent) were lone parents. Analysis of the total sample of recipients 

since 1988 also shows a similar pattern, suggesting that the distributional pattern among family 

types has not changed significantly. However, this impression conceals a sharp increase which 

has taken place in the (still relatively small) number of couples with a woman main earner, and 

which has been mainly at the expense of male-earner couples. 

In April 1991 there were 53,000 families whose main or only earner was self-employed, 

representing nearly 16 per cent of all recipients. While the number of family credit recipients 

with main earnings from self-employment has grown since the introduction of the benefit in 

1988, their share of the overall caseload has also not changed to any significant degree, as Table 

5.2 indicates. 

There was a large increase between 1983 and 1984 in both the absolute number of self-employed 

recipients and their share of the total claimant population. As we saw earlier, this was the period 

when self-employment was increasing most rapidly. The number of self-employed recipient 

families also increased sharply between the last year of family income supplement and the first 

year of family credit. However, it fell as a proportion of the caseload because of an even larger 

percentage increase among employed families. This can largely be attributed to the broader 

criteria of eligibility for family credit compared to those of FIS. Since 1988 the proportion of 

recipient families with a self-employed earner has remained virtually the same each year, with 

only small fluctuations by family type, except that in recent years the percentage of couples with 

a self-employed female male earners has increased sharply. 

4 All claimants of family credit in two-parent families are women. In the Government's original plans for revision 
of family income supplement following the 1984 Social Security Review, it was proposed that family credit should 
be paid to the employed person in the household - more commonly the man in two-parent families - through the wage 
packet. This proposal was, however, dropped in the light of strong representations from a wide range of interested 
organisations. The family credit assessment is nevertheless based primarily on the main family earnings, generally 
that of the man in two-parent households. 'Main' earnings where both parents are working are determined first by 
reference to whether one parent rather than the other qualifies on the number of hours worked. If both qualify on 
these grounds, the main earner is whoever earns the most. In the event of both earning the same amount, as in a self- 
employed partnership, the main earner would be the claimant. Where one partner has earnings from self-employment, 
irrespective of whether they are the main earner, applications are assessed by a special self-employed section of the 
Family Credit Unit. 
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Table 5.2 

Percentage of Family Credit and Family Income Supplement Recipients with 
Awards Based on Incomes from Self-employment, by Family Type, 1981-1994 

Couples Single All families 

main earner: main earner: 

Male Female Male Female % Numbers 

Family Income Supplement 

1981 13 

1982 14 

1983 15 

1984 21 5 

1985 22 8 

1986 22 9 

1987 24 10 

1988 24 8 

14 2 8 8,000 

21 2 9 13,000 

22 3 10 19,000 

26 3 14 27,000 

28 4 15 27,000 

28 3 15 29,000 

25 4 16 35,000 

28 4 17 36,000 

Family Credit 

1989 21 11 25 7 15 44,000 

1990 21 10 25 6 15 46,000 

1991 23 11 26 6 16 53,000 

1994 22 15 26 7 15 86,000 

Sources: DSS social security statistics, 1981-1995 

Notes: a. Figures refer to claims in payment at a specific date in March or April of the relevant year, 
except for 1994 where the figures are for October. 

b. Before 1984 figures were not given separately for male and female earner couples. 

It has been suggested that the self-employed may be disproportionately represented among family 

credit recipients, compared with their presence in the labour force as a whole. In spring 1991, 

13.2 per cent of all those in employment were self-employed (Department of Employment, 1993). 

However, taking into account the availability of family credit only to those with dependent 

children, the difference may only be apparent. As we saw in Chapter Two, self-employed people 
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are older on average than other employed people and more likely to be married. Published 

analyses do not record the percentage of families with dependent children where the main 

earnings are from self-employment, but General Household Survey data for 1989 show that 15 

per cent of working heads of households with dependent children were self-employed. In 1991, 

family credit was available only to those families with an earner working at least 24 hours per 

week, so a more precise comparison should be made with those families with at least one adult 

working these hours. The definition of hours worked used in the GHS is not exactly the same as 

that in the family credit database, but it provides a reasonably accurate estimate of the population 

from which family credit recipients are drawn. Eighteen per cent of family units in the GHS had 

dependent children and a main earner working in self-employment for at least 24 hours a week. 

Given the concentration of low earnings among the self-employed, highlighted in the previous 

chapter, it is possible to speculate that, if anything, self-employed families may be somewhat 

under-represented as family credit recipients. 

As in the workforce generally, men in the family credit claimant population were more likely to 

be self-employed than women, and families receiving benefit on the basis of women's self- 

employed earnings remained a small minority. In spite of the relatively large increase in couples 

with a woman main earner, these families only made up just under seven per cent of the self- 

employed recipients. Just over three-quarters of all self-employed recipient families in April 1991 

were couples with a male main earner and a further 15 per cent were lone mothers (Figure 5.1). 

/ 

Figure 5.1 Self-employed Family Credit Recipients, April 1991, by Family Type 
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The proportion of recipient families with awards based on self-employment varied by family 

type. Fifty-two per cent of all recipients in April 1991 were couples with a male main earner and 

23 per cent of these were self-employed. Lone mothers were the second largest group of 

recipients but only six per cent of these were self-employed. We saw earlier that although some 

studies have found relatively high levels of involvement in small businesses among divorced and 

separated women, surveys of lone parents suggest that self-employment is fairly unusual among 

lone mothers at least. If, as some qualitative research suggests, working at home is one way in 

which women on their own with children manage to combine employment and child care, then 

either relatively few are eligible for family credit, or there is low take-up among this group. 

The rate of self-employment among lone fathers in the family credit population was the highest 

of all the family types, at 26 per cent. However, because of the small numbers involved they still 

made up only three per cent of all self-employed recipients. Given that men are generally more 

likely than women to have access to various opportunities for working on their own account, it 

seems possible that the high self-employment rate among lone fathers can at least partly be 

explained by men's need to maintain their sense of themselves as workers while also being 

available to look after their children. 

5.4 Occupational Status 

As would be expected, the family credit population as a whole is disproportionately drawn from 

lower paid occupational groups. Over a quarter in April 1991 were in work which was classified 

as in catering, cleaning, hairdressing and other personal services. Other important sectors 

included manufacturing, clerical work and transport. In their analysis of duration on benefit, 

based on the same data source, Ashworth and Walker (1992) found that over time there had been 

some changes in the proportion of recipients from different occupational sectors, notably a fall 

in the number of manual workers (predominantly male) and an increase in the catering and 

cleaning industries (which traditionally rely on female staff). These changes are partly explained 
by varying propensities within different groups to renew existing claims or to make new 
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applications. Ashworth and Walker also noted that the absolute monthly number of new claims 

from self-employed people has not fluctuated significantly since 1989, unlike those from 

employees - one reason why the former have maintained their share of a growing caseload. This 

observation is consistent with the picture outlined earlier in the book of high turnover in self- 

employment and of a sector facing considerable financial difficulties in the recession of the late 

1980s. 

Occupational categories are known to be imprecise where self-employed people are concerned. 

A high proportion of self-employed people tend to categorise themselves as managers rather than 

by their actual business activity - presumably because they see the running of a business of 

whatever size as a managerial activity. The occupational data in the family credit records are also 

thought not to be fully accurate. It is, nevertheless, of interest to compare the profile of lower 

income families receiving family credit against that of self-employed people as a whole. Figure 

5.2 shows the occupational distribution of self-employed men and women in 1989 compared with 

that for family credit recipients in 1991. Separate years are compared because an occupational 

breakdown by gender is not available from the Labour Force Survey for 1991. Some changes may 

therefore have taken place in the intervening years. 
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Figure 5.2 
Occupational distribution of self-employed men and women, 1989 and recipients of 

family credit with self-employed earnings, by sex of main earner, 1991 

Sources: Daly, 1991 a 
Analysis of family credit database 

As would be expected, there were fewer professional men in the family credit group than in the 

self-employed population as a whole, though it is interesting to note that women professionals 

were proportionately more common. Family credit recipients, both male and female, were 

concentrated in the catering, cleaning, hairdressing and other personal service occupations to a 

much higher degree than among the self-employed as a whole, reflecting the low earnings 

derived from this work. One point to remember about all such cross-sectional analyses is that 

there is a tendency for long-term family credit recipients to accumulate in the system and thus 
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distort the characteristics of a sample taken at one point in time. This would apply to occupations 

as much as to any other characteristics and might be expected to boost the proportions found in 

the lower earning sectors. A fifth of all family credit recipients with a male self-employed earner 

appeared to be found in the transport and storage occupations - four times the proportion of the 

self-employed as a whole. This group would include road haulage operators and taxi-drivers - 

both occupations identified by the Family Credit Unit to the researchers as groups which often 

pose administrative problems in assessment of earnings. 

The proportions of self-employed people working in the construction and agricultural industries 

are of particular interest. The construction industry experienced the highest numerical growth in 

self-employment of any industry in the last decade. At its peak in 1990, some 31 per cent of all 

self-employed men worked in this industry and this figure still stood at 29 per cent in 1991. 

However, the proportion of self-employed family credit recipients working in construction in 

April 1991 was only five per cent. Similarly, only three per cent of self-employed family credit 

recipients were involved in agriculture, fishing and related work, although over half of all people 

engaged in this work are self-employed and nine per cent of all self-employment in 1991 was in 

this sector. Farmers and fishermen are two other groups which have presented administrative 

problems in terms of earnings assessment. They are occupational groups which have well- 

organised unions and trade federations to represent their interests, and their geographical 

concentration in certain areas has also led to energetic political representation on their behalf. 

According to administrative statistics, it appears that there were less than 2,000 families engaged 

in farming or fishing and receiving family credit in April 1991 on the basis of self-employed 

earnings. In terms of policy making, however, they have been a relatively influential group, 
bringing into focus issues of administration and procedure to which the DSS has felt it was 

appropriate to pay special attention. 

5.5 Geographical Distribution 

Regionally, family credit recipients were distributed in a pattern that broadly reflected the 

distribution of the workforce as a whole, except that they were noticeably under-represented in 

the South East and somewhat over-represented in the Northern regions. This is likely to reflect 
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regional earnings differentials. Self-employed recipients were even less likely to be in the South 

East and compared to employed recipients were found in higher concentrations in Wales and the 

South West. Again this is not surprising as these two regions have among the highest rates of 

self-employment. It is also more likely that small businesses will succeed and prosper in areas 

of greater prosperity, such as the South East, and thus less of those involved may need to claim 

family credit. On the other hand, there is evidence that self-employment growth and business 

start-up can be a phenomenon of both growth and recession (Daly, 1991b). There is, however, 

no way of knowing from the analysis of family credit data whether the regional variations reflect 
differential earnings or varying levels of take-up, although there have been suggestions that take- 

up of means-tested benefits in general may be higher in the North (Borooah et al., 1991). 

5.6 Continuity of Claims 

One aspect of family credit claims which is of considerable policy interest is the length of time 

different groups of recipients stay on benefit and their relative propensity to come back on to 

benefit after a period without it. Our analysis showed that in the family credit population as a 

whole, there is a fairly high turnover rate. Looking just at families in receipt of benefit at the end 

of April 1991, it can be seen that 48 per cent in all were in their first six-month spell of claiming 

and two-thirds had been receiving family credit for one year or less (Table 5.3). This suggests 

that for many families the benefit represents one-off support. There was, nevertheless, a 

substantial core of long-term recipients. Fifteen per cent of all families, including the same 

proportion of self-employed families, had been receiving family credit for over two years. 
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Nine per cent appeared to have been claiming family credit ever since it was introduced. A 

similar picture emerges from the distribution of spells of claiming among all those who received 
benefit between 1988 and 1991. Nearly 48 per cent had one six-month spell only, and a further 

21 per cent had just two spells, while at the other extreme just under nine per cent had been in 

continuous receipt for three years or more. 

Table 5.3 suggests that there were some small differences in lengths of claiming between 

employee and self-employed families. Analysis by type of award also indicated that those of self- 

employed families were slightly more likely to be 'renewals' and less likely to be 'repeats' than 

those of employees, although there is some doubt about the precision of these categories. 
Ashworth and Walker's (1992) analysis of the whole claimant sample between 1989 and 1991 

further showed that the average duration of a first 'spell' of family credit receipt among self- 

employed claimants was 20 months, three months longer than public sector employees. This 

compared with a nine-month differential in second spells. 

One possible explanation for self-employed recipients' greater likelihood of staying on benefit 

may be that having gone through what can sometimes be a lengthy and difficult process of 

establishing entitlement, they could be more inclined to renew an existing claim. They may, for 

example, be more aware of the time when a claim is due again, having had to establish the period 

of time covered by their accounts. Another reason might be the higher average value of family 

credit awards to the self-employed than those to employee families - it may take longer for self- 

employed families to move towards higher earnings because they have further to go. Very long 

periods of entitlement are not unusual among self-employed families, as the interviews discussed 

later show, and some businesses and ways of working are simply not viable without financial 

support over many years. 

However, the differences in claiming periods between employed and self-employed families were 

not so great as between different types of family. Female-earner couples - both employees and 
self-employed - stand out in this respect in having shorter spells. This is not surprising since their 

numbers increased sharply between 1989 and 1991. Employed lone mothers had significantly 
longer spells on benefit than other groups, mainly because they were most likely to renew their 

claims. 
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5.7 Factors Affecting Family Credit Award Levels 

So far, this chapter has shown that while there are some differences in the general profile of 

employed and self-employed families receiving family credit, these differences are in themselves 

not so marked as to suggest a clear distinction between them. Nevertheless, self-employed family 

credit recipients have tended to receive substantially higher levels of awards, on average, than 

employees. This was also true of recipients of family income supplement (Corden, 1987) and it 

has continued each year since family credit was introduced (Table 5.4). 

Table 5.4 

Mean Levels of Weekly Family Credit Payment, 30 April 1989-91, 
by Employment Status and Family Type 

Year and employment type All families Couples 

main earner: 
Male Female 

Single 

main earner: 
Male Female 

£ £ £ 
1989 
Employed 23.20 20.50 28.30 19.80 25.90 
Self-employed 36.30 36.30 35.90 36.20 39.80 
1990 
Employed 25.40 22.60 29.90 22.90 28.10 
Self-employed 39.20 38.80 39.10 39.90 40.80 
1991 
Employed 27.97 24.61 32.83 22.74 30.75 
Self-employed 44.27 44.50 40.59 43.45 44.91 

Self-employed families in all family types received higher awards than employees in each of the 

years. In April 1991 the difference was over £16 on average. The greatest mean differentials were 
among male single parents (£21 per week) and couples with a male main earner (£20 per week). 
The distribution of weekly family credit payments is such that as the value of the award increases 

the percentage of employed families receiving payments decreases. For self-employed recipients, 
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by contrast, the slope goes in the opposite direction (Table 5.5). Forty-three per cent of all self- 

employed families received £50 per week or more in April 1991 as opposed to only 14 per cent 

of employed recipients. 

Table 5.5 

Distribution of Family Credit Payments, at 30 April 1991, 
by Employment Status; numbers and percentages 

Employment type 

Weekly credit Employed % Self- 
employed 

% Total % 

< £10.00 2775 (19) 186 (7) 2961 (17) 
£10.00 - 19.99 3004 (21) 228 (9) 3232 (19) 
£20.00 - 29.99 2682 (19) 291 (11) 2973 (17) 
£30.00 - 39.99 2252 (16) 297 (11) 2549 (15) 
£40.00 - 49.99 1745 (12) 489 (19) 2234 (13) 
£50.00 - 59.99 1115 (8) 587 (22) 1702 (10) 
£60.00 or more 845 (6) 562 (21) 1407 (8) 

Base 14,418 (100) 2,640 (100) 17,058 (100) 

A similar picture emerges from examination of the numbers of families receiving maximum 

awards. Family credit is structured so that there is a maximum amount payable for each family 

type, made up of a fixed adult credit and an additional sum based on the number and ages of 

children. Forty-four per cent of all self-employed families (12,000) received 90 per cent or more 

of their maximum award in March 19915, compared with only 11 per cent of employed families 

(31,000). Proportionately, the family types most likely to receive maximum awards among the 

self-employed were lone parents: female (54 per cent) and male (50 per cent). For employed 
families, lone mothers were again the most likely to receive maximum awards (15 per cent), but 

here the next largest group was couples with a woman main earner (11 per cent). Why were the 

low-income self-employed families receiving so much more financial support? 

5 March 1991 was used here in preference to April in order to avoid problems with claims which straddled the 
date of annual uprating 
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There are a number of hypotheses that might explain the discrepancy: 

" the method of assessing earnings may favour the self-employed 

" the self-employed may supply inaccurate details of their earnings, resulting in unrealistically 
high awards 

" self-employed families may have more and older children than those who are employed, thus 
increasing average award levels 

" average main earnings of employed families may be boosted by income from other sources 
to a greater extent than for self-employed families, thus reducing family credit awards 

" high award self-employed earners may be working shorter hours than the average for 
employees and thus may be earning less 

" self-employed families may simply have lower earnings on average than those of employees. 

The first two hypotheses are not testable directly by analysis of administrative statistics, though 

we have already discussed a range of problems with measuring self-employed earnings, including 

the possibility that they may be under-reported. We looked at these two issues in different ways, 

and discuss the approaches in later chapters. What can usefully be tested by the present analysis 

are the remaining hypotheses, namely that the differences in award levels can be explained by 

differences in family composition, working hours or income from other sources, or a combination 

of all three. This section presents a summary of the results of tests carried out to as; ess the 

relative contribution of these different factors. 

Household composition 

Only two aspects of household composition have any direct bearing on the level of family credit 

award - the numbers and ages of dependent children in the household. The age of parents does 

not affect award levels, though it is likely to be linked to family composition. 

Table 5.1 above showed that there was little difference in mean numbers of children between 

employed and self-employed families. There were, nevertheless, some differences in family 

composition between the two groups, which would have an impact on the levels of awards. For 

example, self-employed recipient families were less likely than employed families to have only 

one child (29 per cent to 37 per cent). There was almost no difference between the proportion of 

each group who had two children (both around 35 per cent), but 36 per cent of the self-employed 
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had three or more children, compared with 27 per cent of employees. A further crucial factor is 

the age of children. Since self-employed families tend to be older, it might be expected that they 

would also have older children. The self-employed did, as a whole, have slightly more children 

than employed families in combinations which included older children. This would have had a 

small upward effect on the maximum levels of family credit available to the self-employed, 

compared to employees. However, awards were still much higher for the self-employed when the 

numbers and ages of children and types of family were held constant. For example, couples with 

a self-employed male earner who had one child under 11 years of age received an average family 

credit payment of £32 - almost twice the average payment for similar families where the main 

earner was employed. Differences of this order were repeated for many other family types. 

Table 5.6 

Family Credit Awards to Self-employed Families as a Ratio of 
Awards to Employee Families, 30 April 1991, Controlling for 

Numbers and Ages of Children, by Family Type 

Numbers and ages 
of children 

Couples 

main earner: 
Male Female 

Lone 
parents 

One under 11 1.3 1.5 1.5 
One 11-15 2.0 1.3 1.5 
One 16-17 2.0 * 1.2 1.5 
Two under 11 1.9 1.3 1.4 
Two 11-15 2.4 * 1.0 1.5 
One 11-15 and one under 1.9 1.3 1.5 
11 
One 16-17 + one 11-15 1.6 ! 1.2 *1.8 
Three under 11 1.8 1.1 1.4 
Two 11-15 + one under 1.9 * 1.4 1.2 
11 
Four under 11 1.8 ! 1.4 ! 1.4 

Notes: 1. * ratio based on 6-10 cases 
! ratio based on 5 cases or less 

2. Some family types are not included because of insufficient cases. 
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Even controlling for differences in the numbers and ages of children, large discrepancies 

remained between the average levels of award received by self-employed and employed families. 

These discrepancies were smallest for most family types among couples with a female main 

earner and widest among couples with a male main earner. For those male earner couples with 

two children between 11 and 15 years, average weekly payments were two and half times as large 

for the self-employed as the employed. This suggests that differences in household composition 

can only be a minor contributor to the discrepancies in award levels between employed and self- 

employed recipients. 

Working hours 

The hypothesis on working hours is that self-employed people could have had lower average 

earnings because relatively more of them worked closer to the minimum qualifying 24 hours per 

week6. This assumes a fairly direct relationship between hours worked and remuneration 

received, which may be a reasonable assumption for most lower paid employees but is less clear 

for the self-employed. Table 5.7 shows the mean number of hours worked by employed and self- 

employed main earners, by family type'. It should be noted that while working hours of employee 

claimants are generally subject to confirmation by employers, the Family Credit Unit has no 

means of independently verifying the number of hours worked by self-employed claimants. Self- 

employed claimants are often unable to offer precise figures for working hours and the recorded 

figures may include estimates made by adjudication officers. However, qualitative interviews 

carried out for this study suggested that although there can be ambiguities in what constitutes 

working time for some self-employed people, family credit recipients are as likely to under- 

estimate as to over-estimate their working hours. 

At the time of this analysis claimants had to be working for a minimum of 24 hours per week to qualify. In 
April 1992 this was reduced to 16 hours. 

7 Information on working hours is missing for 708 cases (or four per cent of the sample). The profile of this 
group was compared with the rest of the sample to check for any bias resulting from their exclusion. There were 
some differences between the two groups, though not so great as to suggest a remarkably different pattern of working 
hours. The only major difference was in the families' main earnings and consequently the level of family credit 
received. Mean gross earnings for the missing self-employed families were significantly lower, at £59.21 per week, 
than for the main group (£69.10), whereas for the employed the earnings of the missing families were higher than 
the main group, at £122.70 against £115.11. The numbers involved are not large enough to distort the analysis in 
any serious way, but these differences should be borne in mind. 
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Table 5.7 

Mean Hours Worked by Family Credit Recipients at 30 April 1991, 
by Employment Status and Family Type 

Couples Single 

main earner: main earner: 

All families Male Female Male Female 

Employees 36 40 33 38 32 

Self-employed 41 42 37 37 35 

All families 36 40 33 38 32 

Note: Mean hours have been rounded to the nearest whole hour 

On average, women earners worked fewer hours than men in all family types and lone mothers 

worked the shortest hours of all. Self-employed people in all family types except male lone 

parents worked longer hours than employees. This is consistent with patterns of working time 

among the self-employed as a whole. The range of hours worked by self-employed people as a 

whole was greater than that of employees. Nevertheless, proportionately fewer self-employed 

recipients worked the minimum 24 hours per week than employees, but twice as many worked 

40 hours or more. This does not support the hypothesis that shorter working hours contribute to 

the difference in award levels. The longer working hours among self-employed recipients were 

evident among women as well as men: self-employed lone mothers were nearly three times as 

likely to be working 40 hours or more per week as their employed counterparts. 

For employees, awards declined as hours of work increased in a pattern consistent with a direct 

relationship between hours worked and remuneration received. For the self-employed, however, 

awards fluctuated and followed somewhat different patterns for different family types, but overall 

they remained stable or increased as hours of work increased. This suggests that earnings for the 

self-employed tend to bear little relation to their recorded hours of work. 
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Table 5.8 

Mean Levels of Family Credit Award, at 30 April 1991, by Hours Worked, Employment 
Status and Family Type: £ per week, rounded 

Hours and Couples 
employment type 

Single All families 

main earner: 

Male Female 

main earner: 

Male Female 

24 - 25 
Employed 44 41 44 42 42 
Self-employed 44 39 47 49 45 

25 - 29 
Employed 43 37 38 38 39 
Self-employed 45 37 48 42 43 

30 - 34 
Employed 37 34 26 29 32 
Self-employed 47 38 37 44 45 

35 - 39 
Employed 23 27 19 21 23 
Self-employed 43 39 40 40 42 

40 - 44 
Employed 23 30 21 22 23 
Self-employed 44 49 46 44 44 

45 or more 
Employed 19 33 16 29 21 
Self-employed 45 42 44 49 45 

Note: This table excludes those families where working hours are not recorded 

Further evidence that this is the case comes from looking at the hours worked by families 

receiving near-maximum family credit payments (90 per cent or more of the maximum, as 

defined earlier). Overall, 16 per cent of families received 90 per cent or more of their 

maximum credit, but this was made up of 44 per cent of the self-employed and 11 per cent of 

employees. Only just over one fifth of all families receiving near-maximum credit had a main 

earner working around the minimum 24 hours, and 45 per cent of these earners worked less 
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than 30 hours. Almost one third worked more than 40 hours per week. However, there was 

a marked difference in this between employed and self-employed earners. Less than five per 

cent of self-employed earners in families receiving near-maximum credit worked around the 

minimum hours and only 13 per cent worked less than 30 hours per week. By contrast, one 

third of employed earners in families on near-maximum credit worked the minimum hours and 

just over two thirds worked less than 30 hours. This again suggests that while for employees 

there may be a fairly linear relationship between hours worked and pay received, and therefore 

the level of family credit awarded, there is no such relationship for families with self-employed 

main earners. 

Income from sources other than main earnings 
If neither family composition nor the number of hours worked can account in any major way for 

differences in family credit payments to the employed and self-employed, a further possibility 
is that awards are differentially affected by the sources and levels of total family income. Family 

credit assessments are based not only on the net earnings of the main earner, but also on a range 

of other sources of income. These include the net earnings (if any) of partners, the net earnings 

of any non-dependent children, most other social security benefits received (except for income 

support, child benefit and one parent benefit), maintenance, rent, tips and benefits in kind, and 

any tariff income derived from savings over £3,000. If self-employed recipient families tend to 

have lower average levels of additional assessable income than employee families, this could 
help to explain the differences in average awards. 

Meager et al. 's (1994) analysis of income data from the British Household Panel Study found that 

contrary to this hypothesis the self-employed tended to have higher levels of income from other 

sources than other people. This was also true of the self-employed family credit recipients. Table 

5.9 below decomposes average total net incomes for employed and self-employed families into 

the constituent elements. It is clear that income sources other than main earnings played an 
insignificant part in the composition of average total incomes. 

The self-employed consistently showed lower average net earnings and lower total net incomes 

than the employed. For example, self-employed male earner couples had net earnings, on 
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average, amounting to only 58 per cent of those of equivalent employees. Similarly their total 

average net income was only £67 per week compared with £112 per week for couples with an 

employed male main earner. The gap between the self-employed and the employed in all other 

family types narrowed somewhat when taking into account other earnings and income, as in the 

income distribution within the population as a whole. 

The small amounts of additional income involved make average figures somewhat misleading. 

In fact the extra incomes from particular sources tended to accrue to small numbers of recipient 

families. For example, only eight per cent of all the two-parent families had any recorded 

earnings from partners, but nearly two-thirds of these were self-employed - mainly families with 

a male earner. As Chapter Seven shows, these are likely to be mainly either spouse partnerships 

or situations where the spouse was formally recorded as an employee of the business for tax 

purposes. 

Table 5.9 

Mean Levels of Net Income Derived from Different Sources by Families Receiving Family 
Credit at 30 April 1991, by Employment Status and Family Type: £ per week 

Couples Single All families 

Sources main earner: main earner: 
Male 

Employed Self- 

employed 

Female 

Employed Self- 

employed 

Male 

Employed Self- 

employed 

Female 

Employed Self- 

employed 

Employed Self- 

employed 

All 

Net earnings 109.94 64.06 87.95 58.72 108.44 63.69 87.51 51.93 98.43 61.87 92.77 
Net earnings 

of partner 0.64 0.34 0.62 7.66 not applicable 0.64 6.83 1.60 

Benefits 0.46 0.92 7.91 7.93 0 2.17 1.29 1.38 1.18 1.50 1.23 

Maintenance 0.36 0.78 0.55 1.05 0.12 0.96 5.22 8.76 2.36 1.99 2.30 

Other sources 0.41 0.54 0.51 2.14 0.65 1.10 0.24 0.25 0.35 0.62 0.39 

Total net 
income 111.81 66.64 97.54 77.50 109.21 67.92 94.26 62.32 102.96 72.81 98.29 
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The other main sources of income were maintenance or alimony - accruing to 12 per cent of all 

recipient families, of whom 84 per cent were lone parents - and other social security benefits. 

This is of interest in itself and is analysed in more detail below. 

Partners' earnings 

Table 5.9 shows that partners' earnings were the major contributor to the narrowing of the income 

gap between employed and self-employed recipient families. Averaged across all families, this 

contribution was £6.83 per week for self-employed families as against only £0.64 for the 

employed. This tends to refute the hypothesis that earnings from partners are more likely to raise 

the incomes of employees and hence reduce their awards relative to the self-employed. 

In fact only eight per cent of the two parent families in the sample had any recorded earnings 

from partners at all, but nearly two thirds of these were self-employed families and the vast 

majority were families with a male main earner. The average net amount of partners' earnings for 

all these families was £33.06 per week. The average for the self-employed was slightly higher, 

at £33.85, and for the employed it was £31.60. 

Maintenance 

Maintenance is taken into account in full as income for the purposes of family credit, as it is with 

income support. However, in April 1992 a disregard of £15 per week was introduced as part of 

the Government's child support package, to make employment more attractive for lone parents 

(DSS, 1990). It is of interest, therefore, to look not only at the levels of maintenance received at 

the time of this analysis, but also at the impact that the disregard would have had on existing or 

potential family credit recipients. 

There is, of course, nothing in the administrative statistics to indicate whether women received 

maintenance regularly and there is evidence that even where maintenance awards have been 

made by courts, payments are frequently not made regularly (Dobash and Wasoff, 1986; Eekelaar 

and Maclean, 1986). The mean weekly amounts of maintenance received were quite substantial, 

at £19.31, with lone parents receiving slightly more (£20.00). The median payment for all 

recipients was £15.00. In all, 27 per cent of the lone parents in the sample were receiving 

maintenance. 
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Just over eight per cent of lone mothers receiving maintenance were self-employed - somewhat 

more than the six per cent of all the lone mothers in the sample who were self-employed. In all, 

only 11 per cent of families with some income from maintenance were had a self-employed main 

earner, but in all family types the self-employed received higher mean levels of maintenance than 

the employed recipients. Table 5.10 shows the breakdown of maintenance received by 

employment and family type. 
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Bradshaw and Millar (1991) found that 44 per cent of lone mothers working full-time (over 24 

hours per week) were receiving maintenance. Of these, nearly half received under £20 per week 

and just over a fifth received over £40. Thus the amounts of maintenance received by lone 

parents on family credit appear broadly comparable with the wider population of lone parents, 

allowing for the different years. However, a considerably smaller proportion of the lone parents 

on family credit were receiving maintenance than in the national survey. 

If the maintenance disregard had been in place in April 1991 some 41,000 families would have 

been affected, but not all of these would have benefited because some were already receiving 

maximum family credit. Table 5.11 below models the effect of the disregard on those families 

receiving maintenance in March 1991$. Because of the 70 per cent taper applied in the calculation 

of family credit awards to assessable net income over the applicable amount (£57.60 in 

1990/1991), the maximum gain available through a £15 disregard was £15 x 0.7, or £10.50. By 

calculating a new notional weekly family credit award when the disregard is applied it can be 

estimated that the disregard had been in operation in March 1991 it would have benefited some 

41,000 families by an average of £7.95 per week. 

Table 5.11 
Notional Average Gains from Maintenance Disregard to Families Receiving 

Maintenance, 31 March 1991: £ per week 

Couples Single 

main earner: main earner: 
Male Female Male Female All families 

Employed 7.45 7.92 5.48 8.41 8.30 

Self- 6.38 2.80 2.04 4.73 5.10 
employed 

All 7.14 7.25 3.33 8.11 7.95 
families 

n 238 76 8 1,708 2,030 

8 March figures were used to avoid the problem of overlapping family credit rates in April, as described above 
in the discussion on families receiving maximum credit 
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Lone mothers would have been the main beneficiaries, gaining a mean £8.11 per week. 

However, self-employed families would have gained only about half as much as employed 

families, mainly because so many of them were already receiving maximum credit awards. 

Benefits 

Only three per cent of all cases in the sample were recorded as having assessable income from 

other social security benefits and more than four-fifths of these were employed families. As Table 

5.9 indicated, the main beneficiaries were couples with a woman main earner, with benefits 

accruing largely to their partners. The main benefit received was unemployment benefit, which 

accounted for more than half the cases where a benefit was in payment. Almost 90 per cent of 

the families receiving unemployment benefit were couples with a female main earner and most 

of these were employed. Altogether, women with husbands or partners receiving unemployment 

benefit made up 15 per cent of all couples with female main earners. 

Other benefits recorded include income support, invalidity benefit, sickness benefit, maternity 

allowance, statutory maternity and sick pay, and training allowances. Only very small numbers 

of people, however, were receiving any of these. The second most common category of benefit 

after unemployment benefit was 'other' which would include disability benefits. A number of 

self-employed families were likely to be receiving enterprise allowance, but the Family Credit 

Unit does not keep a separate record of these and the allowance is counted in with earnings rather 

than as a benefit. 

Other income 

The remaining income sources included tariff income from savings, earnings of dependent 

children, benefits in kind, rent, tips, and'other'. The last category would include income such as 

occupational pensions. However, these items were insignificant as a factor affecting the level of 

family credit awards. There were, for example, only 131 cases in the entire sample recorded as 

having tariff income from savings. The average amount accruing to these families was £5.85 per 

week, with a difference of only 20p between employed and self-employed recipients, though a 

relatively high proportion of recipients were self-employed. Altogether less than 1.5 per cent of 

recipients in April 1991 were recorded as having any savings, of whom almost a quarter were 
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self-employed. The mean amount for the self-employed families was £3,773, as against £3,035 

for employees. 

The remaining income sources included tariff income from savings, earnings of dependent 

children, benefits in kind, rent, tips, and 'other'. The last category would include income such as 

occupational pensions. However, these items were insignificant as a factor affecting the level of 
family credit awards. Altogether less than 1.5 per cent of recipients in April 1991 were recorded 

as having any savings, of whom almost a quarter were self-employed. The mean amount for the 

self-employed families was £3,773, as against £3,035 for employees. 

Overall, income from all sources other than main earnings made up only a small proportion of 

average total household income for most family types, though it made up a higher proportion for 

the self-employed than for employed families (Table 5.12). 

Table 5.12 

Mean Percentage of Total Assessable Household Income of 
Family Credit Recipients Derived from Net Main Earnings, 

by Family Type and Employment Status, April 1991 

Employment status 
Family type All Employed Self- 

families % employed 

Couples - male earner 95.2 97.9 85.4 
- female earner 90.3 91.8 77.3 

Lone parents - male 98.0 99.3 94.3 
- female 93.5 94.3 80.8 

All families 94.1 95.6 84.4 

Families with women main earners as a whole, and self-employed families in particular, tended 
to derive a substantially larger proportion of total income from other sources. This is likely to 

reflect both the relatively low earning power of women and also the greater likelihood of male 
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partners being entitled to national insurance benefits. Self-employed couples with a woman main 

earner, for example, derived nearly a quarter of total assessable income from sources mainly 
involving benefits accruing to their husbands or partners, such as unemployment, invalidity and 

sickness benefits, and partners' earnings. Lone mothers also derived almost one-fifth of total net 

income from other sources, particularly maintenance. 

In spite of the particular circumstances of families with women main earners, Table 5.11 shows 

that it is the level of the main earnings which was the primary determinant of total income and 

thus of the awards of family credit, for both self-employed and employed recipients. 

5.8 The Earnings of Family Credit Recipients 

A comparison of gross main earnings by employed and self-employed families receiving benefit 

in April 1991 provides the clearest demonstration of the differences between the two groups. 
Table 5.13 presents average gross earnings, by employment and family type. 
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Table 5.13 

Mean Gross Main Earnings by Family Credit Recipients, April 1991, 
by Employment Status and Family Type: £ per week 

Couples Single All families 

main earner: main earner: 

Male Female Male Female 

Employed 
mean 131.15 104.40 129.13 99.58 115.39 

standard deviation 41.02 32.13 39.48 33.04 40.06 

Self-employed 
mean 70.88 67.85 69.63 56.48 68.49 

standard deviation 45.49 45.01 37.17 41.12 44.91 

All families 
mean 117.48 100.54 113.62 96.58 108.13 
standard deviation 49.07 35.53 46.82 41.12 44.23 

The standard deviations given show that across all family types except lone fathers self-employed 

earnings were more variable, but self-employed families as a whole had earnings of only 59 per 

cent of those of employees. This pattern was repeated, with only small variations, across all 

family types. Families with female main earners, both couples and lone parents, had lower mean 

earnings than those with male earners, reflecting women's lower earning power. The gap between 

earnings from employment and self-employment was also somewhat narrower for women. This 

is partly explained by the relatively shorter working hours of employed women earners compared 

to men. For these employed women, as we have seen, the length of the working week has a fairly 

direct relationship with levels of pay, which is not necessarily the case for self-employed women. 

The administrative statistics record just over nine per cent of self-employed families as having 

nil earnings. Where self-employed family credit applicants can show that they have made losses 

from their business or enterprise over the assessment period, these can be set against any profits 

made. Where losses equal or exceed profits earnings are counted as nil. It is likely that most or 
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all of those recorded as having nil earnings will be families with business losses. It may be 

argued that this approach creates an artificial picture of people's day-to-day incomes and 

expenditure, since they must have access to some money for living expenses. However, 

qualitative evidence suggests that people with business losses are often forced to draw on savings 

or sustain large bank overdrafts in order to meet living expenses. To record them as having nil 

earnings is not necessarily to paint an unrealistic picture of their circumstances, though this 

question is explored in greater detail later. 

Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the distributional pattern of gross main earnings and of total net income 

(as assessed for family credit) once all sources of income are included and tax and national 

insurance deducted. It is evident that self-employed earnings are concentrated much further down 

the distribution than those of employees, and that even though the effect of including other 

sources is to boost the percentage of self-employed families with net incomes in the range of £75 

- £150 per week, the difference between the two employment types remains. 
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Figure 5.3 Distribution of Gross Main Earnings, April 1991, by Employment Type: 
percentages of families with income falling into £10 banded ranges 
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Figure 5.4 Distribution of Total Net Assessable Income, April 1991, by Employment 
Type: percentages of families with income falling into £10 banded ranges 

5.9 Hourly Rates of Earnings 

We saw earlier that while slightly more self-employed main earners than employees were 

recorded as working around the (then) minimum requirement of 24 hours per week, a 

substantially greater proportion of the former worked long hours. However, the long hours 

worked by many self-employed recipients of family credit do not necessarily result in high levels 

of earnings. This raises questions about the relative hourly rates of net earnings achieved by 

employed and self-employed earners. There are some limitations to a comparison of hourly rate 

between employed and self-employed earners. First, hours worked in self-employment are largely 

non-verifiable and may only be approximate estimates. Secondly, while hourly rates for 

employees are based on gross earnings, the recorded gross earnings figures for self-employed 
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applicants take into account allowable business expenses and other adjustments, and are often 

constructed as averages from business profit figures which may fluctuate considerably over the 

time period used. These factors make an'hourly rate' something of an artificial construct for self- 

employed family credit recipients. Nevertheless, the gross earnings are those used by the Family 

Credit Unit to derive net earnings figures for the benefit calculation, so some comparison 

between the employed and self-employed may be useful. 

Table 5.14 shows the mean hourly rates of employed and self-employed recipients of family 

credit in the main family types. 

Table 5.14 

Mean Estimated Hourly Rates of Gross Earnings by Family Credit 
Recipients, at 30 April 1991, by Employment and Family Type: £ per week 

Employment type Couples Single All families 

main earner: main earner: 
Male Female Male Female 

£££ 

Employed 3.34 3.26 3.46 3.17 3.27 

Self-employed 1.82 2.08 1.98 1.82 1.84 

In all family types self-employed hourly rates were well below those of employees, but it is 

interesting to note that the highest average hourly rate in self-employment was achieved by 

women earners in couples. This is likely to be because of their generally shorter hours of work. 
Looking at the distribution of hourly rates, it appears that a high proportion of self-employed 

earners worked for net rates of under £2 per hour. 

Fifty-eight per cent of self-employed recipients had hourly rates on this basis of under £2.00, as 

opposed to only eight per cent of employees. This picture was true across all family types, though 

self-employed lone mothers were concentrated particularly in the lowest band, with over a third 

earning less than £1 per hour net. More than two-thirds of employees had rates of £3.00 per hour 
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or more, as against less than a fifth of the self-employed, though couples with self-employed 
female main earners were represented in greater proportion than any other family type in this 

earnings range. 

Working in certain industries may be associated with long hours and low earnings, and hence low 

hourly rates. This may be true of both employed and self-employed workers. In some industries 

the self-employed do seem to work considerably longer hours than employees. In selling 

occupations, for example, they were four times as likely as employees to work more than 40 

hours per week and twice as likely in managerial and clerical work, but less than twice as likely 

in catering, farming and materials processing. By contrast, employees were more likely to work 
long hours in construction and equally likely in transport. 

The categories of selling and the broad grouping of occupations connected with making, 

assembling and repairing goods appeared to have the highest concentration of self-employed 

people working for very low hourly rates. It is also interesting to note that over three-fifths of 

those self-employed and classed as working in the professional and managerial group of 

occupations had hourly rates of under £2.00. Controlling for hourly rates results in very similar 
levels of earnings for both self-employed and employed recipients, which suggests that the long 

hours compensate in both cases for low hourly rates. A difference remains, however, for those 

with rates of less than £1.00 per hour, where the earnings of the self-employed were still about 
half those of the employed. The self-employed were also much more likely to have hourly rates 

at this level, as we have seen. This is one of the major reasons for the discrepancy between 

average levels of family credit awards for employed and self-employed families. 

5.10 The Combined Effect of Different Factors on the Level of Family Credit Awards 

In order to determine the relative effect of all the different factors examined above on the level 

of family credit awards, we carried out a multi-variate analysis using logistic regression (Table 
5.15). The bi-variate analyses have emphasised the difference in earnings between the employed 
and self-employed groups, although there are also differences with respect to family composition. 
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Table 5.15 

Contribution of Factors to Difference in Family Credit for Self-employed 
and Employed Families: Regression Analysis 

Iab II III 
Regression Self- Employed Predicted Percentage 

employed difference of predicted 
(coefficient difference 

x (a-b)) 
Variable coefficient means means (a-b) 

EARNS - 0.370 67.195 112.426 +16.735 +92 
NCHAGE 1 -22.215 0.179 0.223 + 0.977 +5 
NCHAGE2 -16.764 0.219 0.182 -0.620 -3 
NCHAGEIO -17.864 0.066 0.106 +0.715 +4 
NCHAGEII -11.963 0.071 0.078 +0.084 +<1 
NCHAGE3 - 9.033 0.101 0.077 - 0.217 -1 
FAMTYPE4 - 2.442 0.150 0.420 + 0.659 +4 
FAMTYPE2 - 1.758 0.065 0.102 + 0.065 +<1 
WKHRSW -0.004 38.128 34.314 -0.153 100 

Constant 83.196 11 Predicted difference 18.245 100 

Notes: All the coefficients are significant at the one per cent level; R2 = 0.70; F= 4798 with 8 and 16397 degrees 
of freedom. 

Variables included in regression analysis: 
EARNS: Gross earnings of main earner in family unit 
NCHAGEI: Dummy for one child aged 10 and under in family 
NCHAGE2: Dummy for two children aged 10 and under in family 
NCHAGE3: Dummy for three children aged 10 and under in family 
NCHAGEIO: Dummy for one child aged 11-15 in family 
NCHAGEII: Dummy for one child aged 11-15 plus one child aged 10 and under in family 
Base is all other combination of numbers and ages of children 
FAMTYPE2: Dummy for couple with female main earner 
FAMTYPE4: Dummy for female lone parent 
Base is couple with male main earner 
WKHRSW: Weekly hours worked. 
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This regression analysis aims to show how much of the difference in levels of family credit is due 

to differences in earnings and how much to differences in family composition. Column I of the 

table gives the regression equation for predicting the level of family credit. Substituting the mean 

values for the self-employed and employed groups gives the predicted values of family credit for 

each. The difference between these predicted values is 18.245 (the actual difference in levels of 

family credit between the two groups is 17.77). Column II sets out the contribution made by the 

difference in value for each variable to the overall prediction and this is set out as a percentage 

in Column III. The tables makes it clear that while aspects of household composition have some 

small impact, differences in earnings is the key factor. 

5.11 The Impact of Family Credit on Total Household Incomes 

One final piece of analysis examined the impact of family credit awards on the total net 

disposable income of employed and self-employed households. One of the key purposes in 

introducing family credit was to ensure that families with children would not be worse off in 

work than on income support. The analysis here test the extent to which this purpose was being 

achieved. Again the sample of recipients at 31 March 1991 were used to avoid the problem of 

the year-end overlap in benefit rates, both in family credit and income support. The calculation 

may be expressed as a formula: 

1. Net family income (NI) = net main earnings (as assessed for family credit) (NE) + net 

partners' earnings + those benefits which are taken into account (B) + maintenance (M) + 

notional tariff income (T) + other assessable income (OT). This is the sum on which the 
family credit assessment is based. 

2. Total net disposable income (TI) = NI + the family credit award (FC) + child benefit (and one 

parent benefit if received) (CB). 

3. Income support payable (IS) = the relevant adult rate (AR) + the family premium (and one 

parent premium if payable) (P) + the child rates payable depending in the number and ages 

of dependent children (C). 
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This can be written as: 
NI=NE+B+M+T+OT 

TI=NI+FC+CB 

IS=AR+P+C 

A ratio (R) of net resources relative to income support rates was then calculated, expressed as: 
R=TES 

It should be noted that the calculation omits housing costs. Housing costs make a considerable 
difference to families' disposable incomes, but since the family credit database contains no 
information on tenure or housing costs, this factor had to be left out of the calculation. Among 

the whole population self-employed people are more likely than employees to be owner- 

occupiers. It is not known what proportion of those receiving family credit are home-owners or 
have mortgages to pay, but since income support can cover mortgage payments whereas family 

credit does not, some recipients with mortgages whose total income is below, or only just above, 
income support levels could be relatively worse off. This should not apply to tenants because 

they would be entitled to full housing benefit and 80 per cent community charge rebates if their 
incomes were as low as income support levels. 

There was also no information available on whether any of the families involved might be 

entitled to additional premiums for disability, so these were similarly ignored for the purposes 

of the calculation. It is unlikely that this omission could make any major difference to the 

outcome overall, though its effect would be to exaggerate the total incomes of any families with 
disabled members relative to their income support entitlement. 

The results, which are presented below in Table 5.16, show that for the majority of recipients 
family credit did appear to lift their incomes well above income support levels -a finding 

supported by a survey of low-income families carried out by Marsh and McKay (1993). Lone- 

parent recipients in particular had mean total incomes of twice their income support entitlements. 
However, just over ten per cent of all self-employed families (or around 5,000 families in all) had 

total net incomes (as assessed for family credit) of less than their income support entitlement. 
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Nine out of ten were couples with male main earners. By contrast, only 0.2 per cent of employed 

families were in this position9. 

Table 5.16 

Total Net Family Income of Family Credit Recipients, at 31 March 1991, 
Compared with Income Support Levels: percentage distribution of recipients into 

banded ratios of income to IS rates 

Couples Single All families 

main earner: main earner: 

Male Female Male Female 

Banded ratio Employed Self- Employed Self- Employed Self- Employed Self- Employed Self- 

employed employed employed employed employed 

< 1.00 <1 12 <1 10 1 - - 2 <1 10 

1.00-1.19 1 8 1 7 - 11 - 9 1 8 

1.20-1.39 9 26 14 23 - 8 <1 7 6 22 

1.40-1.59 70 48 75 49 1 6 1 11 41 42 

1.60 or more 20 6 10 10 98 75 99 71 53 18 

Mean ratio 1.5 1.3 1.5 1.4 2.0 1.8 2.0 1.7 1.7 1.4 

n 6,456 1,914 1,421 163 183 64 5,827 378. 13,887 2,519 

Only ten lone parents in the sample fell into the category of having total income below income 

support levels. These can be accounted for by the fact that none of them was recorded as 

9 It is possible that some of the cases on which this estimate is based are incorrectly estimated. There were, for 
example, a small number of discrepancies between the weekly credit awards recorded and our estimates of 
entitlement. These could be caused either by our ignorance of some pertinent information which is not recorded in 
the statistics, or by errors on the part of family credit staff. There were also some 200 cases where families had nil 
entries for child benefit, even though they had dependent children. This can happen in some circumstances: for 
example, where a family has recently entered or re-entered the country and an application for child benefit has not 
yet been processed, the Family Credit Unit may accept birth certificates as interim proof of having dependent 
children. There can also be cases where one parent has retained the child benefit book as part of a separation 
arrangement even though the children mainly live with the other partner. There were also a small number of other 
cases with child benefit amounts not equal to multiples of the child benefit rates, which appeared to be errors in data 
entry. However, these cases were a very small minority and we found a remarkably good match between our 
estimates of family credit entitlement and that awarded by the Family Credit Unit. Our estimates are, however, based 
on the information entered on the computer by adjudication officers. If there are errors, as indicated by the Chief 
Adjudication Officer (Department of Social Security, 1990c), these are likely to take place in decisions prior to data 
entry or in the keying in of data itself, rather than in the calculation of awards. Overall these estimates are likely to 
present an accurate picture of the relationship between recipient families' incomes and their income support 
entitlements in March 1991. 
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receiving one parent benefit. Almost all the families in the sample with total incomes below 

income support levels had recorded gross earnings of less than £25 per week and among them 

were many of those with nil earnings. What this suggests is that the family credit entitlement 

calculation is designed with an assumption that no one working for 24 hours per week is likely 

to be earning less than around £1 per hour. If, however, they do have such low earnings, as it 

appears that some self-employed families did according to the figures arrived at for the family 

credit assessment, they could find themselves worse off than if they were on income support. 

This did not happen for lone parents, with the rare exceptions mentioned above, because they 

received the couple rates of family credit, but were only entitled to single adult rates of income 

support. 

Apart from those with incomes apparently below income support levels, there were also a 

substantial proportion with incomes only marginally higher. Forty per cent of self-employed 

recipients had incomes of less than 140 per cent of their income support entitlement, whereas for 

employees this was only seven per cent. In contrast, 53 per cent of employed families had 

incomes of more that 160 per cent of income support, as against only 18 per cent of the self- 

employed. 

Earnings figures for self-employed people may not always represent amounts available for week- 

to-week expenditure. Losses in one period may be offset against profits in another and produce 

a nil earnings figure for the assessment period. Notional tax and national insurance deductions 

may also not cover, or be paid in, the period during which family credit is being paid. How 

families managed, when family credit and child benefit appeared to be virtually the only cash 
income available for household expenditures, is explored in later chapters. 

Since April 1991 child benefit has been uprated and increased by £2 for the first child. Both this 

and subsequent uprating both of income support and family credit will have had an impact on the 

proportion of family credit recipients with incomes notionally below IS levels. 
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5.12 Summary 

This chapter has presented the results of a statistical analysis of administrative records drawn 

from the family credit database. While the number of family credit recipients with main earnings 
from self-employment grew after the introduction of the benefit in 1988, their share of the overall 

caseload did not change significantly. Nor was there much change in the proportion of different 

family types receiving benefit, except for a sharp increase in the number of couples with a 

woman main earner. Furthermore, the self-employed did not appear to be disproportionately 

represented among family credit recipients compared to their presence among working families 

generally. 

Families with self-employed main earners were somewhat more likely to renew claims and to 

stay in continuous receipt of family credit than employed families, although the differences were 

greater between family types than by employment status. There were also variations in length of 

continuous awards according to occupations, but without any significant difference between the 

employed and self-employed. 

The main difference between the two employment groups was in the average levels of family 

credit awards. In April 1991 families with self-employed earners received average awards well 

over half as great again as families with employed main earners. Similarly, in March 1991, 

proportionately four times as many self-employed as employed families were receiving near- 

maximum entitlements. 

The analysis tested a number of possible explanations for this discrepancy, including differences 
in family composition, working hours, and levels of income from non-market sources. However, 
both bi-variate and regression analysis showed that the driving force behind the discrepancy in 

average awards was the substantially different level of gross main earnings of the two 

employment groups, as assessed for family credit, where self-employed earners had on average 
barely more than half the earnings of employees. Both family composition and income from other 
sources had a small impact but the net effect was to narrow the gap in income between the 

employed and self-employed rather than to explain it. Working hours, on the other hand, had the 

opposite effect. As in the workforce generally, self-employed earners worked consistently longer 
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hours on average than employees (though working hours for the self-employed are not subject 

to any external verification), and whereas for employees earnings tend to increase in line with 

working hours, for the self-employed no such linear relationship existed. 

By creating a notional hourly rate of pay or earnings, according to the weekly working hours 

recorded for family credit, we found that most self-employed earners apparently worked for well 

under £2 per hour, whereas two-thirds of employees had rates of over £3 per hour. For the self- 

employed an hourly rate may be an artificial construct and may not always represent the amount 

of money available for day-to-day household expenditure -a question explored in later chapters. 

Some lone parents on family credit appeared to be losing out on income by not claiming one 

parent benefit. The estimated take-up rate for one parent benefit among these families was only 
56 per cent. Without knowing the tenure and housing costs of the lone parents involved, it is not 

possible to estimate the net value of this unclaimed benefit, since many tenants would have found 

up to 80 per cent of the extra money clawed back through reduced housing and community 

charge benefit. 

Whereas for the vast majority of families, family credit fulfilled one of its main purposes in 

lifting basic incomes in work above what they would be receiving out of work, the situation 

appeared to be significantly different for self-employed families. More than ten per cent of the 

self-employed families, mostly couples with male main earners, had total incomes, as assessed 
for family credit, below what they would have received on income support. Two-fifths had 

incomes below 140 per cent of income support, as opposed to only seven per cent of employed 
families. 

This raises some fundamental questions about the role of family credit in relation to self- 
employment. It also raises questions about the backgrounds and motivations of the people 
involved, the living standards in which children are being brought up and why people go on 
trying to make a living by working on their own account for long periods for such modest returns. 

These kinds of questions are more appropriately pursued by talking directly to parents, and 
looking carefully at the way they are combining work and family life. The administrative data 
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tell us little about how the earnings figures were arrived at or about the living standards which 
families in these circumstances are able to maintain. The remaining chapters of the thesis 

address these issues, drawing on interviews with self-employed family credit recipients in their 

homes, which were often also the base from which they worked. Chapter Six discusses the 

methods employed in selecting and interviewing these recipients. 
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PART TWO 

CHAPTER SIX 

RESEARCH METHODS USED IN THE QUALITATIVE STUDIES 

Overview 

Part Two of the thesis draws on the qualitative in-depth 

studies of family credit recipients. This chapter explains 
how the interview groups were selected and the methods 

used in the interviews and analysis. It then provides a 

profile of the respondents. 
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PART TWO 

Chapter Six 

Research Methods Used in the Qualitative Studies 

6.1 Introduction 

Part One of the thesis has examined the literature on the growth of self-employment in general 

during the 1980s, discussed the evidence about self-employed earnings and reviewed social 

security policy towards self-employed people. Chapter Five then focused on a quantitative 

analysis of the circumstances of low-income families receiving family credit. This analysis left 

open a number of questions which could not easily be answered using administrative data. 

Part Two now takes this discussion further by concentrating on the in-depth, qualitative 

interviews with family credit recipients. One of the advantages of the qualitative approach is that 

it makes it possible to get beyond the general occupational or industrial groupings which are 

traditionally used to represent labour market participation by self-employed people, and to 

observe the details of their day-to-day activities and working lives. The particular reasons for 

choosing qualitative interviews to carry out a study of the living standards of self-employed 

families have also already been adumbrated. The findings provide insights into how participants 

combined work and family lives and how they constructed and maintained their living standards 

on such apparently low incomes. 

This chapter describes the methods used in carrying out the qualitative studies. Specifically it 

describes the process for selecting the interview samples, the techniques used for interviewing 

participants and analysing their responses, and the main characteristics and circumstances of the 

families involved. 
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6.2 Selection of Interview Groups 

The research study on which this thesis is mainly based was designed to meet certain 

requirements of the commissioning body, the Department of Social Security. Although the study 

concentrated primarily on families with main earnings from self-employment, policy makers were 

concerned that it should also include an element of comparison between self-employed and 

employed recipients. This was approached in two ways: first the study included an additional 

component whereby interviews similar to those carried out with self-employed recipients would 

be carried out with a small group of employees. Secondly, some information derived from the 

study was compared with quantitative data on living standards indicators from a Policy Studies 

Institute survey of low income families also carried out for the Department (Marsh and McKay, 

1993). 

During the course of the study, questions arose about businesses with high turnovers. The family 

credit database does not record the level of turnover, or gross receipts, of businesses or other 

forms of self-employed work among recipients, so the exact proportions with turnovers at 

different levels are unknown. Some indications came from a special exercise carried out by the 

Family Credit Unit in June 1993. They examined just over 350 cases where new or renewed 

awards were made over a two week period. Table 6.1 below summarises the main findings. The 

exercise suggested that relatively high turnovers were more numerous among recipients than 

might have been expected and that some of the highest turnovers still produced very low net 

profits. The sample selected for the main study of living standards was drawn on the basis of net 

earnings rather than gross receipts, so it did not specifically include many businesses in the upper 

range of turnover. 
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Table 6.1 

Gross Receipts of Businesses Run by Family Credit Recipients, by Main Occupational 
Group 

Gross receipts Retailers Market Farmers Other Total 
(26 weeks) traders 

£0 - 10,000 31 17 7 201 256 

£10,001 - 20,000 30 424 40 

£20,001 - 40,000 26 230 31 

£40,001 - 50,000 50106 

Over £50,001 16 1 1 3 21 

Total 108 24 14 208 354 

Source: Family Credit Unit internal data collection exercise 

Since there was some concern that living standards among these families might be inconsistent 

with family credit's policy purpose of offering work incentives to low earners, an extension to the 

main study was carried out, focusing on the living standards of families in the higher turnover 

range. This included carrying out additional qualitative interviews with 10 families chosen from 

randomly selected recipients with higher business turnovers. 

6.3 Sampling Methods 

The primary requirement in selecting the main sample of recipient families was representation 

of a range of incomes and levels of family credit awards spread among the three main family 

types (male earner couples, female earner couples and lone parents), whose different 

characteristics were identified in the analysis of administrative statistics. This would have been 

difficult for Benefits Agency staff to achieve by manual sorting in the process of routine 

administration. It was also felt that the sample should include some dual earner couples, as their 

circumstances might be of special interest. Finally, in order to be able to carry out some 
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examination of people who might be at the margins of entitlement, it was decided to include a 

small number of unsuccessful applicants. It was therefore proposed that an initial interview'pool' 

be randomly drawn by computer from the family credit database, stratified by family type and 

programmed to include a small number of dual earners and unsuccessful applicants. From this 

pool the researcher would construct a smaller interview sample using a simple matrix of family 

type and high, medium or low levels of award, based on the percentage of the maximum 

available. The selection would also take in the other criteria mentioned as well as a range of 

occupations and numbers of previous awards. 

Experiments with random selection were carried out with data held from the administrative 

statistical sample, to ensure that a relatively small sample would still produce the required range 

of income levels. Negotiations were also carried out with the Family Credit Unit and systems 

staff, and with the Department of Social Security, to establish a way of drawing the sample which 

was feasible and met the required criteria without breaching individual confidentiality. 

The agreed process involved the Family Credit Unit drawing a sample from two DSS Regions 

on the following basis: 

from each region: 25 couples with a male main earner 
15 lone parents 

10 couples with a female main earner 
* of the total of 50 couples with male main earners, 10 with working partners 
* from both regions combined: a further 20 cases where claims had been disallowed 

Once selected, names and addresses of the families were sent to ASD5, along with details of 
family type, level of weekly credit award, maximum award, number of awards made, and whether 
the two parent families had a second earner. Details of occupations were added at a later stage 

since this required manual extraction. For the disallowed claims, less information was easily 

available, so only family type and reason for disallowance was requested. As names and 

addresses were received by ASDS, they wrote to the families offering them an opportunity to 

withdraw from the research. Those who did not opt out within a two week period were retained 
in the pool for selection by the researcher. 
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A similar process was undertaken for the selection of a smaller interview pool of employee 

recipients. This took place in September 1992, towards the end of the fieldwork with the main 

self-employed study group. Forty recipient families were selected at random from the database, 

comprising 20 male earner couples, ten female earner couples and ten lone parents. 

Approximately half came from each Region and five of the couples had two earners. As with the 

self-employed, basic information was supplied on those who did not opt out in the specified 

period and the researcher selected a smaller interview group to include a range of family types 

and levels of family credit. 

For the higher turnover group, businesses were defined as falling into this category if reported 

turnover in the 26 week assessment period were £25,000 or more (or £50,000 for those providing 
full-year accounts). Data from the Family Credit Unit's internal analysis suggested that this 

threshold captured around 15 per cent of self-employed recipients. Various methods of drawing 

the interview sample were discussed with the DSS research branch and the Family Credit Unit. 

It was agreed that the quickest and most effective way was for staff to search randomly among 

recently processed cases on two alphabetically-organised administrative sections until they had 

found 100 families in the defined higher turnover bracket who lived in the same two regions as 

used in the earlier study. This was carried out during September 1993, and ASD5 wrote to these 

families offering them the opportunity to opt out. Because of the special circumstances of farmers 

it was regarded as important to include them in the interview group. In the event, it was not 

possible to find more than one or two farmers with higher turnovers in the two specified regions, 

so a separate trawl was carried out for farmers in Wales. 

In constructing the study groups one final consideration was that of ethnic origin. Earlier studies 
(for example, Corden, 1992) had indicated that, in some regions at least, family credit was an 
important resource for families from the Asian sub-continent. Given the known importance of 

self-employment in some minority ethnic communities, it was decided to include a small number 
in the study. The randomly selected interview pools for the living standards study produced a 

relatively high proportion of families with Asian surnames in the two regions chosen - Northern 

and London North. The responses, and the special difficulties involved in including ethnic 

minority respondents in studies of this sort, are discussed below. 
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Once the smaller interview samples had been selected from the larger interview pools, the 

researchers began calling on families to introduce themselves and arrange suitable times for 

interview. In some cases, where people lived in fairly remote areas or where at least one call had 

failed to find anyone at home, introductions were made by telephone. This did not appear to have 

any adverse effect on arrangements or to increase the likelihood of appointments not being kept. 

People generally expected the person who made contact to explain the purpose of the research 

in some detail. They often needed to understand the nature of the contribution they would be 

making before agreeing to an interview. In a few cases they preferred the interview to take place 

immediately, at first contact, but generally they offered appointments at times which fitted in with 

work commitments. These frequently included evenings and in a few cases weekends. Those 

people who chose not to take part at this stage are discussed below in the section on responses. 

6.4 Pilot Study 

A short pilot exercise was carried out in July 1992 to test responses, the topic guide and interview 

techniques. Five families were contacted and interviewed. The pilot interviews were successful 

and provided rich material, suggesting only minor modifications to the topic guide. They were 

also used to test techniques for interviewing couples: it had been decided earlier that in order to 

explore the allocation of business and benefit income within families, and the impact this might 

have on living standards, both partners in couples should be interviewed separately wherever 

possible. Where this was acceptable it turned out that the only practical way of doing this, both 

for respondents and researchers, was to carry out simultaneous interviews. The interviewing 

process is discussed in more detail below. 

6.5 Responses and Patterns in Opting Out 

The main self-employed group 

Of the 100 self-employed recipient families to whom ASD5 wrote offering the opportunity to opt 

out of the research, 16 chose to withdraw at this stage. Forty unsuccessful applicant cases were 
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supplied by the Family Credit Unit, rather than the 20 requested. Of these ten also opted out. The 

researcher selected the smaller interview sample, according to the matrix referred to above, from 

among those who had not withdrawn. Where the researchers were unable to contact families, or 

where they refused interviews on contact, substitutes fitting the required profile were supplied 

by DSS research branch from the larger pool. 

In total, the researchers made contact with 39 self-employed families and achieved 30 interviews. 

Two of those refusing interviews at this stage said they had already written to DSS asking not to 

be contacted. One other family was initially prepared to take part but eventually declined due to 

a family bereavement. Two others broke appointments agreed with the researchers and no further 

contact could be made. The remaining four decided they did not wish to take part, for a variety 

of reasons. 

No clear pattern was discernible among those who opted out at this stage, beyond the observation 

that largest number was among taxi-drivers. It is worth noting, however, that five of the nine 

families where first contact did not eventually produce an interview were of Asian origin. 

Language was clearly a problem in several of these cases and although offers were made to 

provide first language interpretation, the experience of this study suggests that effective contact 

with Asian respondents generally requires special arrangements from the outset. 

The 'higher turnover' group 

There was a considerably higher level of opting out amongst this group than among the sample 

pool in the main study. Altogether, 40 out of 103 cases drawn from the two regions opted out by 

letter, plus two farmers out of ten cases drawn from Wales. In addition, a further eight families 

chose not to take part when they were contacted by the researchers, including two farmers. 

Several people said they had not received the letter from DSS about the research. It is not possible 

to say whether this was the case, but some people seemed genuinely surprised to be contacted and 
it is possible that some letters had gone astray. 

Proportionately there was a higher level of opting out amongst families with surnames indicating 

origins in South Asia. There were 53 such families in the sample pool, representing 52 per cent 
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of the non-farmers. Of these, 24 opted out by letter and another chose not to take part when 

approached - apparently not having received the opt-out letter. 

Apart from ethnicity there were no obvious patterns among the opt-outs: they came from both 

regions and the occupations reflected the same mixture of wholesale or retail goods (particularly 

food-related), restaurants, manufacturing and professional or skilled services which was present 

among the full sample. Turnovers ranged from several close to the bottom of the band selected 

for sampling to two just under £100,000 in the six month period and one around £172,000. 

It is clear from earlier random sampling that Asian families are well represented among self- 

employed recipients of family credit in certain geographical areas. The known concentration of 

Asian self-employment in various forms of wholesale and retail outlets would also suggest that 

they might have a presence among those with higher turnovers. 

A higher opt-out rate among Asian families is not surprising, given the possible language 

problems and the anxieties inevitable among minority groups with experience of discrimination 

and racism. It is difficult to interpret the meaning of a higher level of opting out generally. Those 

who opted out on contact often expressed their reluctance to take part in terms of being too busy: 

it is possible that some of the people running larger scale businesses may well have found less 

time available to talk to a researcher than some of those in the main study carrying more low key 

activities from home. One man was ill at the time of contact and did not feel confident about 

arranging another time to visit. A farmer's wife was worried about the confidentiality of the 

discussion, in spite of reassurances offered, and it was clear from the contact with the Welsh 

farmers that talking to strangers about details of family life and finances was an unusual 

experience, which was not altogether comfortable. It is also possible that people with somewhat 
higher levels of business activity and more complex finances may be more reluctant to talk about 

them to researchers acting on behalf of DSS. This is not in itself evidence of a desire to conceal 
information or of false accounting, though these cannot be ruled out. Overall, the higher level of 

opting out should be noted, but without a different kind of study explanations cannot be 

determined. 
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The employee group 

Of the 40 employee families contacted by ASD5, six wrote back to opt out of the study. Contact 

was made with 16 families and 10 interviews were achieved. Of the six respondents where 
interviews were not carried out, one said she had written opting out, three broke appointments 

arranged with the researcher and two preferred not to take part. There was no obvious pattern to 

be seen in the known characteristics of those who refused at either stage, although occupations 

of the employees were not known until the interview took place. 

6.6 Occupations of People Drawn for the Interview Pools 

The initial interview pools were drawn by stratified random sampling, so it is of interest to note 

the occupations of those families selected. The occupations of recipient families are not recorded 
in detail on the administrative database and the assignment of self-employed recipients into 

occupational groupings is known to be imprecise. A listing of occupations in the sample also 

makes it possible to look for any patterns among those who chose to opt out. The samples were 

weighted towards lone parents and female earners in order to provide sufficient numbers of these 

family types. Bearing this in mind, it is still interesting to compare the pattern of occupations 

produced by this sampling with the occupational groupings revealed in the administrative 

statistical sample. 

The occupations shown below (Table 6.2) are those in which the main or only breadwinner said 

they were engaged when they last applied for family credit. This information is not held on the 
family credit database and had to be extracted manually from case files . In six cases occupations 

could not be supplied because case papers were unavailable. Similarly, the FCU was unable to 

supply occupations for 50 per cent of the disallowed cases. Families recorded as opting out 
include only those who responded to DSS, not those who later decided not to take part. 
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Table 6.2 

Occupations of Main (or only) Self-Employed Earner in Main Interview Pool (not 
including higher-turnover cases) 

Occupations Recipients Opt-outs Disallowed Opt-outs 

Childminders 13 1 

Taxi drivers 8 3 2 

Gardeners 6 1 

Shopkeepers 5 2 1 

Plumbing and heating 4 1 

Driving instructors 4 

Painting/decorating 3 1 

Motor repairs 2 21 

Life insurance 2 1 

Ministers of religion 2 1 

Hairdressers 2 1 

Collecting agents 2 1 

Consultants 2 

Window cleaners 2 

Fishermen 1 1 

Fish processor 1 

Joiners/carpenters 1 1 

Glaziers 1 1 

Scrap dealer 1 

Road haulage 1 

Shoe repairs 1 1 

Carpet sales 1 

Car boot sales 1 

Cleaning services 1 

Snack bar proprietor 1 

Confectioner 1 

Graphic artist 1 

Teacher 1 

Leaflet distributor 1 

Book staff 1 
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Table 2.2 cont'd 

Occupations Recipients Opt-outs Disallowed Opt-outs 

Secretary 11 

Jewellery manufacture I 

Food manufacturer 11 

Wholefood retailer 1 

Potter 

Craft retailer 1 

Ceramic painter 

Illustrator 11 

Knitwear manufacture 1 

Sewing 1 

French polisher 11 

Acupuncturist 1 

Homoeopath 1 

Healer 

Yoga teacher 1 

Dance teacher 

Musician 1 

Footwear wholesaler 11 

Book keeper 1 

Hotelier 11 

Restaurateur 1 

Farmer 11 

Unknown 6 20 4 

Total 100 16 40 10 

The table provides a powerful illustration of the heterogeneity of the self-employed family credit 

population. Although the sample was weighted towards female earners and lone parents, which 
is reflected in the high number of childminders, it is evident that even a small random sample of 

this kind drawn in two regions produces a very wide range of occupations, and one which 

contains representatives of virtually all the occupational groups where self-employed family 

credit recipients are found. As in the self-employed recipient population as a whole, the highest 

concentrations in the sample were in the three categories of catering, cleaning, hairdressing and 
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other personal services, processing, making and repairing, and transport and storage. It is also 
interesting to note the relatively high proportion of people engaged in arts and crafts, and forms 

of 'alternative' medicine or therapy. It is possible that this concentration was influenced by the 

oversampling of families with a female main earner. 

6.7 Interviews 

The fieldwork for the main study took place between July and November 1992, and in September 

1993 for the higher-turnover element. The pilot study had indicated that separate interviews with 

couples would mostly need to be simultaneous, so it was agreed that an extra research interviewer 

should be brought into the study to assist the main researcher. 

Of the total of 50 families where interviews were achieved (including the high-turnover cases and 

the employees), 40 had two parents living together and nine were lone parents. The remaining 
family was a couple at the time of the last family credit application, but the woman was living 

as a lone parent by the time of the interview. Among the main self-employed group and the 

employees, both partners were interviewed separately in 12 of the two parent families and jointly 

in a further 16. In three cases only the women could be interviewed, because their partners were 

absent: in one case the man was at sea, in another he was away from home most of the time 

travelling as a sales representative and in the third case he was detained at work. In all these cases 

the woman felt that she had the major responsibility for family financial arrangements and would 
be the best person to answer most of the questions. Time and resources did not allow for separate 
interviews with the higher-turnover couples and these were mainly carried out jointly. 

The interviews were conducted using a topic guide which is attached as Appendix Two. In 

addition to the open-ended, qualitative material, the topic guide also allowed for the collection 
of a core of structured data of use in comparing the self-employed with the employee families and 
with other quantitative data. Where separate interviews were held with both partners in two parent 
families the same topic guide was used for both interviews and information and perceptions on 

all the issues were sought from each partner. Where it was clear that a division of responsibility 
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or knowledge existed in the household, the researchers pursued particular areas of enquiry in 

greater depth with the relevant partner. 

Separate interviews are generally regarded as likely to elicit better responses on subjects felt to 

be sensitive and they can sometimes draw out differences of experience or perspective between 

couples which might not be revealed in joint interviews (Pahl, 1989; Seymour, Dix and Eardley, 

1995). Joint interviews on the other hand may provide a setting in which respondents feel most 

comfortable and confident, resulting in a fuller and more open response to questions. In some 

circumstances observing how two respondents react to each other and how they jointly construct 

a common response to questions can in itself produce useful insights, though in analysing and 

interpreting such responses one has to be aware that they may represent a'public story' (Cornwell, 

1984). There is also always the risk that such interviews will be less than truly joint', since efforts 
by the interviewer to give equal time to both respondents may be overwhelmed by a dominant 

or more vocal partner. The interviews produced examples of all these aspects of the qualitative 

research process, and where they are relevant to the findings of the study they are discussed as 

they arise in subsequent chapters. 

One aspect deserving particular note was the participation of partners in Asian families. A 

previous related study (Corden, 1992) described how the English-speaking men in the families 

preferred to translate where their wives did not speak good English, rather than involve an 
interpreter. Only four families of South Asian origin took part in the living standards study. Three 

followed the pattern described, where the woman was present but took little part in the interview, 

with questions and responses mediated through the husband. The other was quite different: the 

woman spoke fluent English and participated fully in all stages of the discussion. The contrasting 

responses from these women are likely to reflect cultural differences between communities. The 

first three were Muslim women from Pakistan, who might traditionally be less likely to 

participate in such an interview. The third was an Indian woman from East Africa, where her 

parents had owned a shop. Her position in that society was one that she directly contrasted with 
her present one in the UK in the context of discussing her feelings about claiming benefits. 

It will be evident from the comments above that the interviews varied considerably, but they all 
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produced rich and interesting material. Most took between one hour and an hour and a half, 

though a few lasted longer because respondents wished to talk at length about their work or their 

current situation. All of the main interviews took place in the respondents' homes and where work 

took place at premises away from the home these were also visited. 

Respondents frequently offered to show the researchers accounts, copies of benefit applications 

or letters from various official bodies. Most interviews were tape recorded. One of the Asian 

couples preferred not to speak on tape: on this occasion the research assistant sat in on the 

interview and took detailed notes. On two other occasions the tape recorder failed to operate and 

the researcher reconstructed the interviews immediately afterwards. 

At the end of the interviews with self-employed recipients the researchers asked written 

permission from the respondents to look at their last family credit application form. Three people 

refused permission: they felt their applications were a private matter. Signed letters of consent 

were passed to the Family Credit Unit, who made available copies of application forms and 

associated correspondence. Following the interviews, letters of thanks were sent to the 

respondents. 

6.8 Analysis 

The tape recordings from the interviews were transcribed. In addition, researchers had made notes 

of observations during fieldwork visits or of relevant comments made by respondents before or 

after the tape recorders were turned on. Data from these sources and from the respondents' family 

credit application forms were extracted manually on to index cards. 

Every interview was represented by nine cards, each covering one of the main topic areas 
according to the following schedule: 
A Family characteristics and details of interview 

B Housing circumstances and costs 
C Current work and employment history 
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D Family and business finances 

E Benefits 

F Budgeting and managing 

G Consumer goods 

H Health, leisure and lifestyle 

I Respondents' perceptions of their standards of living 

On each card there were further sub-divisions. Colour codes were used to distinguish 

contributions by gender, and other visual marking techniques were used to indicate employment 

and family types, and, for couples, separate or joint interviews. Summaries of respondents' 

comments on each topic were extracted on to the cards, sometimes using actual words indicated 

by quotation marks. 

The material was analysed by a process of sorting the information held on the cards across topics 

and by categories such as family type, gender, age, employment type, length of time in business, 

previous occupation, tenure, and size of award. From this process lists, charts and diagrams were 

drawn up and concepts developed based on patterns, linkages, explanations and exceptions. 

Separate records were kept of the structured data collected from respondents on questions such 

as earnings, housing type and costs, fuel costs, debts and benefits and possession of consumer 

goods. Ranges and averages were produced for some of these data in order to provide descriptive 

profiles of the study groups and to allow comparisons between the self-employed and employee 
families, and with other national data. The study groups were not statistically representative so 

these data cannot be extrapolated numerically to the wider population. Nevertheless, they help 

to locate the families interviewed within the national statistical framework and provide a 
descriptive context for the qualitative material. 

There are obvious questions concerning the validity of information obtained through qualitative 
interviews, including the difficulties involved in checking the veracity of respondents and the 

problems of recall. The only direct methods available for checking information were comparison 

of respondents' statements with those supplied to the Family Credit Unit and, for couples, 
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between partners. Most people appeared to be telling what they believed to be true, even if their 

recall was not always full or precise. 

Where figures involving earnings, receipt of benefits, expenses and bills were involved, people 

were often keen to show the researchers documents to back up or amplify the information derived 

from their own memories: they were frequently aware of, and apologetic about, the limitations 

of their own recall. There was in fact a high level of consistency between the information given 

in the interviews and that recorded on family credit application forms. Where it differed, 

discrepancies were mostly attributable to changes in circumstances since the last application. 

The analysis of information from interviews with couples raises special questions. Often people 

provided information which confirmed that supplied by their partner, or filled in gaps where they 

were not the main source of information on a particular topic. Analysis becomes more complex 

when people provide alternative or contradictory versions, or different perspectives (Seymour, 

Dix and Eardley, 1995). Sometimes differences may represent a simple matter of poor recall on 

one person's part. In other cases the presence of different perspectives can be an important insight 

in itself. Alternative stories may represent individuals' attempt to interpret their decisions or 

actions within constructs of their identities as economically rational and moral beings (Jordan et 

al., 1992). The search for a positivistic 'truth' among competing versions of a particular history 

may thus be fruitless. The analysis of interviews with couples in this study therefore attempted 

to note where such alternative perspectives occurred and to link them to any explanatory factors 

derivable from the material available. Inevitably this is a matter of interpretation and judgement, 

and the limitations should be always be borne in mind. 

6.9 A Profile of the Families Interviewed 

This section provides an overview of the main personal characteristics and living arrangements 

of the 40 self-employed and 10 employed families in the study groups. It describes their family 

composition, ethnic origin, housing tenure, occupation and family credit awards and compares 

these with national data. Respondents' work, housing circumstances and use of family credit are 
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analysed in more detail in subsequent chapters. Here the intention is to provide a contextual 

background for the analysis. 

The groups are described numerically and on occasions sub-groups are compared with percentage 

distributions of the same groups in the family credit population as a whole. This should not be 

taken as suggesting that numerical extrapolations can be made from the study groups, since they 

were not chosen to be statistically representative of all self-employed family credit applicants. 

However, a numerical description of a qualitative sample is useful at this stage in order to provide 

a broader picture of the participants. It also demonstrates that while not statistically representative 

the study groups were unlikely to be atypical of the family credit population. 

Changes in circumstances 

It has already been pointed out that the circumstances of several families in the study groups had 

changed between the time of their last family credit application and the research interview. 

Earlier research on FIS and family credit has demonstrated the volatility of circumstances of 

families at low income levels (Corden, 1987; Corden and Craig, 1991; Corden, 1992). It is an 

intrinsic design feature of family credit that most changes will not be picked up between six 

monthly benefit applications. This means that some families chosen for study because of 

particular characteristics may display different characteristics when research interviews take 

place. This study was no exception. Two men who were self-employed when they last applied 
for family credit had gone out of business by the time the interviews took place and were 

claiming unemployment benefit or income support. Two other men who were previously 

unemployed and applied for family credit on the basis of their partner's self-employed earnings 
had now found jobs and thought of themselves as the main breadwinners. One lone mother had 

given up her self-employed business, but found full-time employment in the same trade. Another 

two-parent family with a male self-employed earner was a single parent family with the mother 

claiming income support when the interview took place. Two families refused benefit at their last 

application had successfully appealed. In addition there were a number of changes in the 

composition of families, owing to births or movements between households by dependent young 

people. There were less changes evident overall among the employed families, though the 

prevalence of temporary work patterns meant that two men were doing work which was different 
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from that on which their last claims were based, and one was unemployed at the time of the 

interview. The higher-turnover families also generally showed more stability in their labour 

market and family circumstances. 

The impact of these changes on people's lives is discussed in later chapters. For the purposes of 

this chapter the family structures and circumstances described are those of the 50 families at the 

time of the interview, unless otherwise stated. Distinctions are not made on the basis of 

'successful' or 'unsuccessful' applicants, or between apparently 'eligible' or 'non-eligible' 

recipients, since such definitions are blurred and transitory. 

Family and household composition 

In the previous chapter we saw that in April 1991 self-employed family credit recipients 

comprised 83 per cent two parent families, 15 per cent lone mothers and three per cent lone 

fathers. The self-employed interview groups broadly reflected these proportions, with 32 couples 

and eight lone parents, two of whom were lone fathers. As mentioned earlier, one of the lone 

parents had been selected as a couple, but the man had left home by the time the interview took 

place. 

Family credit statistics further define two parent families by the gender of the main earner, and 
in April 1991 families with a woman main earner made up just under seven per cent of self- 

employed recipients. For this study we were interested to see what differences existed in 

household financial arrangements where the woman was the main self-employed earner, as self- 

employment among women increased proportionately faster than among men for some periods 
in the 1980s. Six families of this type were therefore included in the main interview group, and 
there were two others in the higher-turnover group. However, the concept of main earner does 

not always accurately describe work arrangements among couples -a point discussed further later 

in the thesis. 

One notable feature of the main self-employed group was the complexity of the family 

relationships among them. Seventeen of the 22 couples were married and the rest were in long- 

term cohabiting relationships. Five had children living with them from previous marriages or 
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relationships, of whom three received maintenance payments from the children's fathers. Two 

men paid or owed maintenance for children from previous marriages and two others maintained 

regular contact, including some occasional financial assistance, with children from previous 

relationships who were over the age when maintenance usually stopped. One family had the child 

of a relative living with them, although she was not included in the family credit application, 

whereas another had a child who was included but actually lived with her grandmother. 

Seven of the lone parents were divorced: one was unmarried but recently separated from her 

partner. Only one received regular maintenance from her ex-husband. According to family credit 

statistics, 35 per cent of self-employed lone mothers received maintenance in April 1991. 

However, the children in several of the other families maintained regular contact with their absent 

father or mother. In one case a lone mother shared joint custody with her ex-husband and the 

children spent almost half the time with him. In two other cases a child had recently moved from 

one parent's home to the other's. Even where maintenance was not being paid regularly, the 

fathers of children in three of the lone parent families still contributed from time to time by 

buying clothes or other lump sum items, or by paying for holidays. Only one household contained 

another adult in addition to the main family. This was a lone parent whose mother lived with her. 

Four others had older children at home who were no longer dependants for benefit purposes. 

The higher-turnover group was more stable and conventional in their marital and family 

circumstances. All except one were married and there were neither any children from previous 

relationships nor any child maintenance liabilities or receipt. Two had elderly parents or other 

relatives living with them, however, which had implications for the allocation and use of family 

income. One family also had two officially non-dependent young people still living at home and 

another had two older children who no longer lived with them full-time. 

The employee group consisted of eight couples, including two female main earners, and two lone 

parents. Seven of the couples were married and one cohabiting. One of the lone parents was 
divorced and receiving maintenance, whereas the other had only recently separated and financial 

arrangements were still being negotiated. There were no children from other marriages, but one 

man in a two parent family was paying maintenance for a child from a previous marriage. 
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The fact that the employee families were rather less complex in their relational structures than the 

self-employed families is likely to be partly a reflection of their ages and the different life stages 

of the two groups. Nevertheless, it is apparent that even a small sample of low-income families 

with children can offer a graphic illustration of the changing nature of family life. Few families 

regarded their arrangements as out of the ordinary and they were accustomed to juggling the 

financial and emotional demands of separated and reconstituted families. 

Numbers and ages of children 

The numbers and ages of children were not criteria for selection of families for interview in this 

study, and these details were not known until contact was made with the families concerned. 

Table 6.3 shows the distribution of children defined as dependent for benefit purposes at the time 

of the interview. In several cases this had changed since the last family credit application, either 

because older children had left home or changed their labour market status, because children had 

moved from the house of one separated parent to another, or because new children had been born. 
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Table 6.3 

Numbers of Dependent Children in Families in Study Groups at Time of Interview 

Number of Two parent Lone parent 
children families families 

Self-employed 

1 92 

2 65 

3 7 

4 71 

5 1 

6 2 

Total 32 8 

Employed 

1 1 

2 6 1 

3 1 1 

Total 82 

More than a quarter of the self-employed families in the two groups had with four or more 

children, making them somewhat larger, on average, than in the family credit population as a 

whole. The distribution of children among family types, however, was broadly similar to the 

benefit population as a whole for both self-employed and employed families, with lone parents 

having smaller numbers of children but more of those in the older range, as Table 6.4 shows. The 

one lone parent with four dependent children had recently separated from her working partner and 

was now receiving income support. 
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Table 6.4 

Age of Oldest Dependent Child in Interview Groups 

Age of oldest Two parent Lone parent 
dependent child families families 

Self-employed 

Under 5 3 

5 up to 11 92 

11 up to 15 14 2 

IS and over 64 

Total 32 8 

Employed 

Under 5 3 

5 up toll 11 

12 up to 15 31 

15 and over 1 

Total 82 

Ten of the self-employed two parent families had one child under five years old and two mothers 

were pregnant at the time of the interview. Half of the employees, on the other hand, had at least 

one child under five, including one of the lone parents, and two families had two children under 

five. The Asian family was one of the two largest families in the self-employed group, with six 

children ranging from two to 15 years. The other family also had six children, aged six months 

to 16 years. The oldest dependent child was an 18 year old at college. There were also several 

families supporting, either fully or partly, children who had left school and for whom family 

credit was no longer payable. One lone parent was supporting a 19 year old daughter who was 

five months pregnant and completely financially dependent. Another had a 20 year old son with 

learning difficulties, who was on an Employment Training scheme and received benefit in his 

own right. One two-parent family had a 17 year, old daughter who lived between home and a local 

hostel. 
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In addition to the financially dependent young people, several other self-employed families had 

older sons or daughters with income in their own right from unemployment or training benefits. 

Where families had older children who were working, the young people had all moved away from 

the parental home. 

The pattern of children's ages in the employee families was younger and only one had a grown 

up son who was now living away from home. None had non-dependent young people in the 

household. 

The question of financial independence among young people is complex. The borderline between 

dependence and non-dependence as defined by benefit regulations frequently does not correspond 

to actual familial arrangements. Young people can fluctuate between the statuses of contributor 

and dependant and their position may be important for the overall living standards of the family. 

This is discussed later in the thesis. 

Respondents' ages 

The pattern of children's ages is likely to reflect that of their parents. The age profile of self- 

employed people is older than that of the working population generally and this is reflected 

among family credit recipients too. The self-employed men ranged from 31 to the late 50s, with 
half aged 40 or over. By contrast the oldest male employee recipient was 34 and the youngest was 
21. The self-employed women main earners in two parent families ranged from the eraly 20s to 

45 and their partners tended to be around two years older. The self-employed lone mothers ranged 

mostly between 38 and 45, though the woman who had recently become a lone parent was only 
32. Unlike the men, the female employee recipients were of similar ages to the self-employed 

women. 

Ethnic origin 

It was explained earlier that the random selection of the interview samples had produced a 
number of families with surnames suggesting that they originated from the Asian sub-continent. 
There was a relatively high level of opting out of the research among these families and others 

were difficult to contact. In the end each of the study groups included Asian families, all of whom 
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had been settled in Britain for some years. As was described earlier, the three self-employed 

families came originally from Pakistan and the employees were from East Africa. The women 

in the self-employed families were formally in partnership with their husband but in practice they 

were not closely involved in the business. 

Apart from the four South Asian families, none of the other respondents represented ethnic or 

minority groups. Two women were from families which originally came from parts of continental 

Europe where traditions of self-employment remain more powerful than in Britain, but they had 

been settled in this country for many years and did not regard themselves as distinct in any way. 

Housing tenure 

Living standards are often held to be closely associated with tenure and 82 per cent of households 

with a self-employed head were owner occupiers in 1989 (CSO, 1991). The percentage drops 

somewhat for those without employees, to 76 per cent, but it is nevertheless a substantial majority 

and higher than the overall national average. In this study nearly two-thirds (26) of the self- 

employed families were owner-occupiers and six owned their houses outright without mortgages. 

The somewhat lower percentage of owner occupiers this represents compared to the national 

figure may reflect the relatively low earnings of families receiving family credit and their life 

stages, but even among the owner-occupiers there was a wide range of different circumstances, 

which are discussed in a later chapter. Nine of the self-employed families were local authority 

tenants and the remaining five rented privately. 

The tenure profile of the employed families was not vastly different. Five of the ten were buying 

their houses with mortgages and three were local authority tenants. One rented privately and the 

remaining family had a house tied to the husband's job, but they were until recently owner- 

occupiers. 
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Occupations 

Table 6.5 lists the occupations of the main or only earner in the families interviewed in the study 

groups when they last applied for family credit. Occupation was not used directly as a criterion 

for selection of the self-employed families, but was taken into account as one factor in producing 

a balanced study group. For the employed families, the occupations were not known until first 

contact was made. Nevertheless, both groups contained representatives of most of the 

occupational groupings in which family credit recipients are concentrated. 

As was stated above, the employment circumstances of several families had changed by the time 

they were interviewed, and the table below includes the occupation of the man in the couple who 

had recently split up. Some families also had more than one earner and in others the spouses were 

involved in the self-employed businesses, but these details are discussed in the next chapter. In 

a few cases where work activities were so specific and unusual as to risk identification of 

particular family credit recipients, the occupations have been changed, within the same industrial 

grouping, or made more general. 
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Table 6.5 

Occupations of Main or Only Breadwinner at Last Application for Family Credit 

Two parent families Lone parents 

Men Women Men Women 

Self-employed 

Farmers (3) 

Builders (2) 

Fishermen (2) 

Scrap dealer 

Motor mechanic 

Fish grader 

Taxi driver 

Cleaning services 

Sales consultant 

Carpet dealer 

Shopkeeper 

Grocer/newsagent 

Frozen food franchise 

Meat wholesaler 

Life insurance rep. 

Estate agent 

Advertising broker 

Musician 

Graphic artist 

Christian minister 

Homoeopath 

Employees 

Joiner 

Agency driver 

Petrol station manager 

Caretaker 

Maintenance worker 

Childminders (3) 

Giftshop owner 

Craft retailer 

Wholefood retailer 

Hairdresser 

School proprietor 

Factory worker 

Clerical worker 

Gardener 

Plumber 

Collecting agent 

Leaflet distributor 

Road haulage 

Potter 

Baker 

Clerical worker 

Care assistant 
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Family credit awards 

Amounts 

The level of family credit awards was one of the main criteria by which families were selected 

for the main interview groups, and the aim was to include families with a range of sizes of award 

relative to their family composition. This was done by allocating families from the interview pool 

into 'high', 'medium' and 'low' award categories, depending on whether their last award was 66 

per cent or above of their maximum award, between 33 and 65 per cent, or below 33 per cent. The 

analysis of statistics showed that more self-employed families were likely to be in the upper 

percentage award bands, so selecting families in this way ensured that the position of the minority 

of recipients would also be examined in the study. 

At the time they spoke to the researchers, 37 of the 40 self-employed families were in receipt of 

family credit. In one case the award period had just finished and the woman was now on income 

support since she had separated from her partner some months before. One family's very small 

award had expired and they had not renewed it because of an improvement in their earnings. Of 

the three families interviewed whose applications had been recorded as unsuccessful, two were 

now receiving benefit, having appealed against the decisions. 

Among the main self-employed group, of the 29 self-employed families currently or recently 

receiving benefit, 15 had'high' awards, eight'medium', and six'low'. Nine had maximum awards, 
including three of the lone parents. The amounts received varied considerably, from £1.08 per 

week, paid to a couple with two small children, to approximately £121 per week, paid to a couple 

with six children. 

The higher-turnover families were not chosen on this basis and the amounts of family credit 

received were not known until people were interviewed. We saw earlier that the analysis of 

administrative data from 1991 showed that around half of all self-employed two parent families 

were receiving maximum or near maximum awards. The special exercise carried out by the 
Family Credit Unit showed that many of the farmers and retailers in the high turnover bracket 

also received maximum awards. The awards made to the higher-turnover families interviewed 
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were consistent with this picture. Six, including two of the farmers, received maximum 

payments and the other farmer was within ten per cent of the maximum. Nine out of ten had 

awards of 70 per cent or above of their maximum. This group thus had noticeably higher 

awards for their family composition than the main self-employed group, in spite of their 

considerably higher gross turnovers. In money terms their payments ranged from £23 for a 

family with two children to just under £90 per week for two families with three and four 

children. Most awards were more than £70 per week. 

As one would expect, the level of awards found in the employed recipients interview pool was 

lower than for the self-employed. The study group had three families with'high' awards, two with 

'medium' and five with'low'. The smallest award was just over £7 per week, paid to a couple with 

three children, and represented only eight per cent of their maximum. The highest was 

approximately £76.55 per week, paid to a lone mother with four children, and representing some 

79 per cent of her maximum. 

Duration 

Among the information supplied by the Family Credit Unit on the families drawn for the main 

interview pool was the number of previous awards. This was another factor taken into account 

in selecting a balanced study group. It was important to include families with a long history of 

claiming family credit or possibly FIS before that, as well as other more recent claimants. 

Because of the way the information on the family credit database is stored, there was a limit to 

how far back records could be searched. Consequently, some of the families had more previous 

awards than they were recorded as having. The information reported here, therefore, is based on 

respondents' own recall of how long they had been receiving family credit or FIS. 

Among the main self-employed group there was only one for whom the current claim was their 

first. A majority (19) had received it once or twice before. Four more had three previous awards 

and the remaining five families had been in receipt of benefit for two years or more. Four of these 

were long-term beneficiaries, who had all claimed FIS since the early or mid-1980s and had 

stayed in continuous receipt of an in-work supplement since then. Several others also had 

experience of claiming FIS in earlier years when their circumstances were different. 
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There was a wide range of award duration and claiming experience among the higher turnover 

group. The giftshop owner, the wholesale meat supplier and the grocer were all in their first 

award period. The first two had only recently started their businesses and their awards were 

based on estimated earnings. Two others were on their second concurrent award period, though 

one of these had claimed in the past and had also received FIS. The other five had all received 

at least two awards before, with two of the farmers having been in continuous or intermittent 

payment of both family credit and FIS for some years. 

The employees were mostly more recent claimants. Half were receiving for the first time and 

three more had one previous award. The other two families had three and five previous awards 

respectively. 

6.10 Summary 

This chapter has discussed the methods used for selecting the qualitative interview samples and 

carrying out the interviews and analysis. It has also provided a description of the key personal and 
household characteristics of the families in the study groups and compared them with some of 

the national data on recipient families. Although they were not statistically representative 

samples, the characteristics of the families interviewed suggest that they were not atypical of the 

family credit populations, or at least of the sub-groups of the population to which they belonged. 

However, from the changes in circumstances observed in two relatively small groups of recipient 
families it is evident that it is a volatile population, with lives that often defy simple 

administrative categorisation. 

The remaining chapters of the thesis focus on the analysis of how living standards were 
constructed and maintained in these families, starting, in Chapter Seven, with the parents' work 
and employment histories. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

EMPLOYMENT HISTORIES AND WORKING LIVES 

Overview 

This chapter looks at the respondents' educational 

backgrounds and employment histories, modes of work 

and business organisation, and labour market participation 
by spouses of the main earner. It traces the ways in which 

these patterns may have influenced current living 

standards. 

ji. 
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Chapter Seven 

Employment Histories And Working Lives 

7.1 Introduction 

The last chapter described how the qualitative samples were selected and how the interviews and 

analysis were carried out. The characteristics of respondents suggested that while not statistically 

representative of all family credit recipients they appeared not to be atypical of the groups of 

families under examination. The range of occupations involved, in particular, reflected all the 

main industrial areas in which self-employed benefit recipients are clustered. 

This chapter explores the working lives of the families interviewed. It begins by looking at how 

work or businesses were organised and at the participants' backgrounds and qualifications. How 

people come to be self-employed in their particular occupations, and how they view their present 

situation, is likely to be influenced by their previous histories. The chapter therefore also looks 

at the routes by which people came to their current work, as well as at the labour market 

participation of the spouse's of the main earner and the contribution of other family members. 

7.2 The Organisation of Work and Business 

In some families, a conceptual distinction between work and personal life seemed inappropriate. 

Domestic partners, children, relatives and even friends were drawn into what might be better 

described as a 'family undertaking' or 'way of life'. This was certainly not true in all families, 

however: some self-employed people fitted their work squarely within the traditional terminology 

of'having a job'. Nor were all domestic partners directly involved in the self-employed work, and 

some had their own separate waged employment. It was common, however, in two-parent 

families, for there to be some participation by the domestic partner who was not officially the 

main self-employed breadwinner. Such participation might appear a relatively small-scale and 

modest contribution, but could be vital both in the early stages of an enterprise and in longer 
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established businesses. A detailed look at the extent of this kind of participation offers an 

additional perspective on the invisibility of some of the work undertaken by women. 

Most of the lone parents were women, and they faced particular problems in trying to combine 

paid work and caring for their children. The special role that self-employment can play in the 

lives of lone parents is considered later. The interviews also revealed other sets of personal 

circumstances in which self-employment has a special role. Being self-employed could be 

important in providing opportunities to work for people with disabilities or chronic ill health, and 
for other people with additional caring responsibilities. 

Overall, the majority of the self-employed people in the study groups described themselves as 

working entirely on their own, including the three childminders and seven others who might be 

classified as sub-contractors or quasi self-employed. There were seven businesses formally 

organised as partnerships: the lone parent potter worked with seven other craftspeople, taking a 

seventh share of the profits, and one of the builders was in business with his brother. This was 

a 50/50 partnership and the business thus supported two families, since his brother also had 

children. All three businesses run by Asian couples also had formal status as partnerships, 

although only in the case of the newsagency did the woman apparently take any major part in the 

running of the business. The remaining partnerships were among the farmers: one was a 50/50 

spouse partnership, which the owners described as 'the traditional arrangement', and in another 

case the farmer's mother held a residual 'sleeping partnership'. 

Few people currently employed any one other than their spouse. The carpet seller had a young 

woman helping full-time on his stall, and one lone parent, who subcontracted the delivery of 

advertising leaflets and free samples from several distribution companies, employed a varying 

number of other women on a casual, per diem basis. Some of these were also lone parents who 

were earning small amounts of money on top of their income support. Another lone mother who 
had tried to run a road haulage firm employed an extra driver for a while, but this had been one 

of the causes of financial problems which had led her to give up the business and take a driving 

job for another firm. One farmer employed a young man full-time for six months of the year and 

all three farms took on seasonal casual labour as needed. 
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Few salaried full-time posts had been created for other people. One of the men providing a 

professional service employed a full-time secretary, while the school owner employed both full- 

time and part-time staff. Regular wage costs are a substantial liability in a business with low 

profitability, and employed labour was one of the items cut back as far as possible if proprietors 

saw business declining. In terms of job creation to boost the general economy there was only 

minimal contribution from these low-income, self-employed people. What j obs there were mostly 

fell into the traditional gendered labour market segmentation of manual work for male workers, 

and low-paid service jobs taken by people wanting to boost other sources of income - mainly 

women and students. There were only one or two examples of permanent jobs which had been 

created for skilled or trained people: some of these had not lasted long, or were currently 

vulnerable due to the low profitability of their employers. This is hardly a picture that encourages 

an idea of a thriving, booming enterprise economy. Rather it tends to confirm ideas about the 

marginalisation and increasing insecurity of some kinds of workers who are vulnerable to trade 

and seasonal fluctuations in the market, and dependent on the changing fortunes of small-scale 

enterprises, some of which are themselves hardly viable. 

Six men formally employed their spouses and another was about to start doing so, though 

participation by the women varied considerably. This ranged from active involvement in separate 

and specific areas of work to minimal contributions such as answering the phone occasionally. 

Other women were hoping to become more involved in the future if the businesses grew 

sufficiently to justify it. The wider question of labour market participation by partners of the main 

earners is discussed later in this chapter, but it is clear that the employment of spouses was 

almost entirely organised as a tax saving arrangement. 

An analysis of GHS data from the mid-1980s by Curran and Burrows (1989) suggested that many 

one person enterprises did not grow beyond this size even after several years of operating. This 

was true in the present study: several of the genuine businesses had been had been running for 

five years or more without taking on anyone else except (notionally) the trader's spouse. Some 

of the newer business people expressed themselves as keen to grow and become more successful. 
The sales consultant, for example, described himself several times as 'ambitious' and determined 

to 'better himself. Others had no great ambitions to expand, as long as they could make enough 

to live on. The motor mechanic had previous experience of running a larger garage and did not 
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want to go back to employing other people. He combined his car repair work with playing music 

and was satisfied with the status quo: 
I did once want to be a pop star but I've got a bit old for that, so no, I'm quite 
happy. I get a great kick out of playing and I get a great kick out of fixing a car. 
So I'm quite happy. I'm not too idealistic -I haven't got a lot of goals or things 
like that. 

Overall, the modes of business organisation found among the respondents are likely to be fairly 

typical of the self-employed family credit recipient population. How people have come to be self- 

employed in their particular fields, and how they view their present situations, are likely to be 

influenced by their previous histories and by their backgrounds and qualifications. 

7.3 Background and Qualifications 

Previous research has found that self-employed people as a whole are more likely than employees 

to come from non-manual backgrounds, but the picture is differentiated by gender and by the 

scale of businesses (Curran and Burrows, 1989). Self-employed men without employees - who 

make up the majority of self-employed family credit recipients - are more likely to have fathers 

who were manual workers than their employed counterparts, whereas self-employed women 

without employees are more likely to come from non-manual or professional backgrounds. Self- 

employed women also tend to be somewhat better educated and have higher levels of 

qualifications than both female employees and male sole traders (Daly, 1991), a difference which 
has been ascribed to the difficulties facing women trying to start businesses on their own (Carter 

and Cannon, 1988). However, the proportion of self-employed people with no qualifications at 

all dropped steadily during the 1980s (Daly, 1991). 

Some of these patterns could be seen among the self-employed families in this study. The picture 

as a whole was of higher levels of educational or vocational qualifications among the self- 

employed than among the employees. This was especially true of women who were either self- 

employed themselves or had some active and specific role in the family enterprise. Even so, more 

than half of the self-employed main earners still had no qualifications or training beyond GCSE 

or O-level standard, along with seven of the ten employees. 
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There were a few families where one or other of the partners had an academic higher education 

qualification, most of whom were women. They all came from middle-class, professional or self- 

employed backgrounds and three were part of what might be loosely described as an'alternative' 

culture. All talked of having received substantial help and support from their parents, including 

loans, gifts, and rent-free housing when it was needed. The potter's mother, for example, had 

bought her a car and helped with other money problems when she separated from her husband. 

She also continued to help with holidays and paid the premiums for a life insurance policy 

covering her grandchildren. Parental support thus provided a cushion against the threat of 

poverty: 

I know I'm going to get some money at some point ... Yeah I can afford to feel 
okay. I'm not going to starve if everything's terrible. I won't go to the workhouse, 
kind of thing. 

The potter and the graphic artists had stayed working in fields related to their qualifications. 

Others had come to their current work by different routes. The wholefood retailer, for example, 

had a postgraduate degree, but described her qualifications as'completely useless'. Her interests 

had arisen primarily because of health problems experienced by her daughter, which had been 

traced to food sensitivities. What started as a means of private supply gradually developed into 

a business. Personal commitment was important in this case in helping to sustain an enterprise 

that was at present producing very little financial return. 

Other qualifications achieved in the self-employed families were all broadly vocational or 

technical and more directly related to current or most recent occupations. They included 

certificates or training in banking, bible studies, engineering drawing, homoeopathy, dance 

teaching, hairdressing, sign writing, book-keeping, secretarial work, child care, plumbing, motor 

mechanics and heavy goods driving. Backgrounds varied, but most of the adults in these families 

who had not been through university or higher education had parents who worked in occupations 

at a similar or lower level of classification than themselves. 

Most of the parents of the respondents in the employee families had been in manual work or 

unskilled service occupations. Two employees had vocational training of a similar kind to some 

of the self-employed, including the maintenance engineer who had acquired an HGV license 
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during his army service. The Asian motor mechanic had certificates in his trade as well as other 

educational qualifications achieved in East Africa, while the care assistant was studying for 

qualifications in residential care work. 

Although qualifications and training may have helped some of the self-employed start up in their 

chosen fields, those who appeared to be operating most successfully in financial terms had no 

formal qualifications and had learned their trades by experience. The carpet seller, for example, 

was previously employed in a textile mill. This, he said, was where he learned about the products 

in which he later came to deal. Similarly, the contract cleaner, whose background was in lorry 

driving, and the sales consultant, who had worked as a representative since leaving school, both 

emphasised experience and hard work as more important than qualifications in their line of work. 

Other research has suggested that people are more likely to start up in business if they have self- 

employed parents or relatives (Hakim, 1988). There was some support for this idea among the 

study group, in which there was a wide range of self-employment connections. It was most 

evident in the manual occupations where work is commonly organised on a self-employed basis 

and where skills and contacts are passed down in families. Thus the men involved in the fishing, 

farming and building industries mostly had a parent or relative who had been self-employed in 

the same line of work. The gardener had also previously worked as a farm labourer, as had his 

father. Before that his family were tenant farmers who had lost their land in the post-war re- 

organisation of agricultural holdings. 

There were several other families too where knowledge or experience passed on by relatives was 

mentioned as important. One lone parent was keen to set up a business of her own, following the 

success of her sister and brother-in-law's an electrical shop. Her present work, where she 

collected loan payments for a finance company, she did not see as genuine self-employment: 
'that's just the system'. The cleaning services operator had previously been a self-employed lorry 

driver and from leaving school he had run a family service station with his brother and brother- 

in-law. He felt that this experience'had made it easier to contemplate starting up a business on 
his own. 
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It was not only those who were currently self-employed who had family connection in self- 

employment, however. Three of the employed men in male earner couples had previously been 

self-employed themselves, two as builders and one as a telephone engineer. The latter's father in 

law was a fisherman. Both of the Asian couple's parents were self-employed in their respective 

countries of origin. 

It may be misleading, therefore, to exaggerate the differences in background, qualifications and 

self-employed connections between the employee families and the self-employed. We can see 

two main strands among the self-employed. First there were the people from the professional or 

middle classes, who may have moved away from their backgrounds and training in the work they 

have chosen, but have benefited from parental help and often retain some cushion against the 

worst consequences of persistent low incomes. Secondly, there was a wider group of families 

where qualifications may have helped in some cases to enter particular kinds of self-employment, 
but whose backgrounds in general interweave and overlap with those of the employee families. 

7.4 Routes to Current Self-employment 

Looking at the work histories of the main earners in the self-employed families it is possible to 

identify three main groups. First were people who had been in the same area of work, mostly as 

self-employed, for all or most of their working lives. These long-term self-employed people were 

mostly men doing manual work, or engaged in farming or fishing activities that had been a way 

of life spanning generations. The second group included people who had made a career change 
into self-employment, either by choice or prompted by redundancy or unemployment, marital 
breakdown, financial problems or some other life event. Some of these fit the image of the 

would-be 'entrepreneur', though for others this title is misleading, given the nature of their work. 
Thirdly, there was a more amorphous group of people who had developed particular interests or 

skills into self-employed work, or taken on forms of activity like child minding which can only 
be carried out as self-employed. Distinctions between these groups are not always clear cut. 
Nevertheless, the three groups displayed certain differences in the trajectories of their working 
lives which are important for an understanding of their living standards. 
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The'long-term self-employed' 

Farming and fishing are both occupations with their own special features, and people doing this 

kind of work spoke of themselves as part of'the fishing community' or explained that their's was 

a 'way of life' rather than just a form of work. Men who joined their fathers to work on family 

farms after leaving school had eventually inherited the business, or taken over the family tenancy, 

and often hoped to hand it on to their own children. The older farmers had built up their skills 

through experience and working alongside others doing the same work. Younger men, however, 

acknowledging that farming was a changing industry, had spent periods at agricultural college, 

or enrolled locally on short courses on book-keeping. This fits with findings from other studies 

(Daly, 1991 a) that the proportion of self-employed people with no qualifications at all dropped 

steadily during the 1980s. 

Fishermen had also started to learn their craft while at school, spending weekends as unpaid crew 

members of local fishing boats. For those who wanted to continue fishing after leaving school 

the main option was to become a'share fisherman', joining the crew of a boat-owner to be paid 

according to a share of profits from the catch. Men who had worked on the boats for many years 

were experiencing increasingly frequent lay-off periods during which they were obliged to claim 

unemployment benefit, and were looking for new work. Family credit seemed no substitute for 

the security of a proper wage. 

In industries related to farming and fishing, the trend has been for employers to increase 

workforce flexibility by redefining former employees as subcontractors. This had been the 

experience of a fish processor, previously made redundant by one of the firms for which he now 

did the same job as a subcontracted worker. His current earnings fluctuated widely according to 

the work available, but on average he thought he earned less than he had as an employee. He 

described his subcontractual arrangements as follows: 

It's contract, you see, which covers their backs. They don't have to pay any tax, they don't 
have to pay any stamp. You just do it all yourself... and there's no retainer, you see. There's 
no holiday pay, no retainer and it's up to you to be down there every hour you literally can 
when there's fish. 

Most of the other people in the group described as long-term self-employed were also male 

manual workers. These were people who had been in the same kind of work since leaving school, 
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and thought of this as their'occupation'. Older men had moved between unemployment and self- 

employment at different times. Younger men, just starting careers for which they had completed 

trade apprenticeships or other training, expected to work mostly as subcontractors, with short 

occasional periods of unemployment, a pattern recognised in previous research on family credit 

(Corden and Craig, 1991). Included here were builders, a painter and decorator, a plumber, a 

scrap dealer and a gardener. We might expect to find that earnings had remained relatively low 

for such families over a long period of time. The lone fathers in this group of manual workers had 

moved between employment and self-employment several times, but after the break-up of their 

marriages had set up on their own to fit working hours around their domestic situations. This is 

a pattern better known among women breadwinners. 

The male manual workers shared a number of characteristics. All had parents or parents-in-law 

in manual occupations and came from working-class families. Most of their qualifications 

achieved or training received were technical and directly related to their current work, such as 

certificates or apprenticeships in plumbing and painting. Most were currently council tenants, 

while the few owner-occupiers lived in areas with some of the lowest house prices in the country. 

The couples among them largely maintained traditional household divisions of labour, with wives 

or partners looking after the children and doing only a few hours of paid work, if any. Most of 

the men had histories of relatively low-paid, often insecure work interspersed with periods of 

unemployment, and those just starting on their working lives recognised this as a pattern to 

expect. Most felt that they were earning less than in the past, and some could point to particular 

periods when higher earnings had allowed them to spend more money on household goods. The 

earning capacity of the lone fathers in this group had been affected by their child-care 

responsibilities. 

For the fishermen and farmers, the trend had been downwards over some time. Farmers saw 

themselves as subject to external economic forces over which they had limited control. These 

included the selling price of their produce, which had remained the same or declined while costs 
had risen; the subsidy systems on which they depended; and, perhaps most importantly, the 

interest rates on loans. Owner-farmers in particular reported having'been encouraged by banks 

or the Ministry of Agriculture to expand and improve their farms in the early 1980s, only to find 

that sharp increases in interest rates and reductions in subsidies had eaten away at their profits. 
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The share fishermen described a long-term decline in earnings which was exacerbated by fishing 

quotas, and the subcontracted fish processor linked his declining earnings with reducing 

profitability in the industry. 

'Career changers' 

A second group were people who came into self-employment by making a definite shift in their 

working careers. It is among this group that we might expect to find people with a history of 

higher earnings which may have allowed them to develop a relatively high standard of living - 

either during a previous period with an employer, or when businesses were prospering. 

People who had taken decisions to make a career change by starting a business talked about their 

reasons largely in terms of routes taken at critical stages in their personal or employment 

histories. There were big contrasts in previous work histories. Those who had previously been 

unemployed, or lone parents claiming income support, were accustomed to low incomes. Others, 

however, had previously been well-paid employees. The group included families who described 

the shock of moving from dual-earner, high-income employment to business ventures that were 

initially prosperous, but then rapidly declined, bringing them to unexpected, low incomes. 

Changing careers could mean a move into a new occupation altogether -a construction worker 

decided to try his hand at fishing, and a textile factory worker moved into taxi driving. Usually, 

however, people who moved into a new occupation had relatives or friends who had some 

experience or knowledge of that kind of work. 

Alternatively, a move to self-employment had meant setting up in the same area of work in which 

people had previously been employees. Included here were two men with previously well-paid 

careers as employees who set up as consultants in specialist areas of their work. Which route 

people took depended on their particular interests, skills and the nature of their previous work, 
but the spur in many cases was the experience of being made redundant. There were several 

examples here of what MacDonald and Coffield (1991) described as 'push and pull' factors in 

self-employment. It was common for men to say that they had always had an aspiration to try 

self-employment: redundancy had merely brought forward the timing. Others, however, felt they 
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had no alternative: unexpectedly made redundant from a factory job, a man with five children and 

no qualifications had seen taxi driving as the only available option. 

Chapter Two pointed to a number of studies which have examined the role of redundancy in self- 

employment (Lee, 1985; Leece, 1990; Johnson and Roger, 1983). These studies concluded that 

people using the redundancy 'window' tended to be men in the 30-40 years age bracket, who set 

up one-person businesses in the service sector and generally earned less, at least in the early 

years, than they had previously received in wages or salaries. This picture fits most of the men 

in the study who had taken such a route. For example, one person currently struggling to build 

up his own clientele for a home-based agency had previously enjoyed an annual salary of nearly 

£30,000, along with a company car and private health insurance for his family. 

The amounts people received in redundancy pay were small, mostly under £3,000. Those who 

had received larger sums had generally used most of it on living expenses and keeping up 

mortgage payments when unemployed, as it was unusual to be able to make a direct transition 

from employment straight into a new business venture. Although large redundancy payments 

were rarely available for investment, smaller amounts were used to provide some of the working 

capital required for the Enterprise Allowance Scheme. Nearly all those who had moved from 

unemployment by starting new businesses said they had considered joining the enterprise 

scheme. Those who had toyed with the idea of self-employment in the past had already come 

across the scheme. Decisions to try self-employment had not been triggered by suddenly finding 

out about enterprise allowance. 

Reasons for not joining the Enterprise Allowance Scheme included problems with finding £1,000 

working capital, not wanting'to go on a course', or inconvenient scheduling of local schemes for 

people who were already running a business. One man had been deterred by the problems he 

expected to experience in preparing written plans or figures for discussion. Several people had 

already had an enterprise allowance in a previous venture that had proved unsuccessful, and knew 

that they were not eligible a second time round. 

Redundancy was not the only way in which members of this group of career changers came to 

be self-employed. Several had deliberately moved from secure well-paid jobs into self- 
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employment, and it was among them that hopes of making good profits were identified as strong 

motivations for trying to work on their own. This was the case particularly for the professional 

consultants, although in practice they were still earning well below their previous salaries. 

For the minister, self-employed status was determined by the structure of the church to which he 

belonged. The stipends in this church were based on tithes from the congregation and were set 
fairly low. When he began training for the ministry, he knew that he would be formally self- 

employed and would probably have to supplement low earnings with in-work benefits. His was 

an interesting and unusual case, where assumption of access to family credit was built in to the 

church's planning for financial support of their ministry. 

Whatever the routes by which people started their businesses, few of the breadwinners in two- 

parent families who had previously worked as employees said that they currently earned as much 

as when employed, although some businesses had previously been much more profitable. Other 

businesses had been trading for several years but profit levels had always been low. The food 

franchisee saw possibilities for higher earnings in the future, but the heavily front-loaded cost 

structure of taking on a franchise meant that the couple's income was substantially less than it had 

been in their previous work. 

It was especially difficult for men in two-parent families to move out of long-term unemployment 

and establish a business that generated enough income to support a family. Some mentioned 
'push' factors associated with feelings of disadvantage in the waged labour market - unavailability 

of jobs, long periods of unemployment; perceived lack of skills or training, a general feeling of 
disadvantage as a member of an ethnic minority group, or lack of confidence in being able to 
hold down a job as an employee due to poor health. These were all factors mentioned that had 

encouraged some to think about becoming self-employed and explore the options. When coupled 

with experiences of feeling pressure to find work from Employment Services offices, or reduced 
income support levels due to benefit control sanctions on people deemed to have left previous 
work 'voluntarily', self-employed work such as taxi driving could seem the only possible way 
forward. 

Social security were giving me a hard time about not being employed, and saying that I'd 
have to take any job that was offered to me. 
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The experiences of some mothers offered perspectives on combining self-employment with 

family care. Some had started new self-employed work at least partly in response to their 

husbands' ill health or as a consequence of marital breakdown- A woman whose husband's 

chronic ill health had led to his early retirement found few opportunities of work for herself in 

the local area. Thinking how to manage this new stage of life, with teenage children, led to her 

decision to 'make a job for herself by opening a new shop. This seemed a sensible way to use a 

small amount of equity released from the sale of a previous family home. It also offered 

possibilities for some participation by her husband when he occasionally felt well enough to do 

light work. 

The need to be available to care for a disabled child also influenced another woman in deciding 

to build up a home-based business after marital breakdown. She managed to keep the business 

going, despite recurrent bouts of ill health herself, but felt certain that she could not have held 

down a job as an employee, even if doing similar work. 

In general, the picture among the'career changers' was of families experiencing drops in income, 

whether they went into self-employment by choice or as a result of losing a job. These income 

gaps were often long term and showed no immediate signs of closing. Some had been 

temporarily obscured by an initial period of profitability, occasionally even fairly high 

profitability, in which case the subsequent big drop had come as a particular shock. Some 

families had experienced such low profitability in self-employment that they had already given 

up and entered unemployment again, trailing business and personal debts. Only two families 

thought current earnings had overtaken previous wages as employees, though in neither case were 

these particularly high. 

As we might expect from the heterogeneity of backgrounds and routes into self-employment, 

there was a broad range of qualifications and training among the career changers. Some 

certificates or training were directly related to current activities, including training in bible 

studies, engineering drawing, book-keeping, secretarial work and motor mechanics. High level 

academic and professional qualifications were held by some of those who had previously been 

well-paid employees. What was interesting was that those who appeared to be operating most 
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successfully in terms of financial stability and gradual expansion had no formal qualifications 

and had learnt their trades by experience. A carpet seller was formerly employed as a mill 

worker; a contract cleaner and a sales consultant both emphasised experience and hard work as 

more important than qualifications. It did seem, however, that qualifications and training had 

helped some of the self-employed start up in their chosen fields. It could be especially difficult 

for unskilled men without training or qualifications to start a small business from long-term 

unemployment. It is not know, of course, what the outcome would have been for some of those 

who had started new businesses very recently, among whom were some of the most highly 

qualified men. 

'Developers' 

The third group identified as having some different characteristics are described here as 

'developers' - that is, they became self-employed by developing some long-term interest or 

enthusiasm into paid work. There is some overlap with the previous category since in some cases 

people changed their work careers in the process. What particularly distinguished this group of 

families was the personal enthusiasm and commitment which allowed them to pursue their 

interests without expectations of great financial rewards. In some cases their work was also 

connected to a chosen lifestyle which did not prioritise the accumulation of household 

possessions, although this was not always the case. As families grew larger and growing children 

became more expensive, or when relationship breakdown brought women into the role of 

breadwinner, it could be a struggle to maintain living standards. 

This group included a potter, a musician, people with small retail outlets - for craft items and 

food produce, a motor mechanic, and the proprietor of an educational business. Some of these 

families came from relatively privileged backgrounds, where an anti-materialistic stance could 
be supported to some extent by a cushion of family support, expectation of future inheritance, 

or an extensive network of young friends, experienced in surviving on low incomes. This was 

not true of all of them, however. The musician had experienced a long period of unemployment 
before his wife persuaded him to try earning a living as a musician. With several children, life 

had been a constant financial struggle for some time, but working at his music was clearly 

preferable to being unemployed. Both he and his wife were worried about the future but he was 

sustained by optimism and commitment to his work. 
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At least I'm busy, I'm active, I'm always trying. And things could be good one day. I don't 
know, I mean I just keep hoping, keep working at it. I want to work. 

It was among this group of 'developers' that were found some of the people with the highest 

levels of academic qualifications, both men and women. Previous research has shown that self- 

employed women without employees are more likely to come from non-manual or professional 

backgrounds; they also tend to be somewhat better educated, with higher qualifications than both 

female employees and male sole traders. Such differences have been ascribed to some of the 

difficulties women face when trying to start businesses on their own (Carter and Cannon, 1988a). 

Among the 'developers, there were women with postgraduate degrees unrelated to their current 

self-employed work, as well as professional qualifications. There were also men with high levels 

of qualifications, both relevant to current work or in an unrelated field, sometimes associated 

with a previous career. Other men had no qualifications, including people who had been unable 

to hold down jobs as employees for a various reasons. 

Patterns of previous earnings varied considerably. Two-parent families who had been dual 

earners in previous periods of employment had sometimes experienced large drops in income 

when they started trading. Other families, however, had moved out of unemployment, or low- 

paid work as employees, and were used to managing on a shoestring. It was clear that among the 

'developers' there were families who could only sustain their chosen occupation by income 

supplementation, and for some families this had been the pattern for many years. 

What linked the families in this group was their enthusiasm and dedication to their work. 

Determined optimism and satisfaction with a chosen way of life pervaded the interviews with the 

parents in these families, and levels of energy and commitment were high. There was some 
frustration at being unable to achieve better returns, especially among families who were not 

cushioned by family support or material circumstances derived from previous more prosperous 

times. There was little talk of giving up, however. Indeed, within this group were families who 
had kept their chosen work going for eight or nine years, while caring for children. 
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Having described some of the main characteristics of the three groups of self-employed people 
identified among the family credit recipient families, it is worth mentioning separately the 

circumstances of women who had taken up child minding. 

Child minders 
Child minders are a group known to have particularly low earnings. This is recognised in the 

special treatment accorded them in assessment for all income-related benefits, including family 

credit. Net earnings are taken as one-third of gross receipts, acknowledging the very low levels 

of earnings traditionally associated with this work which is mostly done by women, and the 

problem of trying to disaggregate expenses from normal household expenditure. 

Child minding is an important occupation, despite the low financial rewards it attracts. Marsh 

and McKay (1993) identified child minding as one of the five jobs in which women in families 

receiving family credit were most likely to be working. In one of the sampling exercises carried 

out this study, a randomly-selected group of 100 self-employed families receiving family credit 

produced no fewer than 13 child minders, suggesting that this is an important way in which 

women can work. 

Child minding is also an occupation that is strategically important within social policy. Lone 

parents who want to work may need to make child care arrangements in order to do this. It is 

known that most lone parents make informal arrangements with relatives or friends, but others 

depend on employing child minders. Two-parent families, too, may need child minding provision 

if both parents want to work. Recognition of the importance of the need for child care is reflected 

in special arrangements introduced in 1994 to allow the costs of registered child care to be set 

against earnings in assessment of income-related benefits. Social security rules thus privilege 
both the expenses of child care for some working parents and the earnings of child minders who 

provide such care. 

Among the child minders interviewed, there were both lone parents and women in two-parent 

families. For lone parents, child minding at home was one way of combining motherhood and 

paid work. It was an occupation that could be started, with almost no financial outlay, while a 

mother was claiming income support. It could gradually be built up to the point where working 
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hours exceeded the administrative threshold (then 24 hours per week but currently 16 hours) after 

which the woman would assume formal status as a self-employed worker 

Child minding is also seen as a suitable occupation by women in two-parent families. If husbands 

are made redundant, have poor health, or are themselves involved in trying to get a small 
business off the ground, the wife's child minding activities may become the family's main 

earnings. Two women had previously given up reasonably well-paid clerical jobs to bring up 

their own children. Although they were committed to staying at home until their children were 

at school, they intended to work when they could. Until their husbands lost their jobs, therefore, 

child minding represented a source of extra income to sustain a good standard of living. It was 

also an activity they enjoyed which kept them in touch with the world of work. For these 

families, family credit was an important stop-gap until such time as the men could get back to 

work, as one had indeed done by the time of the interview. Their way of life, home-ownership, 

household possessions and standard of living in general had thus until recently been based 

primarily on the husband's long-term employment, supplemented by the extra money from child 

minding. 

Although special attention has been given here to child minders, there is no reason for not 
including them among the three groups of self-employed earners identified. Those interviewed 

could be apportioned between the'career changers' and 'developers'. Thus, the semi-professional 

child minder had previously had a good job as a residential social worker before she decided that 

working from home would fit better with her own family responsibilities. She was a 'career 

changer' in the same sense as the other women we identified in this group. The other child 

minders were more appropriately thought of as'developers' - having started an activity on a fairly 

small scale, which had then gradually been built up to become the family's main earnings, or 

assumed new importance when a husband stopped working -a pattern seen among women with 

other small-scale activities. 

The picture emerging from accounts of the parents' backgrounds and routes into self-employment 
is one of extreme heterogeneity. Some patterns can be seen, which are reflected, as we shall see 
later, in corresponding patterns in families' current living standards. The next section looks more 
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closely at the work that people were doing, how this was organised and how it fitted domestic 

circumstances and family expectations. 

7.5 The Scale of the Enterprises 

The aim of this section is to provide some background to the scale of people's activities, and what 

they were doing. Such pictures form an essential basis for understanding the financial aspects of 

their work, and later details about living standards and quality of life. What was being achieved 
in the small businesses depended, among other things, on the kind of occupation involved, the 

level of input of energy and commitment, the number of people involved, and the stage of 
business development and profitability reached. 

It is important to stress the small scale of some of the undertakings that had been started as new 
businesses during the previous two years, especially by people moving out of unemployment. 
A musician, for example, had stopped claiming income support and taken formal status as a self- 

employed person only a few months before the interview, without any definite prospect of paid 

work. Little had subsequently come his way and he spent his days practising, composing and 

visiting recording studios looking for work. People who had taken part in the Enterprise 

Allowance Scheme had reached relatively higher levels of planning and business development 

when they stopped claiming out-of-work benefits: even so, most had started modestly. Some new 

shops opened during the previous two years in small, rented premises were still only carrying 

stock worth less than £500. People who had invested recent redundancy payments to start a new 
business had not had substantial amounts of money available, as mentioned earlier. 

Working from home was one way of trying to establish a business without incurring additional 

costs of separate premises. People with larger houses, bought in more prosperous times, were 

able to keep one room specifically for business use. A consultant had been able to equip a living 

room as an office without too much constraint on family living space. Smaller houses could be 

reorganised for similar purposes if the family was small. It could be hard to get a new business 

off the ground, however, when the main bedroom had to double as a professional office - the only 
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option available to one man with several teenage daughters and dependent adult relatives at 
home. 

Observing such businesses at their early stages underlined their fragility and the potential 

financial risk for the families involved. Indeed, one or two sole traders had not moved much 

beyond early advertising and promotional work, combined with waiting at home for long periods 

for clients to telephone, before deciding the venture was no longer viable. 

By the time the interviews took place, one builder had returned to income support, and the 

partner of the scrap dealer was also claiming IS following a relationship breakdown. Others, 

however, felt optimistic about their chances of establishing their businesses on a long-term basis. 

It helped to be able to bring skills and expertise acquired during a previous business career, or 

from similar work done previously for an employer. A food wholesaler had only been in business 

for a few months at the time of the interview. He thought he had identified a market niche in 

wholesale distribution of a specialised product to local food shops. He was still building up his 

work, and had drawn on previous experience in the retail food business. In terms of projected 

annual turnover, his business was already among those considered by DSS to have specially high 

business receipts. It was interesting to find such an example of the high, and perhaps unrealistic, 

estimated turnovers reported by people starting up in business, which was noted in the discussion 

of income distribution data in Chapter Three. High turnover does not imply high profitability, 

however, as the next chapter shows. 

The food distribution business provided an interesting example of a form of self-employment 

which is on the increase (Felstead, 199 1). The man involved was dependent on a franchising firm 

for his produce, for most of his capital investment (freezers and vehicles) and for much of the 

structure of his work, which involved keeping retail outlets in stock with the foods. He would 

take initiatives to build up his customer base, extend sales and improve service, and in this way 
his work differed from that of the labour-only subcontractors. However, in the early years much 

of the profit made in businesses like this is absorbed by the franchising firm itself. It would be 

some years before a range of bonus and incentive schemes came into operation to make profitable 

trading more likely for this person. 
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There were plenty of examples of people who had sustained over a long period relatively modest 

undertakings which generated little profit. Some families had adapted well to surviving on low 

incomes and had no plans for major development or expansion of business activities. These 

tended to be people who had developed some self-employed work out of a consuming personal 

interest, or chose a way of working which suited a particular life style. The musician with a large 

family had rarely earned much more than he could have claimed in out-of-work benefits, but he 

had chosen to pursue his work, with income supplementation, since 1986. 

Most of the businesses which had been established for three years or more were, as we would 

expect, much more complex undertakings. The 'survivors' from those who had started from 

scratch some years ago, and most of those ventures which had been taken over as going concerns, 

were now operating on a scale readily identifiable as 'business'. This had sometimes been 

associated with greater profitability during previous years, although all were currently generating 

only low incomes. 

Throughout the thesis the emphasis is on the heterogeneity of the self-employed families and 

their work. They do not fall into neat categories. For purposes of description of the established 

businesses, however, we will present them in three groups of related activities " farming and 

fishing; sales; and services. 

Farming and fishing 

The most heavily capitalised businesses in the study were the established hill farms, each of 

which covered between 100 and 210 acres, with animal stock, farm buildings and equipment. The 

hill farms ran mainly sheep and cattle, with occasionally an additional small-scale special 

interest, such as breeding show animals. These were all family concerns. The families lived on 

the farms and were often the second or third generation to work the same holding. , 

Agriculture and fishing are both industries with large subcontracted work forces, as discussed 

already, and the study included two men who worked on this basis in subcontracted agricultural 
labouring and fish processing respectively. 
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Sales: retail and wholesale 
We have seen how the availability of the Enterprise Allowance Scheme enabled people to start 

up small retail businesses. It is difficult to equip, stock and advertise a completely new retail 

venture, without substantial capital to invest or fall back on, especially in a competitive retail 

environment, or in an area of predominantly low-income households with limited spending 

power. Among a number of women who had embarked on market stalls, small rented shops or 

retailing from home during the past two years, one had already given up and another had doubts 

about her viability. Most of the better established retail businesses had been taken over as going 

concerns, including the rented comer shops. 

Professional and trade services 

The remaining businesses which had got beyond the initial start-up stages of the first two years 

provided what could be called professional or trade services. Substantial undertakings included 

an educational business. Again, we see a pattern of development as 'family concerns' involving 

both parents and often older children and other relatives among these established businesses with 

high levels of investment and heavy workloads. The pattern was repeated in one of the craft 

businesses. Although the latter was more modest in terms of capitalization and annual turnover, 

it had been built up over several years and depended on participation by both partners. A later 

section looks at the involvement of other family members in these 'family concerns'. 

One alternative for developing self-employed work, for those who are unable or do not want to 

make substantial capital investment or build up a workforce, is to take on subcontracted work. 

This was a pattern seen among some of the male manual workers. The builders and plumber had 

their own small firms, but operated with relatively small amounts of fixed capital and equipment, 

and boosted earnings by acting as subcontractors for other larger building firms. The gardener 

had work in individual private gardens, where the tools and equipment were mainly supplied by 

the householders, but he generally combined this kind of work with subcontracted agricultural 
labouring work which was seasonably available. 

People offering a service away from home included the artist, the therapist and the book-keeper. 

We saw earlier that it could be hard to find working space in a small family home. One solution 
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was to lease a small business unit from the local authority, or use a room in a parent's house 

where there was more space available. 

The child minders were all home based. It was explained earlier that the concept of 'business' 

sometimes seems inappropriate to describe the way child minders work. Nevertheless, there was 

considerable range in the scale of activities among child minders. At one end was a settled family 

arrangement whereby a woman looked after a relative's daughter, for which she received a child- 

minding fee. At the other end was a woman who kept her own family activities distinct from her 

paid work, and thought of herself as a professional child-care worker. In between were women 

who combined their child minding with the care of their own young children, and who thought 

of their work in terms of extending the scale of their everyday domestic responsibilities. 

I wouldn't like to just stay at home and not do anything. I'm not that kind of person. 

The main patterns in the organisation of work, and the range and scale of activities in the small 

businesses have now been described. There is an important distinction between work conducted 

in a traditional business setting, and work which is technically self-employed but more similar 

in circumstances to working for an employer. This distinction could influence people's attitudes 

to work and financial support, and indeed could affect current and future social security 

entitlement. It has been shown how some occupations are closely bound up with families' 

personal lives. The concept of a 'way of life', for example, has important implications for 

standards of living and quality of life. 

The scale of the various ventures did not automatically correspond with the length of time people 

had been engaged in the self-employed work. It suited some people to maintain very modest 

undertakings and low earnings over long periods of time, whereas those who could afford to take 

over an established business could, almost from the beginning, be running a complex undertaking 

with a relatively high financial turnover. 

A further perspective on the working lives of self-employed people comes from looking at hours 

of work and the patterns of activity. 
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7.6 Patterns of Work Activity 

At the time the research was conducted, family credit regulations required one parent to be 

working on average at least 24 hours weekly (now 16 hours). There seemed little doubt that in 

all the families at least one breadwinner had been working 24 hours at the time they applied for 

family credit. Even when starting from scratch, with no established business base, long hours of 

work could be necessary to get a new business ready, for example equipping and stocking new 

shops, or doing intensive promotional and advertising work to attract clients and customers to 

a new service. 

The development of cyclical patterns of work was common. This is to be expected in occupations 

that are clearly seasonally affected. The pattern of student terms determined to some extent the 

variable working hours of a city taxi driver and of small shops in student areas. A book-keeper 

also experienced for herself the seasonal effects of other people's self-employed work: small local 

businesses wanted accounts prepared during December/January, or June, for tax assessment 

purposes and there was little work for her during July/August. Even the child minders' working 
hours dipped during holiday months, when working parents took their own holidays and did not 

need child care. 

Another kind of cyclical pattern was a seasonal change in the nature of the work rather than the 

amount of activity. Farmers and market gardeners typically described working very long hours 

throughout the year, but on a range of activities varying according to the agricultural cycle or the 

holiday trade. Observation of these businesses suggested that 70-100 hour working weeks 

reported in family credit applications were not exaggerations. This amount of work is necessary 

when one man manages over 200 sheep, and herds of cattle and calves on hill pasture. Fishermen, 

when not at sea, could be fully engaged full time in mending nets and maintaining boats. 

However, they were experiencing increasingly frequent lay-off periods when they were obliged 
to claim unemployment benefit. 

Not everybody worked long hours however. The need to combine paid work with family 

responsibilities and child care meant that hours of work were constrained in some families, as 

we shall see later on. For others, the breadwinner's ill health constrained the amount of activity. 
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As we have seen, the choice of self-employment sometimes arose specifically from the flexibility 

it allowed for reduction of work when health was poor. Cyclical bouts of depressive illness led 

one woman to believe that she would have been unable to hold down a job as an employee; being 

self-employed enabled her to manage periods of relative inactivity. 

What the interviews showed was a wide range in the hours of work being undertaken in the self- 

employed ventures, and a variety of cyclical patterns within the work, both in hours and kind of 

activity. There was not a wide range in resultant income however - all these families lived on 

incomes low enough to bring them within the scope of family credit. Entitlement to family credit 

is calculated on the basis of average weekly income. It is no easy task to translate the fluctuating 

income flows that match the cyclical and diversified patterns of activity just described into 

average weekly income (Boden and Corden, 1994). 

A more detailed understanding of the amount of work that was going into the self-employed 

ventures requires a closer look at the number of people involved. The following section looks at 

the divisions of responsibility for the work undertaken in the families where the main 

breadwinner was self-employed. This complements work undertaken by Wheelock and Baines 

(1994) who have looked closely at small businesses set up in Wearside during the 1980s. They 

pointed out that it is the entrepreneurial family, and not the individual, that explains the survival 

of some of these small businesses, seeking livelihoods at the margins of employment. They 

emphasised the importance of flexibility, in three'labour circuits': the business labour circuit, (the 

self-employed business), the non-business wage labour circuit (additional paid work taken on by 

the business proprietor or spouse) and the domestic household labour circuit (household 

responsibilities and care). Among the small business enterprises in the current study, many of the 

findings are consistent with those of Wheelock and Baines. However, as emphasised in the 

previous section, self-employment at low income levels includes a range of occupations and 

activities far beyond the traditional concept of 'business'. The analysis here permits a rather 
different perspective, in terms of the labour market participation of spouses and partners. 
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7.7 Labour Market Participation of Spouses and Partners 

Small, home-based businesses of the kind common among two-parent families in the family 

credit population often rely on substantial contributions from wives or partners. What this means 

is that the low profit levels generated by these enterprises are based on the work effort of not just 

one but two people, who might under other circumstances be bringing in two separate waged 

incomes. Of course, some of the women involved might not be able to take paid work or might 

choose not to do so. This intensive work effort is also commonly seen as an investment in the 

business which may pay off in later years, although, as we have seen, such a result cannot be 

guaranteed. 

Where there is no possibility of spouses joining the self-employed breadwinner's work, such as 

partners of taxi drivers or self-employed construction workers, then family credit may substitute 

for a second wage. Some women in two-parent families talked about family credit as a source 

of income which enabled them to stay at home longer with young children rather than going out 

to work themselves. They knew they would eventually have to get jobs to supplement their 

partner's low earnings, but lack of job opportunities meant that it would have been hard to earn 

as much as they were getting with family credit, anyway. 

Marsh and McKay (1993) have discussed these effects in terms of family credit providing an 

incentive for women not to work. However, analysis of administrative statistics suggests that 

there may, in fact, be greater attachment to the labour market among the spouses of self- 

employed men than those of employees. Only eight per cent of two-parent recipient families had 

any recorded earnings from partners, but nearly two-thirds of these were self-employed, and these 

were mainly families where the man was the main earner. Looking at the actual participation by 

women in the families in our study however, we see that they only occasionally had independent 

paid work of their own. 

The study was designed to include a number of dual earners, as well as some families where the 

woman was the main earner, in order to contribute to an understanding of the nature of the 

contribution made by partners both to the self-employed work and to the family income. As 
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might be expected, the characteristics of participation were quite different for male and female 

partners in two-parent families, and this section looks first at the female-earner couples. 

Female-earner couples 

There were two distinct patterns among the couples where the woman was formally identified 

as the main self-employed breadwinner. The first pattern was one in which both spouses made 

substantial contributions to the business. They come close to being full, working partnerships, 

and the men, in practice, were the main business and financial organisers. There were specific 

reasons why the business was registered in the woman's name. For example, one shop was not 

registered in the man's name because he had substantial debts outstanding from a previous failed 

business. 

The second pattern was one in which the men referred to themselves as unemployed, or unable 

to work through ill health. They were mostly trying to get back into work in their own right, or 

they were building up a role of their own in the business. A stall owner's husband, for example, 

had been unemployed for some time, but they had recently borrowed some money for him to 

open a shop which he planned to run as an extension to the stall. Two of the other husbands had 

found work again by the time the research interview took place, and both these families thought 

it unlikely that they would be staying on family credit for long. Only the husband of the 

proprietor of a small shop did not expect to work full time again, because of poor health. 

The key point about all the female earner families is that they were primarily dual earners, or had 

been until overtaken by unemployment or ill health. In all nine self-employed families the woman 
had habitually worked either full time or part time. They had only taken on the role of the main 

earner for family credit because their husbands had become unemployed, had become sick, or, 

where they worked together, because there were technical reasons why it was more appropriate 
for a business to be registered in the woman's name. 

Where husbands were not closely involved in the self-employed work, they might help out in 

some way, by dealing with the accounts, for example, or helping with child care, but in most 
cases their participation was not likely to substitute for paid employment of their own if they 

could find it. There may be some association here between the recent sharp increase in female- 
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earner families receiving family credit noted earlier and growth in male unemployment. If the 

pattern observed in this study is reflected more widely in the family credit population, we might 

expect to see many of these female-earner, self-employed families remaining on benefit for 

shorter periods on average than male-earner families, because those unemployed men who were 
fit were making determined efforts to find other work. Secondly, we might expect to find that 

living standards in some of these families reflected their recent or earlier status as dual earners. 
This expectation is tested in later chapters. 

Male-earner couples 
Female participation in work among the self-employed, male-earner families took one of four 

main forms. Women involved in their partner's business either contributed substantially and were 

classified as formal business partners or employees, or contributed but were not thus described. 

Women not involved in the business either had a job of their own or they did not. We can 

therefore plot schematically women's participation in the various enterprises or forms of self- 

employed work, as in Table 7.1 below. 
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Table 7.1 

Work and Participation in Self-employed Enterprises by Spouses of Self-employed Men 

Substantial contribution No substantial contribution 
to enterprise 

Spouse employed in business or farmers (2) insurance agent 

business partner shopkeepers (2) carpet dealer 

scrap dealer farmer 

sales consultant consultant 

minister food wholesaler 

artist 

cleaning contractor 

Spouse not employed fish processor taxi driver 

or business partner builder fishermen (2) 

food franchisee builder 

shopkeeper 

musician 

motor mechanic 
homoeopath 

This dichotomy of contribution levels is inevitably an oversimplification, since the nature and 

level of women's contributions varied, but the broad picture can be summed up in this way. We 

can see that, as would be expected, women's involvement in the subcontracted and quasi self- 

employed work was less than in the'businesses', and that being formally employed by a spouse, 

or his formal business partner, did mostly represent actual involvement. Contributions like book- 

keeping and secretarial assistance were common, but some women had definite separate spheres 

of work. Thus the dairy farmer tended the animals, did the milking and maintained the premises, 

while his wife was concerned with the dairy produce and marketing. The minister's wife ran 

women's circles and undertook counselling as part of joint pastoral duties. The artist's partner 

had her own portraiture and illustration work. Sometimes, the women's contributions were only 
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on a temporary basis: the scrap dealer's partner drove the truck during a period when he was 
disqualified from driving. 

Formal profit sharing, or amounts shown as spouses' wages on business accounts, had often been 

worked out by accountants to ensure the most favourable treatment under Inland Revenue and 

national insurance regulations. It was not unusual for there to be some uncertainty as to whether 

the woman was formally a partner or an employee. However, while there was some relationship 

between women's involvement and their classification as employees, this link did not extend to 

the amount or nature of the work contributed, and to the way that household finances 
. were 

organised. Most wages recorded in accounts were notional 'paper transactions'. None of either 

the men or the women suggested that any actual payments were made to women for the work 

they carried out. The only woman who reported having personal control of a portion of profit was 

a farmer's wife who managed the letting of a holiday caravan on the farm land. The wife of the 

cleaning contractor drew attention to what she saw as the rather dubious nature of these notional 

payments and was worried about what they might mean for family credit. Since she had taken 

over the organising of the books from their accountant she had stopped putting herself down as 

receiving a wage: 

I mean apparently we are entitled to claim it, so he (the accountant) did actually 
put it down, but no, I don't actually see any of it, anything of it all... When I did 
the tax return I was very nervous about doing it. I didn't want to sort of mess it 
up or anything, you know, put things down that I couldn't justify. And I wasn't 
actually taking the money out of the business and I also was a little bit worried 
about the fact that we are claiming the family credit and so I was a bit worried that 
if I actually put it down that I was getting a salary that it, you know, could be, 
linked in with the family credit. I don't actually draw any money out. of it, so I 
don't see anything of it, you know, it just was purely figures. And when I did the 
income tax return I, I didn't want to put down something that I couldn't actually 
justify either, you see, so I don't think I did put it in. 

Although most women who were recorded as employees did make some contribution to the 

work, there were also two women who did their husbands accounts without any such formal 

recognition, and none of the women had any direct income from the enterprise in their own right. 
This was true even in cases like that of the artists, where the woman had her own areas of work. 
Although this may seem inequitable, there did not appeared to be a clear link between receiving 

or not receiving a notional wage and control over family expenditure or financial decision 
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making. This was influenced primarily by other factors, which are discussed in a later chapter. 
What was clear was that the capacity for second earnings among self-employed couples was 

substantially reduced in some cases by the need for partners to contribute to the business. Men 

often relied on women being at home to answer the telephones, place orders, deal with deliveries 

and keep paperwork in order, and such work was often invisible in the formal economy. 

Among those women making no substantial contributions to spouses' self-employment, attitudes 

to paid work varied. One or two of the older women had poor health and did not expect to be able 

to work again. Only one woman was regularly working full time -a job taken on at a time when 

her husband was employed on a relatively high salary now provided essential earnings. A second 

woman had just secured a full-time job. Few other women had any paid work outside the 

business. Where they did, it was usually part time, and sometimes a few hours only - teaching 

a weekly dance class, or evening shop work. 

Women cited their responsibility for their children as a primary reason for not having a paid job 

of their own. Some also pointed to the lack of jobs in which they could earn more than they 

currently received in family credit. Even for families with school age children it was difficult to 

arrange child care during school holidays. There were also some strong expressions of preferring 

not to work from women who stressed the importance of staying at home to look after their 

children. The comments of the motor mechanic's partner were typical: 

I've always believed that I should be here for them. Nothing against women going out to 
work or anything if they're in a position to afford child care, but I would rather just look 
after them myself. From a personal view, even if I had the money I still wouldn't, because 
I firmly believe that, you know, I've had the children and it's my responsibility to see them 
through the first years. 

For women who have taken on a supportive role in business, such views may be partly a 

rationalisation of decisions which have given little opportunity for paid work of their own. This 

may be particularly true where the work takes men out of the house for long hours every week 

and simultaneously requires the woman's presence at home. We have seen that some of the wives 

of self-employed men had qualifications and training and most had worked before having 

children, sometimes in fairly well paid positions. They might be expected to have greater 

opportunities in the labour market than the younger unqualified wives of the employed men. 
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Their commitment to their husbands' businesses, however, tended to preclude their looking for 

work themselves, even if their children were at school. On the other hand, other women in the 

self-employed families specifically pointed out that their job opportunities were limited to 

unpleasant or menial work which made looking after children and receiving family credit 

preferable. The following exchange between the fish processor and his wife is interesting in the 

way that she challenges his explanation of why she did not look for a job. 

Q. Have you thought of getting a job yourself? 

W. No. 

Q. (to wife) So you're happy with things as they are? 

M. (answers) You have thought about it, we've discussed it and that, but I 
mean as long as we can manage on my earnings, if we was really 
struggling and we couldn't manage then she probably would, you know, 
get a part-time job or whatever, but at the moment I think she has enough 
to cope with. She does a hell of a good job with running the house, 
coping with the kids. She does all the washing, cleaning, everything for 
them and me as well. You know, she's got her hands full. 

W. It's not just that. I just couldn't see myself stood in some factory watching 
a load of frozen pizzas going down the line. If I was to do a job it would 
have to be something I enjoyed doing and I wanted to do it. 

M. But the point I'm making is you would take a job if we needed it. 

W. Oh if we was desperate I would do, yeah, but it would be what I 
wanted to do, put it that way ... I like to do what I want to do and 
I don't like to be told what to do. 

Here the husband bases his interpretation on their respective roles as homemaker and 

breadwinner. The woman however resists or qualifies this interpretation and offers her own - that 

of personal choice and preference and dislike of repetitive work. As a substitute for a second 

income, family credit for this couple allows the man to fulfil his preferred role as breadwinner, 

even if somewhat compromised. For the woman it protects her from being obliged to seek the 

only work she sees as available to her, which would be unskilled and demoralising. 

Overall, we can see that current earnings from partners contributed little to the overall incomes 

of the self-employed families, though in some female-earner families the non-working partners 
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were normally the main breadwinners. In families with self-employed businesses, women often 

contributed substantially to the work, without receiving any direct income in their own right. 
How much this affects the way expenditure decisions are made is examined in a later chapter. 

It is clear that women's opportunities to seek paid work outside the home were often limited by 

traditional gender divisions of labour which, while accepted by many of the women involved, 

may be reinforced by the demands of the self-employed enterprises. In this respect, there is a 

difference between these findings and those of Wheelock and Baines (1994). Their study of small 

businesses suggested greater sharing in the domestic division of labour within small business 

families. The difference in findings may be partly due to the different kinds of occupations 

represented among the families in the current study, including the subcontracted workers, the 

fishermen and the taxi driver, who may have to work long and unpredictable hours away from 

home. 

The diversity of labour market participation by spouses of self-employed breadwinners described 

here can be thought of as a continuum of arrangements. At one end we see the full participation 

of both spouses in a joint business venture, either formally acknowledged or not. As we move 

along through lower amounts of spouse participation we arrive at those families where one parent 

is currently not doing paid work, either through ill health or unemployment, or choosing to 

concentrate on child care and family responsibilities. Moving along again through families where 

one parent is engaged part time in work other than the spouse's self-employment we come to the 

opposite end of the continuum. Here both parents each have their own substantial work 

commitment, either in separate self-employed work, or with one working as an employee. 

There were examples in the study of families at various points along this continuum, but 

relatively few towards the right-hand side. This is not unexpected, since the respondents came 
from the family credit population, from which some families where the second earner had a full- 

time job as an employee would have been floated out of eligibility. It is in the families to the left- 

hand side of the spectrum where the 'invisible' work done by women is found. 

Lone parents do not have the same options for combining or sharing responsibilities for earning 

with a spouse. However, the study showed that being self-employed does offer special 

opportunities for lone parents to combine paid work with family responsibilities. 
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7.8 The Role of Self-employment for Lone Parents 

It is known that women are likely to choose self-employment to fit in with personal and domestic 

circumstances. All the lone parents in our study, men and women, described the advantages of 

being self-employed while they were bringing up children. Working at home could seem the only 

possible way for some parents with toddlers or very young children to earn money, and it could 

still be an advantage with school-age children. Parents were at home when children were ill or 

on holiday, and child-care costs could be avoided to some extent. 

Those lone parents who were not home based also stressed the advantages of flexibility in being 

self-employed. There were opportunities to fit work around school hours, and sometimes 

possibilities of taking young children to work, for example, lone parents in small retail units 

occasionally had their children on the premises. 

Lone parents in isolated rural areas and areas of high unemployment said there were few 

opportunities for waged work anyway, especially work that could be fitted around children. In 

some local areas, employers based production on home-based or subcontracted work forces, 

which were expected to be made up largely of women with children. By working as self- 

employed, lone parents said they were doing the only work available for women locally, or 

creating their own job opportunities. 

To some extent these constraints are also faced by women in two-parent families when they have 

main responsibilities for child care and are also looking for work. However, women in two- 

parent families sometimes have the option of working in the evenings or at weekends when 

spouses are at home. It would be wrong to think that lone parents solved their child-care 

problems by being self-employed, however. Several reported having used child minders or baby- 

sitters at various stages, including those who worked at home. 

Although they had come to self-employment as lone parents in different ways, both lone mothers 

and lone fathers stressed the general advantages of greater flexibility in being self-employed. As 

well as being able to have some control over work, there were some other interesting 

perspectives, of a rather different kind. One or two lone mothers who had never worked before, 
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including previously married women, said that being self-employed was a way of regaining 

confidence. They felt they had little to offer employers, and were anxious about how they would 

cope in the early stages of trying to work. Self-employment had enabled them to pace themselves, 

and acquire skills and experience at their own rate. One mentioned being able to make mistakes 

in private, at an otherwise difficult stage in life. Even those whose small business ventures 

seemed likely to be non-viable, or had failed already, spoke of all they had learned in the process 

of setting up, and their growth in confidence for the future. 

Another perspective came from women who had been carrying out some small-scale work on a 

self-employed basis when they lived with their husbands, and had been able to build this up into 

more substantial work when they became lone parents. They spoke of the element of stability this 

had brought to the turbulent period surrounding the break up of their marriage. They thought it 

would have been difficult to develop small jobs as employees into more substantial work in the 

same way without changing jobs - which would have been yet further upset at that time. 

Despite the advantages seen in self-employment, it was hard for lone parents to start up 

completely new businesses from previous dependency on out-of-work benefits. Those who had 

tried and succeeded tended to be protected to some extent by housing and assets accumulated 

during previous times when at least one spouse, and sometimes two, had had better paid work. 

Lone mothers with young children and without special skills or expertise, who had been trying 

to set up small retail businesses after living on out-of-work benefits, were not protected by 

accumulated assets, and sometimes could not generate enough money for their needs, even with 

financial support from enterprise allowance and in-work benefits. The fragility of some of the 

self-employed ventures in which lone mothers were currently working, with apparently rather 

little chance of increasing profitability, suggested that these were likely to be transitional 

employment situations. Such women reported more financial independence, and greater 

satisfaction than they had experienced on out-of-work benefits. Some, however, were already 
looking beyond their small self-employed venture, to returning to education or training, or 
looking for a paid job when family circumstances allowed. 

A further aspect of self-employment discussed earlier is the opportunity it can offer to people 

who have special caring responsibilities. 
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7.9 Families with Extra Caring Responsibilities 

All the families interviewed had responsibilities for caring for children. In the previous section 

we saw that some lone parents saw special advantages in being self-employed for people like 

themselves who had an extra share of responsibility. This was also the experience of other 
families who had to provide extra care, either for disabled children, or spouses or relatives with 
ill health. Self-employment meant that they had opportunities to work flexibly, to be at home 

while working or when required, or be within easy reach. 

There could be a thin line, however, for families with extra caring responsibilities, between the 

advantages of self-employment and the dangers if care became too heavy. Earnings could be 

constrained to the point at which businesses became non-viable. A couple whose son had become 

permanently disabled were finding it very hard to keep their business going and at the same time 

manage 24-hour care, and they were in considerable financial difficulty. 

This chapter has looked at some of the divisions of work and responsibilities among self- 

employed parents, both two-parent and lone-parent families. The final section fits another piece 
into the jigsaw. The interviews suggested that the development and maintenance of some of these 

low-income, self-employed ventures depended on work input from children, relatives and even 
friends. Much of this work was done on an unpaid basis, and represents a further contribution to 

the economy that is largely invisible. 

7.10 Additional Work Input 

Children could make substantial contributions in some enterprises. What seemed tedious work 
to adults could be experienced as fun by children. Distributing leaflets in a local area, errands on 
bicycles, or counting and arranging stock could be reliably delegated to quite young children and 
their friends. Other studies have shown that in farming families children are drawn into jobs and 
farm work from a very early age (Hutson, 1990). This was true of those farms and smallholdings 
in the study group where the farm was also the family home. 
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If children were really interested in their parents' work they could become an integral part of the 

undertaking. There could be firmly expressed expectations that children should help in the 'family 

business' and grow up taking part with their parents. One teenaged son of a agricultural family 

was expected to work several hours weekly, without being paid. Such strong expectations of 

participation, or ideas expressed that pocket money had to be earned or children's help freely 

given, were usually justified by feelings that parents were teaching useful values in this way. 

Children were learning reliability and co-operation, and discovering themselves that'money has 

to be worked for'. Parents explained that they were passing on their own values - that effort and 

hard work were valuable in themselves. One couple also said that working in the family business 

kept teenagers close to them, so that parents knew what they were doing -a useful control 

mechanism. 

Where teenagers had been closely involved with the family business, it was apparent that parents' 

skills and interests had sometimes been directly passed on, to the extent that children were now 

making their own careers in similar occupations. It was just these kinds of links with parents' 

occupations, and the experience of working with self- employed parents that we saw reported by 

some of the new entrants to self-employment. The study demonstrated both how these family 

connections with self-employment are established, and how effective they can, in the 

propensity of people to try self-employment. 

The involvement of older children in business offers another perspective on 'invisible work' 

within the general economy. Some received regular payments, while others were expected to 

participate willingly without direct reward, although sometimes 'helping out' was acknowledged 
in Christmas and birthday presents, or treats, depending on general business profitability. 

As well as the involvement of children, other relatives were drawn into the invisible economy 

surrounding some of the work. The self-employed people's own parents might give considerable 
help with practical do-it-yourself and conversion work on premises. Working siblings lent 

equipment or vehicles occasionally, and would help with different tasks on both a casual paid, 

or unpaid basis. In farming and fishing communities older men, who might have had official 

status as 'retired people' had they been employees, expected to go on using skills to help keep 

family concerns going. 
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People who had started completely new businesses from scratch had sometimes been surprised 
by the level of interest and active participation by friends and neighbours. One couple had 

described considerable input into their business at an early stage from their immediate 

neighbours, who wanted to be closely involved in some of the design and promotional work, and 

were happy to exchange skills and effort for friendship and hospitality. 

Also mentioned by some was financial help. As a later chapter shows, generous money gifts 

would sometimes go into small businesses from the self-employed people's own parents, who 

wanted the ventures to succeed. Another way of helping was for parents to meet some of the 

domestic bills of the self-employed family, so that they did not have to draw on business 

accounts. The flow of money into businesses in the form of gifts from parents raises special 

problems for assessment of income for purposes of determining eligibility for means-tested 

benefits -a point returned to in the next chapter. 

7.11 Summary 

This chapter has given some idea of the backgrounds of the self-employed workers, the kind of 

work being undertaken and the way that this was organised. The picture increases our 

understanding of the heterogeneity of the low-income, self-employed population. It also points 

especially to the differences in working circumstances between those recognised as being 'in 

business' and those who are not businessmen or women, but work for themselves in some way. 

The chapter has explored the different kinds of labour market participation in two-parent 

families, and these different ways of sharing and combining work are discussed further later in 

so far as they influence how families manage financially. Lone parents, and families with extra 

caring responsibilities, as well as breadwinners with poor health themselves, all saw advantages 
in being self-employed, in helping them fit work around personal circumstances. However, what 

may seem advantageous when things are going as planned can turn into problems fairly quickly 

at marginal profit levels, as is discussed in later chapters examining how these self-employed 

people made provision for financial security when they could not work, or faced retirement. 
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Patterns of previous earnings are likely to have a considerable influence on current living 

standards, but where, as in some of the families, they had been in their present self-employed 

work for some time, current earnings may have a more direct impact. Chapter Eight therefore 

examines in some detail the respondents financial circumstances around the time they were 
interviewed. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

EARNINGS AND OTHER RESOURCES 

Overview 

While patterns of work and previous earnings are likely to 

affect current living standards, present resources may still 
be the main determinant of current living standards. This 

chapter examines the resources available to the families 

interviewed, including earnings, transfer income, child 

maintenance and other private transfers, goods in kind and 

savings. 
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Chapter Eight 

Earnings and Other Resources 

8.1 Introduction 

The evidence presented so far in this thesis suggests that there is a substantial group of self- 

employed people, working in a variety of occupations from traditional small businesses to forms 

of marginal sub-contracting, with genuinely low and insecure levels of earnings. The last chapter 

looked in detail at the work carried out by 40 families who had applied for family credit on the 

basis of self-employed or employee earnings. Some of the self-employed respondents were higher 

earners in the past, either as employees or in more successful periods of self-employment, and 

they came from a variety of backgrounds, both professional and manual. 

With the expansion of self-employment in the 1980s in the lower income sector, people working 

for themselves have had to engage more frequently with the social security system. There is a 

case for the self-employed having greater access to social insurance schemes, but certainly the 

means-tested benefits, particularly family credit, have been of considerable importance to many 

self-employed families. 

A period of family credit receipt may represent different stages in the working careers of different 

families. It was argued earlier that the national income data from sources such as the Households 

Below Average Income (HBAI) series cannot conclusively show whether very low recorded 
incomes are a realistic reflection of the whole range of resources available to self-employed 

people. In the same way, information on earnings assessed for benefit purposes, which relates to 

a particular accounting period, may in itself tell us little about the living standards currently 

enjoyed by the family concerned. This question is now pursued further through qualitative 
interviews and observations which look for the links between declared incomes and current 

standards of living. 

The introductory chapter explained why these topics could fruitfully be explored through 
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qualitative methods. Where appropriate, this chapter also includes some quantitative measures 

in order to locate the families interviewed within the broader patterns established through other 

large-scale studies. 

The interview samples included a group of people with businesses which showed relatively high 

turnovers in the period covered by their benefit applications. Since there was some concern that 

living standards among these families might be inconsistent with the aims of family credit as 

offering work incentives to low earners, it was important to include examples within the study. 

Also, since self-employed family credit recipients apparently have much lower incomes than their 

employee counterparts, it seemed helpful to introduce some comparison in this component of the 

research. The work was therefore extended to include some interviews with a small group of 

families with an employed main earner. 

It was shown earlier that there were a number of different routes into self-employment. Patterns 

of work and previous earnings influenced families' ability to manage on their present low incomes 

and were likely to affect their current living standards. Current incomes, however, may still be 

the main determinant of living standards for many families, particularly if earnings have remained 

around the same level for some time. This chapter examines business turnover, assets and net 

earnings; other sources of regular or occasional income, including maintenance and informal 

work; contributions from children; and the role of non-monetary forms of help such as goods in 

kind and mutual exchange. It also considers savings and other capital accrued by the families, to 

see how far living standards during periods of low income were supported or protected by 

resources accumulated in earlier years. 

8.2 Business Turnover 

Business turnover represents the total takings of an enterprise before any allowance is made for 

the cost of stock or other purchases, labour costs and other business expenses (Boden, 1993). If 

there are families with large amounts of cash coming in from their enterprises, why is it that they 

are apparently so poor? The family credit database does not record the level of business turnover, 
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so the proportions of recipients with turnovers at different levels are unknown. As was described 

in Chapter Six, some indications come from a special exercise carried out by the Family Credit 

Unit, which examined a sample of new or renewed awards in a two-week period in 1993 (see 

Table 6.1). Twenty-eight per cent of families reported turnovers in the previous six-month 

assessment period of more than £10,000. Nearly four-fifths were retailers, who made up 31 per 

cent of the whole sample. Most of the others with half-year turnovers above £ 10,000 were farmers 

and market traders (seven per cent each). Twenty-seven cases (eight per cent) had six-month 

turnovers greater than £40,000. Again, these were mainly retailers. The largest groups in the 

'other' category were taxi drivers, child minders and window cleaners. 

The exercise also recorded the percentage profits reported by the self-employed recipients relative 

to their gross receipts. More than a third had'gross profit ratiosi10 of 20 per cent or less, of whom 

retailers, market traders and farmers made up the vast majority. This is not surprising, since as 

Boden (1993) pointed out, many retail businesses have relatively low mark-ups on goods traded. 

If the results of this exercise are extrapolated to the whole self-employed recipient population, 

there may have been just over 11,000 families in 1993 whose businesses took more than £40,000 

in gross receipts over the previous year, including some 4,000 with annual turnovers greater than 

£100,000. Turnovers at this level are not especially high in business terms, particularly for 

retailers who may have to meet high stock costs. 

Apart from the small group specially selected because of their high turnovers, gross receipts for 

most of the businesses in the whole year preceding the last benefit claim were generally less than 

£20,000. Particularly low turnovers of under £5,000 were reported by around a fifth of the 

families. 

The higher-turnover cases were selected so as to include a range of gross receipts above a 

threshold of £25,000 for the relevant 26-week period. On the basis of the exercise reported, this 

threshold would have captured around one in seven of all self-employed recipients. Where 

businesses had received VAT refunds these were included in the receipts, along with any 

10 This is an accountancy term referring to the percentage of turnover remaining after purchases of stock 
and labour costs are deducted. 
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enterprise allowance paid and the value of any goods or produce taken from the business. It 

should be also noted that gross receipts would include any capital introduced into a business in 

the form of loans, according to regulations in force when the families' claims were last assessed. 

This has been a controversial rule, leading to a number of representations to the DSS by 

accountants representing self-employed claimants. A decision of the Appeal Court has since 

stated that certain forms of capital receipt should not be counted as income for family credit 

(Kostanzuk/Chief Adjudication Officer, by consent, 28 August 1992). One family, for example, 

had taken out a loan to buy a new car for use in the man's consultancy work, which had the effect 

of doubling their gross receipts for the year. Several others also had overdrafts included as part 

of their gross receipts. There was very little understanding of this rule, which appeared to 

contribute to some people' confusion about DSS assessments of their benefit claims. 

Half-year turnovers in these families ranged from around £24,000 to just over £180,000, while 

gross profit ratios varied from zero, in the case of one loss-making venture, to over 80 per cent 

in the case of one of the men offering professional consultancy services. The gross profit ratio 

(GPR) formula can give some idea of whether a business is producing the level of profit to 

turnover which might be expected in comparable types of enterprise. However, it is generally 

only applicable to businesses buying and selling goods or adding value to raw materials. In other 

kinds of self-employed work, especially that involving professional services, GPRs are a less 

useful indicator, since it is not always obvious what should be included as 'purchases', as distinct 

from other kinds of business expenses. 

For the farmers, purchases included sums spent on livestock, feed, fertiliser and other materials. 
Since these costs were substantial, their gross profit ratios were relatively low. The consultant's 

profit ratio, on the other hand, appears high in comparison with other businesses, partly because 

one of the major items of expenditure (for the production of advertising brochures) would not be 

counted as a purchase but as an advertising cost - and would thus come into the net rather than 

gross profit calculation. 

Apart from purchases of stock, the other element commonly included in the gross profit equation 
for accountancy purposes is labour costs. We have seen that several businesses employed people 
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other than the owner's spouse. This is a feature of small enterprise which might be seen as 

anomalous to the function and purpose of family credit. How can people who can afford to pay 

wages to others have net incomes low enough to qualify for supplementation? From the 

respondents' perspective, however, there was no anomaly. None was in the process of building 

up their businesses by taking on staff and any expansions which had taken place predated their 

claims for family credit. A shopkeeper, for example, had borrowed money to buy a second shop 

shortly before the recession began. This shop currently ran at a loss but he had been unable to sell 

it. Only by keeping both shops open for 14 hours a day, seven days a week could he generate 

enough sales to meet the interest payments on his loans. These opening hours required the 

employment of two young people to work part-time shifts. Interestingly, the owner had not 

claimed his staff wages as an expense. It is not clear whether this is because he misunderstood 

the application form or because he was employing them cash-in-hand and was reluctant to declare 

it. The effect, potentially, was to reduce his benefit entitlement, though in practice it made no 

difference, since he was judged to be making an overall loss. 

Other businesses with some wage costs included the farms, who took on additional labour only 

as and when necessary for specific, labour-intensive, seasonal tasks. The amounts claimed as 

expenses for this purpose were small as a proportion of turnover. 

One way in which profits may be kept low while the value of a business is increasing, is if the 

level and value of stock or other assets are allowed to build up. However, Boden (1993) pointed 

out that inflating the paper value of stock can also be a means of making a business appear more 

valuable than it is, for the purpose of obtaining loans or credit. Building up stock and assets is a 
legitimate, indeed laudable, aim in business terms, but it could be seen as problematic for family 

credit entitlement if profit margins are artificially depressed in the process. The study of the 

income assessment system (Boden and Corden, 1994) pointed to anomalies in the way the family 

credit regulations approach this issue in the assessment procedures, such that no account could 
be taken of any net changes in stock levels. 

There was no apparent evidence, from either the interviews or from examination of case papers, 
that people were manipulating the rules to build up stock or assets to levels higher than could 
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reasonably be required for the efficient performance of their business. Nor were the figures for 

goods purchased, such as perishable food, in excess of what would be seen as a normal level. The 

one business where the cost of the stock purchased seemed high in relation to sales was the food 

franchise. Franchises of this kind are financially very complicated, however, and it was clear that 

the terms of business were largely set by the franchise firm. 

Overall, examination of the relationships between gross receipts and gross profits in these 

businesses suggested few unexpected patterns. The large gaps seen in higher turnover businesses 

between gross and net profits were attributable to business expenses and costs other than those 

of goods purchased or wages. Most of the types and amounts of business expenses claimed by 

applicants against their business takings were unsurprising, given the nature of the particular 

activities involved. Expenses included fuel and transport, interest on loans for equipment such 

as tractors, repairs to vehicles, commission paid on sales of livestock, and insurance for stock or 

machinery. None of these seemed unusual or excessive and all appeared to be legitimate. 

The kinds of expenses claimed by people providing professional services may be more unusual 

so it may be helpful to look, as an example, at one of the consultants - one of the highest net 

earners in the study. He had supplied information for family credit through a full-year profit and 

loss account. He had substantial advertising and promotional expenses and although these were 

eventually recouped from fees, they had to be met from a business overdraft and accrued interest 

payments. Apart from a secretarial wage, the other main costs were for rent and rates for a 

workspace and car park. Spaces in the latter were sublet to cover most of the rent. A further 

expense was a substantial sum written off for bad debts. This expense was initially disallowed 

but after queries and protracted correspondence the decision was eventually revised in his favour. 

Although most of the business expenses claimed seemed unexceptional, there were three areas 

where either the costs themselves or the treatment of them in the assessment process require some 

comment. These were interest payments on large business loans, rents for combined business and 
domestic property, and franchise costs. Boden (1993) drew attention to businesses that were 
highly 'geared' - that is, a high proportion of business assets were funded by loans. There was 

evidence of high gearing in several of the businesses in this study, including those of two farmers 
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and the shopkeeper, such that interest payments consumed substantial proportions of the gross 

profit. Family credit regulations permit interest payments on loans taken out for legitimate 

business purposes to be counted as expenses against any business profits, and there was nothing 

in these cases to suggest that the loans involved were not legitimate under the regulations. 

Nevertheless, the presence of large business debts of this kind helps to explain how some high 

turnover businesses show little profit, at least during the period of loan repayment. 

There were also two examples where rent for premises use for both domestic and business 

purposes had not been correctly identified in the family credit assessment. Only that part used for 

the business should have been included but total rent had been allowed as an expense. 

The point has already been made that franchises are a special kind of self-employment, where 

certain costs are imposed on the franchise holder by the franchising firm. These can, at least in 

the early years, reduce substantially any gross profits made from the sale of goods. In this case 

goods were sold to the franchisee at an initial 25 per cent discount, but the business was then 

subject to a range of fixed or turnover-related costs, including: 

" franchise fee of six per cent (of turnover) 

" fixed fee for van leasing (£470 per month) 

" fixed fee for road tax, insurance and operator's license (£118 annually) 

" fixed fee for van maintenance (£150 per month) 

" initial stock loan repayment (0.4 per cent of turnover per month) 

" canvassing fee (one per cent of turnover per month) 

" subsistence loan repayment (one per cent of turnover per month) 

" fee for 'buying customers' - amounting to around six per cent of turnover 

" telephone customer booking service (one per cent of turnover per month up to ceiling of 
£11,000) 

0 parking and recharging of refrigeration for the van - approximately £1,500 annually. 

The franchisee also had to meet other work expenses, including fuel. Over time some of these 

costs would fall, bonuses could build up, and after a specified period sales rounds could be sold 
to other franchisees, thus reducing the debt to the company. Nevertheless, it is easy to see how 
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the relatively large receipts from such an enterprise can be consumed by business expenses. The 

business transactions of such an enterprise are also particularly difficult for the applicant to 

explain on a cash-flow statement and for assessment staff to interpret from accruals-based 

accounts. 

The study was not designed to be able to verify all the business expenses which respondents 

claimed on their applications. People talked about the different ways they recorded their expenses 

and often showed the researchers account books and other details. A common theme was how 

difficult it was to remember to keep all the necessary receipts and how some items went 

unclaimed because of the evidence being missing. People who had received family credit before 

had some understanding of the kinds of expenses which were allowable and those which were 

not. Use of the home as a business expense was one item which was rarely claimed where 

respondents did not have the advice of accountants. In general, examination of family credit 

application forms and discussion with the self-employed applicants indicated that business 

expenses claimed were those which would be expected in the occupations involved. What the 

research demonstrates is that higher turnovers should not necessarily be expected to produce 

correspondingly high net profits in small businesses of this kind. Nor, in fact, do low gross 

receipts always produce the lowest net earnings. 

8.3 The Net Earnings of the Main Worker 

Earlier chapters of this thesis have emphasized the difficulties involved in measuring self- 

employed earnings. The researcher was not in a position to pass definitive judgement on the 

accuracy of either the information presented to the Family Credit Unit or the adjudication officers' 

assessments. Respondents often offered accounts and other documentation for inspection and 

were happy to show the premises where their work was carried out, along with equipment, tools 

and merchandise. Looking at the scale and nature of the work carried out, there seemed little 

reason to believe that earnings were substantially different from those reported. Some undeclared 

work was carried out and this is discussed later. Several people also drew attention to apparent 
discrepancies between their standard of living and their current low earnings. Past earnings were 
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referred to in a number of cases, but it was more common to emphasise the exercise of tight 

management on household budgets. These budgeting strategies are explored in a later chapter. 

Table 8.1 shows the range of estimated net main earnings of families in receipt of family credit 

at the time of the interview, based on their most recent benefit applications. The figures include 

enterprise allowance where it was received and are net of allowable expenses, deductible tax and 

national insurance, and half of pension contributions if paid. The table includes the previous 

earnings of those who had stopped being self-employed and were now claiming out-of-work 
benefits. 

Table 8.1 

Net Earnings of Main Employed and Self-employed Respondents 

I per week Self-employed Employed 

0-49 12 - 
50-74 82 

75 - 99 91 

100 - 150 10 7 

Total 39* 10 

Excludes a family whose claim had been disallowed because of excess earnings 

Overall, the main weekly earnings of the self-employed families were clustered more in the lower 

range than those of the employees and the higher-turnover families mostly had lower net earnings 
than the other self-employed recipients. Nearly three-quarters had net earnings below £100 per 

week. The highest earnings were those of the cleaning contractor, at approximately £140 per 

week, while the lowest net earner was one of the food retailers. She declared taking £30 - £40 per 

week from the business in food and other goods, but was still assessed as having net earnings of 
less than £5 per week. In spite of having a relatively high turnover, most was absorbed by the 

wholesale cost of food and the remaining profit margin was consumed by the costs of transport, 

refrigeration and rent for the retail unit. All the employees' earnings, by contrast, were between 
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£50 and £150, with most over £75. The smallest amount was earned by a female factory worker, 

who averaged just over £50 per week for around 25 hours work during the assessment period. Her 

firm had lost work in the recession and her hours had been gradually cut back. The highest earner 

was a public sector caretaker, with just over £150 per week. 

A comparison of the earnings of the families in the study groups with national family credit 

statistics shows that higher earners in both groups were somewhat over-represented. In April 

1991,40 per cent of self-employed families were recorded as having net assessed earnings of 

under £50 per week and a further 43 per cent were under £100. Only 17 per cent of earnings were 
higher than £100 per week. Among the employees, 51 per cent had earnings of under £100 and 

a further 45 per cent were between £100 and £150. Earnings, of employees at least, might be 

expected to have risen since the assessment period used in the national analysis, but the main 

difference comes in the selection of the interview samples. The groups were chosen to include 

sufficient numbers of 'low' family credit awards, as well as the more common higher ones. 

Allowing for this factor, the relationship between the distributions of earnings in the two study 

groups is broadly similar to that found in the wider family credit population. 

Table 8.1 shows that 12 self-employed families in the study had net earnings of less than £50 per 

week in their last assessment period. Very low self-employed earners are of special interest, but 

it turns out that they are not easy to categorise. Those earning below £50 per week included child 

minders -a group known to be low paid. As we saw earlier, two of the child minders were in 

dual-earner families, who might not be expected to remain claimants in the longer term. This 

group also included loss-making ventures which were among those with higher turnovers. There 

were both recent and long-term recipients, as well as members of all three career groups identified 

in Chapter Seven. Some, as we will see later, were facing serious financial problems, while for 

others minimal earnings were manageable partly because of having no housing costs and because 

of a commitment to the lifestyle that went with the work. 

Very low earnings were sometimes associated with limits to earnings which were largely beyond 

the control of the person involved. Subcontracted earnings, for example, depended on the amount 

of work made available by the employer, as in the case of woman working as a debt collector for 
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a finance company. Hours of work could also be limited by the need to be available for family 

members needing care because of ill health or disability. Also, earnings cannot necessarily be 

increased by extra work effort. A musician, for example, spent most of his non-performing time 

pursuing work and promoting his music. Higher earnings here would depend on an upturn in the 

market for his particular product. 

It is worth noting that self-employed respondents often found it hard to estimate their earnings. 

Few drew a'wage' as such: for most it was a matter of struggling from month to month to keep 

enough money coming in to meet bills and payments. As we saw in the last chapter, family credit 

and child benefit often constituted the main or only cash available for regular family expenditure. 

Thus the concept of net weekly or monthly earnings was often meaningful only in terms of 

figures produced for specific purposes, such as the family credit claim or tax returns. Respondents 

often answered questions about their earnings by reference to family credit assessments in terms 

like 'this is what they said I earned'. They were interested in these assessments, sometimes 

expressing surprise, either because they felt their earnings had been overestimated or, not 

uncommonly, because they were shocked to find how little they had apparently earned over a 

particular period. By contrast, most of the employees were able to state fairly precisely what their 

earnings were at the time and what they had been when they last applied for family credit. 

Self-employed people may often be uncertain about what their net profits are, but one way in 

which these may be represented is as 'drawings'. We saw earlier that it has been the practice in 

some surveys, where self-employed people are unable to give an estimate of profit, to ask instead 

about money drawn from the business to meet living expenditure. The question of 'drawings' in 

self-employed enterprises is complex. What people take out of a business may be all they have 

to spend on a week-to-week basis, apart from benefits, but it is not necessarily the same as their 

'earnings'. When businesses are starting up or struggling to keep going, the priority may be to 

leave as much of the takings as possible in the business, either as stock, or as contingencies to 

meet bills. Most respondents explained that they did not take a'wage' as such, but just drew out 
the minimum needed to meet payments such as mortgages or fuel bills. 

Where drawings were made, the amounts were influenced by three main factors. First, people 
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drew no more than the minimum needed to cover essential household expenses. Secondly, 

amounts drawn would be based on some appreciation of the likely level of current profit, 

according to the most recent set of accountancy figures or people's own 'feel' for how they were 

doing. Thirdly, there were limits set by the level of bank overdrafts, since these were often the 

only regular source of drawings. These influences are illustrated in the following comment by the 

wife of one of the self-employed men: 

... his drawings vary so much depending on what he can afford to draw at the time. Now 
we've just had the leanest six months ever so we've drawn just as little as we possibly can, 
you know, so that we're still drawing something from the business, but it's - we're not 
dipping into it too much because we're constantly at the end of the overdraft. It's 
constantly being, you know, topped up and dipped back into and that's it. 

Her husband also talked about pressure from their accountant to draw out more money from the 

business than they thought they could afford in order to avoid suspicion of carrying out 

undeclared work. 

Earnings were seen as constituting a 'wage' mainly in families where the main earner was a 

subcontractor or worked in a primarily male manual occupation, such as the building trade. It was 

very rare for estimated drawings clearly to exceed actual net earnings. In one shop the owners had 

been taking out around twice as much as their estimated net earnings. These drawings were 

necessary mainly to keep up the mortgage payments, which were already substantially in arrears 

as a result of a previous business collapse. Taking this much from the business was possible 

because they were having to make small payments only towards the cost of their start-up stock. 

However, the new business had not being going long enough for the owners to know whether it 

could sustain the level of drawings they found necessary. 

If, as is suggested, the net main earnings in the self-employed families were a realistic reflection 

of the scale and type of the work concerned, it is still possible that some businesses could be 

amassing substantial assets rather than net profits. There was, however, little evidence that this 

was the case among these particular families. Some of the farms constituted substantial building 

and land holdings, most of which had been in the family for many years, but apart from these, 

there were no businesses which were capitalised in any major way. Assets were limited mainly 
to stock, vehicles, machinery and other small pieces of equipment or tools of the trade. The only 
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business asset the potter owned, for example, was her kickwheel. Kilns and other equipment 

belonged to the people who had originally put capital into the business partnership, of whom she 

was not one. 

8.4 Partners' Earnings 

The previous chapter discussed the labour market participation of spouses and other partners in 

the two-parent recipient families. We saw that work outside the home was rare for women with 

self-employed partners. The more common pattern in these families was for the wife to help with 

the husband's business, but even where women were formally described as employees this was 

for tax purposes only and no actual money changed hands. The female-earner families were 

normally dual earners: participation in work by the women preceded their becoming the main 

family breadwinner. Most of the lone mothers had also been working before their marriages or 

relationships ended, which may have been a factor in helping them to continue to combine lone 

parenthood and work. This section looks at the sums of money earned by the partner of the main 

earner in two-parent families and the contribution they made to the household income. 

Among the self-employed male-earner families, in the few cases where women had paid work 

outside their partner's business at the time of the interview, the work took up only a few hours 

each week and was organised to fit in with family or child-care responsibilities. Two women each 

earned around £15 per week - teaching a dance class and running a playgroup. The latter was 

conducted on a job-share basis and the woman talked of enjoying it as much for the social life as 
for the income it brought it. Both women saw their wage as an important contribution to family 

income and wanted in the longer run to expand their work, but neither felt this was possible until 
their children were older. 

One higher-earning spouse had taken a part-time job in a shop job five years before, specifically 
to pay for her children to go to a private school. She took home between £230 and £300 per 

month, which now made up most of their household earnings since the business was barely 

making a profit. 
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Earnings from the spouses of self-employed men, therefore, although present in only a few of the 

families, could be important in the overall household income. It was a somewhat different picture, 

however, with the female-earner families. While two of the men were becoming involved in their 

partner's business, the other three saw their main priority as getting back into the workforce 

themselves, and two had already done so by the time of the interview. Both families intended 

applying for family credit again, but suspected their present earnings might disqualify them. 

There were some similar patterns of work among partners of the employed recipients. The lone 

parents had been working before their marriages ended and the female-earner families had 

previously been dual earners, just as in the self-employed families. One of the husbands of the 

women employees had found work since their last benefit claim, though only of a temporary 

nature. Unlike the women in the self-employed, male-earner families, most of the employed 

men's partners had recently been in work, but only one had a job at the time of the interview. She 

brought home just under £60 per week from part-time work in a shop - roughly half the earnings 

of her husband. The other women had stopped work for reasons which included the birth of 

children and the reduction in the availability of work that fitted in with child care. All hoped to 

return to work once children were at school or when suitable work became available, because the 

loss of their earnings was seen as making a serious impact on household finances. In these 

patterns of work and future expectations we can see example of the 'parachute' families identified 

by Marsh and McKay (1993). 

8.5 Take-up and Use of Benefits Other Than Family Credit 

Chapter Four looked in some detail at social security policy towards self-employed families. 

Some examples were given of the difficulties some people in the qualitative studies had 

experienced in relation to unemployment and sickness. The take-up of housing benefit, and 

problems concerning the interaction between this and family credit, were also addressed in that 

chapter and are discussed further in Chapter Nine, on housing circumstances. Here we look 

briefly at issues affecting take-up of two other main benefits which are relevant to an examination 

of household incomes. These are community charge benefit and one parent benefit. 
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Community charge benefit 

Most people in both self-employed and employed families were making some payments towards 

their community charge (this local tax - more commonly known as the 'poll tax' - was in force at 

the time of the main set of interviews). Most had also applied at some point for a rebate, and 

approximately two thirds of all the families reported receiving a rebate the time of the interview. 

However, even though only a few said that were deliberately avoiding paying the poll tax on 

principle, it was clear that compared to other financial demands it took a low priority for many 

of the families. This was partly because of the adverse publicity surrounding it and the widespread 

perception of it being an unjust tax, but also because the actual amounts were hard to find out of 

limited incomes. As a result arrears were common, sometimes going back as far as two years of 

payments, and two employee families had attachments of earnings to recover the debt. 

Only two families appeared never to have applied for a rebate and neither had paid any poll tax 

for some time. It was clear many of the same problems identified with housing benefit in this and 

earlier reports applied to community charge benefit, and these were made more complicated by 

the individualised nature of the poll tax in two parent families. Several reported having given up 

in the process of trying to sort out what they were supposed to pay, using expressions like 'I just 

left if. Whether recovery proceedings had started for different families depended on arrangements 

in the different local authorities, but some were likely o face some difficulties in the coming 

months. 

There was also clearly some misunderstanding on claimants' part about the interaction with family 

credit, as there was with housing benefit. If their family credit went down in the future there was 

no guarantee that people currently not entitled would re-apply for rebates. 

One parent benefit 

Lone parents make up nearly two fifths of all family credit recipients and almost one fifth of the 

self-employed. They are often among the lowest earners, and in this study the self-employed lone 

parents often had the most difficulty of any of the families in making ends meet. It is important, 

therefore, to know whether lone parents claiming family credit are also aware that they are 

entitled to claim an addition to their child benefit which is not taken into account as earnings. 
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The analysis of administrative statistics discussed in Chapter Five found that take-up of one 

parent benefit among lone parents receiving family credit appeared to be relatively low 

considering that they would have been more than £5 per week better off receiving it. This was 

based on the amounts recorded as being received in child benefit. It was not clear whether some 

lone parents who did receive the extra benefit did not mention it because the family credit form 

does not specifically refer to it. It was of interest, therefore, to look at whether the lone parents 

in this study were claiming one parent benefit and whether it was recorded on their application 

forms. 

Of the eight self-employed and two employed lone parents in the study, three said they were not 

receiving one parent benefit. The ex-partner of the scrap dealer had applied but it had not yet 

come through. Another woman had recently had her child benefit book transferred into her name 
because her younger son had moved to live with her, but she had not thought about claiming one 

parent benefit. The other non-claimant was the lorry driver, who said she thought it was not 

payable as well as family credit. Here there seems to have been a wider problem with take-up of 

benefits: she had previously built up mortgage arrears during a period of unemployment without 

claiming income support, and her daughter had not claimed any benefit in her own right even 

though she was unemployed and five months pregnant. Six of the seven recipients appeared to 

have included one parent benefit in the question about child benefit on their application forms. 

Evidence from such a small number of people is not conclusive. It does nevertheless suggest that 

while take-up may be higher than estimated in the earlier report there could still be lone parents 

receiving family credit who have not applied for one parent benefit. This may be either because 

they were unaware that they could apply, or because they thought that they would be no better off. 

Benefit use among the higher turnover families 

The take-up and use of benefits apart from child benefit and family credit was limited among the 

higher turnover families, apart from the receipt of disability living allowance by the franchisee's 

son. Since there were no lone parents, none received one parent benefit and there was little 

experience of claiming sickness benefit. Those who had been unemployed before starting self- 

employment, including the meat wholesaler, the advertising broker, the franchisee and the man 

running the giftshop had some recent experience of unemployment benefit and income support, 
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but most of the others had had very little contact with the benefit system in their lives, apart from 

claiming child benefit. To some extent this seemed to colour their attitudes to claiming additional 

benefit like that for the council tax (which had replaced the community charge by the time of their 

interviews). Although several were in the process of applying for council tax rebates, there were 

several others who had not tried. One farmer, for example, said they 'preferred to stick with 

family credit', and another described their not applying for council tax benefit until recently as 

based on an attitude to life that meant you didn't look out for all the help you might be entitled 

to: 

You're so grateful for some help you don't like to look at what else you might be 
able to get. 

8.6 Other Income 

In addition to money derived from the business or main job and any earnings by partners, some 

families had other sources of income, apart from benefits, including maintenance, and casual 

work. In general these other amounts of money were small, but in some cases they could make 

a considerable difference to cash available for weekly expenditure. This section considers these 

other sources of income, starting with child maintenance. 

Maintenance 

The receipt of maintenance was unusual among the lone parents in the study for a number of 

reasons. One woman, for example, had joint custody of her children, who spent equal time with 

their father. Another was a widow, while the former husband of a third now lived abroad. Losing 

maintenance as children leave full-time education can present difficulties for some lone parents, 
because it may be combined with loss of benefits at around the same time. The one self-employed 
lone parent who was currently receiving maintenance had just lost payments for her older son 

who was about to go to college. She anticipated maintenance soon finishing for her 17 year old 

as well. She was worried about how she would cope because she expected to lose over £80 per 

week in family credit, child benefit and maintenance - more than half her total disposable income 

- while her children were likely to remain partly dependent on her. Of the two employed lone 

parents, one was waiting for a court maintenance order, while the other was receiving the 
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relatively high figure of £29 per week for each of her two children. 

Maintenance receipt was more common among the employee couples because they included 

several reconstituted families, with three women receiving amounts varying from £10 to £20 per 

week for each child. In the couples, maintenance was regarded along with child benefit as the 

woman's income, though women said it was generally spent on items for the children. It was seen 

as an important, but not necessarily reliable source of income: the uncertainty of not knowing 

whether the money would arrive could add to financial problems. 

With the advent of the Child Support Agency, it might be expected that maintenance payments 

to lone parents in particular would increase, but it would be wrong to see cash maintenance as the 

only way in which the expenses of children are shared with non-custodial fathers. Paying for 

holidays and outings, clothing, school equipment and special presents were all mentioned as 

important ways in which fathers helped with meeting the costs of children in both self-employed 

and employed families. Contributions of this kind could be crucial, since they helped with items 

which parents often described as the most difficult to afford. Time spent looking after children 

can also be important if it allows a lone parent to work. It could be easier to work in the school 

holidays if the other parent took the children away. The gardener, for example, had spent several 

weeks during the summer working long hours on subcontracted harvesting in addition to his 

regular work because his children were staying with their mother. This was likely to boost his 

income for that period substantially, but he said it could not have been undertaken with his 

children at home. Such non-cash contributions for children raise some questions about the likely 

impact of child support arrangements. Parents who are expected to pay new or increased sums 

of maintenance may be reluctant to continue other more informal and occasional, but still often 

valuable, contributions. 

Casual or undeclared work and other sources of occasional income 

The extra work taken on by the gardener was declared and recorded for tax and family credit 

purposes. However, self-employed work is commonly associated with 'cash in hand', undeclared 

work and the informal economy, although as we argued earlier there is little conclusive evidence 

of the extent of such work. People engaged in undeclared work would be unlikely to admit to it 
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in research interviews unless confidence in the researchers is built up over time. Our study was 

not designed to discover whether work was being carried out which respondents would not talk 

about. Some were, however, prepared to discuss it. 

It has been observed in other research that in discussing whether they are involved in undeclared 

work while claiming benefits, people often explain their activities in ways that attempt to preserve 

their identities as rational and moral beings (Howe, 1990; Jordan et al., 1992). Such views are 

often as interesting and revealing as whether or not they are 'telling the truth'. Rationalisation of 

this kind was present in this study too, with explanations for both involvement and non- 
involvement being put forward. It was noticeable that there was rather less sign of any casual or 

undeclared work being carried out in the higher turnover families. This was partly perhaps 
because their businesses were even more time consuming and absorbent of family energies, 

though it is also improbable that any system, short of regular economic policing, would pick up 

all the forms of casual labour and mutual exchange which goes on in a farming community. 

People in self-employed families described a number of sources of occasional extra income, 

which were mostly included on their family credit application forms. One lone parent, for 

example, was paid around £3 8 once a month to provide a weekend's respite care for a disabled 

child. She was thinking of trying to take on more work of this kind to make up for the imminent 

loss of her family credit. The wife of the employed caretaker received approximately £15 per 

week in expenses as a county councillor, which she also declared. Another man played 

occasionally with a band in addition to his main work and talked as though his fees were declared, 

though this was not clear from their family credit application. 

Cash income which was clearly not declared appeared to be available mainly in building work, 
decorating and car repairs, though most participants stressed that the opportunities were 
infrequent and the amounts of money small - one man referred to it'a little bit of pocket money 

now and then'. An employee who had previously worked as a lorry driver referred to a 

clampdown by the Inland Revenue having reduced the amount of cash work which used to be 

common in the removals business. The musician pointed out that he earned too little not to 
declare it all: 
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Put it this way - if we fiddled the money there'd be nothing left to claim on, it's 
so little. 

Only one man said that undeclared work could be substantial and justified it as the only way they 

could make a living: 

Oh yes, well we've got to do it. If we showed everything - well we never have done and 
we never will ... Some weeks it can be a wage, a cash in hand job can be a wage for the 
week. A Saturday morning can make your wage, quite a few times, for the week. 

This was unusual, however. The more common view was that little work was available and that 

the returns were not worth the danger of being caught. The wife of a builder whose business had 

failed talked about working and claiming income support: 

I don't think we'd dare. I honestly don't because we've heard that much. Because you are - 
it's fraud isn't it? You're claiming off the State and then you're working, which is not, 
you're not supposed to do. So you get a heavy fine to pay and all your money that you've 
claimed you've got it all to pay back. In my eyes it's big debt, so I mean it's not worth the 
risk. 

The vast majority of the self-employed respondents were adamant that everything they received 

went through their books or was declared for family credit. People were nervous about being 

caught out and having to pay money back. Several were also critical of other people they thought 

were 'on the fiddle' -a practice most commonly associated with working while claiming 

unemployment benefit or income support. Amidst widespread assumptions about the dishonesty 

of self-employed people, it may be salutary to note examples of scrupulous behaviour. One man, 
in the course of demonstrating his meticulous records, showed the interviewer that he had 

returned part of his enterprise allowance because he had found a new job shortly before the 

allowance period had expired. 

One interesting situation was that of the church family. Mutual aid among the congregation was 

emphasised as important and the minister described a number of times when gifts of money came 
from their parishioners at opportune moments of need. Gifts of this kind were not the results of 

undeclared work, but in paying for items of clothing, car repairs and other such needs they were 
as substantial as many of the occasional cash jobs discussed above. 

Studies such as those by Pahl and Wallace (1985) and others on the informal economy have 
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suggested that it may be most prevalent among those in employment, but none of the employees 
in our group talked about any work which was not declared. 

Goods and services in kind 

Apart from cash earnings, some self-employed families had access to discounted goods or 

services in the building trade, or were able to offer other skills or goods in return for building 

work. There were also a number of other ways in which non-cash transactions or goods in kind 

were important. Most of these were occasional and did not represent a significant regular addition 

to family resources: where they did they were generally included in the family credit application. 

They are nevertheless important in understanding the economy of low-income self-employment 

and the ways in which the families managed to preserve their living standards. 

The example of the food retailer who regularly took goods in kind from the business has already 
been mentioned. This was the extent of their drawings and was included in their assessment. In 

addition various forms of 'bartering' were mentioned which they carried out with other traders: 

they exchanged food for services such as word processing of their price lists. These exchanges, 

the women said, were all 'above board' and went through their accounts. Transactions of this kind 

seemed not unusual among the self-employed families. Food was also the subject of a number 

of other exchanges or ways of receiving minor goods in kind. The wives of the share fishermen 

both regularly exchanged fish from their catch with friends or relatives for other food. Similarly, 

other people talked of exchanging products or services for vegetables or other produce grown by 

neighbours and friends. 

One of the farming families declared some consumption of their own produce, mainly milk. The 

tenant farmers did not produce milk of their own but they were able to take some from another 
farm run by the man's mother in exchange for help with her animals. Both a shopkeeper, whose 

goods included food, and the franchisee also said that consumption of their own goods was 

minimal. For the former the type of food he sold did not make up much of the family's preferred 
diet, while the franchisees felt they could rarely afford their goods, which were specialist and 

expensive: 

If we do we have to pay for it, there's no discount - we're just reducing our own profits. 
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Goods received directly in connection with work were less common. A lone parent who worked 

a few hours in a pub in addition to her self-employed work was able to eat meals there, and the 

leaflet distributor was also kept well stocked with free samples of the products which her leaflets 

were advertising. 

Other forms of non-cash help came mainly from relatives, and these could be significant in some 

cases. A therapist, for example, worked from the front room in his parents' house. He contributed 

towards heating costs, but otherwise this facility was provided rent free. Another family's parents 

had housed them rent-free for nearly a year while they were establishing their business. In a later 

section on housing we talk about some of the other financial help provided by parents in the form 

of loans, gifts and help with deposits. In a number of cases parents also contributed physical help 

with work. One man's father, for example, had delivered leaflets as part of an advertising 

campaign, as well as lending money for new equipment. Another woman's parents both helped 

on her market stall from time to time. Overall, it is clear that forms of help or goods outside the 

immediate cash nexus were important for some of the self-employed families, even if they did 

not substitute significantly for earnings. They were part of the network of support and working 

relationships which seemed intrinsic to the kinds of work or the lifestyles that some of the 

families had chosen. As such, they contributed to living standards in two ways: first they allowed 

people to concentrate limited cash incomes on priority expenditures; secondly, they contributed 

directly to the quality of life the families enjoyed. There was less evidence of help of this kind 

among the employed families, although help from relatives was sometimes important for them 

too. Some talked about financial help, usually in the form of short-term loans to tide them over 

difficult periods. 

Contributions from children 

Having older children in the households who are no longer classified as 'dependent' for benefit 

purposes can have a marked impact on living standards. It was described earlier how children and 

young people in some families became involved in their parents' work and made important 

contributions. Young people may also contribute towards household expenses from earnings, 
benefits or training incomes received in their own right. On the other hand, 'non-dependent! young 

people may not be receiving incomes sufficient for them to live on without parental help. 
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The self-employed families contained a number of older children, both dependent and non- 
dependent. Their contribution to their parents' work was usually as a source of pocket money or 

as a way of saving up for an expensive purchase. One father, for example, had employed his son 

during the school holidays in return for a football season ticket. Even if the amounts of work 

carried out by children were not substantial, having a self-employed family business could be an 

important way of introducing young people to the world of work and of passing on skills. 

Some young people had earnings of their own and these were generally seen as contributions 

towards the cost of their upkeep, but parents still had to meet the major expenses. One teenage 

child had recently finished college and found a job in a nearby town, contributing £10 per week 

towards her keep. A younger teenager was on a Youth Training placement on a farm and 

contributed £5 per week. These contributions in no way met the full costs of the officially non- 
dependent children's keep, although having their own incomes meant that they were able to buy 

some things for themselves for which their parents might otherwise have to pay. 

Incomes might also have to stretch to help keep other relatives. The father of one of the farm 

owners lived with them and continued to work on the farm. He had his own state retirement 

pension, but was supported largely by the farm. The household of one of the consultants included 

a number of relatives. Their parents and parent-in-law had some pension income of their own, but 

much of their support still had to come from the couple's earnings. A younger relative who was 

unable to work was also living with them. 

It is clear from looking at the range and sources of income and other forms of non-cash resources 

available that the complexity of individual circumstances cannot easily be represented by simple 

profit and loss figures or even by traditional measures of total cash income. Nevertheless, for all 
the heterogeneity of the self-employed families, there was little evidence to suggest serious 
discrepancies between these measures and the resources available to the families. One factor 

which is likely to have a marked impact on living standards, however, is the extent of individual 

or family savings. Even where families have no savings currently, capital held in the past may 
have been significant in buttressing families against the effect of declining incomes. 
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8.7 Savings and Capital 

Apart from people's homes (which are dealt with in the next chapter), few of either the self- 

employed or employed families reported having any significant savings or investments at the time 

of the interview. The expressions 'not a bean' and 'not a penny' were each used on several 

occasions and people often pointed out that they had debts rather than savings. The only recipient 

in either group recorded as having tariff income was a retailer, who had declared a savings 

account of just over £6,000 on her application form. 

Where there were savings at all (in about a third of the self-employed and two of the employed 

families), mostly they were only a few hundred pounds. Families sometimes referred to these as 

'holiday money', or as money put aside against a possible future tax bill. Uncertainty about both 

amounts and timing of tax demands was common and people often worried about not having 

something put aside to meet them. 

Those few self-employed families who had savings of £2-3,000 had money left from redundancy 

payments, previous periods of higher earnings or small inheritances. People who previously had 

savings or redundancy money described a number of ways in which these had been run down or 

used up entirely. The investment of redundancy money in setting up self-employed businesses 

has already been mentioned and other studies have also remarked on it (Lee, 1985; Leece, 1990). 

Savings had also been used to carry out necessary work on houses, for buying large items of 
household equipment, in paying mortgages during periods of unemployment and in keeping 

going during lean periods. Capital could very easily disappear in this way, though it had helped 

some families avoid starting with large business overdrafts. 
We did have (savings). Frittered it away in the first couple of years of having this 
business. Like we bought a car, you know, things like that and went on holiday. Spent 
a few things for the house - well we moved into a flat which needed a lot of work doing 
on it, so yeah, we got all set up and it soon goes doesn't it? You think you've got some 
good savings behind you then all of a sudden... and I mean we're not drawing so much 
money. If we needed a bit extra for a weekend away or whatever, we've dipped into the 
building society account and it's just gone. 

One man had previously owned a second home, bought before he was married. The family had 
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recently had to sell this house in order to reduce their overdraft. Initially the Family Credit Unit 

had queried the use of the proceeds of the sale, considering that it might be seen as capital 

introduced into the business, but they later agreed that it should not be counted as such. Similarly, 

before her business started a woman involved in a shop had some capital from an inheritance, but 

this was used for a number of purposes, including building an extension to their house and buying 

a car and some household goods. What was left had to be used to pay off an outstanding VAT bill 

from her partner's failed business in order to avoid his being declared bankrupt. She now had only 

a few hundred pounds left, saved mainly from her child benefit to spend on her child as future 

needs arose. 

Relatively few of the employed families had previously had savings to spend, but those who had, 

gave similar accounts of how they had been run down. One family, for example, spent all their 

savings renovating the house which they were currently having to sell at well below its previous 

value. The only other person who talked about having access to any other forms of investment 

was a lone parent. Her husband had shares in the privatised utilities, which were the subject of 

negotiations in their divorce settlement. 

8.8 Summary 

This chapter has examined the families' earnings and other financial resources. The small scale 

of most of the businesses was reflected in their turnovers, and there was no apparent evidence of 
inflated business expenses or the accumulation of substantial assets in the businesses. 

The lowest earners included both recent and long-term benefit recipients and people with different 

career trajectories. While the incomes of some were likely to rise, others were in decline or were 

determined by factors largely outside their control. Self-employed people found it difficult to 

know what their net profit was until it was assessed for tax or family credit and they mostly drew 

out the minimum needed to meet bills. 

Additional earnings by partners of the main earner helped in a few cases to increase family 
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incomes. Generally these earnings were more significant where the woman was self-employed 

and the man had found a new job. These families were unlikely to stay for long on family credit. 

Other income including maintenance and casual or undeclared work was significant for a few 

families. Cash-in-hand work was mainly available in the building and motor trades and a few men 

reported making occasional or substantial use of it, but anxiety was also common about the 

consequences of not declaring all the work carried out. 

Of broader significance among the self-employed families were various forms of mutual 

exchange, goods and services in kind and help from relatives. Where they were required to, 

people generally declared these on their application forms. 

Overall, while national data suggests that self-employed people are likely to have somewhat 
higher levels of savings than other households, there was little evidence among this group that 

their living standards were currently buttressed by large amounts of capital. One of the most 

common and important forms of investment, however, is housing, and the next chapter now 

examines the respondents' housing circumstances. 
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CHAPTER NINE 

HOUSING TENURE AND CONDITIONS 

Overview 

This chapter examines the families' housing 

circumstances, looking at their housing histories, the 

conditions and quality of their housing, costs, equity 

accumulated and withdrawn, problems with payments and 

arrears, and the use of housing as security for business 

loans. It considers whether there is evidence of 

identifiable divisions among these families on either 

employment or tenure grounds. 
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Chapter Nine 

Housing Tenure and Conditions 

9.1 Introduction 

Tenure is often regarded as a key indicator of living standards, so the observation that self- 

employed people have high rates of home-ownership tends to suggest that their living standards 

in general are likely to be relatively high. However, an important aspect of house purchase is the 

'front-loading' of costs, which has meant that first-time buyers have needed to be relatively 

affluent unless they have had assistance from parents or other relatives. The financial strains of 

entry into the market felt by those less well off have been eased in periods of inflation and income 

growth by the gradual reduction of mortgage payments in real terms. Rising house prices have 

also led to the accumulation of substantial housing equity, which has served a number of 

important economic functions. First it has fuelled growth in household consumption through 

equity withdrawal (Holmans, 199 1; Lowe, 1992). Secondly it has provided security for credit and 

loans used for consumption or business investment. Passed on to children or other relatives, it has 

also contributed to the spread of inherited wealth. 

Critics of policies directed at expanding owner-occupation have pointed to other less positive 

consequences, particularly in the 'residualisation' of local authority housing (Forrest and Murie, 

1987). Being a local authority tenant has come to be associated with disadvantage, poorer housing 

conditions and restricted choices. A growing proportion of public tenants are unemployed or rely 

on means-tested benefits (Malpass, 1990). This is perhaps an oversimplified picture, since council 

housing policies in some areas have been key instruments in alleviating the effects of poverty 

among tenants (Bradshaw and Holmes, 1989), while the owner-occupied sector still holds pockets 

of severe disadvantage (Forrest et al., 1990). Nevertheless, it is widely accepted that 

developments in housing policy, production and consumption have created forms of social 

advantage and disadvantage which tend to be structured along tenure lines. In their study of low- 

income families, Marsh and McKay (1993) also identified tenure as one of the 'fault lines', 

dividing those facing particular disadvantage from the rest. 
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Two developments in the owner-occupied housing market during the 1980s have simultaneously 

contributed to this tenure polarisation and made it less clear cut. The first was the 'right-to-buy' 

introduced by the 1980 Housing Act, which has seen well over a million properties sold to former 

tenants at substantial discounts. The Conservative Government has promoted this policy as a 

means of spreading the advantages of ownership down the income scale, as well as a way of 

reducing public expenditure. Critics of the scheme, such as Forrest and Murie, have argued that 

sales have reduced the stock of properties available for rehousing homeless families and led to 

the most disadvantaged tenants being trapped in deteriorating conditions, often in geographical 

areas which are poorly serviced and resourced. More recent Government policy has been to 

encourage housing associations to take over from local authorities the main role of providing 

social rented housing. In 1991 only three per cent of households lived in this sector (OPCS, 

1992), and none of the families in the study group were housing association tenants. 

The second key development was the boom and subsequent slump in house prices which took 

place after the mid-1980s. The boom saw many people making large capital gains from sales of 

their properties or moving upmarket. More recently the combination of falling house prices and 

high interest rates left thousands of owners with mortgages they cannot afford to maintain and 

an estimated 1.5 million households in 1991 with negative equity (Dorling et al., 1992). 

Newspaper reports have suggested that self-employed and small business people have been 

particularly badly affected by the twin problems of economic recession and high housing costs. 

Whether this is true for individual families may depend on when they bought their houses or last 

moved, because inflation has substantially reduced the real costs of mortgage payments taken out 

before the mid-1980s. In spite of the high level of interest rates payable up until 1992, housing 

costs for people who bought before the boom may not be problematic unless they took out large 

mortgages. 

Nationally, more than four-fifths of households headed by a self-employed person own or are 
buying their own homes -a proportion higher than both the overall national average and that of 

households headed by employees (Central Statistical Office, 1991). The group of self-employed 
families whose living standards we looked at included 26 owner-occupiers and 14 tenants -a 
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balance which is likely to reflect the low-income status of family credit recipients and the small 

scale of the businesses involved, as well as the life stage of some of the families. The employee 

group was divided equally between owners and tenants. 

This chapter examines the families' housing circumstances, looking at their housing histories, the 

conditions and quality of their housing, costs, equity accumulated and withdrawn, problems with 

payments and arrears, and the use of housing as security for business loans. It considers whether 

there is evidence of identifiable divisions among these families on either employment or tenure 

grounds. 

9.2 Housing Histories 

The first clear pattern to emerge from the accounts of the self-employed owner-occupiers is that 

most were established owners who had bought their properties some years before, or had owned 

other houses previously. The farmers, for example, had inherited their farms from their parents 

and had lived all their lives in the same house. Others had lived in the same property for ten years 

or more, and had often bought their homes when they married, with help from parents. Having 

financial help from relatives to start on the housing ladder was clearly important for several 

families. If housing costs were reduced or eliminated, it was possible to manage more easily on 

low earnings. 

One family in the relatively unusual position among lower income self-employed people of 

having no mortgage were from a minority ethnic community. They had bought their present 
house 16 years before, a few years after the man arrived in Britain, on a short mortgage, which 
had been paid off some years earlier when he was employed in a factory. The man explained that 

this was a not uncommon pattern among people from the Asian sub-continent who were not bom 

in Britain. People tried to acquire outright ownership of a home as soon as possible, to free them 

from one major worry among the many involved in settling in the UK. If this is a common 

situation, some low-income Asian home-owners may not face the constraints involved in the loss 

of mortgage interest support in moving from out-of-work benefits. 
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More recent first-time buyers had mainly come from renting, mostly from the local authority. 
Those who had bought their present houses with substantial discounts under the right-to-buy 

scheme included another Asian family. A relative had helped them to pay off the outstanding 

mortgage -a form of assistance they said was not unusual among Asian families. 

Another group of families who had moved more recently had owned at least one house before and 

often several. The minister's family, for example, had moved gradually northwards over the years 

in the service of their church, which had left them with no housing costs because of the 

differences prevailing in the late 1980s between house prices in the south and the north of 

England. For most of the families, housing costs were manageable partly because they were over 

the first difficult years of mortgage payments or had enough equity from previous houses to keep 

newer mortgages at an affordable level. This is not to say that housing costs were unproblematic: 

several families had experienced difficulties with keeping up payments or were currently in 

arrears. 

Most of the self-employed lone parents had also been home-owners in the past with their former 

partners, but whether they stayed in owner-occupation depended largely on the value of the 

marital home and the financial settlement. Those who had moved into council housing had used 

up much of their settlements in setting up home again, though they planned to buy again if 

earnings became more secure. 

Half of the employee families in the study were also home-owners, compared to only 36 per cent 

in the PSI survey (Marsh and McKay, 1993). Owner-occupation among this group of families was 

associated with two main factors. They had either bought their houses when they had two earners 

or they had bought council houses with substantial discounts -a factor described earlier as 
helping to spreading home-ownership down the income scale. Although the use of local authority 
discounts and dual earnings were both present among the self-employed families, there was only 

one example of both in operation simultaneously. 

Unlike some of the self-employed owners, none of the employees talked of having received 
financial help towards buying houses from parents or relatives. This is not surprising since their 
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parents were largely manual workers and often council tenants themselves. They would have been 

less likely than some of the parents of the self-employed families to have been able to offer 
financial help. 

It is worth noting here that nearly all the female-earner families were home-owners. This seemed 

to be partly because most were normally dual earners and previously had higher incomes, as we 

saw in the last chapter. One who had not bought as a dual-earner family had taken advantage of 

a local authority discount. 

Most of the tenants among the self-employed families lived in local authority housing. In many 

ways the self-employed council tenants were the most homogeneous group of families in the 

study, and they shared a number of characteristics with their wage-earning counterparts. Most had 

been local authority tenants for much of their adult lives and had male earners who had carried 

on the same manual trade or occupation since leaving school. The employed council tenants had 

also been in local authority accommodation most of the time since they had started having 

children. They too were families with male breadwinners in manual jobs, though they were 

mainly younger than the self-employed families, with only intermittent periods of work since 
leaving school. 

We can see here how the link between housing and work status can affect families in different 

ways. The instability of some work, whether employed or self-employed, means that people are 

regularly moving between the two and it may be unhelpful to draw too clear a distinction between 

them. These accounts of the housing histories of the self-employed and employed families 

suggest that help from relatives made it easier for some of the self-employed to buy houses, and 

that most bought their first homes well before the late 1980s boom in house prices. However, a 

substantial minority were long-term council tenants: their employment background and the types 

of work they carried out were not dissimilar to those of the employee recipients. With some 

exceptions the self-employed displayed somewhat more settled patterns of residence, which 

reflected both their age and their work histories. This could be disturbed by relationship 
breakdown, however, which would not always allow the lone custodial parent to resume home- 

ownership in the short term. 
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9.3 Housing Conditions and Quality 

The interview groups were chosen from families living in two large regions. The families lived 

in a wide range of different locations, from inner cities to sea-side villages. Most families, both 

self-employed and employees, lived in housing of a good standard with which there was a high 

level of satisfaction. The quality of housing was nevertheless variable, both within and between 

tenures, and people identified a number of problems, mainly connected with the amount of space 

they had for the sizes of their families. 

Most of the self-employed families lived in houses or bungalows and the predominant housing 

type was the three-bedroom terrace, but two families occupied flats over shops. Most houses had 

some form of garden, though these varied considerably in size, and the majority had also garages, 

some of which were rented separately and used in connection with the business. None of the 

houses lacked the basic amenities, though a quarter were without full central heating. Nearly half 

of these were local authority tenancies, but one of the owner-occupier couples had chosen not to 

install central heating and two farms were heated with solid fuel stoves and open fires. 

Although terraces were the predominant housing type, these varied considerably from attractive 

Victorian artisans' cottages to council houses on run-down 1950s estates. It is also important to 

note that some of the poorer housing was in relatively wealthy rural areas. The gardener, for 

example, lived in a small, unmodernised council house on the edge of an attractive village, the 

residents of which made up many of his customers. It is one of the features of low-paid self- 

employment that it is likely to be geographically scattered and frequently found alongside 

affluence. 

The size and number of rooms in houses varied with the number of children, as would be 

expected. Since some families were relatively large, sharing of rooms by children was common 

and was experienced as a severe problem in some cases. Over half the families had children 

sharing, mostly two or three to a room and there was some anxiety about how they would manage 

as younger children grew older, particularly with children of different sexes. 
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The most severe space problems were those experienced by a lone parent who was trying to sell 
her house. She had large mortgage arrears and had moved, with her mother and her two children 
into the flat above her shop, which had only one bedroom and a small living room. She herself 

was sleeping in a converted store room at the back of the shop. Another family with a particular 

need for extra space had a severely disabled son who was unlikely to be able to live fully 

independently as he grew up. 

As we saw in the previous chapter, space problems can also be expected to arise where people 

are running businesses from home. There may be a need for office space or for storage for goods 

and equipment, and health and safety may also be an issue where people are actually carrying out 

their work at home. There is an obvious difference between people working from their homes, 

where the home may be the business address, and those actually working at home. In this study 

there were few of the latter apart from the child minders and, in a different way, the farmers. Most 

either had separate fixed premises, such as shops and stalls, workshops and offices, or worked 

mainly away from home in other ways, including at sea, driving a taxi or working in other 

people's homes and premises. 

Most properties were in a reasonably good state of repair, though several families saw 

redecoration as one of their current priorities once they could afford it. Larger houses were 

particularly expensive to keep in good repair. Both farmhouses needed major refurbishment: one 

needed a new roof and the work required on the other, including roofing, had been estimated as 

costing over £40,000. The family were currently applying for a means-tested improvement grant. 

Beyond a certain point the condition of housing is largely a subjective question, but in the opinion 

of the researcher only a small number of houses could be described as'shabby'. More than half 

of the owner-occupiers and a few of the local authority tenants had carried out extensive work on 

their homes since they had moved in, including installation of central heating or new gas fires, 

rewiring, damp courses, new kitchens and bathrooms, loft conversions, opening up downstairs 

living rooms and general redecoration. Mostly these works had been carried out by the longer 

term owners and completed some years before. Only two families were currently engaged in 

major repairs or improvements, though others were considering borrowing money for extensions. 
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The poorest quality housing was found in a flat rented above business premises; it was small and 

in a poor state of repair, with no central heating. The tenants were responsible for internal and 

external repairs and though they had painted the outside, they had been unable so far to redecorate 

inside. There were only two bedrooms, so the three children all shared one room. 

At the upper end of the housing range was the home of one family who had bought and sold 

several houses in the past. This had allowed'them to purchase a large detached house in a 

relatively expensive area, with five bedrooms and three other living rooms. Over the years they 

had gutted and reconstructed the house and garden. The property was now fairly valuable, but was 

currently for sale as the owners felt obliged to reduce their way of life to that which could be 

sustained from their present earnings. 

It was speculated earlier that some self-employed people might have access to trade discounts or 

forms of mutual exchange, so it is of interest to see how much transactions of this kind had 

contributed to their housing repairs and improvements. Respondents identified a variety of ways 

in which they had received help, including loans or gifts of money from relatives, access to cheap 

materials, mutual exchange of labour or goods, capital from sales of other houses, loans secured 

on the house, and grants. There was a strong emphasis, however, on DIY: families carried out as 

much work as they could themselves. 

Access to discounted goods or labour was clearly not a general feature of self-employment. 

Several respondents pointed out this was restricted mainly to the building trades. One of the 

builders had renovated his house by carrying out the work himself, using mainly materials which 

were 'surplus' on contracts he was carrying out: 'I don't pay for a lot of the things I get. It's like 

perks really'. Both the other builder and the plumber had installed or augmented central heating 

in their council houses, having received substantial trade discounts on the materials. One of the 

share fishermen also had a room of their council house knocked through and a fireplace built with 

'recycled' material by his brother and brother-in-law, who were both builders. 

Other examples of mutual exchange included central heating installation in return for repairs to 

a car, while tiling and plumbing work had been exchanged for supplies of fish. One man involved 
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in such exchanges commented that he did not see this as anything intrinsically linked to self- 

employment: 'It's just a working and living and growing relationship with people around'. 

Overall there was somewhat less variation in housing quality and conditions among the employed 
families than among the self-employed. All but one lived in towns or suburban areas: the 

exception was a garage manager who rented a house next to his garage, outside a small coastal 

town. Most families also lived in houses, while one occupied a first floor council flat. All the 

houses had gardens and four had garages. None was lacking any basic amenity and all had central 

heating, though only partial in two cases. All the properties had two or three bedrooms. The 

smaller sizes of the employee families meant that only two had children sharing rooms. 

Some employee families had also carried out major works on their homes in recent years, apart 
from decoration. One involved a loan of around £2,000 from a finance company which the man 

said was for home improvements, and repayments were currently causing problems. 

We have seen that there was considerable variation in the type and quality of housing occupied 
by the families receiving family credit, and that some of both the better and the 'poorer housing 

was among the self-employed families. A key factor, however, in household finances and living 

standards is the cost of housing. 

9.4 Housing Costs 

Looking first at home-owners, it is clear that the level of mortgage payments to be met by a 

particular family obviously depends on the price of their housing, when it was purchased and 

what percentage of the cost is being met by the loan. House prices are further dependent on 
location, type, size and quality. One would therefore expect a wide range of mortgage costs 

among the owner-occupier families, which would reflect their different family sizes, ages, 

previous employment histories, residential areas and preferences. 
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The mortgage payments made by the owner-occupier families in the study groups varied, but 

overall they were not as high as might be expected, in spite of interest rates still being relatively 

high during the period when the interviews were carried out. As was mentioned earlier, several 

families referred to their low housing costs as making it possible for them to work for low returns. 

Table 9.1 shows the range of mortgage payments families were making when they were 

interviewed during the summer and autumn of 1992. Payments include endowment insurance 

where this was payable and extra payments being made towards arrears, but not extra sums for 

additional non-housing loans. 

Table 9.1 

Range of Mortgage Payments by Owner-occupier Family Credit Recipients, by 
Employment Status (£ per week) 

Self-employed Employed 

£0 6- 

£1-20 21 

£21-40 53 

£41 - 50 6- 

£51 - 100 31 

£100 -150 4- 

Total 26 5 

Those with no direct housing costs owned their houses outright. In all nearly three-quarters were 

paying the equivalent of less than £50 per week. At the other end of the scale, however, there 

were four families, including three of those with higher turnovers, with payments of more than 

£100 per week. All were in arrears with their mortgages and those whose arrears had passed 
£2,500 were facing possible repossession. One family was in'desperate straits', finding it hard 

to keep up their £550 per month repayments, as well as a further £74 per month for a loan secured 

on the house. Their arrears amounted to some £6,000. It was evident that where there were 

substantial outstanding mortgages, these self-employed home-owners found it difficult to meet 
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repayments and sustain the kind of housing that some had been used to having in earlier periods 

of higher earnings. 

None of the employed families had either zero or specially high mortgage costs. The highest was 

£63 per week, but this was being met by the husband of one of the lone parents, until a financial 

settlement had been reached. Otherwise all the payments were under £30 per week. 

9.5 House Values and Equity 

Respondents were also asked to estimate the current value of their homes. This is clearly not a 

scientific exercise, but most people were fairly definite about what they saw as a realistic value 

in the context of the current housing market: several had recently had valuations carried out or 

were aware of the selling prices of similar houses nearby. The cheapest houses were estimated 

at under £30,000 - one a terraced house in an economically depressed area of the North-East and 

the other an ex-council house on an estate in a new town north of London. Over half were 

estimated as worth under £60,000, including four of those owned by employed families. Not 

surprisingly, the most valuable properties were found among the higher turnover families, in 

particular the farms, one of which was estimated as worth around £450,000 - although this was 

regarded as 'a paper value'. The other farm owner regarded the market value as irrelevant since 

he had inherited it and intended to pass it in to his children. Nevertheless, since neither of these 

farms had mortgages attached, they clearly represented substantial equity, in spite of the business 

loans for which the farms acted as security. 

Estimating equity, like value, is an imprecise exercise, and the results from our group of families 

are not statistically generalisable to the wider family credit population. Nevertheless, by 

comparing the estimated current values of their homes with the amount of outstanding mortgages 
it is possible to get an indication of the capital different families had stored in their houses. This 

gives some idea of the level of security underpinning people's employment decisions. Table 9.2 

shows the estimated ranges of equity accruing to the two groups of owner-occupiers. 
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Table 9.2 

Estimated Housing Equity of Self-employed and Employed Owner-occupiers 

Self-employed Employed 

Negative equity 4- 

£0 - 20,000 61 

£21,000 - 30,000 21 

£31,000 - 40,000 52 

£41,000 -100,000 61 

Over £200,000 3- 

The table shows that in spite of the drop in house prices which took place after the boom of the 

late 1980s some of the owner-occupiers had substantial levels of equity stored in their houses. 

More than half of both self-employed and employed families had estimated equity of over 

£30,000. Equity, of course, does not equal liquid capital or a form of available income. It is only 

translatable into cash if an owner moves to a cheaper house, or if it is used as security for other 

loans. Few of the owners had withdrawn equity from their homes for any purposes. This was 

partly because not many had moved in recent years and those who had, moved either within the 

same locality to more expensive houses or between areas of comparable expense. The one family 

who had traded down by moving from the South to the North had been able to pay off their 

mortgage and have some capital left to spend on renovating and redecorating their house. 

It is noticeable that in most cases where people received some capital from a house which had to 

be sold because of problems in meeting payments, or because of a relationship breakdown, there 

was not sufficient left to buy again immediately. This money tended to be absorbed by the costs 

of setting up and equipping new rented accommodation or by living expenses in periods of poor 

takings from the business. Occasionally some was spent on lump-sum business purchases such 

as vehicles, or on items of domestic expenditure which would not otherwise have been affordable. 
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Negative equity was associated with both falling house prices and accumulated mortgage arrears. 

One of the most expensive houses in the study was estimated by its owners to be subject to an 

equity gap of over E20,000. One of the least valuable houses in the study had been bought on a 

100 per cent mortgage, which was increased by a further £3,500 for building work. When 

business began to decline, the bank called in the loans and the owner was left owing some 

£38,000 on a house estimated as worth around £28,000. 

9.6 Rental Costs 

Like mortgages, rents vary with the size of the properties and the area, but they are still likely to 

be more uniform than mortgage payments, in spite of pressure from Government on local 

authorities to raise council rents nearer to prevailing market levels. The full rents of the properties 

occupied by the families renting from local authorities ranged from £25 to £40 per week, with 

most under £30. The highest rent was that of a family with six children and a four-bedroomed 

house. The private sector rents were higher, but fairly similar to each other, mainly ranging from 

just over £60 per week to around £90 per week for the educational business. The rent paid for tied 

accommodation was only £11.50 per week, but this employee said his pay was correspondingly 

low to take into account the subsidised housing. 

A more valid measure of the housing costs of tenants relative to owner-occupiers is to compare 

mortgage payments with net rents after housing benefit is paid, since no comparable allowance 

is available to mortgagees. There were some difficulties with arriving at realistic figures for 

rebated rents since several respondents explained that their housing benefits varied at different 

intervals, according to changes in their earnings and the level of family credit received. This was 

seen as one of the main difficulties with the interaction of in-work benefits. Although some tenant 

families were not receiving housing benefit at the time of the interview, most had applied at some 

point and there did not appear to be a major problem of take-up among the family credit 

recipients. Overall, the range of net payments varied among both the self-employed and employed 
families and there were no clear patterns of differentiation between them. 
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A comparison with the mortgage payments of the owner-occupiers shows that net housing costs 

were generally higher among the home-owners, but there were still tenants with net housing costs 

greater than some of the owner-occupiers. Likewise, there were no clear patterns of difference 

between the self-employed and employed families because of the variations in tenure, mortgage 

costs and levels of housing benefit received. 

9.7 Problems with Meeting Housing Costs 

The study found a somewhat higher incidence of arrears among the small group of employees 

than in the PSI survey of low-income families (Marsh and McKay, 1993), but for the self- 

employed the proportions were similar, suggesting that our families were not untypical. Not 

surprisingly, mortgage arrears were more serious than rent arrears, both in the amounts owed and 
in the possible consequences. The former tended to be directly caused by major events such as 

redundancy, business failure or relationship breakdown. Rent arrears were more commonly the 

result of temporary fluctuations in earnings, or because some other urgent expenditure need had 

arisen which had taken precedent over the rent in the juggling of household budgets. Alternatively 

they arose from revisions of housing benefit following family credit awards. 

Some of the arrears were considerable. The circumstances of the childminder whose banker 

husband had been made redundant, and of the lone parent baker, have already been described. 

Their arrears amounted to some £11,000 and £12,500 respectively and both also had other 

substantial debts. Both were likely to lose their houses and still have mortgage arrears 

outstanding. The lone parent haulage contractor had arrears of around £6,000, which had been 

accrued over a long period of time since before she separated from her husband. Her attempts to 

run a lorry driving business of her own had failed and she had acquired a further £9,000 of other 
debts. She was resting her hopes on clearing her debts by selling her house, which was worth £70- 

75,000, but this was held up by a legal dispute with her ex-husband and by negotiations with her 

insurance company over subsidence cracks. 
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Rent arrears among the tenants ranged from £50 to £260 at the time of the interviews. 

Respondents ascribed these mainly to two factors. First, they arose because some other urgent 

expenditure need had arisen which had taken precedent over the rent in the juggling of household 

budgets. This process is discussed in more detail later in the thesis, but priorities mentioned most 

often in this context were food or clothing for children. Secondly, they occurred because of 

changes in housing benefit awards: for both the women in the share fishing families, housing 

benefit awards were a matter of constant adjustment due to variations in catches and thus 

earnings, changes in family credit payments and periods of unemployment between fishing trips. 

In these families rent arrears were mostly short-term and were all being paid off by small 

additions to net rent payments. The only long-term arrears were those of the musician, who had 

carried them forward from problems with a previous tenancy. Although any reductions in net 

household income arising from repayment of arrears caused budgeting difficulties, these 

repayments were seen as manageable by all the families concerned and did not, unlike the 

mortgage arrears, present any threat to their housing security. 

One reason why more of the owner-occupiers did not have mortgage arrears in spite of many 
. 

having low or fluctuating incomes was the high priority placed on keeping up payments. 

Respondents were well aware of the potential consequences of not doing so and anxious about 

any threat to their homes. Several talked in terms like 'paying the mortgage, then seeing what's 

left' or 'giving the building society the first bite'. To some extent mortgage payments were also 

protected by the run-down of savings. 

It is important not to under-estimate the traumatic effects of losing one's home in these 

circumstances. The self-employed families who had lost their houses or seemed likely to do so 

all expressed resignation and it seemed to be too sensitive an issue for open discussion with an 
interviewer. One woman, however, talked about the work her husband had carried out on their 

house and said: 

He's done all that, and it would ... 
it would break my heart to lose this house because of 

all the work that he's done. 
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9.8 Use of the Home as Security for Loans 

It was suggested earlier that one of the links between self-employment and owner-occupation 

may be the opportunities this tenure affords for running businesses, including the possibility of 

loans on the property. There was little evidence of this among the study group at families' present 

level of business operation, except among the farmers. Other families had taken out secured loans 

for consumption items such as new cars, or for home improvements, but only one non-farmer 

specifically said that she had borrowed money against the house to develop her business. 

One reason for infrequent use of loans against housing equity may be that most of the kinds of 

work in which the families were engaged were not capital-intensive and had relatively low entry 

costs. It also appeared to reflect a widespread caution about using credit and a fear of borrowing 

beyond well-defined limits. Several respondents talked of banks trying to lend them more money 

than they felt comfortable owing. The carpet seller, on the other hand, mentioned having had 

difficulties persuading banks to lend him money, in spite of having considerable equity in a 

house. He saw this as an aspect of the difficulties many business people from minority ethnic 

communities have with the banking establishment. 

Apart from using the home as security for loans, there is a more general question of how much 

people felt being an owner-occupier helped in being able to be self-employed. In fact few families 

made any direct connections, except, again, the farmers. Even the retailer who had borrowed 

money against the house felt home-ownership had not been an issue up to then in the 

establishment of her work, since she had started running the stall when occupying the same house 

as a council tenant. The motor mechanic talked about how useful it was having a garage with the 

house, but he too had previously rented the house as a tenant and buying the house came after 

setting up the business. Similarly the baker had started her business on a small scale from her 

council house and only when the work outgrew her home kitchen did she move to a retail'start-up 

unit' leased from the local authority. Home-ownership in these cases was associated with 

expansion or consolidation of business rather than start-up. 
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In other cases the linkage appeared to work in the opposite direction. One of the builders, for 

example, had been able to afford to buy a cheap house and renovate it only because he had the 

skills to do it himself, and because of the availability of free, surplus materials from other jobs. 

A further dimension to the link between owner-occupation and self-employment is illustrated by 

the situation of a couple who, having lost their house, saw renting rather than buying as a way 

of allowing them to set up a business. Thus they felt they could keep running at a low profit level 

until such time as economic conditions improved, because a high proportion of their rent was met 
by housing benefit. Overall, it appeared that the link between self-employment and owner- 

occupation was less causal than reflective of dual aspirations. Home-ownership and self- 

employment were both seen as ways of achieving independence, self-reliance and choice. 

9.9 Satisfaction with Accommodation 

It has already been stated that most families were satisfied with their housing condition and 

quality, though some felt they needed more space. This feeling crossed both tenure and 

employment types, but it was clear that people's views of their housing were strongly influenced 

by their expectations and past experience. For example, the lone parent gardener had a small 

unmodernised 1950s council house in a very basic state of repair. He had been rehoused as 

potentially homeless when he had to leave his previous tied accommodation. When asked if he 

had thought about moving he said: 

Oh no, it's lovely here. Yeah I was very lucky to get somewhere here. 

Another council tenant, the musician, had also recently been rehoused with his wife and six 

children in a house on a small new estate, part of a large, incomplete redevelopment on the 

outskirts of a town. Previous experience of overcrowded and poor quality housing meant that he 

was delighted with the new house: 

I don't ever see me moving. No need to move ever. I love the area, I love the 
house, you know? Unless I win the pools and become a millionaire, then maybe 
get a big, more stately home (laugh). I'd probably buy this actually. 
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By contrast, two of the longstanding home owners, who had both had modem well-appointed 
houses in good condition, expressed some dissatisfaction with their present housing: 

The house is nice enough, but we feel perhaps at this stage in our lives we would 
have liked to have sort of bettered ourselves by now. 

I consider we've outgrown this (house), but I suppose a lot of other people would 
consider we're well off. 

Seven of the nine self-employed council tenants had thought about or were hoping to buy their 

house at some point and most had made enquiries about the discount they could expect to receive. 

One was pursuing an application at the time of the interview, but all the rest felt their earnings 

were too low or insecure at present. Typical expressions were 'one fine day I might' and 'maybe 

in time to come'. 

The question of satisfaction with housing highlights the importance of talking to both partners 

in couples. Several women pointed out different aspects of their housing situations which were 

important to them as the main carer of children, or the main shopper. The musician's wife, for 

example, while expressing satisfaction with the house as 'a fabulous place for the kids', also 

qualified this approval by pointing out the lack of public transport, which made shopping very 

difficult for her. The location also reduced her opportunities for part-time work. 

I worked when we were first, when we had the girls and they were younger... my 
mother used to come, if P. was going to be, you know, not available for looking 
after the children. She used to come round, which wasn't so bad because she only 
lived round the corner ... I 

had a couples of periods of time when I worked 
evenings in factories. But I haven't worked since we've been here because it's very 
difficult. Being stuck out here it's almost impossible. I don't know how I'd get 
anywhere in the evenings. 

Transport and other local facilities are important for an understanding of people' perceptions of 

their living standards. Women, for example, may have a different relationship from men with the 

local environment, particularly if they are not in paid work and have the main responsibility for 

child care, shopping and other activities which link them more into their neighbourhoods. 

By and large the satisfaction with housing among the self-employed families extended to their 

wider environments, and in this respect there was little difference between the self-employed and 
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employed families or between male and female respondents. The vast majority of the self- 

employed families had access to a motor vehicle, and transport did not present major problems 
for most of them, though it was clear that the primary users in many of the couples were the men. 

The main shopping was often carried out at weekends as a joint exercise, but it was pointed out 

by several women that this was dependent on the cooperation of her partner and on whether the 

vehicle was in use for business purposes. 

The ownership of cars and vans was also high among the employed families: only two families 

currently had no vehicle. The sort of vehicles people had varied considerably, of course, as did 

the means by which they had come to own them. The ownership and use of vehicles is discussed 

further in Chapter Ten. 

Respondents' views about their local environments took two main forms. There were many 

positive comments about the friendliness of neighbours or the proximity of family, and the 

convenience of access to schools or shops. People living in or near the country often commented 

on the physical surroundings. These comments were sometimes qualified by reference to local 

crime or traffic problems in some areas, and several families were hoping in the long run to move. 

The fish processor's family was about to move to another house of much the same size, but in 

what they saw as a better area. In spite of his fluctuating and uncertain earnings, they were 

prepared to take the risk of a higher mortgage and to economise in other ways for the sake of a 

better environment: 

I've always smoked. I'm stopping smoking when I get there for a start. I've vowed 
I'm going to do it and I will do now. There's an extra £10, £15 a week at least at 
the outset. It's just little things like that. We're just going to economise, work out 
a good budget and if at the end of the week we've got no spending money then we 
haven't. At least we'll have a nicer house in a nicer area. 

The other strand of views expressed was based on the restrictions and limitations people felt as 

a result of their limited incomes. These constraints are discussed in a later chapter, but it needs 

to be emphasised here that respondents' feelings about where they lived were coloured very much 
by the extent to which they felt they had access to local facilities or felt trapped by financial 

circumstances. We might expect the self-employed and employee families to be alike in this, but 
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one marked difference was a recognition among some of the self-employed of a purpose in the 

self-restraint they had to undergo. By economising and restricting their social activities they were 

hoping to sustain businesses which might thrive in the future, or a lifestyle which gave them other 

kinds of satisfaction. In this sense the impact of such 'constraints may be qualitatively different 

from those experienced by an employed person, whose choices are determined more by the 

prevailing low rates of pay available. The differences should not be exaggerated: as other research 

has found, people often start self-employed work under the same constraints as low paid 

employees and influenced by the'push' of unemployment. Nevertheless, the experience and the 

possibilities of working for themselves clearly made it easier for some at least of the self- 

employed families to manage with lowered expectations of short-term financial benefits. 

9.10 Summary 

To summarise the findings on respondents' housing circumstances, it appeared that the home- 

owners were broadly divided between those who had inherited their homes, like the farmers, or 

paid off an earlier mortgage, and those who had been caught in the house price boom and decline 

since the late 1980s. The size, quality and conditions of accommodation varied considerably, with 

people's housing generally reflecting their previous incomes, social status, or inheritance rather 

than necessarily their current earnings. Several households also included extra adults for whom 

the claimants had at least partial financial responsibility. In spite of a generally good standard of 

housing, some of the self-employed tenants had accommodation no better than, or even inferior 

to, some of the employees in the main study, and both of the owner-occupied farmhouses, while 

valuable, needed repairs or improvements which the owners had not been able to afford. People 

with outstanding mortgages who had bought fairly recently had difficulty with repayments and 
in some cases faced possible repossession and negative equity. Nevertheless, the value of housing 

was relatively high among this group and there were several families with substantial equity. 

Aside from housing, the other material indicators often used to assess living standards are 
household goods, especially consumer durables. The next chapter examines the families' 

ownership of and access to such goods. 
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CHAPTER TEN 

HOUSEHOLD POSSESSIONS AND CONSUMER DURABLES 

Overview 

This chapter examines ownership of a range of standard 

goods among the families interviewed and compares this 

with data from national surveys. It then looks at the ways 
in which goods were acquired, their value and condition, 

and any problems people faced in repairing or replacing 

them. 
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Chapter Ten 

Household Possessions and Consumer Durables 

10.1 Introduction 

The way that consumer durables and other household possessions are used as indicators of 

living standards was discussed in Chapter One. It was suggested that access to goods may be 

an important aspect of the quality of life people expect to enjoy, but that quantitative data alone 

are limited in what they tell us about the relationship between ownership of the various items 

and income. Factors such as the source, condition and purpose of goods are also important. 

This may be particularly true for groups like the self-employed families in the study, some of 

whose earnings have changed or fluctuated substantially over time. 

The varying patterns of previous earnings identified suggest a number of likely outcomes for 

the different groups of families in the study. Some families may be managing to preserve living 

standards based on earlier periods of greater prosperity, though they could be facing future 

problems of repair and replacement of goods. Others may have existed for long periods with 

second-hand or poor-quality goods: lacking the surplus income which allows them to save, 

some may have been obliged to take on credit payments for expensive new items. Higher 

earnings, inheritance and other factors such as taste can also mean that some families may have 

expensive and long-lasting goods, whereas others may have'settled for cheaper and less durable 

purchases. Finally, questions of choice and preference may be relevant. As we have seen, some 

respondents expressed a lack of interest in acquiring possessions. For these people, being 

without certain goods does not necessarily indicate deprivation, although some may have 

learned to live with lowered expectations. In a survey measuring ownership of goods, all these 

different groups of families might exhibit characteristics which give no real indication of the 

quality of their lives. 

Useful information about household possessions is hard to get at and difficult to interpret, but 
it is important in families where the relationship between earnings and living standards is not 
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clearly understood. Here qualitative methods can help to put flesh on the bones of quantitative 

data. This chapter compares ownership of or access to a range of standard goods among the 

families interviewed and compares this with data from national surveys. It then looks at the 

ways in which goods were acquired, their value and condition, and any problems people faced 

in repairing or replacing them. Finally it looks at what items, if any were lacking, which people 

felt were necessary or important. 

10.2 Comparison with National Data 

Table 10.1 below compares data on the percentages of households with a range of standard 

consumer durables from the 1991 General Household Survey and the Policy Studies Institute 

survey of low-income families (Marsh and McKay, 1993). The GHS data is for all households 

in Great Britain, not just families with children, whereas the PSI data is based on families in 

receipt of family credit at the time of their survey in 1991. The PSI survey found families in 

both employment groups with higher levels of ownership than the national average for a 

number of items, such as videos, fridge-freezers and washing machines. This is not surprising 

among a sample of families with children. The most striking differences between the two 

groups in the survey were whether they had telephones and motor vehicles, but one might 

expect more families with a self-employed main earner to have both of these in connection with 

their work. 

The table also includes the distribution of household durables amongst the families interviewed 

for this study. As has been emphasised before, comparisons between small qualitative study 

groups and national representative samples are not meant to suggest that data from the former 

are statistically generalisable in the same way. The purpose is merely to see where the 

particular families who were selected for in-depth interviewing were located within the broader 

picture derived from the national surveys. This provides a background for further qualitative 

exploration. Not all the same questions were asked in the two surveys and the current study. 

This study asked about personal computers, answer-phones and fax machines because there was 

an interest in their use by people operating small self-employed enterprises. It also seemed 
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interesting to find out about the purchase of games consoles and computers, since they are items 

which are increasingly popular with children and young people, but also represent a substantial 

expense for parents on low incomes. 

The self-employed families in this study appeared to be marginally better endowed with most 

consumer durables than the equivalent families in the PSI survey, as were the small group of 

employees. As we saw earlier, the distribution of earnings among these families was also 

slightly higher than the national average within the family credit population. The differences 

between the two self-employed groups were slight, however, and well within the range of 

sampling error. Fridge-freezers and washing machines were omnipresent in both groups and 

ownership of vehicles and telephones was higher among the employed families than both the 

PSI sample and the national average. Colour television sets were also virtually universal. 

Dishwashers were still a minority possession, present in only seven self-employed and two 

employed homes. While we might expect some self-employed people to have computers for 

business use, it is interesting to see that four of the employed families also had some kind of 

personal computer in addition to any games consoles they may have acquired for their children. 
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Table 10.1 

Consumer Durables: Comparison of Data from the Study Groups with Those from 
National Surveys 

Percentage of 
households with: 

GHS 
1991 

PSI survey 

Employed Self- 
employed 

Qualitative interview 
groups 

Employed Self- 
employed 

Colour television 98 94 93 100 95 

Video 68 78 82 90 84 

Home computer 21 - - 40 27 

Children's games - - - 50 51 

computer 

Microwave oven 55 59 67 60 60 

Fridge-freezer 83 96 99 100 100 

Washing machine 87 93 94 100 100 

Dishwasher 14 4 7 20 16 

Telephone 88 75 88 90 92 

Answer-phone - - - 10 51 

Facsimile machine - - - 0 5 

Car or van 67 45 83 80 89 

Base 9,995 760 103 10 37* 

Sources of national data: OPCS (1992), Marsh and McKay (1993) 

* Excludes three families not in receipt of family credit at the time of the interview 

Having observed that the possession of certain consumer goods seems to have been relatively 

high among the study groups, we now move on to look behind these data at the circumstances 

in which household goods were acquired, their use, age, value and condition, and what they 

meant to the families concerned. This helps us take in a broader picture of the standards of 

living people enjoyed and the relationship with past and present earnings. 
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10.3 Household Goods: Acquisition, Use, Value and Condition 

The interviews provided rich detail on the source and condition of household goods, although the 

amount of information people were able to offer varied. In general, few of either the self- 

employed or employee families had made major purchases of consumer goods in recent years, 

with the exception of motor vehicles. Even the apparently better-off families had acquired most 

of their more expensive possessions in previous years when their earnings were higher. Often they 

still had the major items like cookers, washing machines, beds and suites of furniture which they 

had bought or been given when they first married. Items like microwaves, videos and computers 

which were acquired more recently were often second-hand, sometimes passed on by family and 

friends who had bought new items for themselves. Second-hand items were generally quite 

acceptable and there was a widespread emphasis on'making do' and repairing goods to keep them 

going for as long as possible. 

When families had to buy new items, the preference was for saving up and there was a 

widespread reluctance to use credit facilities. There were two main groups among those families 

who had recently bought expensive new items. First, there were lone parents who had left many 

of their shared goods behind in their marital home: lump-sum divorce settlements had been used 

to equip new homes. The second group comprised couples who had bought large items like 

washing machines to replace broken ones. These were usually families without a large existing 

stock of household goods from earlier, more prosperous periods. Several explained how they had 

reluctantly used credit because their earnings were insufficient to allow them to save the sums 

required. 

The families who had dishwashers were mostly, as one might expect, those with previous higher 

earnings and all had been purchased some years before. One family's needs had changed and they 

had chosen to buy a dishwasher by selling an expensive pram and other baby equipment, while 

another had acquired a second-hand model cheaply when her husband was in the removals 
business. 

Most families felt that were reasonably well equipped with the main consumer goods which were 
important to them, and only a few listed urgent necessities which they felt they lacked. Others 
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talked of things they would like to buy when they could afford it, including new furniture or 
kitchen equipment, but they did not usually describe these as either necessities or priorities. There 

were, nevertheless, frequent anxieties expressed about the replacement of worn-out equipment. 
People who had machinery like washing machines, cookers and refrigerators which were old and 

malfunctioning spoke of the problems they would face if they broke down beyond repair. Central 

heating was another large expense mentioned by families whose systems had been in place for 

many years, and they worried that the boilers might need replacing. Other items most commonly 

mentioned as needing replacement when funds allowed included beds, carpets and new suites. 

People pointed to worn patches of carpet or uncarpeted stairs, and commented on the age or 

discomfort of their furniture. Finally, it was common for people in both self-employed and 

employee families to say that they were short of bedding: several talked in terms of having 'one 

set on and one in the wash'. 

Items like computers tended to have been bought partly for business use and partly for educational 

or entertainment purposes where families had older children. Several of these were again second- 

hand or had been gifts, though in two cases they were included in family credit applications as 

business expenses. One of the fax machines belonged to a retailer who had to communicate with 

overseas dealers. 

In general there were few signs of luxury items in any of the homes. Some of the households had 

music systems, but only one included a modern CD player. They were mostly old, cheap systems, 
in several cases given to children as Christmas presents or bought by them from pocket money 

and after-school jobs. Children on farms sometimes had access to ponies, but these were thought 

to 'cost less for a country child than a new bicycle'. 

Within this overall picture there was still considerable variation. In order to give a flavour of the 

complexity and the contrasts which lie behind the simple statistics, we look first across the two 

study groups at three key consumer items - motor vehicles, washing machines, and televisions. 
Then we look in more detail at a wider range of household goods in four different families, who 
illustrate the range of variation found within one small group of the self-employed. 
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Motor vehicles 
There were cars or vans in the households of most the families in the study who had an adult in 

self-employed work at the time of the interview. About a third had more than one vehicle - 

usually a van used in connection with the self-employed work or a farm vehicle, though in several 

cases one or other of the vehicles was either defunct or 'on its last legs'. Respondents often 

showed the researchers their vehicles and the comments below are based on observation as well 

as information provided in the interviews. 

If we look at the range of occupations involved, including farming, taxi driving, sales and delivery 

work, the building trades and various kinds of retail, it is apparent that vehicles were important 

or essential for many families. In a few cases purchases had been offset against tax liabilities and, 

where loans were involved, included in family credit assessments. Vehicles were also important 

in that around a third of the self-employed families lived in rural areas where public transport was 
limited or non-existent. People with disabled children or other relatives also needed a second car 

when one partner used a vehicle for work. The need for vehicles had to be balanced against the 

cost, however, and few had been bought new or nearly new in recent years. Virtually all the 

respondents said they had bought or acquired their car or van second-hand and none of them were 
in any sense 'luxury' vehicles. Even the highest earners in the study made do with old vehicles - 
both were second-hand and one was described as being worth'only scrap value'. Vehicles were 

often acquired with help from parents or relatives - either by them buying second-hand cars or 
handing on used vehicles. The only recent purchase of a new car had been financed with a loan 

on a three-year finance agreement. The car was needed in connection with a sales occupation and 

the loan had been included in the family credit as income, offset by the interest payments. 

Other people who had acquired fairly new vehicles included the contract cleaner. He bought 

a one year old transit van when he started the business in 1985, with a loan from his father. 

This loan had been partly paid back but then written off. He felt it was a worthwhile investment 

which had paid off in helping him to secure work at smart premises: 
Everyone told me just get a battered old van to start with - something I didn't 
want to do. I wanted to project an image and that was important to me. I'd 
rather not have done it all if I couldn't project the image of being a professional. 
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Another person who made a less successful business investment in vehicles was the lone parent 

van driver. She bought a new van and car on hire purchase when she started her business in 

1989, but they had since both been repossessed, leaving her still owing some £7,000 in 

repayments. Her present car was bought for £50 from a friend, and she was able to keep it 

running because she had learned vehicle maintenance as a driver in the army. 

It was more common for families to acquire cheap, older vehicles. Only and handful of other 

cars currently belonging to the families had been bought for more than £1,500. The most paid 

for a car was £5,000 spent by the church family from some of the equity released on their 

previous home. Other cars in the £2-3,000 range were financed by money from the sale of the 

marital home, in the case of two lone parents. Cheaper purchases, mainly in the £500-£1,500 

range, were financed in various ways: from bank loans in two cases; from money left by a 

friend to one of the childminders; and, in one family, from the sale of two cars they had owned 

when they were dual earners. 

Most commonly vehicles were acquired with help from parents or relatives. We have already 

seen that the potter's stepfather bought her an old car when she left her husband 'so that she 

could be more mobile'. This was important since she lived in a rural area with very limited 

public transport. The musician's family also had a car handed on to them by the woman's 
father, but this had just broken down beyond repair. Similarly, the wholefood retailer had an 
A-registration car passed on to her by her mother. They had been thinking of selling it, but had 

to keep it because the old van they mainly used for work was virtually 'knackered'. One of the 

two cars in the household of the woman whose ex-partner was a scrap dealer was an old Mini 

given to her 17 year old daughter by her aunt. This made it possible for the daughter to keep 

a part-time job in the nearby town, to which transport was very irregular. 

Keeping cars on the road was among the expenditures some families found it hard to meet, and 
families who did not currently own vehicles had sold them for this reason. Another alternative 

was to leave cars untaxed. There was also great emphasis on repairs and keeping old cars on the 

road as long as possible. One lone mother and several of the men had car maintenance skills and 

one car was referred to as being 'saved from the scrapyard' two years before, though it was not 
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expected to last much longer. Another family had a battered eight year old transit van which had 

cost them £800 a year before. They had always previously had 'old bangers'. 

Family use of vehicles was important for some respondents and was seen as better value 

financially than some other forms of transport. One woman pointed out the economies involved 

in running a van, particularly with a large family: 

See people say'how can you afford to run a van? ' But when you think about it, if you've 
got seven of you going out for the day, imagine going on a bus or train. 

The overall picture was not dissimilar among the employee families, except that most of their cars 

were older than those of the self-employed. The cars all dated from before the mid-1980s and 

most were described as costing less than £1,000. Only the maintenance worker had spent more 

than this, buying a 1984 saloon three years before with money borrowed against the house. Eight 

families currently had vehicles and one had two, though this second car was one the garage 

worker had acquired to repair and resell The care assistant, who had recently separated from her 

husband, could not drive and he had kept their family car. The other family without a car was that 

of the temporary gardener, who had a moped worth around £250, given to him by his father-in- 

law. Relatives had helped in several families, either with loans or by handing on old cars. 

Again the men were the major users of cars and four women said they could not drive, though the 

maintenance worker said his wife used their car most because they lived within walking distance 

of his work. Like the self-employed families, respondents mentioned running costs as a problem 

and some did not feel they could afford to use their cars unrestrictedly. Having access to one was 

important none the less, though there was some evidence of gender differences here, with men 

placing greater priority on cars. One man saw the car as one of the most important areas of 

expenditure after their baby: 'Car's first priority for me'. It is possible that prioritising car expenses 

could in some cases lead to less money being available for other basic household needs. 

The high level of car ownership was an indication of the importance families placed on mobility 

and the necessity in many cases for self-employed people to have access to transport. Some self- 

employed families had bought their cars when they were previously employed with higher 

earnings, and others had been able to take advantage of the legitimate arrangements within tax 
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and family credit to count the purchase of a vehicle partly or wholly as a business expense. 
However, the kind of vehicles the families possessed and the ways in which they were acquired 
did not suggest the presence of large amounts of available income, nor did they in general indicate 

an especially high standard of living or a level of consumption inconsistent with receiving support 

through family credit. 

Washing machines 

A high proportion of all households and over 90 per cent of low-income families in the PSI 

survey had washing machines. This suggests that they have come to be seen as important or even 

necessary as a household good, particularly in families with children. They are also expensive 

items which other research shows families on very low incomes find it hard to afford. The official 

evaluation of the social fund by Huby and Dix (1992), for example, found that washing machines 

were among the top needs causing concern to people applying to the fund in 1990. 

We have already seen that both of the groups in this study contained families with a slightly 

higher average level of earnings than we would expect to find in the family credit population as 

a whole. Some had higher earnings in the past and there were also several families with large 

numbers of children, as well as other adults or disabled children in the household. It is not 

surprising, therefore, to find that all the families had washing machines, which in itself does not 

indicate unusually high living standards. Washing machines were the item most frequently 

mentioned as a necessity, particularly though not only by women, and they were also one of the 

causes of the greatest anxiety if they went wrong. They were often too expensive for families to 

save for, so if people wanted new machines buying them was the most common use of hire 

purchase or other credit. Nevertheless, very few self-employed families said they had acquired 

new machines within the two years before the interview. Hire purchase, credit from electricity 
boards, or catalogues were the most common sources of finance, as well as money from divorce 

settlements and inheritances. 

One couple with six children expected to wash three loads most days. This heavy use had worn 

out their previous machine and buying a new one had been essential. For this family, hire 

purchase was the only way of meeting such a large cost, a situation seen as general among 
families with one low earner: 
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Like most people we have to either get it on credit or get a loan from the bank for bigger 
items. Unless there's two of you working and in pretty good jobs, I think generally 
speaking most people are like that, you know. 

The majority of the families who had originally bought new machines had owned them for 

between three and seven years, often bought when they were in previous jobs, or brought by 

women from previous marital homes. Most had been repaired several times and some were hardly 

functioning. One machine brought from a previous marriage had been repaired 'umpteen times' 

and another woman felt she had'half a machine': it did not spin and often leaked. She spun her 

clothes in an'ancient' spin dryer handed on by a friend. 

Many other washers had been acquired second-hand and some families were emphatic that this 

provided better value: 
I won't buy a new one - they don't last. I'll buy a second-hand one for say £20-25, get a 
couple of years use out of it. 

There were few appreciable differences between the employed and self-employed families in the 

ownership of washing machines. Because some of the employee families were younger and more 

recently established they had bought machines more recently, but there were also several families 

with machines more than ten years old which were regularly breaking down. The lone parents still 

used the machines they had when they were married. The only new washer acquired in the 

previous two years had cost £500 and had been bought through a catalogue. As the husband 

explained, this was one of their uses of family credit: 
Family credit helps there, because that's what we pay it with. Well that's what we have 
been paying it with in so many words ... We drew the money out of the bank and just gave 
it to my mum who gave it to the club. 

Television sets 
Television sets hold an ambiguous position in the consensual view of household necessities. 
Almost all households have one, as did more than 90 per cent of low-income families in the PSI 

survey. On the other hand, only 58 per cent of people surveyed for the Breadline Britain 1990s 

study (Frayman, 1991) thought they were necessities. This apparent contradiction may not be 
difficult to explain, however. Most people appear to make distinctions between goods like 

refrigerators, cookers, washing machines or beds, which are seen as basic to the production of 
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everyday health, nutrition and cleanliness, and television sets or videos, which are seen as 

primarily for entertainment. 

Such distinctions were commonly expressed by people in this study when asked to say what they 

saw as necessities. This did not mean that television sets were not important to them. As in many 

other studies of people on lower incomes, watching television or videos was a prime leisure 

activity and it was frequently mentioned in words like'our only form of entertainment'. Compared 

to going out to pubs or other kinds of evening entertainment - which most people said they could 

only rarely afford - television represented good value for money. Without it, many people would 

clearly feel deprived of an important aspect of their individual and social lives. 

None of the families in either of the studies was deprived in this way at the time of the 

interview. Only the potter had no television and this was from choice. Her children spent nearly 

half their time with their father and she felt they had sufficient access to television there: 
They've got telly with daddy and they don't mind not having it here. We're 
always doing things. I don't miss it at all. 

As with the other goods discussed, there were wide variations in the age and value of television 

sets and the ways in which they were acquired. The exact ages of television sets was not always 

clear, but few self-employed families said they had bought new colour sets within the previous 

three years. Lone parents had sometimes bought new sets along with the other equipment they 

acquired from the proceeds of their divorce settlements. Indeed for one woman this felt like 'the 

first chance I ever had to buy anything new'. 

Renting television sets was one option. Among those who paid by slot meter was a lone parent 

could not afford to save up or buy a set on credit and had previously had difficulties keeping up 

a monthly rental payment. Other family television sets were mainly four to ten years old - some 

expensive sets acquired during more prosperous times and others bought second-hand for as little 

as £10, or handed on from parents. Just over a third of the self-employed families had more than 

one set -a feature which appeared to be associated mainly with having several children, who were 
the primary users of these other sets. The extra sets had often been given by relatives, friends, or 
in one case the non-custodial father of a child. 
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The patterns among the employee families were similar to those of the other goods discussed. 

There was the same combination of a few newer purchases, mainly through catalogues, gifts 

from relatives, and use of second hand sets. The caretaker's family had bought a new television 

and video just before their building business had failed and they still owed some £600. Four 

families also had second sets, used by their children, but several also had sets which were 

broken and they were hoping to buy new ones when they could afford it. 

This picture of the ownership and use of televisions in families with children suggests that 

having two or three sets is not in itself a sign of great affluence and as an indication of living 

standards it may have some limitations. 

Ownership and access to all these three key household goods appeared overall to bear some 

relation to patterns of past and present earnings, but they also were crucially influenced by 

networks of family support and the various strategies of household financial management 

discussed earlier in the report. The variation between families which lies behind the statistics of 

ownership of consumer goods shows that is difficult to draw clear inferences about living 

standards from quantitative data alone. One way of looking at the question in more detail is to 

choose a few families and take a case study approach. This helps us to see how past and present 

earnings, family support, and choice all combine in different ways for different families. In order 

to illustrate the diverse circumstances of families in the self-employed group, we therefore look 

at a range of household items belonging to three couples. They are chosen to represent the three 

main groups of self-employed families identified as having differing work histories and patterns 

of earnings - the 'male manual workers', the 'career changers' and the 'developers'. They also 
include the two families with the highest and lowest net earnings, as assessed for family credit, 
in order to show how current earnings are not necessarily the dominant factor. 

10.4 Case Studies of Three Self-employed Families 

1. Mr and Mrs A (both in their 30s) had five children of school age. Mr A had worked for 20 

years on and off in a manual industry, both as an employee and as a self-employed 
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subcontractor. His earnings were variable but generally in the mid-range of incomes for family 

credit. Although their income had been more stable and secure at some times in the past, it had 

never been much higher than it was currently and Mr A had experienced several periods of 

unemployment. They had been receiving family credit continuously for nearly 18 months, 

though they had also claimed both family credit and FIS at other times in the past. They lived 

in a small, owner-occupied, terraced house without central heating in a rundown area of a 

small town. The house was well decorated because this was Mrs A's hobby, and it was 

adequately, but inexpensively, furnished and carpeted. Their television set and video were both 

rented and they had no stereo or music system except for a small radio cassette player - 
'nothing flash' - bought as a present several years before. They had a second-hand, twin-tub 

washing machine and no tumble dryer or dishwasher. Their vacuum cleaner had just broken 

and Mrs A was currently borrowing a neighbour's. She was planning to use her next family 

credit payment to buy a new one. They had an eight year old microwave oven, but the turntable 

was broken. Children's presents were a priority for them and they had bought a second-hand 

games computer for their sons the previous year. Mr and Mrs A were resistant to buying 

anything on hire purchase, having got into serious debt after their marriage, and they had saved 

up to buy an old van which they use for family outings. Mrs A did not drive and rode a second- 

hand bike. Mr A's earnings had always been too low for them to accumulate savings except 

for specific purposes like the van or the occasional holiday. The only other money they had put 

away was a few hundred pounds for a future income tax bill. Mrs A felt they had just enough 

bedding for the children: 

They've got like the sheet and their quilt covers, so it's a case of washing it, ironing it and 
put it back on. They haven't got loads and loads of changes or anything like that. 

They were 'happy with what we've got', but one item they would like was a new bed, not 
having had a new one since they got married. Their current priority was the mortgage as they 

were about to move to a more expensive house. 

2. Mr and Mrs B (both in their 40s) had three children under 14. They represented the 'career 

changers'. Mr B's main work experience was as a manual worker employed by various different 

companies. He had been made redundant twice in the past. Seven years ago they set up an 

agency business with some financial help from his father. Until she had children Mrs B had 
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also worked, in a clerical job. They currently had the highest net earnings among the families, 

though this was still less than he had earned in his previous work. They were coming to the 

end of their second year on family credit. The B's lived in a detached, modem house with 

central heating, in the suburbs of a small town. The house was bought with help from their 

parents. They had a business van, bought with a family loan, and a car - jointly valued at 

around £8,000. The house was well decorated and comfortably furnished, though some of the 

household equipment dated back to their marriage 17 years before. This included a gas cooker, 

a fridge-freezer and the vacuum cleaner. They had a dishwasher, bought some eight years 

before by selling baby equipment: 

I had a very nice pram and all the other equipment and sold that, and I virtually had enough 
money out of all the things I sold to buy the dishwasher. 

Mr B's parents had given them a washing machine, again several years before. They had 

decided to buy a microwave oven with cash given to them as 'a very generous present' by a 

close friend. They had three colour television sets - the main one was bought more than seven 

years ago, along with a video, before they started their business, and the others, used by the 

children, were gifts. They also had a modem stereo system and an answering machine bought 

for the business. Mrs B explained that they had bought very few things for the house since her 

husband became self-employed. Most of the goods and furniture had been bought in the past 

with two sets of redundancy money and with maternity pay and benefits she had received from 

her previous jobs. They had also been left some money in the past and had rarely had to use 
hire purchase or credit, but they had no savings as: 'when we've ever come into an amount of 

money, we've generally put it in the house'. She would like to buy a computer for the business 

and for the children, but this would have to wait until they could afford it. They felt they were 
basically well set up for household goods, including bedding, but worried about having to 

replace large items like the washing machine and the central heating boiler. 

3. Ms C and Mr D (both in their early 30s) were a cohabiting couple with one child pre-school 

age child. They represent the 'developers'. Ms C had given up her previous professional job as 
it was difficult to fit in with having a young baby. Two years before she started on a small 

scale selling food and other dietary products. A year later Mr D gave up his job to join her. 

They currently had the lowest net earnings of any family in the study and received maximum 
family credit payments, of which they were on their second award. The couple lived in a small 
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Victorian terraced house, bought ten years before with parental help. There was no central 

heating, but open fires, and the house was simply painted and furnished, with a few antiques. 

Ms C had the highest level of cash savings reported among families. They had a small van 

previously belonging to Mr D before they met. This was used to transport goods for her 

business, but was in need of replacement. They also had an old car given to Ms C by a parent. 

Their washing machine, fridge-freezer and cooker were all bought new three years before, 

when Mr D was in full-time work. They also had an old hi-fi system and a black and white 

television set, but no microwave, dishwasher, tumble dryer or video, and said that they did not 

particularly want any of these. No major household items had been bought since Ms C started 

her business. Ms C said she would quite like a computer, a food processor and a new wardrobe 

for their clothing, but she was: 

... not really bothered. I mean you know, it's like the more you have the more you want. 
The less you have the less you seem to need, in a way. 

Measured by possession of standard domestic goods, the differences between these families are 

not extreme. All owned many of the major consumer goods generally used as indicators of living 

standards, apart from central heating and dishwashers in two cases. For Ms C, not having central 

heating was not a sign of deprivation. The As managed with the goods they had because they did 

not have high expectations, whereas the Bs had benefited from substantial help from family and 

friends. We can see from these case studies that the influences of previous earnings and work 

patterns, parental support and choice combined to produce quite different standards of living for 

three families whose equivalised net incomes after taking benefit into account would be fairly 

similar. 

10.5 Summary 

This chapter has concentrated on ownership of consumer durables among the families in the study 

groups. Compared with national averages and the PSI survey, both sets of families appeared to 

be relatively well off for a range of standard goods. However, quantitative data tell only part of 

the story. To get a broader picture of living standards among self-employed families whose 
incomes may be lower than previously, it helps to look behind the statistics on ownership to 
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details of acquisition, value, condition and use of households possessions and problems of 

replacement. 

Looking at three key indicators, we find variations between families in the ownership of vehicles, 

washing machines and televisions. Few, however, had recently spent large sums on new 

equipment and for some families older domestic machinery was beginning to cause problems. 

There was widespread use of second hand goods and many families, both self-employed and 

employed had benefited from items being passed on by relatives and friends. 

In spite of being relatively well equipped, there were some goods which most families felt they 

needed or were likely to require fairly urgent replacement, including washing machines, vacuum 

cleaners, beds, carpets, suites and bedding. Most thought they would have some difficulty finding 

the money for these items. 

Overall, although some families had been able to spend money on major items within the last two 

years, this had mainly been through using credit or loans or savings coming from redundancy or 

the sale of houses. There was little sign that businesses were generating sufficient extra income 

to allow easy replacement or expansion of possessions and most families were still relying on 

stores of goods acquired some years before. Looking in detail at three different self-employed 

families, we can see that quantitative indicators on ownership of household goods used on their 

own have limitations as measures of living standards. 

One factor emphasized in the discussions about the acquisition of consumer durables was the 

necessity to manage household budgets carefully. The next chapter now looks at how the families 

managed and at the choices and constraints which affected their expenditure. 
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CHAPTER ELEVEN 

MANAGING AND BUDGETING ON LOW INCOMES 

Overview 

This chapter looks at how families managed on their 

current incomes. 'Managing' is used here both in an 

administrative sense, referring to how families organised 

their business and household finances and in the more 

colloquial sense of the word, referring to how families 

'made ends meet'. The chapter explores the links 

between these two processes, looking at patterns of 

management and decisions about expenditure. 
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Chapter Eleven 

Managing and Budgeting on Low Incomes 

11.1 Introduction 

Chapter Nine showed that even counting the extra help some received from relatives, or through 

casual work and mutual exchange, the amount of regular cash available to the families in the 

study over and above benefits was often small. Previous higher earnings could have protected 

some families from a fall in living standards and that housing costs for most were relatively low. 

Nevertheless, there were still families, both self-employed and employed, whose earnings had not 

changed substantially for some time, or had been gradually declining. 

This chapter looks at how families managed on their current incomes. 'Managing' here is used in 

two ways: first it used in an administrative sense, referring to how families organised their 

business and household finances; secondly, there is the more colloquial sense of the word, 

referring to how families 'made ends meet'. These two meanings may be linked, in that how 

families organise their money may affect their capacity to balance expenditure and income. The 

chapter explores the links between these two processes, looking at patterns of management and 

decisions about expenditure, the constraints people felt and the needs they prioritised, and the 

various strategies they had adopted for budgeting with limited incomes. 

11.2 Patterns of Financial Management and Control 

One of the aims of this study, outlined in Chapter One, was to see whether the ways in which 
families involved in small scale self-employment organised their finances had any impact on their 

standards of living. There are two main sets of questions here: first, how far do people separate 
business and household moneys and where does family credit fit in? Secondly, does being self- 

employed make any difference to who is responsible for managing household budgets in two 

parent families, and does this affect the amount of money available for spending on children or 
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on family needs more generally? Information of this kind was sought by interviewing both 

partners in couples wherever possible. 

To a large extent the way finances were organised reflected the scale and the nature of the 

different businesses or types of work. Only just over half of the self-employed families kept bank 

or building society accounts for their work which were clearly separated from household or 

personal accounts. These were mainly people with genuine trading or service businesses, which 

were more likely to require such arrangements in order to function effectively. Earnings from 

subcontracted or quasi self-employed work were more likely to pass through the same bank 

accounts, either individual or joint, as household expenditure. 

Families with separate business accounts often stressed the importance of keeping business and 

household finances distinct. Some had experienced difficulties with keeping their records in order 

before they set up separate arrangements. Failure to keep business and household finances distinct 

had sometimes compounded other problems in the business itself. 

Where drawings were taken from business accounts for household expenditure the general pattern 

was to transfer these sums to personal or household accounts, from which people paid bills or 

standing orders for mortgages and insurance. Such transactions were less clear cut in businesses 

where parts of the takings were in cash. A common arrangement was to pay cash into a personal 

account for household bills, whereas cheques went into a business account to service an overdraft. 

Another arrangement was for small amounts of cash takings to be kept at hand for shopping and 

other regular spending. Although there was the potential for some confusion here, it was often 

stressed that the cash was still formally recorded as income: it was only separated so that there 

was a source of ready money not absorbed by overdrafts. 

The picture was rather more blurred in the families where earnings, expenses and other household 

monies all passed through one account or were handled entirely in cash. The latter was unusual - 
only the former partner of the scrap dealer said that all their financial transactions were in this 
form. The taxi driver's takings were mainly in cash, but this and the expenses were still dealt with 
through a separate work account. Where both business and household money went through the 

same accounts, people talked of money being'all in one pot', within which they had to juggle their 
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incomes and expenditures, or of 'not drawing a line down the middle'. These families did not 

generally operate with substantial business overdrafts and the emphasis was on trying to keep 

earnings and expenditures in some kind of balance, or'keeping above water'. This was not always 

easy. People without good banking records or with irregular takings often had the most 

difficulties because banks were less likely to allow them to overdraw. This was one of the reasons 

why the failed builder, for example, had to give up. Having no overdraft facility, any running 

deficit on the business had to be covered out of general household income, a situation which his 

wife found increasingly intolerable. 

It might be expected that with higher turnover businesses the families would have greater 

separation between personal and business finance, but this was not necessarily the case. As in 

the main study, several families maintained only the one bank account, with all their business and 
domestic transaction passing through it, and family credit, with child benefit, provided the main 

source of ready cash. The main difference seemed to be that the higher amounts of money passing 

through the businesses allowed some extra flexibility in expenditure, which was often financed 

by commensurately larger overdrafts. This was an advantage in that it allowed people to draw 

money as necessary to cover bills and mortgage payments. On the other hand, it also made it 

easier for them to become over-extended if business did less well than expected. 

11.3 Uses of Family Credit 

The use of family credit in household financial management is one of the key issues for self- 

employed families. We have seen that drawings were usually kept to a minimum in order not to 
increase overdrafts. Even where larger bills were paid from business income, family credit and 

child benefit were often the main sources of ready cash for regular household expenditure. As 

such they played an important role in maintaining living standards. 

There are some situations where the use of family credit for business expenses could potentially 
result in a lower award at the next application. This is because sums not clearly identified might 
be recorded by accountants as cash introduced into the business when they draw up profit and loss 
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accounts. These sums could then be taken as part of gross receipts for family credit, thus 

artificially boosting earnings. The other potential consequence of family credit being absorbed 
into business finance is a reduction of cash available for household spending. 

There were some examples of the direct use of benefit for business payments in this study, though 

they seemed not to be common. Mostly this happened where there were cash flow problems 

which could not be accommodated by use of overdraft arrangements, or when small cash 

payments were needed for items like petrol. There was little evidence that payments with family 

credit would regularly be recorded as cash introduced to the business, but they could still have 

a marked impact on cash available for household expenditure. The builder mentioned above was 

one example. Family credit had to be drawn on regularly for petrol and other materials. A similar 

example came from the ex-partner of the scrap dealer: 

I always do my shopping on a Tuesday when I get my family credit. Unless say 
the truck needed bearings and he hadn't earned enough money, and he knew he'd 
got scrap to do if he could get the truck on the road. So I'd have to give him the 
money for the bearings, do my shopping with what were left and then he'd give 
me some money back when he earned some money. Like that. So if we were 
running at a loss, we'd have to use the family credit if you know what I mean, and 
live the best we could until we earned some money. And that's how we used to 
go. 

Only a handful of the self-employed current or recent recipients had their family credit payments 

made by credit transfer, and they were mainly either lone parents or female earner families, who 
had the money paid into their business or personal accounts. In the male earner families there 

remained a strong attachment to the weekly order book, cashed by the woman. The significance 

of this was not entirely clear from the discussions with respondents, but it does suggest that 

women may be reluctant to lose direct control over family credit. This, some felt, might happen 

if it was paid into bank accounts which are for general household use. 

Because managing on a low income was a matter of constantly juggling sources of income and 
items of expenditure, the particular use of a specific sum of benefit did not always seem relevant 
to people. Family credit was just another source of cash for use on whatever was needed that 

week. Nevertheless, a number of core items were mentioned regularly as the needs which 
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respondents saw the benefit as contributing towards. Those most often mentioned were food and 

other weekly shopping, children's clothes, rent and mortgage payments, fuel, catalogue payments, 

and school fares and dinners. 

In some cases uses were specific because they figured as part of a carefully planned weekly or 

monthly budget. To some extent this depended on the size of the award: sometimes particular 

items were identified as being paid for with family credit because the amounts were around the 

same. One woman, for example, found it convenient to use family credit for fuel payments, 

because her award was just over the amount required. She would cash the order each week and 

buy fuel stamps at the same time. The change would go towards school dinners. 

Overall, respondents were distinctly positive about the help they received from family credit - 

perhaps not surprisingly given the high percentage it represented of disposable income for some 
families. 'A lifeline' and'a godsend' were how two respondents from different families described 

the benefit, and it was clearly regarded as an important element in household budgeting. Having 

said that, there were also some ambivalent feelings about claiming. Two of the farmer's wives and 

the wife of the estate agent all talked about not wanting people to know they were receiving the 

benefit. One of the farmers ascribed their reluctance to claim to pride: 

We Welsh people are a bit slow on these things. It may be that we're a little proud, 
we don't want to beg. 

There were also explanations for why people felt claiming was legitimate, in terms of a return for 

tax and national insurance paid in the past and of government support for enterprise. One such 
view was expressed by the franchisee: 

Now I look at it I think well I suppose I paid my national insurance and I suppose 
that's what you pay national insurance for. It is an insurance isn't it? I don't know 
whether it comes out of that sort of fund. If it helps me to get back on my feet 
again then it's got to be a good thing. 
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11.4 Budgeting and Control over Resources in Two-parent Families 

A growing body of research has shown that managing and budgeting in families need to be 

separated analytically from control over resources (see, for example, Brannen and Wilson, 1987; 

Pahl, 1980,1989). This is an important issue for a study of living standards because, as the 

research has shown, family incomes may not be allocated fairly. Where limited resources are 
diverted away from basic household needs or where disagreement exists about priorities for 

spending, effective management may be difficult. What is particularly interesting here to see how 

far the financial structures of small-scale self-employment may affect the control or allocation of 

resources in families. 

In two-parent families the most common view, expressed by both partners, was that financial 

decision making was a joint process, while women tended to deal with most of the household 

budgeting and expenditure. Men sometimes took responsibility for handling larger bills, like 

mortgage payments. This was true in both male-earner and female-earner families and among 
both the employed and self-employed. It is a pattern which has often been observed in lower 

income families, but it does not always mean that women have equal control over the allocation 

of resources. As Pahl (1989) found in her study of money and marriage, it is common to talk of 
joint decision making, but the actual way in which resources are allocated may not conform to 

this image. The rhetoric of egalitarianism in marriage is often in advance of actual change. 

'We just sit down and talk about if was the kind of expression commonly used by people in this 

study and it seemed in many cases that such discussion did take place over items of major 
household expenditure (though not always where business expenditure was involved). However, 

patterns of allocation for day-to-day expenditure varied considerably and there were examples of 
all the allocative systems identified in Pahl's (1980) well-known typology. 

In the employed families, patterns of allocation tended to conform most closely to those defined 

as 'whole wage' or 'wife management' systems and 'allowance' systems. In the first, wages are 
handed over the wife, or into her general control if paid into a bank account, for her to deal with 
bills, shopping, children's needs and all the various expenditures required. The second system 
involved a housekeeping allowance being paid to the wife out of the husband's wages. Both these 
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systems place the main responsibility for managing money on women, without necessarily 

allowing them equal power over deciding priorities in expenditure or permitting them to have 

money for themselves. Men, however, commonly expect to be given or to hold back sums for 

personal spending. 

This was the case in several employee families in the study. Money from benefits like family 

credit and child benefit were most likely to be seen as'her' money, but in practice this was almost 

invariably spent on items for the children or general household costs. The following comment was 

typical: 

The cash I get we sort of call it mine, but it's not really mine that I get from the family 
credit and the child benefit. That's mine to spend as I see fit if the children need something 
that week. He lets me decide whether they need nappies or whether they need this or that 
because obviously I know better than he does what we've got in the house and whether 
they need shoes and socks ... I don't think I've ever bought anything out of that money for 
myself. Sometimes I try to, but I always end up buying something for them. He used to 
allow himself £20 a week spending money -I don't know why. I don't know what he spent 
it on, so that was just his, but he's cut down now. 

Other women in the employee families also talked about having to ask their husbands for money 

if they needed it. While both partners tended to say that there was little money ever left over after 

necessities for personal expenditure, some men still talked about keeping small amounts of 

spending money for themselves. Although some women clearly were involved in deciding how 

the overall resources of the family should be spent, the existence of the male wage as the main 

source of income still appeared to support a fairly traditional system of allocation. 

In the self-employed families allocation systems were much more varied. Where the men worked 
in traditional manual trades, particularly subcontracted work for which earnings were received 
in a form close to wages, couples tended to use modified versions of the 'whole wage' system. 
This was commonly explained by both partners in terms of men's inability to manage money. Two 

men in particular talked about themselves as'terrible with money', or'spendthrift', as opposed to 

their wives who were 'shrewd' and knew 'exactly how to stretch our means'. Another woman 
described herself as having 'an older head on younger shoulders' than her husband when it came 
to managing money. There was an expectation here too among some of the men that they would 

normally be able to hold back spending money for themselves, for drinks or other purposes, 
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though several men remarked that this was harder than in the past because of tighter budgets. 

There was a rather different picture in some of the more established businesses, where women 

were more directly involved. The long hours worked by some of the men and the effort needed 
for the work itself often meant that book-keeping and other financial aspects of the business were 

carried out by the women. Even if this sometimes made it hard for them to think about taking 

other jobs of their own, having this kind of detailed knowledge of the business finances put them 

in a stronger position to exercise decision-making power as well as responsibility for household 

budgeting. This also put some women in a relatively strong position for applying for family credit 
if their husbands were reluctant. 

Allocation in these households operated more like 'pooled' systems, where both parties had access 
to money. Often there was still a division of responsibility: men tended to deal with paying larger 

bills like the mortgage or other regular outgoings which required funds being transferred from 

business accounts, while women dealt with shopping, food and things for the children. Yet there 

was a sense in some of these families that women had as least as much say as men about how 

money was allocated. Several men talked of having no real idea about the finances. It was all up 

to their wives and they had to ask them if they needed something for themselves. 

There were exceptions to this pattern, of course. Where women were less directly involved in 

businesses, the divisions of responsibility tended to be more traditional. Yet even here, because 

in the self-employed families family credit tended to make up a relatively high proportion of 
family income, women still often had more household cash in their hands than in most of the 

employee families. There seems little doubt that the success that some of these families had in 

managing on low incomes was directly due to the executive power exercised by the women -a 
factor widely acknowledged by the men. 

One area where there could be potential conflicts over spending was on business expenses. One 

of the musicians, for example, had recently spent a substantial sum on a new instrument. He saw 
this as a lasting investment and better value than the cheaper but less durable instruments he had 

previously used. It was counted by family credit as an allowable business expense, which had 

reduced the net earnings figure. His wife, however, saw the purchase as reducing the immediate 
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amount of money available for household spending. 
The only conflict comes if he has to buy anything big... It sounds awful but I kind 
of begrudge it when he buys something really big like that. I think oh crumbs, you 
know, I could do with so and so in the house or whatever. 

The motor mechanic also saw that conflicts of this kind could arise, but felt that expenditure 

usually balanced out in the end: 
We should be talking about this together 'cos it does create a bit of a situation, 
yeah. You know, the chicken and egg thing. I need a tool to earn my living, which 
then allows us to have bread and butter, yeah. You know, it comes up 
occasionally. But again I've never bought anything unless I can afford to buy it, ie 
that I've got the money, the cash or the whatever it is to buy it, and we both work 
that way. 

Overall, although there was great variation among the families, it was clear that whatever level 

of power or control over financial decision making was held by women, they had the major 

responsibility for budgeting and managing. This may often have helped the families keep going, 

but the responsibility could be burdensome. In several cases there was a striking difference in the 

interviews between the optimistic tone taken by men in describing their hopes and plans for their 

work, and the anxiety and doubt expressed by women about the risks being taken and the 

difficulties of making ends meet. It is mainly in the women's accounts that we find the details of 

how families prioritised expenditure and the constraints they experienced. 

11.5 'Levels of Managing' 

In a study of living standards in unemployment, Ritchie (1990) grouped families into four 'levels 

of managing', depending on whether they said they regularly balanced income and expenditure 
('made ends meet'), and whether they had acquired debts or arrears during their periods of 

unemployment. On this basis families were categorised as: 

managers - people whose expenditure did not normally exceed their income or resources 

and were not in debt or arrears 

marginal managers - people who usually made their expenditure just match their income 

or resources, but who were in or moving into debt or arrears 
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marginal non-managers - people whose expenditure was just exceeding their income and 

who were in or moving into debt or arrears, or 

non-managers - people whose expenditure consistently exceeded their incomes and were 

fairly deeply in debt or arrears. 

Although the situations of people working and receiving family credit may be rather different 

from those of families experiencing prolonged spells of unemployment, a typology of this kind 

is helpful for summarising the financial position of the families in the study. For the self- 

employed, however, classification is made more complex by problems in defining current 

earnings and by the common use of overdraft financing -a particular issue for some of the 

families with higher turnovers. Also, some arrears had not been acquired recently and were not 

currently accumulating, even if repaying them sometimes proved difficult. A further complication 
is that community charge or 'poll tax' arrears were widespread, not least among some of the 

families with no other substantial debts or arrears. These were often treated as a low priority, for 

reasons which are discussed later. In determining whether families were 'making ends meet', 

therefore, we base our assessment on respondents' own perceptions of how well their incomes 

matched their expenditures. Where poll tax arrears were small and not considered a serious 

problem, they are disregarded as a sign of'non-management'. Similarly, arrears are not taken to 

include the normal use of a business overdraft, unless respondents indicated that they were 

regularly exceeding limits or facing problems with creditors. 

On this basis, three-fifths (24) of the self-employed families could be seen as managers, while 
five were clearly non-managers. The remaining 11 families were primarily marginal managers 
in that they all had arrears or debts, but usually made ends meet on a month-to-month basis. 

However, fluctuations in earnings and cash-flow problems meant that some families were always 
hovering on the margins of management and non-management. The builder who had gone out of 
business is a good example. While he was still trying to maintain his work they were increasingly 
failing to manage and falling into debt. It was only through stopping being self-employed and 
claiming income support that they were able to stabilise their finances. They were currently 
managing, though at a level which meant their spending was severely constrained. 

Among the employed families, only two were clearly managers, without debts or arrears and 
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balancing income and expenditure. The other eight were mainly marginal managers, with varying 
degrees of debt and some hovering again on the margins of managing. 

The self-employed non-managers all had large mortgage arrears arising from redundancy or 
business decline. Their inability to match incomes with outgoings was directly related to 

accumulation of unmanageable debts. All were at or near a crisis point and were attempting in 

various ways to stave off repossession, juggle creditors' demands, or cut their losses by selling 

their homes. Despite cutting back on all kinds of expenditure, they were unable to prevent the 

debts mounting. For a child minder the crisis stemmed from the severe drop in household income 

brought on by her husband's redundancy. Lone mothers who were inexperienced in running 
businesses also admitted to being poor managers of household finances. One in particular had a 
history of other arrears and non-take-up of means-tested benefits. It is inevitable that financial 

pressures of this kind bring psychological strain and all expressed feelings of stress and 
depression. 

Most of the self-employed higher earners were, as we might expect, in the majority group who 

generally made ends meet. Higher earnings were clearly not the only issue, however. The 

managers also included several of the lowest earners and families with all the different career 

profiles identified in earlier chapters, as well as most of the longer term family credit recipients. 
In this group have to be included some who were actually making losses, of which the farm 

owners are a prime example. Because they owned valuable property and generated steady flows 

of cash from their activities it was possible for them to maintain their loans, which would expand 

and contract as business ebbed and flowed. Banks in these areas are accustomed to such business 

- indeed their lending practices are shaped by it - and they are able to take a long view, absorbing 
losses in some years up to a certain point. This is not to say that even these families did not 
experience financial difficulty. But through careful control of expenditure they were currently 
managing to meet their outgoings and avoid increasing indebtedness to the point where lenders 

would begin to baulk at further support. Where this level of support from banks or other lenders 

was not available, managing was considerably more difficult, particularly if families were still 
carrying commitments or expectations from earlier, more affluent times. 

There were several different factors at play here in families ability to manage. First, having had 
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higher earnings in the past meant that some families were well stocked with household goods. 

Secondly, expectations often seemed as important as earnings. Some families who had persistent 

low earnings had adapted to the restrictions on expenditure this imposed. Others, as we have seen, 

prioritised the freedom and satisfaction their choice of work brought them and found ways to 

make their lives more pleasant and comfortable which involved minimal expenditure. It is also 

clear that some families were able to adapt better than others to restricted incomes, and often it 

made a difference how much they had access to family support and the other non-cash resources 

identified earlier in the last chapter. 

Having said that, few of even the higher earners found managing easy. Indeed it was some of 

those previously on higher earnings who found adapting to new patterns of expenditure 

particularly difficult and were disappointed at not having been able to improve their situation. 
Tight management and careful budgeting were the explanations offered by several respondents 
in these families for such success as they had in maintaining their standard. A typical comment 

came from the wife of the cleaning contractor. They had, as we have seen, the highest earnings 

of the self-employed families receiving family credit and they had also had substantial help from 

his parents: 
We've got, I suppose, a reasonable standard of living. I'm very good at 
economising, so our standard of living looks a jolly sight higher than it actually 
is because I manage the money. And I'm quite good at managing the money, if I 
say so myself, so I make a little go a long way. 

Even for families like these, managing was not easy. 'Scraping by, or'just keeping our heads 

above water', were expressions commonly used, although some people also pointed out that they 

were doing better than others in the current recession. The minister, for example, felt they had to 

be 'pretty careful', but compared to many people in the neighbourhood 'we don't just scrape by'. 

A few others, like the wife of the insurance salesman, thought that although their income had not 

changed much for some years they were gradually managing better. 

Nevertheless, virtually all the families in the study reported some kinds of restrictions on 
spending or having had to cut back in some way. Even where basic needs were adequately met, 
it was almost universal that some form of personal expenditures, social activities or 'little extras' 
had been curtailed. This was not always seen as a problem: as has been pointed out before, some 
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families accepted these limitations voluntarily as part of their chosen lifestyle or as a sacrifice 

they were prepared to make in the short term, in the hope of future business success. 

The strategies adopted for economising on expenditure were familiar from other studies of 

survival on low or insecure incomes (Ritchie, 1990; Huby and Dix, 1992), and in this respect 

there was little difference between the families with self-employed and employed earners, or 

between the families with higher business turnovers and the others. However, these non-essential 

'extras' which were cut out sometimes included items like house insurance, or private pensions, 

which could have longer term consequences for standards of living and future security. 

11.6 Constraints and Priorities in Expenditure 

The chapter continues by examining some of the areas of spending which are known from other 

studies to be problematic for families with low incomes. It looks at how families prioritised 

particular needs or calls on expenditure, at the constraints they felt, and the areas where spending 
had been restricted or cut down. Constraint is of course to some extent a subjective feeling. Most 

people, at whatever income level, experience feelings of being unable to afford things they would 
like. There is a difference, however, in having to refrain from luxuries and in feeling unable to 

afford basic items commonly enjoyed by the mass of the population. The first item discussed is 

food. 

Expenditure on food 

Food is a basic necessity and eating patterns are often taken as key indicators for measuring living 

standards. The PSI survey of low-income families found a core of around 10-15 per cent of family 

credit recipients registering some form of deprivation on indicators of food consumption which 
families ascribed to affordability rather than choice (Marsh and McKay, 1993). However, there 

was little difference between those families with an employed earner and those supported by self- 
employment. 

In this study food was frequently mentioned as a priority, particularly, as would be expected, for 

children. It was one of the first demands to be met from weekly budgets and no families felt they 
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ever actually went short. The school owner described how sufficient food was a priority: 

Our diet is reasonable yeah. It's something that I would never ever, because its the 
worst thing you could do. If it was necessary to put food on the table then I'd go 
out and sell a jumper, I'd get rid of my jumper'cause I can always jump up and 
down to stay warm. But especially for the children, it's not so much for myself, but 
because they are growing, you can't not feed them, it doesn't make any sense. 

One strand of experience was that little had changed in family eating habits for many years. 

People said they 'ate well enough', but that this reflected a restraint that was longstanding: 'We've 

never gone for luxuries'. There were also questions of taste. Several families were mainly 

vegetarian and felt they had both a cheaper and more healthy diets than other families. As we 

have seen earlier, food was often one of the forms of mutual exchange which some families were 

involved in and several others had access to fresh produce from their own gardens. The other 

common view was that food was an area where people had been forced to cut their expenditure. 

This was usually by cutting out'luxuries', buying cheaper cuts of meat, having less variety, or 

shopping around for bargains. This was one way of making sure that they still ate well: 

People wonder how we manage to eat so well, but it's only through very frugal 
buying. I buy things when I see them on offer. 

One lone parent explained how checking prices and looking for cheaper items was a constant way 

of life: 

I have to think about what I'm going to buy all the time. All the time I have to. When I 
buy my meat I have to work outright, you know, I can't pay that much a pound'. 

Another common aspect of economising was that parents reduced their eating in favour of their 

children. The plumber described how it was more important to him that his son ate well: 

I think actually most of the food goes on him more than me. I get everything for 
him first and then I look around for my own stuff. So I suppose I live on rubbish 
really - his leftovers... It's case of he's looked after and he's well fed. I'm not 
bothered, you know. 

The most drastic changes in the buying of food took place in families who had seen severe drops 

in income - one woman talked ironically about being sent 'food parcels by pensioners' - her 

parents. This was unusual, though, and also relative. The study did not seek detailed breakdowns 
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of expenditure on food, but respondents were asked to estimate their weekly food and basic 

shopping bills. These varied partly but not only according to the size of families, but all except 

those of the farmers were between £30 and £70 per week, with most around £40-50. The sums 

reported by the farm-owning families were somewhat higher than the others, but one had an extra 

adult to feed as well as two sets of twins, while the other also provided meals for their employee 

when he was working. Hill farming is also a demanding and physically strenuous occupation and 

solid and substantial diets are a tradition borne of necessity in such families. 

Heating and fuel 

Heating and other fuels were another priority for most families and few had any arrears at the time 

of the interview. One reason was, as one woman put it, 'if you don't pay it you get cut off. The 

musician's family was one where there had been problems in the past. There had been a dispute 

" with the electricity board about a meter and they currently owed some £400 in arrears. For many 

of the families managing depended partly on their ability to avoid sudden large financial demands, 

of which fuel bills could be one. Consequently about two thirds were using weekly or monthly 
budgeting arrangements to spread their bills over time. 

There was still often a need to economise on heating. The lone parent lorry driver had started 

using 'keys' for both gas and electricity because of being in arrears in the past: 'They said it's very 

expensive but I'd rather do that than get into more debt'. She said that in winter it was costing her 

up to £25 per week so she had stopped using it unless it was bitterly cold. This was not unusual: 

several other respondents said they only used their central heating in particularly cold weather. 

Fewer respondents in the higher turnover families talked about problems with meeting fuel bills 

and only the franchisees currently were in arrears of gas payments. For the farmers and the 

grocer/newsagent, most fuel bills were for both commercial and residential property combined. 
Families in this situation can have an advantage for family credit. Although information is sought 
about the domestic element in fuel bills for apportionment between allowable and non-allowable 
expenses, the estimates provided by claimants appear generally to be accepted without further 

question, even though in practice the division may be fairly arbitrary. 
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Although most families seemed to be able to keep up fuel payments and made less use than some 

of the other self-employed families of budget schemes, this still often depended on making 

economies. The estate agent, for example, was encouraging his family to use less heat as part of 

an economy drive which they were pursuing. 

Clothing 

Clothing was one of the items of expenditure which families most frequently felt they had to do 

without and very few parents said they had bought any new clothing for themselves in the recent 

past recently. Often this had changed since they started being self-employed or moved from a 

previous job. One change came in buying clothing for children as Christmas and birthday presents 

and in asking for clothes themselves for presents. There was also use of second-hand and charity 

shops, while shoes were often cited as an expense needing to be spread over time and were often 

ordered through clubs and catalogues. 

The question of clothing came up most often in the interviews in the context of children, who 

were normally the main priority for any spending on clothes. This comment from the wife of the 

sales consultant was not unusual: 
I don't often buy anything to be honest. I mean up to a year ago we was 
comfortably off. As I say, it's part of tightening the belt. I mean I'm not a fashion 
follower or anything. I'll make do with what I've got until we can do otherwise. 
You know, if the money comes in then I'll go out and treat myself but my main 
concern is the children ... if they need shoes the children come first. To me that's 
quite natural, you know. 

Parents expressed a number of conflicting feelings here. 'If they need things they need them' was 

a common feeling and sometimes if this meant going into debt or not paying the rent for a week 

or two then this had to be done. On the other hand they were reluctant to meet the costs of 
fashionable clothes which children sometimes demanded, such as trainers. This was an issue 

raised frequently in the self-employed families, who generally had older children. One way this 

problem could be eased was where children earned some money for themselves. They were then 

expected to meet at least part of the cost of inessential clothes or other goods. The wife of the fish 

processor described a common process of negotiation over sharing of expenses with young people 

who had taken on evening and weekend jobs: 
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Yeah, you know, if they want something a bit dear I'll say'I'll go halves with you, 
you know. There's no way I'm paying thirty quid for a pair of trainers. I'll go 
halves. 

Buying school uniforms or other items for school were another problem mentioned by some 

families, and a few had applied for school clothing grants from their local authority. 

Other expenses for children 

Other costs which are known to be difficult for lower income families include school trips or 

holidays and Christmas and birthday presents. Most said that they tried to find the money for 

school outings even if this was difficult, and some of the lone mothers said that the children's 

fathers occasionally helped out with costs of this kind. Family credit also came in useful here. 

Longer school trips sometimes attracted forms of subsidy so that children of less well-off parents 

did not have to meet the full costs. Several people said they had taken advantage of these 

arrangements, though they were not always happy about doing so. 

Buying presents for children was often done with help from other relatives. People talked about 

having 'a whip round' of relatives, for presents like bicycles and making up the difference 

themselves. Even so, events like Christmas generally required saving up in advance and clubs and 

catalogues were also used to spread costs. For some families who had been used to a higher 

standard of living in the past, explaining to their children that they could no longer afford to spend 

as much as before could be a problem. Even so, events like Xmas generally required saving up 
for some time in advance, and clubs and catalogues were also used to spread costs over time. For 

some families who had been used to a higher standard of living in the past, explaining to their 

children that they could no longer afford to spend as much as before could be a problem, as the 

sales consultant's wife explained: 

You know, they accept everything you say to them and if it's, you know, the odd 
occasion when they want to buy something and we say no we can't afford to do 
that, they'll say why not and we'll say well you know the situation, we explained 
it to you and the money that comes in has to be paid out in bills, keeping the roof 
over our head, food. Then if there's any left over it's little luxuries for the children 
and they do accept it. They have their days when they don't want to accept it, but 
life goes on doesn't it? 
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Having been a relatively low earning family for a long time seemed to make such explanations 

easier in this respect for some other parents. They felt their children had been brought up not to 

expect too much. The comments of the musician's wife were typical: 

They're not big into possessions my kids. So it doesn't actually mean that much 
to them. As I say, whether it's peculiar to the way they've been brought up ... It's 

not a question of oh you can't have that because I can't afford it. Well it is 

sometimes. But basically it's what do you want? And they'll tell me, and because 

they rarely ask for anything outrageous, they usually get what they want. 

Although sharing costs became easier for some families as children got older and found part-time 

work, there were still often great difficulties where sons and daughters were notionally no longer 

dependent on their parents and benefits for them had stopped. The benefit or training income the 

young people received in their own right only met part of their costs, and they were still largely 

dependent on their parents financially. Two of the self-employed lone parents were in this 

position. One had a 20 year old son with learning difficulties attending a training course, and 

receiving income support. She managed his benefit for him as he had problems dealing with 

money, but he had run up a bill of over £1,000 on telephone chatlines. She had to borrow money 

to meet this bill, which he was notionally paying back through deductions from his benefit, but 

she felt that in practice she gave him virtually as much back through bus fares, dinner money and 

'going out' money. Thus the benefit or training income the young people received in their own 

right only met part of their costs, and they often remained largely dependent on their parents 
financially. 

Holidays and leisure activities 

Holiday and leisure activity among a group as diverse and heterogeneous as these self-employed 

families were influenced more than almost anything else by choice, lifestyle and priorities as 

much as by whether families could afford them. Clearly cost was a major factor in whether 

families had been able to take holidays. Many had not taken what they considered a proper family 

holiday for several years, and had made do with visits to relatives. Sometimes this was a question 

of priorities. The wife of the insurance salesman said they had only had two holidays in 11 

years, but that they could have had more if they had not put so much money into the house. For 

the farmers it had always been difficult to take holidays because of the need for continuous care 

of the animals, but they all felt that cost was now a constraint as well as time. A few families 
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had managed to have foreign holidays in the previous two years, but always only with help from 

relatives or friends or by dint of special saving. The estate agent's wife explained how she had 

managed to arrange their holiday: 

Every week I took a bit out of the family allowance and put it in the Building 
Society and he didn't know and we the six of us went to France for £300 for a 
fortnight. And the children will tell you we had a large tin of ravioli one night and 
we had sausages the next and we alternated for the fortnight but they got to France 

and yes we found a very cut price. - it wasn't Eurocamp it was something cheaper 
than that. 

In some cases people had managed to send their children away for organised trips or holidays, but 

again these were often subsidised in some way, either by a relative or the holiday organisation. 

There were mixed views on whether leisure and social activities were constrained by the current 

levels of family income. For some families it was the area above all others where limited income 

meant reduced activities. Going out for meals, drinking at the pub, and visiting the cinema were 

all activities people frequently said they could not afford or had cut out because of a fall in 

income. Others emphasised activities which had only small financial costs like walking or visiting 

relatives. Choices and priorities were highly individual in this area. Again children's activities 

were generally prioritised, but among the adults variations reflected interests and preferences as 

well as income. The hours and effort involved in some of the self-employed work in particular 

meant that some people felt too tired to want to do anything but rest at home and watch television. 

For others, like the plumber, one regular night out was a top priority: 'Even if I spend the rent 

money, I like my Saturday night out'. 

Making economies on a low income often means cutting out regular bills or payments which may 

seem 'non-urgent', or appear to bring no immediate benefit. For some of the families in this study 

such payments included private pensions and some forms of insurance. 

Pensions and insurance 

Commitment to paying National Insurance Contributions among self-employed family credit 

recipients was variable not just among the sub-set interviewed about living standards, but across 

the whole study group. Several people appeared not be paying contributions when they should 
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have been, and at least two were in substantial arrears. How much of a problem this may be for 

future pension entitlements depends on people's previous contribution records and how long they 

stay in self-employment. As Meager et al. 's (1994) analysis of the incomes of formerly self- 

employed people in retirement shows, low incomes while in work can persist into later years. 

One way in which people can compensate for any gaps in their contribution record is by taking 

out private pensions, for which half the premiums are deducted from income in the family credit 

assessment. Most self-employed families were aware of the need for some form of pension 

protection if they stayed long in self-employment and they had often made enquiries about 

different schemes. Many judged the premiums unaffordable from their present earnings, but 

wanted to take out pensions when circumstances allowed. Others were prepared to wait - some 

of the younger people in particular felt there was 'plenty of time yet'. 

The analysis of administrative statistics found that only 17 per cent of self-employed recipients 

were recorded as contributing to private pension schemes. Among all the self-employed families 

interviewed less than half were currently making payments, crossing all family types and 

occupations. Payments were generally small, mostly between £20 and £30 per month, though for 

one farmer the premium was only around £50 per half year and seemed unlikely to offer much 

of a return. It also appeared that pensions are a'soft' area of expenditure which families would 
be likely to cut out or suspend if circumstances became difficult. In addition to the current 

subscribers, there were other self-employed families and a few employees who had previously 
been contributing to private pensions but had stopped paying, leaving their existing contributions 

frozen. The self-employed families included the lone parent collecting agent, for whom'it just got 

so tight I had to say no. I had to stop it'. Others included the builder who had stopped trading, the 

hairdresser, and the wholefood retailer. The employees who had frozen their contributions were 

the joiner and the garage worker. None had any clear idea of the likely value of their discontinued 

payments. 

Other families had not yet been able to afford to start pension plans, though they were all aware 

of the difficulties they might face in retirement if they did not start contributing soon. In talking 

about planning for retirement one expressed an anxiety common to many of the respondents: 
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I try not to [think about it], because it worries me when I do and I've got 
other things to worry about which are much more immediate. But I will 
have to do something about that fairly soon. 

Some self-employed people are likely to have previously been in occupational schemes from 

earlier periods of employment. Where they were higher earners, these contributions might be 

expected to increase their chances of having some pension protection in later life. There were 

examples of people in this situation among the families interviewed, some of whom had either 
had their contributions transferred to their private schemes or left their contributions in the 

previous funds. Mainly, however, they had cashed in their payments and used them either during 

a period of unemployment or to help start the self-employed business. None of the employees had 

been in occupational schemes in previous jobs, which perhaps reflected the temporary and 
insecure nature of much of their'work experience, though one was a member by the time of the 
interview. 

In general it appeared that families were more likely to maintain small life insurance policies than 

pension plans. This may be because the premiums are smaller and because they tend to have 

shorter terms, with more prospect of a return from the investment. Building insurance was 
compulsory for owner-occupiers, and most of those needing personal liability insurance in 

connection with work made a priority of keeping up these payments (though there were 
exceptions). House contents insurance was different, however: nearly a quarter of the self- 
employed families and several employees currently had no insurance or had recently given up 
paying. Invariably people said they had stopped paying for insurance because they felt they could 
not afford the rising cost of premiums. Expressions like 'we've got nothing worth robbing' were 
also common. Some had experienced burglaries and were not happy having no insurance but felt 

there was no option: 'something has to go'. 

While pressures on expenditure were common to most families, some were clearly able to 

manage more easily on their incomes than others. Sudden drops in income or large demands on 
expenditure were the hardest to handle, sometimes leading to debts or arrears which could 
compound their difficulties in managing. Responses to these financial pressure differed little 
between the employed and self-employed families, though more of the latter had some protective 
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cushion of savings, previous earnings, or family support. Where such cushions did not exist, 

managing could involve the use of credit or going into debt. 

11.7 Credit and Debt 

The use of credit as a means of managing on low incomes has been referred to at various points 

earlier in the thesis. This section draws together the various strands of discussion on this subject 

and looks at the extent to which the families in the study had accumulated forms of non-housing 

debt. The national literature on debt tends not to disaggregate information by employment status, 

so little is known about levels of indebtedness among the self-employed specifically (Berthoud, 

1989; Parker, 1990; National Consumer Council, 1990). This is perhaps because many self- 

employed people are so habituated to living with large loans and overdrafts that until a crisis is 

reached they do not regard these 'debts' as a problem. Nevertheless it is clear that the recession 

of the early 1990s caused considerable financial problems for large numbers of small business 

owners, some evidence of which emerged from cases taken to Citizens Advice Bureaux (Brown, 

1992). 

The difference between credit and debt is not clear cut. One person's credit is another person's 
debt and the difference is sometimes a matter of degree or attitude. The distinction is even more 

uncertain when applied to business, since the use of overdrafts or deficit funding is a conventional 

business practice. Often it excites little concern unless loan repayments become unmanageable 

or there is a change of policy or attitude on the part of lenders. The distinction was not always 

clear in the minds of respondents in this study and people took differing views of their situations. 

It was not unusual, for example, for someone to say that they had no debts, but that they ran a 

£1,500 overdraft and were paying hire purchase payments for a car, whereas others would refer 

to small sums outstanding on a catalogue purchase or a credit card as a debt. This section talks 

first about the use of credit and then outlines some of the debts people saw themselves as having. 

It follows broadly the kind of analytical distinction most commonly expressed by the families 

interviewed, but it is recognised that for some people the division is artificial. 
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In general, people were highly reluctant to use credit unless they had no alternative. To some 

extent this was based on previous experiences. Several families recounted stories of difficulties 

in the past resulting from the use of credit cards or from buying too many items on hire purchase. 

Some of the self-employed people explained that they used credit cards for small work-related 

expenses like petrol, but emphasised that they always tried to pay off the balance each month. The 

only person who reported heavy use of credit cards used them to pay for overseas buying trips 

and did not regard the repayments as a problem. Others had cut up credit cards or returned them 

to the banks. One woman referred to them as'fool's gold'. Overall there was a strong ethos among 

both employed and self-employed people on saving up and keeping within current means. As one 

man put it: 

We try and keep to what we can afford and if we can't afford something 
then we go without. 

There was nevertheless fairly extensive use of certain types of credit. This mainly fell into four 

categories. First, the self-employed people in the building trade usually ran monthly accounts 

with suppliers. Secondly, some people used hire purchase or other similar arrangements for large 

items which they felt were essential but could not save for. Thirdly, there was widespread use of 

catalogues and clubs, mainly for smaller items of expenditure like children's clothing. 

The fourth important form of credit was the business overdraft. The use of authorised overdrafts 

has been referred to earlier and was clearly essential for many of the self-employed businesses. 

Those reported mainly ranged between £900 and £2,000, though some of the farming overdrafts 

were higher. The users were mainly in the larger trading businesses and the families involved 

were generally those with higher overall living standards. As we have seen, overdrafts were often 

the source of such drawings as were taken from the businesses and they were constantly being 

repaid and'topped up' again. Respondents emphasised that they were often crucial in allowing 

them to keep on meeting household bills and urgent payments, while using family credit for 

shopping and other day-to-day expenditures. 

We have seen that most families had used up any savings they previously had, either in setting 

up self-employed enterprises or seeing them through lean times. Many had only managed to 

maintain their present living standards by taking on debts in addition to mortgages and overdrafts. 
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The 'non-managing' families among the self-employed were, as has been mentioned, facing severe 

debts on top of mortgage arrears. 

Only a minority of both self-employed and employee families were without some non-housing 

debts, leaving aside catalogue and hire purchase payments or small credit card bills which were 

seen as manageable. Community charge arrears were common, ranging from a few weeks' 

payments to almost two years. Other debts of between £1,000 and £2,000 included loans from 

family or friends. There were also substantial arrears of tax and national insurance and the 

previous chapter has already discussed the problems which can arise from not keeping up these 

payments. 

Among the employees, poll tax arrears were again common and few were up to date with their 

payments. Several families had bank loans or overdrafts of up to £600 and others had borrowed 

sums of up to £200 from relatives, or in one case from an employer. One employed family with 

major debts had lost their house because of the failure of a previous business. As well as 

mortgage arrears they owed a total of over £2,000 to companies and relatives. 

Not all of the debts described were seen by the families as serious problems. The family loans in 

particular were very flexible and repayments were only made when the money was available. 
Nevertheless they still placed constraints on family expenditure and were often experienced as 

a constant worry. 

11.8 Summary 

This chapter has looked at how families managed on low earnings. It has shown that'managing', 

in the sense of how families organise their finances and who is responsible for budgeting and 

control of money, can influence whether families 'manage' to make ends meet. In particular, it 

seemed to make a difference in many cases if the woman in two parent families had a sufficient 

involvement in the business to be able exercise some financial control on work expenditure 

alongside that for the household. 
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A majority of the self-employed families generally succeeded in keeping within their means and 

not accumulating debt, but most still had to exercise careful control over expenditure. Although 

there were strong feelings against the use of credit, certain kinds of borrowing were unavoidable, 

particularly for the self-employed, and some families were in serious debt. The areas of spending 

which came under most strain in the budgeting process were familiar from other studies of low 

income families and there was rarely much money left for anything other than necessities. The 

self-employed families differed little from the employees in this respect, although for some self- 

employed families managing was influenced by choice and expectations as well as limits to their 

financial resources. 

For a few families, business collapse or redundancy had left them owing large sums of money, 

and others had only avoided major debt by drawing on savings. Sharp drops in income were 

difficult to deal with, but families who previously had higher incomes tended to find managing 

easier because they were already well equipped with household goods and consumer durables. 

Up to now the thesis has dealt mainly with material aspects of families' living standards. The final 

empirical chapter now considers a number of more attitudinal or perceptional questions relating 

to how people saw the quality of their lives. These include how respondents saw themselves in 

terms of their standards of living, how health or illness impacted on their lives and work, and 

what were people aspirations for the future. 
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CHAPTER TWELVE 

THE QUALITY OF LIFE 

Overview 

This chapter concludes the empirical findings from the 

qualitative research studies by discussing people's own 

views of their living standards and how these had 

changed, their perceptions of their health, and their hopes 

and aspirations for the future. 
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Chapter Twelve 

The Quality of Life 

12.1 Introduction 

Quality of life is an elusive concept: as was pointed out in the discussion in Chapter One, some 

commentators in the living standards debate would argue that it is not susceptible to 

measurement in a way that usefully informs policy. It is not used here in the broadest sense, 

but more as a way of bringing together some of the comments people made about the more 

subjective or non-material aspects of their lives. Up to this point the thesis has looked mainly 

at material aspects of living standards, including housing, incomes and consumer goods. It has 

been argued that even the better-off self-employed families found aspects of their lives 

constrained by having to manage on restricted incomes, although some were sustained by a strong 

commitment to their way of life and the work that supported it. This chapter now conclude the 

empirical findings from the studies by discussing people's own views of their living standards and 
how these have changed, their perceptions of their health, and their hopes and aspirations for the 
future. 

12.2 Respondents' Own Views of their Standards of Living 

It was stated in the introductory chapter that the idea of 'living standards' is complex and 
contested. While this is true, the term is still widely understood as having common sense 
meanings, and people in this study talked about it in similar ways. There were three basic layers 

of discourse used by respondents: 
" material - people referred first of all to material factors, like disposable incomes, their 

homes, their spending power and possessions 

0 comparative - people compared themselves to other people or, more often, described 

changes in their own standards of living 
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subjective - people talked about their states of mind, the position they saw themselves as 

occupying in the world and the processes of relating to it. Terms used included 'struggle', 

'security', 'contentment', 'bettering ourselves', or'falling behind'. States of mind were often 

further explained by reference to factors such as 'choice', 'expectations', or 'ambition'. 

These layers of discourse were clearly not discrete. Indeed, they were closely linked, so that, for 

example, people's states of mind often depended on how they compared themselves in material 

terms with previous circumstances. The material aspects of living standards are clearly crucial, 

but the other two facets were also important for the people concerned, and some discussion of 

these is necessary to provide a fuller picture of how people saw their lives as low-income 

families. The comparative discourse dominated the structure of people's comments, but they 

employed the descriptive or explanatory terminology of the subjective discourse and this structure 

is followed in the discussion. 

Comparisons with other people took two main forms. First, people compared their situations 

favourably with those of others, reflecting a common recognition that while they might be 

struggling they were still objectively better off than most people without work at all. This position 

was held more widely among the self-employed families, but it was present among the employees 

too. It was expressed most forcefully by two people who had direct involvement through their 

work or voluntary activities with the lives of unemployed and poorer people in their 

neighbourhoods. 

The second form of comparison with other people was generally used in reference to wider 

economic problems and was expressed as'it's the same for everyone' and 'we're all in the same 

boat'. It was interesting to find that comparison with other people who were better off was rare, 

although respondents occasionally referred to other families getting as much income from the 

dole as they themselves did by working. 

The more common comparison was with the families' own circumstances in the past. Mostly 

people's views of changes in their living standards reflected to some extent the patterns of past 

earnings analysed in earlier chapters. This relationship was perhaps most transparent among the 

two-parent employed families, where half directly attributed decline in living standards to recent 
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redundancy, loss of a business, and interruptions in periods of temporary work. In the self- 

employed group the link was also clear for people like a fisherman whose earnings had fallen and 

whose wife was on sick leave from her work. He described their living standards as having fallen 

'dramatically'. Similarly, the wife of the builder who had stopped trading compared their current 

circumstances with how life had been when he started: 'It was very good and now compared to 

that it's very poor'. 

Among those in the group of families with higher turnover businesses who felt a distinct drop in 

standards was one of the farm owners, who spoke of having to 'tighten their belts' and referred 

to a time in the 1970s before he was married and before his father became ill: 

The money was there then, new clothes and everything, but now the money isn't there. I 
just can't do it, it's gone. 

Similarly, a shopkeeper felt that their living standards had declined in the last few years, though 

he hoped they might improve once one of their loans was paid off in jtist under two years time. 

However, there are two aspects of change in living standards which need to be disentangled. First, 

people's comparisons depended on their reference periods and how long they had been in their 

present work. For some this meant looking back to previous earnings in employment - the time" 

when they felt their living standards had been at their highest. For others the start of self- 

employment was the reference point, from which they could trace gradual improvement. In one 
family these two viewpoints were both demonstrated simultaneously. The husband saw the 

trajectory of their living standards as a gradual upward path from the point when he was made 

redundant, whereas his wife emphasised the 'struggle' to manage on a much reduced self- 

employed income. Both these perspectives were equally valid ways of looking at the same 

situation, but the difference illustrates the way that people's perceptions of change depend on their 

points of reference. A second aspect of change in living standards is that fluctuations in income 

by themselves are not the only cause. Often relationship breakdown, the birth of new children or 

other alterations in family composition are just as important. For a builder's wife, loss of earnings 

was clearly significant, but crucial too was having two more children during the period since her 

husband became self-employed. 
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The views of some of the lone parents offered a further perspective on this question. For the two 

self-employed lone fathers, setting up home on their own with their children meant'starting from 

nothing'. Although both still earned less than in their previous jobs, the gradual acquisition of 
household goods and the building up of a new life represented a clear improvement. As one put 
it: 'Starting life again, like, with me and the lad, everything's a bonus'. For lone mothers a 

common experience is that living standards seem higher when they are on their own, even if their 

new income is less than the family income when they were married (Bradshaw and Millar, 1991). 

Greater control over money, as well as over their lives generally, can bring a sense of greater well- 
being, even if managing is still a struggle. Life can be seen as better even though it is financially 

more circumscribed: 

Oh, it's changed a lot, because now I can do what I want. I've nobody to answer to. 

Life stage, as well as relationship breakdown, can influence people's perspectives on changes in 

their living standards. In spite of long periods of insecure and fluctuating earnings, several 
families saw their living standards as on an upward path, linked partly to their children growing 

up and moving towards independence. In spite of a long period of insecure and fluctuating 

earnings, the fish processor saw his family's living standards as on an upward path. He linked 

this to the costs of children and the fact that their's were growing up - two had part-time jobs 

and were likely to be leaving home soon: 
I would say a gradual improvement. I think, yeah, that's what I'd say -a gradual 
improvement. Because the kids are gradually growing up and they are going to 
be leaving us, you know. And I don't care how much help you get off the 
Government and that, the more kids you've got the more it costs you if you're 
going to look after them properly. 

People's perceptions of changes in their living standards, therefore, were influenced by factors 

over and above their current incomes. Having said that, most families, both self-employed and 

employed, felt that their circumstances had not changed appreciably for some time. 'Just plodding 
along', 'treading water', 'hanging on', 'ticking over' and'hopeful survival' were all expressions used 
to describe a state of insecure balance, which was undoubtedly the most common single view 

among all the families. The families reporting no recent change included half of the employees 

and many of the lower earning self-employed families who were not facing crises, as well as most 

of the longer term family credit recipients. But they also included the highest self-employed 
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earners, who, while managing, were pessimistic about improving their situation: 

I really can't see it going a lot further than we are at the moment ... It's a small business 
and I really think it's going to stay a small business. 

No change was not necessarily a negative position, among the self-employed at least. A few 

families eschewed great ambitions, as was described earlier, and saw their quality of life as 

located in things other than material success. A child minder whose husband was unemployed 

said: 

In my life I wouldn't change anything at all. I am very, very happy with my life, very 
happy. 

Even for this family, however, maintaining the equilibrium which they enjoyed depended on 

family credit. Without this, she said, they would be'struggling'. An earlier chapter discussed the 

range of functions performed by family credit and it was clear that many of the families depended 

heavily on the benefit for the maintenance of their living standards. In this respect there was no 

difference between the employed and self-employed families, in spite of the different levels of 

award. 

For some families the strain they had experienced as a result of trying to survive in self- 

employment had taken a toll on their health, while there were others who had chosen self- 

employment as a way of being able to keep on working even though their work was 

circumscribed by their own ill health or that of a family member. 

12.3 Health and Illness 

There are a number of ways in which questions of ill-health and disability may be of special 
importance to self-employed people. Chapter Two discussed evidence that some people choose 

self-employment because of a limiting illness or disability, or as a way of combining work with 

the responsibility of caring for an ill or disabled person. Self-employed work itself can also 
involve risks to health and safety and it has been argued that self-employed people are poorly 

protected against such risks in social security and under legislation on occupational injury 

(Brown, 1992). Recent work by Ford et al. (1994) on the circumstances of lone parents has also 
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suggested that increasing numbers are reporting health problems which reduce their labour market 

activity, or have a household member whose poor health requires their time and attention. 

This study found a number of ways in which health problems or disability had affected people's 

self-employed work and had contributed to financial constraints. There were also examples of 

problems facing self-employed people if they find they are not entitled to sickness benefits. This 

could happen in two ways. First, ill health or injury on the part of the self-employed people 

themselves could limit the amount of work they could carry out, and thus potentially reduce their 

earnings. Financial problems might be non-entitlement to sickness benefits or difficulty in 

obtaining income support. Secondly, work could be interrupted or limited by the illness of another 

family member. 

In all, around half the self-employed workers and a small minority of the employees said they 

currently had health problems or had suffered illnesses or injuries in the past which still affected 

them. Thus, although ill health was not restricted to the self-employed, it was more prevalent 

among these families at least than among the employees. 

Some of the accidents or illnesses which had limited work in some way during the previous two 

years were longstanding injuries which continued to cause problems, but most were recent 

occurrences. The conditions described included back strains and injuries, sciatica, stomach and 

throat problems, and stress or stress-related conditions. As we saw in Chapter Six, part of the 

nature of self-employment is that work has to carry on for the business to survive, and most of 

those affected said they took little time off even when they felt very ill. Some of these illnesses 

were a potential threat to people's long-term livelihoods. The musician's throat problems, for 

example were currently under control but he was anxious about future re-occurrences, while the 

van driver described how she had injured her back lifting goods and was ill for nearly eight 

months: 

I couldn't hardly get out of bed. My little one had to turn me and lift me out of bed 
and they used to have to pull me out of the chair. But I still had to go to work or 
starve. It was terrible. 

Similarly the fish processor explained how he could not take time off when ill: 

No, not really, I mean you can't when you're in the situation I'm in. You can't 
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afford to be a hypochondriac or even anywhere near it. Everything I get I just go 
and work it off. Literally, if I get a flu bug I go to work and sweat it off and I just 
do the same with everything, sciatica included. 

Even if there were no immediate crises, trying to run a small business in times of recession was 

often stressful. Several people talked of being under psychological strain which they felt had 

brought on various physical conditions. A man with stomach problems which doctors had 

ascribed to worry and stress said he hardly ever slept: 'the business is always on my mind'. Stress 

of this kind was intensified where families were facing imminent loss of homes or businesses. A 

woman breadwinner's thyroid complaint was felt to be exacerbated by tension and anxiety, and 

a shop owner currently required medication to control his blood pressure. 

Although there was evidence of considerable ill health, those people who talked positively about 

their well-being were also mainly from the self-employed families. They often ascribed their good 

health to their way of life and the integration they had achieved between work and family life 

through self-employment. It appeared that self-employment could have both positive and negative 

health associations, depending on the circumstances. 

The employees, as we have said, mainly reported being in good health. The slight disability of 

one of the clerical workers had not so far caused any serious problems with her work: until the 

recent birth of a child she was the main earner in a couple. Another woman who did clerical work 

was also managing to keep going to her job, although this could be difficult at times. Since her 

divorce she had been severely depressed and had developed associated physical symptoms. 

Loss of earnings through ill-health can be a problem for both self-employed people and those who 

work for employers. As we saw earlier, however, the self-employed people tended not to think 

that they could rely on social security to provide a minimum income through periods of illness. 

One of the fishermen and a builder both described difficulties they had experienced with claiming 

sickness benefit. They were also the only two self-employed men who had taken out private 
health insurance. This turned out to be an expensive and ineffective form of protection: both 

found they were not covered for the terms of their particular injuries, in spite of having paid 

substantial premiums. 
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Illnesses were not restricted to the main self-employed earners themselves, but in only a few cases 

were other adults' conditions described as related to or affecting the family's present work or 

financial circumstances. Partners of the main earners reported various ailments, including a heart 

defect, asthma, backstrain, migraines, pneumonia and gynaecological problems, and at the time 

of the interview one woman was waiting for an operation. 

If partners were ill, the self-employed work effort could be disrupted or constrained: for example, 

a woman with cancer often needed her husband to be at home. Loss of a second earner's wages 

could also be a problem if the partner had to take time off work through illness. One woman was 

currently on long-term sick leave from work with repetitive strain injury -a situation which had 

influenced her partner's decision to leave his area of self-employed work and look for other means 

of employment. 

Illness among children can also potentially disrupt work in any family. Most children in the 

families whose living standards we examined closely were reported as normally being in good 

health, apart from occurrences of the usual childhood illnesses. Where there were instances of 

longer term conditions, the most common of which was asthma, parents in the two-parent 

families generally said that they had not caused major problems with work. This was mainly 

because in most families one of the parents was not working outside the home. On the other hand, 

children's long-term conditions limited some women's opportunities to look for work of their 

own. 

More difficulties were experienced by some of the lone parents. A lone father whose son had 

required several operations and other visits to hospital had needed to take considerable time off 

work, causing loss of earnings and extra expense. He had also only recently discovered that he 

could apply for help with fares to the hospital. Children's ill health was a further source of stress 

to other lone parents with health problems of their own. 

Overall, in this group of 40 self-employed families whose living standards and quality of life we 

explored, the proportion who reported some kind of ill health was rather higher in the PSI survey 

(Marsh and McKay, 1993). Illness or disability among the partners or children of self-employed 

people also seemed rather common. This may just be the effect of differences between a small 
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qualitative sample and a larger representative survey, which are to be expected. However, in- 

depth interview techniques are also likely to encourage people to reflect more deeply on their 

circumstances than they do in responding to a survey. Even so, it is hard not to see in this high 

incidence of ill health some more general reflection of the lives of low-income families. 

The use of'passport' health benefits 

One of the questions addressed in the study was the take-up and use of the health-related passport 

benefits and rebates, to which family credit brings entitlement. There was widespread knowledge 

of most of the benefits and strong appreciation of their availability, with no appreciable 

differences between the self-employed and the employee families in this respect. Lack of 

knowledge was shown by only one woman, who was unaware that adults as well as children 

could get free prescriptions. 

For some people, health entitlements were one of the most important aspects of family credit, 

which kept them applying even when they had some reservations about the benefit itself. This 

finding may be of significance in campaigns to promote take-up by people moving out of 

unemployment and by those whose benefit entitlement itself is small. Some of those people with 

small awards in this study still placed a high value on their entitlement to passport benefits. 

There was, however, what might be termed 'selective sensitivity' about claiming certain passport 

entitlements. One employed lone parent was happy to use free prescriptions and cheaper dentistry, 

but was 'embarrassed' at having to ask for vouchers for reduced price glasses at an optician's 

where she knew no one. Conversely, one of the childminders was content to claim family credit 

and make use of reductions in dentistry costs, but drew a line at free prescriptions, preferring to 

'pay her way' for her health needs. 

12.4 Looking to the Future 

The future plans or intentions of some families have been mentioned in earlier chapters. It is 

useful here to conclude the substantive findings by bringing together the various aspirations of 

the families as a whole. This is relevant to a discussion of living standards, because it indicates 
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how families were reflecting on their circumstances and responding to changes or events in their 

lives. 

We have already seen that the unemployed men in some of the female-earner couples had found 

jobs or were hoping to do so soon. They were expecting to be earning enough in the near future 

so that they would not need to claim family credit, although they were likely to re-apply for the 

time being. There was also quite a strong move out of self-employment into what people hoped 

would be more secure waged work. One formerly self-employed woman had just found herself 

a job as an employee. She needed to sell her house to pay her debts and was doubtful about trying 

self-employment again: 

Too much worry. Not in the haulage game I wouldn't. Maybe in something else 
I might, but not in haulage unless I had a written contract that I'd be paid weekly 
and got work for five years, or two years at least. 

She thought her new wage might take her out of family credit, but she planned to apply again 

anyway. The fishermen too were looking for ways out of the industry and were trying for more 

secure waged employment. Several other families also expressed interest in possible moves out 

of the current area of work, including the taxi driver, though his plans were less developed. One 

man was considering retraining for the prison service where his brother worked: 'More for the 

security and pension side of things, I think, for later on in life'. One of the consultants was also 
looking at other alternatives: 

There's a strong possibility that I could get out of [this work) and actually sell the 
business. We're looking at that because I can't see it getting any better. I can only see it 
getting worse, so we're looking at different avenues. 

By contrast, two quasi self-employed people had aspirations to become more genuinely self- 

employed. The fish processor was hoping to start a fish round and was trying to save money for 

equipment. A child minder and her husband were thinking about trying to run a shop or off- 
licence. This was a long-term plan and depended on money she was expecting to be left by a 

relative. 

Not surprisingly, the farmers were the most settled in their way of life and they derived great 

satisfaction from it, even though there were financial worries. The two farm owners hoped that 

their sons would follow them in their occupation and expected to hand on the farm to them. 
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Similarly the tenant farmer hoped to pass the tenancy on to his son if he was allowed to take over 
his mother's farm. Most of the other families saw themselves as continuing in their present work, 
hoping, in the case of the trading businesses, to survive the recession and gradually build up their 

work. The Asian carpet dealer felt he was constrained by racism from banks, suppliers and market 

authorities, but expected gradually to do better. 

Some families, as we have seen, were motivated by satisfaction with their work and their ways 

of life. They did not expect their living standards to improve in the near future, but saw no reason 

to change their work, at least in the short term. Some people expected to increase family income 

in the future when children were older, either because partners in two-parent families would find 

work, or because lone parents would be able to expand their own working hours. This could be 

a slow process, however, and not one that was altogether without its disadvantages, as the 

gardener explained: 

They're growing up and they need me less, but I shall always be here hopefully for 
them. But I think I shall have more time to do more work, sort of thing. Perhaps 
a different job, or perhaps build this one up so it's a bit more profitable, sort of 
thing. But apart from that you know I don't really want too much to change. You 
know, I think children grow up too quick any case. 

All the families currently receiving family credit planned to apply again, except for the man with 
the smallest award of all the families. His earnings had increased further and his partner had 
found a part-time job, so they did not expect to need family credit unless circumstances changed 
again. Several hoped they would not need to apply in the future. The following comment was 
typical: 

Yes I think so, you know. While they say it's okay for me to. But I mean as soon as I earn 
enough to keep myself the happier I will be. 

For the employees the main hope was to hang on to jobs or to find work which was not 
temporary. One couple was particularly worried about the future if the husband could not find 

work, as the woman's hours were being slowly cut back and there was a danger the factory might 
close altogether. Another young couple was thinking of moving to another part of the country 
where there were more job opportunities. The only person who could see immediate prospects 

was the care assistant who was studying for her qualifications. She thought there might be 

openings arising from the new community care arrangements. 
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As we saw earlier, most of the women in the two-parent families wanted to find jobs when their 

children's ages allowed, though they were not optimistic. Only one family seemed likely to try 

self-employment in the near future: the man had previously been self-employed and his wife 

thought he might try again at some point, since there was 'no bright future' in his present work. 

All the families expected to continue claiming family credit. 

12.5 Summary 

It has been emphasised at various points that neither the way living standards are conceptualised 

nor how they are measured are subject to universal agreement. The thesis has partly taken a 

qualitative approach to the question, because so much is unknown about low-income self- 

employment and requires explanation as well as measurement. Earlier chapters have looked at 

material questions such as the value and cost of housing, the level of earnings and other income, 

and the ownership and value of consumer goods, and then sought explanations from families for 

how and why their present material circumstances came about. Respondents' views were also 

sought about the importance of different aspects of their living standards and quality of life, and 
how they perceived them changing or developing. In doing so an attempt has been made to trace 

the way that current living standards are often linked to patterns of expenditure determined by 

previous different circumstances. 

This chapter has demonstrated how surviving in low-income self-employment can be a continuing 

struggle, which can take a toll on people's health, although it can also offer some opportunities 
for work where there is ill-health or disability in a family which might inhibit the pursuit of 

employed work. 

The final chapter of the thesis concludes by drawing together the key findings from the research 

study as a whole. It then discusses implication of these findings in terms of employment and 

social security policy, and as they affect our wider understanding of how living standards are 

constructed and maintained in low-income families. 
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN 

CONCLUSIONS 

Overview 

This chapter concludes the thesis by summarising the 

main findings from the research study and discussing 

them in the light of the thesis' aims. The discussion is then 

placed in the context of employment and social security 

policies towards the self-employed. 
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Chapter Thirteen 

Conclusions 

13.1 Introduction 

The aim of this thesis was to improve our understanding of how families supported by low- 

income self-employment constructed and maintained their living standards. This concluding 

chapter brings together the main findings from the study and discusses them in the light of this 

central aim. It then reflects on what these findings imply for employment policy and social 

security social security support within the wider economics of self-employment. 

When the research on low-income self-employment and means-tested benefits which informs the 

thesis was planned, it involved entering an arena of study in which little previous work had been 

attempted. The recent growth in self-employment was well-charted, there was a substantial 

sociological literature on the culture of business and the attitudes and motivations of the 

'entrepreneur', and a body of work which analysed the position of self-employed people within 

employment law. Little was known, however, about the lives of people working on their own 

account or in newer, marginal forms of self-employment, and bringing up children on earnings 
low enough to qualify for support through means-tested benefits. 

Despite this paucity of real understanding, or perhaps because of it, there was considerable 

scepticism expressed to the researchers involved in the wider study as they began their work. 
Familiar anecdotal references were frequently made to people who continued in apparently non- 

profitable self-employment while displaying the trappings of conspicuous consumption. From 

an early stage in the work, a key concern was therefore to test whether this widespread prejudice 
had any solid foundation when applied to the low income self-employed sector. 

Since the work started, other researchers have entered the field and reported on aspects of low 

income self-employment. Brown's policy analysis of social security provision for self-employed 
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people (1992) provided essential background material for understanding their financial 

circumstances and opportunities. The large-scale study more recently reported by Meager et al. 

(1994) has also supplied quantitative support for some of the patterns detected in the research for 

this thesis which indicated the existence of a substantial low-income group, some of whom may 

face problems in retirement. Other research on low-income families by Marsh and McKay (1993) 

included self-employed people and acknowledged the importance of disaggregating findings by 

employment status when investigating working patterns and use of benefits. Early evaluation of 

the disability working allowance (Rowlingson and Berthoud, 1994) also highlighted its special 

significance for self-employed people, while new work by Bryson and White (1996) has 

examined the situation of people moving from unemployment into self-employment. Overall, a 

substantial body of systematic information has begun to be amassed about the circumstances of 

low-income self-employed people. 

13.2 Self-employment into the 1990s 

The early chapters of this thesis analysed the spectacular growth in self-employment which took 

place in Britain during the 1980s and discussed the various theoretical explanations for these 
developments. I have argued that while some of the trends in self-employment are continuations 

of long-term patterns, there has also been a distinct new growth in various forms of marginal and 

precarious work classified as self-employment, which are part of a wider growth in'non-standard! 

or 'atypical' work. 

Findings from survey analysis have emphasised the differentiation among the self-employed 

population. One of the most striking findings from the research as a whole was the extreme 
heterogeneity evident even among the particular groups of low-income self-employed families 

who were the subject of the qualitative studies. The range of occupations and organisation of 

work extended in all directions, bringing in activities indistinguishable from low-waged work for 

an employer as well as autonomous trading businesses at all stages of development. It crossed the 

traditional productive communities of farming and fishing and into the newer service industries 

characterised by franchise or freelance organisation, and included people in small craft industries 
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or with individual and sometimes unusual skills developed to a high level of expertise, as well 

as others carrying out repetitive and unskilled work that is more traditionally associated with the 

low-waged sector. 

The qualitative studies have put flesh on the bones of the survey data by showing the ways in 

which people came into self-employment at different stages of their lives and through different 

routes. Some came through redundancy, or in determined attempts to break out of unemployment. 

Others were simply continuing a way of life established by their parents and grandparents. Some 

disliked the routines and impositions of waged work, or had held a longstanding desire to work 

independently. Still others were almost surprised to discover that their small-scale leisure 

activities or interests had developed to the extent that they were formally categorised as 'self- 

employed work'. 

The range of business activity within individual families was also considerable. In some families, 

self-employment meant that one breadwinner was engaged in remunerative work away from 

home. In others self-employment was a way of life for an extended family, drawing in both 

spouses, children and grandparents into a general family activity, much of it based around the 

home. Some of the work contributing to self-employed activity is invisible within the formal 

economy - particularly that carried out by some women, but also to a lesser extent that done by 

children. 

Women in two-parent families frequently played a vital part in business activities but the extent 

of their contribution is often not acknowledged in formal measures of economic activity and 

earnings. Indeed it seemed that the requirements of some self-employed work could have the 

effect of reinforcing gender divisions of labour, particularly where women's involvement in the 

enterprise reduced the opportunity for them to pursue their own, independent labour market 

participation. 

Heterogeneity was not only a feature of employment circumstances, but was apparent in all 
family and personal characteristics. People interviewed included families at all stages of 

formation, growth, and for some, dissolution. In each sphere of work could be found lone parents, 
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traditional male breadwinner couples and other two-parent families where the woman had, 

temporarily at least, become the main earner. It was also a dynamic population, where self- 

employed people moved back into employed work or unemployment, while redundant workers 

and people who believed they could develop a personal skill or interest tried setting up on their 

own. Changes in living standards often lagged behind such occupational shifts, or reflected 

different stages in life trajectories: the population under examination included both people 

contemplating retirement and younger parents who had just embarked on their working lives or 

on bringing up children. 

Diversity of personal characteristics extended into aspects of family health. While some of the 

families interviewed enjoyed robust physical and mental health, others were coping with the 

effects of serious illness or disability, or had responsibility for other family members whose 

health was poor. A characteristic shared by all the families, however, was low income. 

13.3 Household Incomes 

Chapter Three established that there are a number of problems in measuring earnings from self- 

employment, in comparison with estimates of the incomes of employees or people outside the 

labour force. Uncertainties in the definition of self-employment, differential response rates, time- 

lags between survey dates and earnings periods, apparent under-reporting of income and 

conceptual aspects of measurement of earnings and profits have all contributed to the exclusion 

of self-employed people from income surveys in the past, and likewise from official estimates of 

take-up of benefits. Nevertheless, the cumulative picture is one of increasing dispersion within 

self-employed earnings, with growing concentrations at both ends of the income distribution. 

Among those in the lower end of the distribution are the self-employed family credit recipients, 

whose circumstances were examined in Chapter Five. This analysis showed that while the family 

characteristics of self-employed recipients differed slightly from those of employed recipients, 

the driving force behind the consistent discrepancy in the relative levels of family credit awards 

was the substantial difference in net income, as assessed for the family credit means test. 
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Considerable attention was paid in the study to the assessment of earnings from low-income self- 

employment. On the basis of conceptual scrutiny of the assessment system, plus discussion with 

recipients and observation of their homes and workplaces, there seemed little reason to believe 

that earnings reported by most respondents were not an accurate reflection of their true incomes, 

even if they might occasionally be boosted in some trades by a little undeclared work. There 

appeared to be little evidence of purposeful misreporting of financial data, nor of any improper 

manipulation of the assessment system or deliberate false accounting. This does not, of course, 

rule out the possibility that there are individuals among self-employed people claiming in-work 

benefits who are manipulating the system. The complexity of accounts and financial data in some 

of the larger businesses in particular did allow greater scope for both error and manipulation. 

However, there was little to suggest that there was anything intrinsically different about the 

validity of data about incomes supplied by self-employed people, compared with those of 

employees. 

I have looked in some detail at the relationship between gross receipts and profit among 

businesses with higher levels of turnover, and at the kinds of costs and expenses incurred in the 

different businesses. In the trading businesses in particular a high proportion of receipts were 

accounted for by the costs of buying the goods or produce sold. In general, the expenses and costs 
declared by the respondents seemed reasonable and legitimate, and there was little evidence that 

people were amassing assets or stock in their businesses, thus artificially reducing their gross 

profit ratios. 

There were a number of points which required comment, however. First, several businesses, 

including two of the farms, were highly geared - that is, a high proportion of business assets were 
funded by loans or large overdraft facilities. Interest payments therefore consumed substantial 

proportions of the gross profit. There was nothing to suggest that these loans were not legitimate 

expenses under family credit regulations, and they had mostly been taken out before the families 
became benefit claimants. Nevertheless, they helped to explain how some high turnover 
businesses made little profit during the period of the loans. There was also a question about how 

much of the interest payments on overdrafts and loans related to business expenses directly and 
how much was actually covering loans for personal subsistence. 
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The complexity of the financial information from some higher turnover businesses also provided 

wider scope for potential errors on the part of both claimants and assessment officers, of which 

there was some evidence in the study. This suggests that officers may require more guidance or 

assistance from the process of gathering financial information in some of the more complex 

businesses which are likely to be found in the higher turnover bracket. Franchises in particular 

may present problems of financial interpretation. 

Overall, there was little reason to doubt the validity of the details of business and household 

incomes described by the self-employed families in the study. Findings from a qualitative study 

focusing on family credit cannot be used to make generalised observations about self-employed 

people in other contexts, of course. Nevertheless, these findings do offer a challenge to the 

widespread belief that self-employed people purposefully under-report their earnings. The 

problems faced in measuring self-employed incomes and in fitting the data available to the 

methodologies of household surveys, statistical modelling or take-up estimates may often have 

more to do with assumptions made by researchers and the under-development of research 

expertise in these areas of work than with the characteristics and behaviour of self-employed 

people themselves. 

There were many different reasons why incomes among the families interviewed were so low. 

Some people were just starting out in business, while others were facing business failure and 
likely to return to unemployment or seek work elsewhere. Some had little control over their 

earnings or the amount of work available, or had personal or family circumstances which limited 

their time or effort. There were also different levels of skills, qualifications and business 

expertise, all of which were likely to influence people's earnings capacity. What then was the 

relationship between family incomes and living standards? 

13.4 Living Standards of Self-employed Families 

There are a number of ways of thinking about family living standards. The introductory chapter 

explained that neither the way living standards are conceptualised nor how they are measured are 
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subject to universal agreement. I argued that the qualitative approach adopted was appropriate 

because so little was known about self-employment that the way it affected living standards 

required explanation as well as measurement. Consecutive chapters have looked at material 

questions such as the value and cost of housing, the level of earnings and other income, and the 

ownership and value of consumer goods, and then sought explanations from families for how and 

why their particular circumstances came about. Respondents' views on the importance of different 

aspects of their living standards and how they perceived change or development in this respect 

helped in tracing the way that current living standards were often linked to patterns of expenditure 

determined by previous different circumstances. 

Given the heterogeneity in the low-income self-employed referred to above, it is not surprising 

to find a corresponding diversity of living standards. This was particularly evident in looking at 

the families' housing. It is known that self-employed people as a whole are more likely to be 

owner-occupiers than other employees for a number of reasons. This tends to suggest that they 

will also have higher living standards. Among the family credit recipient population, however, 

the picture was not clear cut. Some had been able, with help from parents, to enter home 

ownership at a stage which meant they now had low housing costs for good quality 

accommodation. Others had not had the same opportunities and were still renting, while the 

standard of housing varied substantially across tenures. 

Possession of key household goods and consumer durables is often used as a measure of living 

standards. Looking simply at the presence of certain items in the household, both employed and 

self-employed families appeared to be relatively well-off for a range of standard goods. Looking 

more qualitatively, however, at how goods were acquired, their age, uses and condition, both sets 

of families appeared less comfortable and there was considerable overlap between them. Few had 

recently spent large sums on new equipment and for some families older domestic machinery was 

beginning to cause problems. There was widespread use of second hand goods and many families, 

both self-employed and employed, had benefited from items being passed on by relatives and 

friends. Overall, there was little sign that businesses were generating sufficient extra income to 

allow easy replacement or expansion of possessions and most families were still relying on stores 

of goods acquired some years before. 
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How people came to their work and when, the level of support from parents and relatives, and 

earnings from previous work, all contributed to the living standards they now had. Within this 

diversity, it was possible to discern some groups of families who shared common characteristics 

and similar living standards. Male manual workers and other subcontractors, or 'quasi self- 

employed' people were one such identifiable group. They basically had the standards of living 

to be expected from long-term employment in low-wage sectors of the economy. They were 

accustomed to living on relatively low earnings, even if these fluctuated. Their incomes were 

reflected in the housing they occupied and the quality and condition of household possessions. 

Another, smaller, group with some features in common were the families who developed some 

self-employed work out of a consuming personal interest, or chose a way of working which suited 

a particular lifestyle. Few of these had histories of high earnings, although some came from 

professional backgrounds. They were sustained by low expectations of material rewards and by 

support from families, or networks of mutual aid. To some extent, their living standards might 
be said to reflect personal choice or preference, but it would be wrong to exaggerate the 
differences between them and the more traditional 'entrepreneurial' self-employed. They may 
have adapted well to surviving on low incomes, but they shared many of the same motivations 
and commitments to the work ethic, supporting their families and'struggling through' that were 
exhibited right across the self-employed spectrum. 

The highest material living standards were found among some of the people with independent 
businesses. They had high expectations and had placed importance on the standard of their 
housing and household goods, which was mainly where money had been spent in the past. Some 

pointed out that their living standards might appear incongruous with eligibility for means-tested 
benefits, but it was only by careful budgeting, by using overdrafts and by exhausting previous 
savings that they were able to keep up these standards. However, also among this group of people 
were some whose current incomes were furthest from those earned in previous periods of relative 
business prosperity or high salaries. Their relatively high living standards, in terms of housing, 
household goods and equipment, and general participation in social activities, masked mounting 
personal overdrafts and business debts, and high levels of anxiety and financial distress. 
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13.5 The Living Standards of Self-employed and Employed Recipients Compared 

In order to see what differences might exist between the living standards of self-employed and 

employed families receiving family credit, the study included a small extra sample of employees. 

Comparison between small non-representative samples of this kind has to be viewed with some 

caution. Nevertheless, the study found many similarities between self-employed and employed 

recipients, as well as some differences. These patterns were also largely born out by the Policy 

Studies Institute survey of low income families. 

The employees were mainly at a slightly earlier stage of their lives and generally had lower 

qualifications. Their employment backgrounds showed patterns of job insecurity. Their living 

standards were more uniform than the self-employed and none had the comfortable houses and 

high level of household possessions that previous higher earnings had given a few of the business 

families. Yet they shared many of the characteristics of the subcontractors and quasi self- 

employed and their living standards were at a similar level. Some had housing of a better quality 

than their self-employed counterparts, having taken advantage of local authority discounts or 

bought when both partners were earning. As with many of the self-employed, managing strategies 

included help from relatives, though by and large the employees lacked access to the substantial 

levels of financial assistance on which some self-employed families had been able to draw: 

Overall, however, the movements between occupational status that were evident even in the small 

number of families studied suggested that some families in the two groups could easily be 

interchangeable. Although self-employed and employee families may need to be dealt with in 

separate administrative processes for benefit assessment, a clear line cannot usefully be drawn 

between their living standards simply on the basis of their occupational status. 

Generally, for the self-employed families the relationship between current earnings and living 

standards depended on how far previous earnings and expenditure still cushioned them from more 

recent falls in household income. Thus the longer they had been at their current levels of earnings, 

the more direct the relationship became, as household goods deteriorated and savings dwindled. 

However, the relationship was mediated by other factors, so that in some cases expenditure may 
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have exceeded net incomes over specific periods. Help from families, the use of credit or the 

accumulation of debt all acted in different ways to make the link more tenuous. By acquiring 

sums of capital from the sale of their marital homes, some of the lone parents, for example, were 

able to boost their household possessions to a level which their earnings alone could not have 

supported. Low housing costs also helped many of the families to meet essential bills from the 

minimal drawings their overdrafts permitted them to take out of their businesses. 

Those families facing financial crisis through redundancy or business failure were in a different 

position again. All the trappings of reasonable living standards were still around them, but they 

faced imminent loss of their homes and all the life that went with them. In many ways they were 

the families closest to being poor, because the gap between their new incomes and the demands 

on them was so large. Yet in some ways they were also the least prepared. Managing on reduced 
incomes was a learning process which took time and some families learned better than others how 

to adjust to change. 

The fact that the relationship between earnings and living standards was less transparent for some 

of the self-employed families than the employees does not mean that their earnings were not 

genuinely low. There was no evidence that these families were living a high life at the expense 

of the tax payer. Rather, by keeping businesses afloat through the early stages or through lean 

times family credit was giving some would-be entrepreneurs the possibility of eventually rising 
above the need for it. This was certainly the hope of many of them. Appreciative as they were for 

the help that family credit gave, most would prefer not to have to rely on it. 

13.6 Maintaining Livings Standards on Low Incomes 

The qualitative studies showed that 'managing', in the sense of how families organised their 
finances and who was responsible for budgeting and control of money, could influence whether 
families 'managed' to make ends meet. A majority of the self-employed families generally 

succeeded in keeping within their means and not accumulating debt, but most still had to exercise 

careful control over expenditure. Although there were strong feelings against the use of credit, 
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certain kinds of borrowing were unavoidable, particularly for the self-employed, and some 

families were in serious debt. The areas of spending which came under most strain in the 

budgeting process were familiar from other studies of low income families. The self-employed 

families differed little from the employees in this respect, although for some self-employed 

families managing was influenced by choice and expectations as well as by limits to financial 

resources. In businesses which were longer established or had a larger asset base, such as the 

farms, it was easier for the higher turnover families to negotiate and maintain large loans and 

overdrafts. These provided extra flexibility for expenditure. Where these facilities were not 

available, or had reached their limits, managing was more difficult, especially if there were other 

large non-business commitments, such as mortgages. In this situation families were more likely 

to incur debts and arrears over and above permitted overdraft arrangements. 

13.7 Allocation of Resources in Households and the Use of Family Credit 

Examination of the way household finances were organised in self-employed families raised a 

number of issues. In the two parent male earner families gender roles seemed fairly traditional. 

Indeed, as we have seen, the requirements of some self-employed businesses may have the effect 

of reinforcing gender divisions of labour. However, where women were closely involved in the 

financial or clerical side of businesses, as was often the case, they seemed in a much stronger 

position not just in relation to family credit applications, but also in decision making about family 

finances more generally. Although women in most of the families had the main responsibility for 

household budgeting and expenditure, having additional detailed knowledge of business finance 

gave some a degree of extra control over the management of money. This seemed to play an 

important part in the success these families had in maintaining their living standards under 

pressure. 

The second issue concerns the use of family credit. Financial management in the self-employed 

families varied considerably. Most difficulties seemed to arise where families did not keep their 

business and household transactions separate. In this respect, people who for various reasons did 

not have access to authorised business overdrafts were at a disadvantage. Without overdrafts to 
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cover urgent business expenses, some people had to use family credit instead. In some 

circumstances this could lead to reduced awards on next application, but more immediately it 

could put pressure on day to day household expenditure. 

The study showed that there was still a strong attachment in two parent families to having family 

credit paid by weekly order book to the woman. Household budgeting often depended crucially 

on the availability of a weekly cash sum of money for food, fuel and other essential costs. 

Recipients currently have the option of receiving payments by order book or through credit 

transfer into bank accounts. The Government has expressed a strong preference for the latter 

method and as a result of this encouragement the use of credit transfer has been on the increase. 

Yet payment of family credit into bank accounts may reduce the flexibility important for 

managing on low incomes, particularly where if benefit becomes absorbed into overdrafts. 

Without the ready cash the benefit now mostly represents some families might find themselves 

unable to continue in their present work. It could also reduce the control over spending exercised 

by women, which I have argued is an important factor in maintaining living standards. 

13.8 The Wider Policy Context 

It has been a key plank of the present Government's policy to encourage entrepreneurial activity, 
both as a dynamic force in the economy and as a way of reducing unemployment. Indeed, support 
for small business as the engine of the economy has become a mantra for governments of all 

political persuasions. It was argued earlier, following the work of a number of sociologists of 

work, that the notion of an'enterprise culture', as applied to many entrants to self-employment 

was highly misleading. Nevertheless, many of the self-employed families in the study had 

responded to governmental encouragement, some using the enterprise allowance and others 

putting in redundancy money, savings, or cash from the sale of their homes. 

The interviews were carried out at the height of a long recession which was reflected in the 

economic position of the respondents. Most were struggling, managing to 'get by', like many 

other low-income families, but not without sacrifice and anxiety. Many felt insecure and 
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vulnerable and, for some, trying to support families without the protection of a guaranteed weekly 

wage was putting strains on family relationships and had taken a toll on their health. Often the 

sacrifice was acceptable: some people were motivated by the possibility of future success as well 

as by the satisfaction which came from working for themselves. Yet it seemed that strategies for 

short-term survival might be undermining longer-term security. Non-payment of national 

insurance or suspension of pension contributions meant that some were not building up 

contributions records to protect them and their dependants in case of illness and disability, or as 

they reached retirement age. Nor had they, in compensation, made private provision. Others 

appeared to be conducting work under conditions that could jeopardise their current and future 

health and safety. In this sense, rather than characterising the respondents in the study as part of 

a culture of enterprise it would be more accurate to see them as part of a culture of survival. 

On the other hand, some respondents talked of the emotional and psychological well-being that 

they associated with their current occupation and way of working. They described a sense of 

purpose and achievement and a belief in the suitability of their household environment for 

bringing up children, which research has often found lacking amongst people in low-waged work 

or unemployment. 

A key policy question then is, what role should a means-tested benefit play in the economic 

support of self-employment? This question has several aspects. First, is it the role of a social 

security benefit to encourage people to enter a world of insecure self-employment? Some families 

are helped to move into work and establish a form of employment that brings them satisfaction 

and well-being, provides goods or services that meet demand, and eventually generates sufficient 

profit to make the family financial independent. On the other hand failure may not only mean 
financial crisis for the family involved, but can also lead to wider repercussions in local 

economies. 

Linked to this is the question of business viability and the role of a benefit such as family credit 
in supporting those which show little sign of producing anything other than minimal net profits, 

or indeed, trade at a loss. How far should social security directly subsidise a non-profitable 

market sector? Some of the businesses or forms of work supported by family credit showed very 
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low returns for long periods of time, with the families involved depending on relatively high 

levels of family credit and other benefits. Indeed, the analysis of family credit statstics indicated 

that a minority of self-employed recipients were actually worse off than if they had been on 

income support. 

There are further questions about how far family credit really is fulfilling its purpose as a bridge 

to financial independence in the case of some of the self-employed ventures. Using the 

terminology of policy making popular under the current Government, is this encouraging 

enterprise or dependency? It should be noted, however, that the notion of family credit as an'up 

escalator' is also misleading for waged recipients. As Evans (1996) has shown recently, in the 

absence of opportunities for better training and higher paid jobs, many of the latter are also 'stuck 

in work, on benefit, in a quasi dependent state' (p. 54). 

One policy option, which appeared to be on the agenda at one point to address some of the issues 

above, might be for family credit to be more selectively targeted, towards those enterprises which 

do show some potential for economic viability. This is the direction in which policy making has 

travelled in the area of business start-up schemes. However, even if such potential could 

accurately be identified, social security has a range of policy aims much wider than that of 

encouraging business start-up. Another option might be to remove eligibility for family credit 
from self-employed people with specially low earnings, or make it available only for a limited 

amount of time. The problem with addressing policy measures towards people with particularly 
low earnings, however, is that there is no neat way of categorising them for administrative 

purposes. Categorising families by their level of living standards is also problematic, since the 

factors influencing these standards are so complex and vary a great deal among self-employed 
families. 

Long-term recipients of family credit, with earnings which had grown little since they first 

applied, often had little control over their earnings or the amount of work available, or had family 

circumstances which limited the time and effort they could put into their work. In so far as there 

may have been extra work capacity among a few families or the ability to earn more money if 

they chose, this was mainly not among the lowest earners but more among those with incomes 
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in the middle range. To impose a requirement to earn to full capacity would be difficult since this 

would run against the trend of reducing the minimum working hours for family credit. In this 

context it might be interesting to assess the effect on self-employed claimants of the measured 

introduced in 1995 to increase family credit awards of people who work more than 30 hours per 

week, except that most already work over this limit and the working hours of the self-employed 

are in any case difficult to assess. 

One further point to be taken into account when considering whether financial support should be 

made available to self-employed families is how far people are accumulating assets in a business 

rather than taking profits. It is, after all, a sensible strategy in some circumstances, especially in 

the early stages of trying to get off the ground, to take as little as possible out of the business. 

Survival and success may depend on being prepared to'plough everything back'. However, if this 

means that self-employed people are choosing to reduce current family incomes to levels so low 

that they are entitled to means-tested support, it could be argued that this is not a proper use of 

public funding. There was little sign, however, in this study that such accumulation of assets was 

taking place. While some of the traders did have valuable assets and stock, these had usually been 

built up in previous more profitable times and debts were more common than substantial assets. 

The businesses with the most valuable stock were those which, by their nature, were also more 

likely to generate higher turnovers and tended also to have higher costs and expenses as well. 

There is little evidence available at present as to how long different kinds of business can be 

expected to continue at very low levels of profits. Some might, given time and a more favourable 

economic climate, gradually grow and prosper, whereas others are unlikely to produce 

substantially greater earnings. It could be argued that continued support for marginal enterprises 

is an inappropriate role for family credit, but for some self-employed people any alternative 

would probably result in a transfer from one kind of state support to another. In terms of the 

broader quality of their lives it might be a poor exchange. 

The thesis therefore ends up arguing that while some very low income self-employed people with 

children exhibit somewhat higher living standards than might be considered consonant with the 

receipt of a targeted and means benefit, it makes little policy sense to attempt to discriminate 
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amongst recipients by employment status. The boundaries between the groups are fluid and the 

overlap considerable. Living standards may or may not relate closely to current or recent income, 

depending on a range of contingent factors. In many ways low income self-employed people are 

living out what is beginning to be lauded within international economic bodies such as the OECD 

as the 'plural economy' (Sauvage, 1996). In the absence of a return to traditional notions of full 

employment, justification for providing support through social security for these marginal forms 

of work is likely to rather expand rather than weaken. 
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Appendix One 

Primary Variables in the Family Credit Sample Dataset 

NAME 
AWARDS 
RTYPE 

RUNDATE 
NINO 

CLAIMNO 
OCLAIMNO 
DOB 
DOBINT 
FAMTYPE 

POSTCODE 
PCOUNT 
LOCATION 
OFFICE 
REGION 

COUNTRY 

(Removed) 
Total number of claims 
Record type 
1 new, renewal, repeat 
2 revision 
Run month and year 
National insurance number - main (replaced with non-identifiable case 
number) 
Claim number 
Old claim number 
Date of birth 
DOB - Number of days since a specified date 
Family type 
I couple - male main earner 
2 couple - female main earner 
3 single - male 
4 single - female 

Number of postcode changes 
LO code + region code + country code 

2 Northern 
5 London North 
8 Wales and South West 
9 Midlands 
10 Northwestern 
11 Scotland 
15 London South 
1 England 
2 Scotland 
3 Wales 

PNINO National insurance number - partner (removed) 
PDOB Date of birth - partner 
PDOBINT DOB - partner: number of days since a specified date 
CHILD! Number of reckonable children aged 0-10 
CHILD2 Number of reckonable children aged 11-15 
CHILD3 Number of reckonable children aged 16-17 
CHILD4 Number of reckonable children aged 18 & over 
NRCRDS Number of no credit children 
CAGE 1-16 Age of 1st -16th reckonable child 
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CEUBEN Amount of child benefit weekly 
OCCUP Occupation code 

1 General Managerial 
2 Professional & related supporting management & admin 
3 Professional & related, in education, welfare & health 
4 Literary, artistic, sports 
5 Professional & related; science, engineering, technology 
6 Managerial (excl general management) 
7 Clerical and related 
8 Selling 
9 Security and protective services 
10 Catering, cleaning, hairdressing and other personal services 
11 Farming, fishing and related 
12 Materials processing (excl metal) 
13 Making and repairing (excl metal and electrical) 
14 Processing, making, repairing etc - metal & electrical 
15 Painting, repetitive assembly, product inspect, packaging 
16 Construction, mining and related (not elsewhere classified) 
17 Transport operating, materials moving and storing & related 
18 Miscellaneous 
19 Unclassified 

ETYPE Employment type 
I Self-employed 
2 Employed, private sector 
3 Employed, public sector - central government 
4 Employed, public sector - local government 
5 Employed, public sector - NHS 
6 Employed, public sector - other 
7 Employed, unclassified 

WKHRS\V Weekly hours worked 
EARNS Weekly earnings - main 
TAX Income tax 
NICONT National insurance contributions 
SACONT Superannuation contribution 
OBTYPE-OBTYP5 Other benefit types 

IS Income Support 
IV Invalidity Benefit 
MA Maternity Allowance 
MS MSC Training 
OT Others 
SB Sickness Benefit 
SM Statutory Maternity Pay 
SS Statutory Sick Pay 
UB Unemployment Benefit 

OBRECI-OBREC5 Other benefit recipients 
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1 Main 
2 Partner 

OBAMT1-OBAMT5 Other benefit amounts 
OITYPI-OITYP5 Other income types 

B Benefits in kind 
hi Maintenance 
0 Others 
R Rent 
T Tips 

OIRECI-OIRECS Other income recipients 
I Main 
2 Partner 

OIAMTI-OIAMT5 Other income amounts 
PETYPE Earned income type - partner 

1 Whole time 
2 Part time (less than 24 hours) 

PEARNS Earned income amount - partner (net) 
DEARNS Earned income amount - children 
NTINC Notional tariff income 
SAVINGS Amount of savings 
TYPE Type of award 

I New 
2 Renewal 
3 Repeat 

DOCLAIM Date of claim 
CLDAYS Date of claim 
WKCRED Weekly rate of credit 
DOSTART Date award commenced 
DOSTOP Date award terminated 
DAYSTA Date award commenced 
DAYSTO Date award terminated 
PREVIOUS Previous award indicator 

0 New, repeat renewal with previous 
I Renewal, no previous 

CURSTART Date current credit commenced 
DAYSCUR Number of days since current credit commences 
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Appendix Two 

Topic Guide used in Qualitative Interviews 
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FAMILY CREDIT LND SELF-EMPLOYMENT 

TOPIC GUIDE ID 
" 

A. Fmily/household circuýastances 
Can I start by asking you for a few details about you and your family? 

members of household. ages etc; ages and circumstances of children - students. 
working. unemployed; other adults. dependants 

Notes: 

B. Housing circumst. ^nces 
(main questions for FC claimant, but check non-factual or missing info with 
other partner - also make note of own observations) 

1. Do you own your house or rent it? 
owner 
tenant 

2. If tenant, who do you rent from? 
private landlord 
local authority 
housing association 
other 

3. Type of dwelling: flat/maisonette 
semi-detached house 
detached house/bungalow 
terrace 

4. Number of a) bedrooms 
b) other rooms. excluding bathroom and toilet 

5. Children share? 
Yes 
No 

Ask for details 

6. Is there a garden? Yes 
No 

7. Is there a garage? Yes 
No 

How long living there; previous housing history; living there when self- 
1. eaployment started; security of tenure; want to move/buy? if owner. when 
e and how did they come to buy; employment circumstances then: importance 

of being owner for carrying out business; probe feelings about house/home: 
satisfaction - how does it compare with previous home. 

i 
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C. Current work: self-employed earner/partner 
nature of work, what it involves; work from home or separate premises 
employment history; periods of unemployment/ill-health 
education/qualifications/training/skills - importance of these 
background - parents/relatives in self-employment 
contribution to business from other people - partner/children/other 
relatives/ friends etc.; nature of contribution time/ financial/ services/ 
goods/mutual exchange of labour etc. 
probe attitudes to work 

Couples 
if wife/husband works formally in same s/e business. is s/he partner or 
waged employee? probe reason for particular status 
partner's work - current (if any) and previous; pattern of employment - 
probe way decisions made about who works and when - 'breadwinner' role; 
importance of second earnings; childcare arrangements 

Lone parents 
divorced/separated/widowed/single? how long/previous circumstances 
does being self-employed make it easier to work; childcare arrangements 

D. Finances 
estimate of self-employed earnings: last years profit, weekly takings, 
what they 'pay' themselves; do they leave earnings in business; what 
influences decisions on household/business expenditures, eg buying stock 
earnings vary from week to week/ seasonally? how compares with earnings 
in previous work? 
goods taken (eg shopkeepers/ food producers/ agricultural); other sources 
of work income - casual labour, undeclared cash work; meals received or 
provided, eg. for employees 
partners' earnings 
enterprise allowance: value; other start-up grants etc. 

maintenance received or paid 

capital and other savings; redundancy money; shares, PEPs and other 
investments; income from investments 
tax and NI position, status/contributions - probe for unpaid NI, exemption 
certificates; use of home as business premises declared for tax purposes 
pensions - current contributions, previous occupational pension; 
. expectations for retirement 

insurance - business; cover for use of home for business 
business expenses; employee costs; entertaining customers 
business loans and debts; how much, what for, who from 
fees for professional/ trade associations, conventions; school fees/student 
contributions; covenants 

personal loans and debts - credit cards. banks, finance companies. 
catalogues, relatives, social fund etc. - problems in repayment 
loans taken out against property - what for, consumption items or for 

it-business; if no debts, why not? would they use credit more if they were 
employed/had more secure income? 
food: do you and all your family eat well; can you choose whatever food 

' you want or do you feel restricted - in what ways; eat better or worse 
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than in the past - how changed; estimate of average weekly expenditure on 
food; where shop? 

Housing costs: tenants 

8. Weekly rent 
9. Do you currently receive housing benefit? Yes r-j 

No 

10. If yes, how much (weekly)? 

11. If not, have you received housing benefit in the past? Yes 
No 

Explore details and process of claiming HB 

12. Any rent arrears. Yes 
No 

13. If yes, how much? 

Explore payment problems; period of arrears etc. 

Housing costs: owners 

14. Estimated value of property 

15. Owned outright or with mortgage? Outright 
Mortgage 

If outright, was there previously mortgage and how was it paid off; 
inheritance; help from parents/relatives 

16. If mortgage, is it repayment or endowment? 
Repayment 
Endowment 

Explore likely return from endowment 

17. What is a) total mortgage 
b) monthly payments? 

18. How many years is mortgage for and when taken out? 

19. Arrears? Yes 
No 

20. If yes, how much? 

Probe repayment problems 

All respondents 
21. f Do you receive a poll tax rebate (CCB)? Yes 

No 
22. Any poll tax arrears? Yes 

No 
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Explore repayment problems 

23. Do you have central heating? Yes 
No 

How installed, self/friends etc. 

24. What king öf-fuel: gas 
alectric 
oil 
solid 

25. Estimate of weekly expenditure 
(write quarterly data for each bill in larger box) 

Explore fuel problems, arrears, adequacy 

state of repair/decoration/insulation etc; access to cheap materials; any 
special problems 
improvements/repairs carried out: when, how, who by - probe for sources 
of help, other self-employed friends, access to cheap materials, discounts 
etc 
insurance - building and contents - how much, fully covered? 

E. Benefits 
Family credit recipients 

how much? how did they know about it 
who influenced decision to apply 
who deals with it - form-filling, cashing etc. 
problems of claiming; feelings about FC 
how is money used - for children? 
incentive to work/pursue self-employment 
usefulness in combination with EAS 
how does FC compare with FIS, if received 
any conflicts between partners over claiming? 
information supplied as cash-flow or accruals 

92/3 
Adult rate £41.00 
Child 1-11 10.40 

11-15 17.25 
16-17 21.45 

18 29.90 
Threshold 66.60 
Taper 70% 

91/2 
38.30 
9.70 

16.10 
20.05 
27.95 
62.25 

-Unsuccessful applicants 
when app} ed for FC; different circumstance? how did they know about FC; 
who influenced decision to apply; why *'refused; problems involved; would 
they apply again; any conflicts between partners; previously received FC 
or FIS - experience 

ALL-respöndents. 
what other benefits received currently (apart from HB/CCB): CB. OPB. any 
disability benefits, others? 
feelings about benefits generally, should self-employed people be able to 
do without benefits. look after themselves 
probe for different views of men and women 



F. Budgeting and managing 
where do they keep their money - banks/building societies etc, sole/joint 
accounts, separate business/personal accounts 
who does bookkeeping/accounts; use of accountants 
how do they organise weekly spending; who handles money; how make 
decisions about spending on business/home/children/holidays 
how do they separate business from household spending; how does family 
credit fit in? do they ever put it into business or use it to pay 
business-related expenses 

what about personal spending money; how do you see the money which comes 
into the house - as yours, his/hers. ours? probe for different models of 
money management, control, rationalisations; 

G. Household goods 
(ask claimant but check business uses 
note of own observations) 

Does family or individual own: 

26. car or van 
27. If yes, how many 
28. washing machine 
29. fridge/freezer 
30. dishwasher 
31. vacuum cleaner 
32. electric/gas/solid fuel cooker 
33. microwave 
34. colour television 
35. if yes, how many 
36. video 
37. stereo/CD 
38. computer 
39. if yes, business 

children's games 
40. telephone 
41. answering machine 
42. fax 

with main earner: tick boxes and make 

Check how items used, how old, whether in good repair - do any need major 
repair or replacement 
when and how were they purchased - on HP or credit/in different financial 
circumstances; presents/helped by parents etc; 
use of items for business purposes 
which of the items above do you regard as 'necessities'? 

In your view, do you have adequate beds, clothing for adults and children, 
bedding, furniture, linen, carpets etc. - anything missing which you 
regard as a necessity but you can't afford at present; how do you plan to 
replace things 

Any other 
J horses? 

'luxury' items - second home, boat, caravan (use, age, state). 
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H. Health 
(ask each partner about the other as well) 

health of adults and children, disability, long-term illness, accidents 
and injuries; recent hospitalisations 
private health insurance; take-up of health benefits/exemptions 
caring for elderly or disabled relatives 
health impact on work and money; influence on starting/staying ici/stopping 
self-employment 

I. Social participation/leisure 
what do they do for leisure; how much time; holidays - abroad/üK/. how 
financed; cinema/theatre/meals out etc. 
children's activities, presents - what sort of things do they give, how 
much; changes in what they can afford 
contact with -r6iatives/neighbours/friends; help received and given; 
reciprocity among families 
hobbies/clubs/churches; voluntary activities; sports; politics 
what are they unable to do/why; feelings about this 
probe for differential access to leisure time/money between partners 

J. Environment/transport 
like your neighbourhood? advantages and disadvantages; environment; access 
to public transport. costs; how do they decide use of car; access to 
shops/services; visiting services; local networks 

K. Quality of life/lifestyle 
expectations of business development 
attitudes to self-employment as a 'way of life'/enterprise culture 
long-term aspirations 
how would you describe your standard of living; how has it changed over 
last five years; how is it affected by self-employment 
likely to return to employment? 
how do you see your lives developing over the next five years/in 
retirement? 
probe differences of viewpoint between partners 


